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A. GENERAL NOTES. 

Note. The numbers in the first column correspond to 
the reference numbers in the present translation. 
The page and line numbers which follow refer to 
Nordal's text. 

Ch. 1. 

1. A general study of the nature and origin of ch.l -3, the Mytho- 
logical Introduction to the Saga, will be found in. Introd: 
Sources. The place and personal names are annotated fully 
in the relevant indexes. 

2. l' 'Reading O. Helsin eland (S.N. note) for Flat. Helsingdabotnn 
(S.N. text; V. text; D. trans.) as being more suited to the 
context; it is a land and not a botn or sea -gulf that is be- 
ing described. 

3. 113 The month called porri extended from the middle of January to 
the middle of February. Gói was the name of the next month. 

4. 2'S "across the Gulf "; it being frozen. 

5. 33 The sole occurrence of heraó ( "district ") in O.S. See Index 
of legal terms. 

6. 3" "South down the [next' dale ": i.e. over thé watershed between 
two dales, and then down the Southern one. 

Ch. 2. 

1. 4' The etymologies suggested in this Mythological Introduction 
are of the folk -lore variety, and are none of them probable. 
See Hl4sey, Sóknadkr, NórafjorÖr, Ndllegr and Beitisstoó in 
Index of pl. ns. 

2. 42h The sole occurrence of frlki ( "province ") in O.S. See Index 
of legal terms. 

Ch. 3 . 

1. "Sea- king ": an old title given to one who rúled over armed 
hosts/ 



Ch.3. 

hosts on board ship but held no lands. The real sea-king 
was the man who "had never slept under sooty rafter nor 
ever drank at the hearth ingle." 

2. 

Ch. 

5 9 

4. 

land seems here to signify unsettled land, in contrast to 
the byggòir or settlements just referred to 

1. 5° y irsokn: "stewardship." A legal term almost equivalent to 
veizla, land given as a grant, but in fief. See Index of 
legal terms. 

2 . 5le See W. Vogel: Die Normannen und das Frân_kische Reich, 
Heidelberg, 1906. 

3. 6 Haraldr Fair -hair's two expeditions to the West - the first 
soon after the battle of Hafrsfjorthr in 874 and the second 
in 894 x 900 - are confused both in O.S. and in Hkr., as A. 

4. 616. 

Ch. 5. 

1. 614' 

2. 71 

3. 73 

4. 7" 

5. 8s 

6. 8" 

7. 8'5 

O. Anderson has shown (E.S.S.H. I. 333, 392-3). It has 
been further argued - almost successfully - by D.W.H. Mar - 
shall (Sudreys in Early Viking Times, 32 -42) that he made 
only one expedition, the first one above being confused with 
a punitive expedition conducted by Ketill Flat -neb. The 
problem is too complex to discuss here. Most of the evid- 
ence available will be found referred to in the two studies 
mentioned. 

stafnbii: "forecastle man." The sturdiest fighters were 
chosen for this post, to bear the brunt of an attack by 
ramming. 

anñ 

Ldn. 36'9' adds Sutherland to the list and says "more 
than half of Scotland" - a palpable exaggeration. It 
states, however, that "Thorsteinn was king over [these lands] 
until the Scots deceive& him and he fell there in battle." 

borg - fort. Possibly at Burghead; but evidence nil. 

The first of a series of vague "Scots Earls" and "Scots 
Kings" with whom the Orkney Earls came in conflict. 

For other examples of "head- hunting" among Teutonic peoples, 
see Chadwick: The Growth of Literature, I. 92 -94. 

The mound is still identifiable near the farm of Sydera near 
Dornoch. See Ekkjalsbakki in Index of pl. ns. 

It is unknown in what part of Hrossey or the Mainland 
Hallathr took up house. 

"bondar ": The awkwardness of always translatinglO.N. 
bondi by English "peasant proprietor" has made necessary the 
retention/ 



Ch.5. 

S: 

Ch.6. 

retention of the O.N. term, with its plural "bondar ". See 
Index of legal terms. 

hcldsrett - the rank of a holdr or Freeman. See Index of 
legal terms. 

1. 9g The fylgjjá was a guardian or attendant spirit akin to the Celt- 
ic notion of a double,visible only to those with "second sight' 
It became visible in day - dreams as well as in dreams at night. 
It was usually thought to take the form of an animal. E.g., 
Hauskuldr in Ni.S. ch.23 dreamdd of a huge bear which he inter- 
preted as the fylgdá of Gunnar. A man was "fey" when he saw 
his own fylgja. E.g. Thorthr in Nj.S. ch.41 was slain the day 
after he had seen a goat wallowing in its gore. The term sur- 
vives in Icel. fylgja and Norw. fblgie. A good account of 
this illustration of animism is to be found in J.A.MacCulloch: 
Eddic Mythology, 232 -237, in Mythology of All Races Series, 
Boston, 1930. 

Ch.8. 

1. 1264 Accepting reading in 702 and Lex. Run. (0.S. 12n), in place of 
that in 332 and Flat., which tells the story in a softened 
form, making Einarr give the grim task to some of his men. 
For the practice, compare Ragn. S. Lodb., ch.18; Saxo Grammat- 
icus: Hist. IX. 463; and Reginsm41, 266 Chadwick (The Cult of 
Othin, 20) notes that hanging was the more typical method of 
sacrifice to Odin. 

2. 12 
' This is the sole reference in 0.S. to any of the old gods. 

Odin was conceived of as-the god of the dead; hence the 
epithets given him - hang drottin: "lord of the hanged "; 
valgautr: "god of the slain "; galga valdr: "lord of the gallows'- 
see Ynglinga Saga, ch.7 and Gylf ginning, ch.15,20. 
Other instances occur of consecrating a slain man to Odin. 
"I gave Asmol ' s heir to Odin" says Helgi of . Thorgrimr in Ldn. I iß3 

Saxo Grammaticus (Hist. III. 95 and VII. 296) tells 
of how Odin disguised as a giant cured Siward's wounds on con- 
dition of his giving him the so .ls of all men he slew. 

3. 14`*'' The later history of the Orkney Odal lands is told in O.S. 
ch.11 and ch.76 (end). For a clear and concise account of 
all that 0.S. has to say on the subject, see A.W.Johnston: 
Fiscal Anti uities of Orkn. and Shetl. 137 -139 in Old Lore 
Misc. Vol.IX. pt. 3. 

4. 14 He had also two daughters - Thordis, fostered by Rognvaldr his 
father in Norway (Ldnilml. Eß71) ; and Hlif (Longer Olafr Tr. 
S . , in Fms . I I . 210+). 

5. 14 - 163 Text of O. (see 0.S. 14n) accepted in place of that of 
Flat. which is a mere abridgment of its original. Apparently 
the scribe of Flat. fUlt it unnecessary to transcribe in full a 
narrative which he had already copied out from Hkr (Hkr. 

7326; 751-5n; that is why he puts after his abbreviated 
statements/ 



Ch.8. 

6. 154-' 

7. 15. 

8. 15. 

9. 16y 

statements sem fyr segir: "as is said before" (14 ") , and 
sem fyrr er ritat: "as has already been written" (152-). 

hand .... Aar: "He died years." Accidentally omitted 
by V. and hence by D. 

Eirikr was killed not in the reign of Edmund (939 -946) but in 
that of Eadred (946 -955) - probably in fact in 950, the 16th 
year of the reign of Hakon in Norway; see Hkr., Hak. G. Saga, 
ch.9, and E.B.B.H. I. 461, note 3. Acc. to the A.S.Chron. 
(D,E,F), however, he was driven from Northumbria in 954. 

Identity of Olafr doubtful. Perhaps Olafr Kvaran Sigtrygg's 
son. He was certainly not set over Northumbria by Edmund or 
Eadred. See E.S.S.H. I, 460, note 2, for a full discussion 
of his identity. 

In Low's Tour of 1774 is mentioned a local tradition that 
"the son of a Norwegian king" was buried in the Howe of Hoxa, 
the large mound visible on the isthmus from the deck of the 
passing mail -boat. (See Haugsei6_ in Index of pl.ns.). But 
the mound is really a Broch. According to Dietrichson, how- 
ever, (Mon. Ore., Engl. summary, 15) examples are known of 
sepulchral chambers used by both the Norsemen and the Romans 
in such ruins. 

Ch.9. 

1. 1724 Identity very doubtful. See Index of pl.ns. 

Ch.10. 

This king may have been Kenneth, son of Malcolm I, King of 
Alban (971 -995). According to the Pict. Chron., he made 
strenuous efforts to reduce Northumbria to complete subjec- 
tion, after the useless activity of two short -lived predeces- 
sors on the throne. We may well assume with Skene (Celt.Sc. 
I. 374) it was he who was also trying to extend his influence 
in the North by gaining an ally in Skuli. 
Chronologically, he seems satisfactory. But the term Skota- 
konungr must not be interpreted too definitely. Some nor h- 
errí chief with claims over or interests in the province of 
Cat may be referred to. In the same manner the Annals of 
Ulster refer to Finnlaech, Mormaer of Moray, as Ri Albain: 
"Prince of Alban." 

2. 19UU Another unknown. Perhaps a Mormaer of Moray, with which 
province the name Macbeth is most commonly connected. 

Ch.l1. 

1. 2017- A three chambered mound known as "The Earl's Cairn" stands 
about 3i miles inland from Ham Berry near the farm of Hol- 
land Mails. Can this have been the mound where Hlothver was 
buried ? It seems unlikely. 

2/ 



l.hslle 

2. 211' The raven standard, To the Scandinavians the raven was the 
bird of augury and of wisdom; cp. Odin's two ravens, Huginn 
( "thought ") and Ivluninn ( "memory "). The association with Odin 
is probably the reason for the raven's becoming a war symbol 
and its use as a standard in the viking period and after. Cp. 
the raven standard in the battle of Clontarf (O.S. ch.12). 

Ch.12. 

1. 21n. The scene and circumstances of Olaf's conversion are in some 
doubt, but at least the baptism in the Scilly Isles can be 
accepted as fact. See Miss Ashdown's Engl. and Norse Docu- 
ments, 286. 

2. 21n; Engeland. V. and D. say this is a mistake for Ireland. But 
according to Hkr. 1266."-4 it was at a Thing somewhere in England 
that Olafr met the Irish princess Gytha who was at this time 
the widow of an English Earl. 

3. 21n,4' Kaur,ans (= Kvarans). See Index of N' ns. 
is Oláfr Kvdran. 

His complete name 

4. 22n,2' Thore Kiucke: "Hook -fist." Only one of the several possible 
interpretations of this nickname. See Index of N'ns. 

5. 22n,4" Asmunder vage udi Ragnvallds oz Otmundwall in S. Ronaldsay. 
A mistake, for Osmundwall is in Walls. See Index of pl. ns. 

6. 22°'-s This marriage of Sigurthr to the daughter of Malcolm King of 
Scots seems to have taken place 997 x 1000. It replaced the 
alliance with Olafr Tryggvi's son made in 995 at Osmundwall 
with a Scottish alliance. It was the death of Sigurth's 
hostage son Hlothver (997 x 1000) that made the break possible. 

It should be noted that if this Malcolm is Malcolm II, 
then he was not yet "King of Scots" at the date of the mar - 
riage; (he became King in 1005). It is possible, however, 
that the Saga Malcolm was not King of Scots at all, but merely 
a Mormaer of one of the Northern provinces, possibly Moray. 
See Index of pers. ns. 

7. 23 
2 

"five years." A mistake. From the battle of Svoldr in 1000 
to the battle of Clontarf (Brian's battle) in 1014 is 14 years. 

8. 23H '!V in the hour of victory. Lit., "with victory and gain." For 
the battle of Clontarf, see studies by J.H.Lloyd in the New 
Irish Review, XXVIII, (1907 -8), 35, 87. 

Ch.l3. 

10 -z3 za 
1. 23 ' Cp. beginning of ch.20 (0.8. 43P"5). 

Ch.14. 

1. 24` Hlaupandanes as a name does not survive, but is fairly 
certainly/ 



Ch.l4. 

certainly one of the two small promontories at either side of 
Sandside Bay; probably the Southern one. See Index of pl.ns. 

2. 25 % The first of many "Things" or assemblies of the bondar in 
0.5. See Index of legal terms. 

3. 25'44 Probably at Duncansby. See note on 0.S. 44 
22: 

Ch.15. 

1. 27 Lf 

2. 27 y 

3. 284- 

4. 296 

5. 291,7- 

eh. 16. 

1. 30 

2. 30z`ß 

3. 314'6 

4/ 

Eyvindr must have met an East wind and an ebbing tide in the 
Pentland Firth - a combination of the elements which still 
drives even steamers Westward - and turned into Osmundwall 
for shelter. 

Einar's motive, as explained in Hkr. 250', lay in the fact 
that Eyvindr had fought with Conchobhar against him at Lough 
Larne. 

"skate": Various forms of tax and tribute, usually 
See Index of legal terms. 

in money. 

vestr um haf. Lit., "West over the sea." A frequent phrase 
in 0.S. in the sense of "out West to the British Isles." 
Trans. "out West." 

Lit., "But the Earl did not let that journey lie under his 
head" (i.e. as a pillow) . 

A typical Norse hall or skáli, except that there was a door 
at both ends. 

-board. 
X dais 

floor 

door f fires 
L_ - ___ ... .__j. .:_.-.t 

° floor 

1 
[-bio ärd, 

dais 

door 

X The Earl. 

door 

The story may have reached its original Icelandic chronicler 
through this Hallvarthr of the Eastern Fjords. That it is 
not here narrated at first hand is obvious; the description 
of the hall is fragmentary and distributed over the narrative, 
and the narrative itself is none too coherent. 

Lit. , "Here I see 
the Earl from the 
blow. The irony 
paraphrase, as in 

the worst of all tricks, that you pull not 
fire," into which he had fallen after the 
of the remark can be brought out only by 
trans. 



Ch.16. 

4. 311' upnat pallinum: "up on to the dais." See plan. According 
to C.V. the word is a late one, coming through Norman French 
from Lat. palus. Its use here (as in N,jáls S.) is therefore 
anachronistic. 

5. 31"'1x' Lit., "but their hands failed them all to vengeance." 

6. 317'4 bar lifs: "Thorkell life." Difficult to trans- 
late. The writer is trying to explain why none of the Earl's 
men made an attempt to kill Thorkell; and he gives it as a 
final reason that Fate had ordained that Thorkell's time had 
not yet come. It is a faint streak of paganism left unexcis- 
ed by the priestly revisers and copyists. 

7. 3122 eptir vetrnae tr. Lit., "after the winter -nights." These 
were the three nights (Oct. 24 to 26) which in Iceland were 
regarded as beginning the winter season. Used in general of 
"the beginning of winter." 

Ch. 17. 

1. 32 1°22" Reading O. aff Oerne, not Hkr. vió Brusa, as in S.N.'s text. 
O's reading is confirmed bÿ -Flat. landa. Hkr's reading gives 
sense - "he wished to go shares with Brusi" - but it seems to 
be a scribal repetition of the phrase from the line above; it 
gives too many "Brusi's" in one sentence. 

2. 32i3 Ping. May be neut. plur., as D. takes it, as well as singular. 
But one meeting only is here described, and it is unnecessary 
to assume the existence of more. 

3. 335 °- at standa_dafnfoetis vió . Lit. , "to stand on even feet 
against." 

4. 33,$' at leni. - "in fief." See Index of legal terms. 

5. 33 "f eign.- Legal term for heritable property. More freq. in plur, 
eignir: "landed estates" (39'3-). 

6. 332 °'a'. Incident narrated in chap. 8 (15n) . But the allusion does not 
seem to be direct. 

7. 332123' Incident narrated in chap.l2 (22n). Allusion here may be 
direct. 

Ch. 18. Chapters 18 and 19 show an acute understanding of a fairly 
complicated diplomatic situation, the various phases of which 
are narrated and explained with requisite lucidity and brevitN 

1. 36' T Lit., "He was a childish man by reason of his years." 

2. 37''3 Fl.'s reading (S.N. note and V. text) gives the thought to 
Thorkell/ 



Ch.18. 

3 . 37 
z° 

Ch.19. 

1. 38"' 

2. 3825' 

3. 39q-io. 

4. 3915' 

5. 39'3- 

6. 40.6'. 

7. 4010- 

8. 41'0 

9. 424- 

10. 40* 

7. 

Thorkell, not to the Earl. Thus, D. translates, "Be (i.e. 
Thorkell) thought that he could see that the only choice left 
him was to let the King " But the thought seems more 
natural in the mind of Earl Thorfinnr at this stage of the 
narrative. 

Fl.'s reading (S.N. note; V. text) is more specific and lucid 
than that of Hkr. (S.N.text) - ".... the terms he agreed upon 
at the first meeting" - and is here adopted. 

taka saettir afé "to get compensation from." Corresponds to 
O. Engl. weregeld, a money payment from a man- slayer to the 
nearest of kin of the slain. The scale of "man- values" was 
in each case intricate and sufficiently elastic to cause fre- 
quent bickering and demand frequent arbitration, as here. 
See 38 37', where, ace. to Hkr. and Flat., the compensation 
for Earl Einarr is fixed at that of three lendirmenn. 

lendrmaòr, "landed- man," has been translated diffidently by 
the clumsy phrase "landed- proprietor." The lendirmenn were 
next in rank to the Earls. 

Lit., "He did so. Thorkell said:" 

See note on 33 '9' cp. 681$ . 

landsvist: "the right of residence;" used in opposition to 
outlawry. cp. 68's. 

D. trans. "bound himself to the Earl in everything etc.," 
taking festi as reflexive and alt as accus. of reference. But 
the reflexive use of festa is less frequent than the normal 
active. Literally, we have "bound everything to the Earl..." 
i.e. "made him pledge himself to everything." 

Lit., "I see." 

Olafsdrápa:- "Olaf's Ode," by Ottarr Svarti; usually known as 
H2fuòlausn, "Headransom," (SkjaldS. B.I. 268), there being a 
tradition that O Garr, after incurring the King's displeasure 
by an untimely encomium upon his wife, saved his life by this 
catalogue of the King's exploits in Britain, France and the 
Baltic (C.P.B. II. 150 -5).U- apoem of 20 stanzas from which 
the author of these chapters has selected the one stanza, the 
nineteenth, which fits in with (though but vaguely corrobor- 
ates) the account of the King's negotiations with the Orkney 
Earls. 

nesn4m: "a ness -raid." The vikings were fond of attacking 
the homesteads on an outlying ness, where the inhabitants 
had little hope of assistance from neighbours. 

In Flat. and in the transcript of ch.13 -19 in Hkr. (01.H.S. 
ch.97 -103) there is a concluding paragraph to this Dáttr of 
the sons of Sigurthr the Stout which may have been part of 
the original D ttr; see Sources of ch.13 -19 and 32. It 
reads/ 



!o. 

Ch. 19. 

reads as follows in Hkr. 275 
.3s- -276: 

"Earl Thorfinnr Sigurth's son has been the noblest 
earl in the Orkneys and has had the largest realm of 
the Orkney Earls. He held Shetland and the Orkneys 
and the Hebrides. He had also a vast realm in Scot- 
land and Ireland. So says Arnorr Earls' Skald: 

"From far Tuscar Skerries 
To Dublin, the people 
To a generous lord 
Were subject. And truly 
I tell men of Thorfinnr." 

Thorfinnr was the greatest of warriors. He took the 
Earldom when five years old. He ruled more than sixty 
years and died in his bed in the latter days of Haraldr 
Sigurth's son. But Brusi died in the days of Knutr 
the Mighty a little after the death of Saint Olafr." 

Ch. 20. P.T.O. 



Ch. 20. 

This self -contained chapter is based apparently directly 

on oral tradition in Caithness and the Orkneys (see Introd.: 

Sources). It presents a group of historical problems the 

chief of which are the identity of the Malcolm "King of Scots" 

who "died in the year of the reconciliation of Brusi and Thor - 

finnr" (i.e. 1029) and the identity of his successor "Karl 

Hundi's son" (0.S. 42) 

The immediate difficulty is that we know from Scottish 

sources that Malcolm II, King of Scotland, died in 1034, not 

1029, and was succeeded by his grandson Duncan, son of Crinan, 

lay abbot of Dunkeld (E.S.S.H. I. 572, 575). Of Karl Hundi's 

son Scottish sources know nothing at all; yet his name Karl 

and the fact that he led an army of Scots and Irish against 

Thorfinnr at Torfnes (Tarbatness) isewell attested by the vers- 

es of the contemporary skald Arnorr quoted in this chapter. 

For lack of a reasonable alternative, Karl has usually been 

identified with King Duncan. And Macbain (in an article in 

The Northern Chronicle quoted in Henderson's Norse Infl. in 

,Çelt. Scot., 28) attempted an explanation of the curious Norse 

name. Karl, "a man," he argued is a literal translation of 

the first element dune in Celt. Duncadh (Duncan). Hundi, 

"a dog," is obviously a translation of Celt. Cuilean, the name 

of several Scottish chiefs or mormaers in the 10th and 11th 

centuries; the Scots Earl Hundi who fought against Earl Sig - 

urthr in Caithness (Nj.S. ch. 86,87) was probably called 

Cuilean in Celtic. Confusion between Crinan and Cuilean, 

Macbain suggested, possibly gave Karl the erroneous surname 

of Hundason. 

The chief objection to Macbain's theory is that there 

was already an 0.N. form of Duncadh - Dun adr, which occurs 

in/ 



 

in O.S. 88, 111n. There can be little doubt, however, that 

the names Hundi and Cuilean are identical. But to identify 

Malcolm "King of Scots" with Malcolm II and Karl Hundi's son 

with Duncan Crinan's son, etymology apart, raises too many dif- 

ficulties in the Samoa narrative. 

(i) There are chronological difficulties. Even if we as- 

sume that O.S. is in error in the date of the death of Malcolm 

II, there is insufficient time during the reign of Duncan (1034 

1040) for the events described in ch.20. According to O.S. 

(end of ch.20) Earl Brusi died during, or immediately after, 

Thorfinn's campaign against Karl; and according to Hkr. 276e he 

seems to have died between 1030 and 1035. Again Rognvaldr 

Brusi's son came to the Orkneys from Norway in 1037 or 1038 

(O.S. ch.21) and the campaign against Karl seems to have con- 

cluded some time before his arrival. Indeed, the events de- 

scribed in ch.20 appear to have taken place not between 1034 

and 1038 but between 1030 and 1035 - so that Karl's accession to 

power in 1029 (as O.S. has it) seems entirely reasonable. 

(ii) There are also geographical difficulties. Karl's 
i 

march overland to Tarbatness from Berwick -on -Tweed (if Beruvik 

be so identified) and Thorfinn's ravages over Scotland as far 

South as Fife seem improbable, especially as the whole campaign 

does not appear to have been a long one. For Arnorr refers to 

three victories over the Scots in one year (0.5.52) which must 

u GÌ.uÁJc 
refer- t the battles at Deerness, at Tarbatness, and either the 

earlier defeat of IJluddan in Caithness or a later skirmish. 

Again it is unlikely that King Duncan, with enemies in Northum- 

bria and the rebellious mormaer Macbeth in Moray, should be so 

seriously concerned over the suzerainty of Caithness as to send 

a large army North to defend it. 

Indeed all the evidence adduced above suggests strongly 

that Karl was not a King of Scots at all, but that he and his 

predecessor/ 



---- 
13. 

1 

predecessor Malcolm were mormaers of one of the Northern prov- 

inces of Scotland. This would not only explain the strife 

over Caithness which from the beginning of the Orkney Earldom 

had been the buffer state between Orkney and the provinces of 

Sutherland, Ross and Moray, but also the location of Tarbatness 

as the site of the battle between Thorfinnr and his Scottish 

rivals; Tarbatness is the meeting place of roads from Suther- 

land and Ross by the valleys of Loch Shin and the River Oykell, 

from Argyll and the West by Strath Carron and Strath Peffer, 

and from Moray by sea across the Moray Firth. The erroneous 

Saga title of "King of Scots" might be explained on the analogy 

of the similarly erroneous title of Ri Albain, "Prince of Alban" 

given by Irish annalists to the mormaers of Moray. It is not 

an unusual thing for princes to be credited with titles which 

they claim but do not hold. 

The problem might be left at this point with the above 

solution which, although rather indefinite, is reasonably sup- 

ported by the evidence immediately available. But there are 

several other facts which prompt one to attempt a more exact 

identification of Malcolm and Karl. The arguments which fol- 

low, however, must be regarded as rather more speculative than 

the preceding. 

At the period under review, there are five Malcolms 

mentioned in various sources (including O.S.), three of them at 

least being princes of considerable strength and resolution. 

Some or all of these may be identical. 

The first we find in Nj.S. ch.86 -87. He is described 

as "King of Scots" and fought in alliance with Earls Hundi and 

Melsnati against Sigurthr the Stout in Caithness, 978 x 995. 

O.S.ch.11 adds Finnleikr to the list of Sigurth's enemies. 

Hundi and Melsnati were defeated (acc. to Nj.S.) and. likewise 

Finnleikr (a.cc. to 0.5.), but Sigurthr found it necessary to 

retreat/ 



he. 

retreat before Malcolm who was gathering a fresh host at bun - 

cansby (Nj.S. ch.86). Sigurthr is later said (Nj.S. ch.87) to 

have held the four provinces of Moray, Ross, Sutherland and 

Dalar. But one may doubt if any Orkney Earl ever held those 

provinces. What Sigurthr probably did was to lead pillaging 

expeditions into those four provinces for the reason that he 

had been fighting against their rulers. One may with a fair 

measure of reason assign Sigurth's four enemies to the four 

provinces which he pillaged. Finnleikr was without doubt 

Finnlaech, mormaer of Moray (d.1020), the father of Macbeth. 

Hundí (or Cuilean) and Melsnati (Celt. Maelsnechte) were asso- 

ciated in the murder of Havarthr of Freshwick (Nr1. S. ch. 86) 

and were therefore probably rulers over Ross and Sutherland - 

the nearest provinces. Dalar (q.v. in Index of pl. ns.) was 

fairly certainly Argyll, and "Malcolm. King of Scots" would be 

ruler of this. It may be mentioned here that, as the name 

"Skotlandzfiróir shows, the O.N. name Skotland may have been 

originally applied to Dalriada, the land of the "Scots" proper; 

and the term Skotakonungr may well have survived as an O.N. 

title for the ruler of this province. 

The second Malcolm is the one we meet with in chs.12, 17 

and 20 of O.S. Between 998 and 1000 Sigurthr the Stout repud- 

iated his allegiance to Olafr Tryggvi's son and made an alliance' 

with "Malcolm King of Scots" by marrying his daughter (ch.12). 

(This can hardly have been Malcolm II, King of Scotland, who 

came to the throne in 1005). The alliance was later cemented 

by Sigurth's giving to Malcolm his son Thorfinnr to foster 

(ch.l2). On Sigurth's death in 1014 this Malcolm gave Thor - 

finnr the Earldoms of Caithness and Sutherland (ch.13), and in 

1021 supported his claims to part of the Orkney Earldom 

against Brusi (ch.l7). He died in 1029 (five years, as has 

been/ 
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been noted, before Malcolm II) and was succeeded by Karl 

Hundi's son. If this Malcolm is identical with the last, it 

will have to be assumed that Sigurthr decided to make friends 

with his one time arch -enemy - a not unlikely proceeding in 

view of his breach with Olafr Tryggvi's son. If this Malcolm 

lived in Argyll, it would be a natural place for Sigurthr to 

leave his son behind, as he seems to have done, on his way to 

Ireland (ch.12). If Karl's father Hundi was the mormaer of 

Ross or Sutherland as suggested above, it is not unreasonable 

to suppose that Karl succeeded Malcolm of Argyll - by conquest 

perhaps if not by right. 

The third Malcolm is referred to in Nj.S. ch.158. After 

the battle of Clontarf in Ireland in which Sigurthr the Stout 

was killed, his Icelandic friend and ally Kari set off North, 

but spent the winter (1014 -15) with "Earl Malcolm" who lived 
i 

at Hvitsbórg in Skotland, near and perhaps North of Beruvik. 

The identity of these names is wholly uncertain. Hvitsborg, 

"the fortress of Hvitr," mi .l t be Whithorn, but one expects a 

name with Celt. Dun -. Beruvik can be neither Berwick -on- 

Tweed (as in 0.S. ch.93) nor Berriedale in Caithness (as in 

O.S. ch.94), because neither is on the way from Ireland to the 

Orkneys. have sought traces of both names on the West 

coast, and especially on the coast of Argyll, but with meagre 

success. Only one name seemed to have a connection - and a 

very doubtful one - with Beruvik. This is the Barbreck 

River flowing into Loch Craignish (O.N : Beru- brekkr: "Berg - 

slope ") Bera being the original O.N. river -name, and the 

stream having taken the name of the hill- slopes on the South 

side of it). But if identification of place names is diffi- 

cult, there are at least points of contact in this instance 

with O.S. Sigurthr the Stout, as has been said, left his son 

Thorfinnr with Malcolm "King of Scots" on his way south to 

Ireland accompanied by Kari. When Sigurthr was killed, what 

would be more natural than that Kari should return as soon as 

possible/ 
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possible to the same Malcolm with the news. Again, in O.S. 

ch.20 Karl Hundi's son was found at a place named Beruvik by 

his nephew Muddan, which again cannot be either Berwick -on- 

Tweed or Berriedale, for the first is too far from Caithness 

and the second too near. But a Beruvik within Karl's hypo- 

thetical realm in Argyll, identical with Earl Malcolm's Beru- 

vik; would be geographically satisfactory. The identity of 

Kari's Earl Malcolm and Sigurth's former rival and ally seems 

to me on these grounds not only possible but probable. 

The fourth Malcolm is Malcolm Maelbrigte's son, nephew 

of Finnlaech, mormaer of Moray. According to the Irish .an- 

nalist Tigernach (E.S.S.H. I. 551) Malcolm Maelbrigte's son, 

"Ri Albain," slew Finnlaech in 1020 and became himself Mormaer 

of Moray, over which he appears to have ruled until his death 

which occurred, according to Tigernach (E.S.S.H. I. 571) in 

1029. The date of his death suggests that he was the Malcolm 

"King of Scots" in 0.S. who died in that year and was suc- 

ceeded by Karl Hundi's son; and his ambitions and successful 

conquest of a neighbouring province connects him with the first 

Malcolm in Ni.S. If he is to be identified with the hypo- 

thetical Malcolm of Argyll of 0.S. and ELS. , then on his 

death in 1029 we might assume that bis realm was partitioned 

between Karl and Macbeth, the latter regaining his father's 

province of Moray and Karl obtaining Argyll. But in spite 

of the usefulness of the date 1029, the identity of this Mal - 

colm with any or all of the preceding Hwy be accepted very 

cautiously. 

The fifth Malcolm is Malcolum mac Moilbrigte referred 

to in The Book of Deer, 92, as granting the lands of Delerc 

(not identified) to the Abbey. This Malcolm may be identi- 

cal with the last; but there is no evidence as to the period 

when he flourished, and both christian name and surname were 

not uncommon. 

The result of these speculations is to make Karl 

Hundi's son a mormaer of Ross who annexed Argyll in the South 

in/ 



Ch. 20. 

1. 43'r 

2. 431" 

3. 431" 

4. 43az 

5/ 

/7. 

w L' 
in 1029 on the death of its ruler Malcolm andA, thus strength- 

ened, sought soon after to extend his domains to the North by 

setting his nephew Muddan over the province of Caithness. 

With this notion of Karl, ch.20 can be read quite intelligibly. 

With the exception of Thorfinn's visit to Fife, all the jour- 

neys made become reasonable. The Fife error - and an error 

it must surely be - must have arisen in oral tradition after 

the term "King of Scots" had ceased to mean anything other 

than "King of Scotland" as we think of the term to -day. 
1 

Beruvik may be thought of as somewhere in Argyll. Tarrbatnessj 

as has been noted, would be a natural meeting place for Karl't 

forces from Ross, Argyll, and (through Argyll) from Ireland. 
b.t. .es 

And the struggle between Thorfinnr and Karl a continuation 
of that which had been waged since the end of the 9th century 

by Sigurthr Rognvald's son, by Ljotr, and by Sigurthr the 

Stout against the mormaers of the Northern provinces of Scot- 

land. 

This description of Earl Thorfinnr is almost identical with 

20 -23 
that in ch.l3 (23 ). The author is conscious of the re- 

petition; he adds: "as has already been mentioned." See 

Introd.: Sources. 

Note that his swarthy features are Celtic rather than typi- 

cally Scandinavian. His mother was Scots - daughter of Mal- 

colm, "King of Scots." See Gray: C. and S. in S. Time, 39. 

Skolbrúnn is here rendered "swarthy," although F. Jónsson re- 

gards it as meaning more precisely "with eyebrows meeting." 

utgdrti ir: "a defence force." Lit. "an outfitting," used 

especially of the outfitting of ships for defending one's 

lands from vikings. 

styrk mikinn: "large forces of men." Lit., "great strength" 

See the Introductory note to this chapter. 
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5. 43a5. For the identity of this puzzling personage, see the intro- 

ductory note to this chapter. 

6. 44 
5.6. 

ok vildi hann af: "and would give up none of his 

7. 44 
"l 

8. 4422. 

9. 4424. 

skatts." D. trans., "he would pay no skatts for it." But 

skatta is gen. plur. and cannot be object of gjalda. Lit., 

"he would pay over for no skatts;" i.e. he would not yield 1-,o 

Karl Hundi's son the skatts he himself got from the Caithness 

bondar. 

Fl.'s reading (S. N. note, V. note) is more literary than that 

of 332 (S. N. text) and is here adopted. Moreover, the same 

phrase occurs,in Fl. and 332, in 514. 

Duncansby.- He may have drawn his ships up in the Bay of 

Sannick, or near John o' Groats. 

i 

Beruvik. As has been pointed out in the introductory note to 

this chapter, this can hardly be either Berwick -on -Tweed or 

Berriedale, and is most probably some sea -loch or estuary in 

the coast of Argyll. 

IA. 

10. 45 "overland." If Beruvik was in Argyll, the route would be 

up Glen More, or perhaps up Strath Carron. 

11. 45' i f- The accuracy of the directions in this and the following par- 

agraphs show that the author had a fairly intimate acquaint- 

ance with the Pentland Firth on the Eastern side. 

12. 45'1' At first it seems strange that Thorfinnr, running into Deer - 

ness in Sandside Bay (the only bay in the East) and being 

only 200 yards from Hlaupandanes (where Thorkell's house 

stood), should. "send a message." But we learn that appar- 

ently he did not go ashore; for he talks to himself of 

"leaping ashore" (46A ). And Thorkell may have been else- 

where on the Mainland. 

13/ 
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13. 4511 "( Brusi owned the Northernmost part of the Isles and was 

then there)." In O.S. ch.13 to 31 there is nothing more 

confusing than the continual apportioning and re- apportioning 

of the three "shares" or "trithings" of the Orkneys. In 

fact the only statement we find at all in the Saga on the 

matter is the one given above, - that Brusi had the North 

Isles as his share. (It may be noted that the sentence 

quoted occurs in MS.332, but not in Flat., and thus is not 

to be found in Anderson's edition). 

op 
An invaluable study by Mr J. Storer Clouston these 

"shares" or "trithings" is to be found in his article Two 

Features of the Orkney Earldom in S.I.R., Oct., 1918. In it 

he shows that the share that was originally Einar's consisted 

of the East Mainland, Orphir and Stromness parishes, and. the 

South Isles (just under 60 urislands). Sumarlithi's (later 

Einar's and finally Thorfinn's) consisted of the broader W. 

Mainland along with Rousay and Egilsay (probably 64 urislands5 

The remaining N. Isles held by Brusi contained at least 66 

and very probably 68 urislands. The three "shares" were 

thus almost equal for revenue purposes. 

Ivh Clouston's evidence is drawn partly from the fact that in 

the 1502 -3 Rental the Orkney lands were divided into four 

groups such that the first seems to be Thorfinn's (as describ- 

ed abovel and the second Brusi's and the third and fourth 

Einar's. But his main evidence is drawn from hints drawn 

from scattered references in 0.S. (E.g., Thorfinn's resid- 

ence in Birsay, W. Mainland) . 

To these hints I have only two to add - both corroborative 

of Mr Clouston's conclusions: - 

(i) When, by agreement with Brusi and Einarr, Thorfinnr got 

Sumarlithi's share (O.S. 26), he sent Thorkell Fosterer over 

from Caithness to collect his skatts (O.S. 284). But Thorkell 

got/ 
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got into trouble with Einarr, returned to Caithness in haste, 

and offered to go abroad to "be out of Earl Einar's power" 

(O.S. 20). Now the only power that Einarr could have over 

him (so far as we know) was over his farm of Sandwick in 

Deerness on the Mainland; therefore Einarr must have had 

the Mainland portion. In fact, the increasing intensity of 

the feud between them can be explained only by the fact that 

Thorkell, a close friend of Earl Thorfinn's, had his lands in 

the territories of Einarr, Thorfinn's arch -enemy. 

(ii) After Thorkell entertained Einarr at a feast of 

peace at Sandwick, Deerness, the whole company prepared to 

leave "on horseback" for Earl Einar's hall, where he was to 

give a feast in return (O.S. 304). Mention of horses sug- 

gests that Earl Einar's hall was on the Mainland. Had it 

been in the South Isles, it is more probable that the com- 

pany would have left by boat from Sandside Bay. 

Similar hints from the Saga confirm, according to Mr 

Clouston, the suggestion in the 1502 -3 Rental that it was 

Einar's share that was broken up when the Isles were halved, 

first between Thorfinnr and Brusi c.1021, and later between 

Paul and Erlendr. The East Mainland and Shapinsay went 

with the N. Isles (excluding Rousay) to form the half held 

respectively by Erlendr, St. Magnus and Rognvaldr Kali 

(about 93 urislands). The S. Isles and the Mainland par- 

ishes of Orphir and Stromness were added to the W. Mainland --, 

Rousay share that had been Thorfinn's and held successively 

by Paul Thorfinn's son, Hakon Paul's son, Paul Hakon's son, 

and Haraldr Maddadh's son (95 urislands or perhaps a little 

more). 

It is interesting to note that this theory of the 

partition into halves fits in with the habit the Norsemen 

had of thinking of the Orkneys in terms of East and West 

rather/ 
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rather than of North and South; the line of division runs 

N. and S., not E. and W. See Nor6reyjar in Index of pl. ris. 

14. 46 
3,4. 

ok láta bá auönu rá.òa: "and trust his luck." Lit., "and let 

it be decided by fate." 

15. 461.1 "... each grappled with the ship opposite." Another possible 

rendering would be: "... each side lashed their ships together. 

But this seems unlikely, for Earl Thorfinnr later lays his ship 

alongside Karl's ship (4710). 

16. 495' For the balcony, see loptsvalir in Index of buildings, etc. 

17. 49y of hlaupi: "by jumping." D. trans., "by running "; but this 

connotation of hlaupa is, acc. to C.V., rare. 

18. 49'3- suör vicó Maerhoe fi: "South off the coast of Moray." D. trans- 

lates impossibly, "South of Moray." 

19. 49aá. Tarbatness (Torfnes) is of course not "in the South of the 

Moray Firth." See Index of pl. ns. 

20. 5010'lí. The Saga -writer inclines to the belief that Karl escaped. Per- 

haps he takes the absence of mention of his death in Arnor's 

verses as fairly good negative proof. 

21. 523. Dorp_ok byggAir: "villages and townships." The second term 

means vaguely "inhabited districts." 

22. 52g'et His ships were probably still lying in the Dornoch Firth where 

he had been before the battle of Tarbatness. 

23. 5211- Reading Flat., 332 í6r, "sailed" instead of 325b ferr, "sails" 

(S.N. text). 

24. 53g.' skytning: "ale- house." From O.N. skot, "scot" or payment (cp. 

Engl. scot -free). A club where each guest paid his own "scot" 

for his ale. 

25. 53 Brusi died "in the reign of Knutr the Mighty alittle after 
the death of St. Olafr." (Hkr.2766 and Lex. Run., quoted in 
S.N. 42, note). St. Olafr died in 1030, and Knutr in 1035. 

Ch./ 
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Ch. 21. 

1. 547 . 

2. 5468 

3. 551" 

4. 563 

5. 56g 

6. 56". 

7. 57/-5. 

8. 5713. 

9. 57'1 

10. 57 '9 

11. 58 1 ' 

12. 58 "t 

huldu 1.4föi: "by stealth." Lit., "with hooded head." 

Reading Fl. (S.N. note; V, note) instead of 325b and 332, 
(S.N.text; V. text; D. trans.) - "Harald made this Verse 
when they were riding through some thickets." Fl. is 
preferable in that it gives the additional fact that the 
verse was spoken when the bondi's son was leaving Haraldr 
to return home. 

se 6r er ritaó: "as was said (Lit., written) before." 
Thi description of Rognvaldr Brusi's son is a repetition 
of that in. ch.19 (41` -- ) . But it is not necessarily a 
verbal repetition; it may have come from the'S, of King 
Magnus upon which part of this chapter is based. In such 
a case the compiler inserts the above phrase, "as was 
said before," to excuse his repetition. 

The Knyttlings or successors of Knutr the Great who ruled 
Denmark, England, and for a time Norway. 

eyki: "horses." D. takes it as acc. sing. of eyki, n., 
"a vehicle." But as we learn from Hkr. 419'1 that there 
was "a large band" with them, that is unlikely. eyki is 
acc. plur. of eykr, "a beast of burden," and here means 
horses to draw sledges up to Novgorod, probably up the 
frozen River Wolkov. 

Alfifa - wife of Knutr. 

Lit., "But King Jaroslav forbore to take the oath fróm 
Rognvaldr by reason of his good faith; he had aimed at 
the twelfth." The latter clause does not occur in. 3:2 
and Fl., but only in 325b - one of the few instances in 
which 325b can show any superiority over the other MSS. 

sagá Magnus konungs . Not that in Heimskringla, but that 
on which Hkr. was based. Cp. 57'9 . See Introd: Sources. 

Eyras. The gravel banks (Orkn. gyres) of the River Nid, 
on which stands Nidaros, where Things were frequently 
held. (Cp. Hkr. 423, 518, etc.) 

See note on 57 

Reading 332, Fl., jarlsnafn (S.N. note; V. text) instead 
of 325b, iaxldom (S.N. text) . jarlsnafn is normally used 
in the early chapters of 0.S. in such a situation; but of 
course 325b's reading may be correct. 

Both 332's and Fl.'s readings are more elaborate than 
325b's/ 
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Ch.22. 

1. 59I 

2. 591 

3. 62'0'Z 

Ch.23r 

Z 

325b's (S.N. text). 332 has "with such affection as has now 
been described (lit., written)." Fl. has "with the 
greatest affection" - a common phrase in O.S. But neither 
reading adds sufficient to justify an alteration of 325b 
in this case. 

As Brusi's third of the Earldom lay in the North Isles, 
the "estates" here referred to must have been the "bord - 
land" or Earldom lands in either Westray or Stronsay. 

Reading 332, with general support of Fl. (S.N. note; V 
text) instead of 325b (S.N. text). 325b gives "he akks 
for the third share and two shares of the lands," a total 
of three shares; but only two are asked for, the North 
Isles ( Brusi's) and the Mainland (Einar's and later King 
Olaf' s) . 

A sentence which, to judge from its longer and more ex- 
plicit form in 0, has been abbreviated to the extent of 
slight obscurity in Fl. (S.N. text; V text; D. trans.) 
Lit., "Between the kinsmen there was much agreement when 
they met; and if worse men went between them, then the 
disputes were always talked out." In place of the last 
two clauses 0 has, "there came many false informers be- 
tween them who stirred up enmity between them." This 
gives the suggestion of "tale- bearing." 

1. 62/-(/' Tear sem Gaddgedlar England.: "at a place called 
Galloway where Scotland and England meet." The misplace- 
ment of this sentence in Fl. at the end of the previous 
chapter (as in A.) has resulted in much unnecessary specu- 
lation as to how Gaddgedlar could be in Caithness, or 
whether Thorfinnr had a castle in Galloway; e.g. in Ander- 
son, 28n; Munch: Chronicon T,annìae, 46; Henderson: Norse 
Infl. in Celt. Sc. 32; Skene: Celt. Sc. I. 412; BrRSgger 
Anc. Emigrants, 151. The correct position of the clauses 
is given in O. (See V's and S.N.'s text and notes). 

2. 631- strandh_igg- the technical viking name for a raid on a 
coast to obtain food supplies,,especially fresh meat. Cp. 
Fms. I. 128. par var gn gt bufe til strandh2ggva: "There 
was enough of cattle there for a strandhQgg." 

3. 63/ Reading O. (S.N. note, V. note, D. trans.) instead of Fl. 
(S.N. text, V.text), - "but the cattle were driven away 
from him." Only O. explains how this came about. 

4. 63`'''s "all the fighting men": Lit., "all those who were doughty" 
i.e., the landing -party of the vikings, charged with the 
task of stealing cattle. 

5. 634 Reading O. in place of Fl. (S.N. text) raeningja: "robbers" 
or/ 
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or V's emendation rae ing j á: "vagabonds." Only O's read- 
ing gives the requisite antithesis to "all the fighting 
men" (634's) . Trans. of O. is lit., "those who were 
worth nothing," probably referring to the few non-combat- 
ants left on board the viking ships to keep them ready 
for sea. 

6. 63' O. in place of Fl. (S.N. text; V. text; D. trans.) 
O. has a sarcastic sting lacking in F1's "that they should 
meet one another." What the original phrase was, of which 
O. gives the translation, we can only conjecture. 

Ch.24. 

1. An inaccurate title, for the chapter narrates an expedi- 
tion to England and England alone. Apparently the scribe 
of Flat. had seen Irlande in line 25, in the midst of other 
names, and then risked a title before beginning his copy 
of the chapter. 

2. 63 utb6ó: "a levy." 

3. 64tO 702 gives ari additional clause in place of hvar sem beir 
foruU "wherever they went." It reads (S.N. note) "burned 
the farmsteads and took many men captive as Arnorr says." 
But captives are not explicitly mentioned in the succeeding 
verses, and the clause does not occur in Fl. or O., and is 
here omitted as a probable insertion of the scribe of 702. 

Ch.25. 

1. 65' 

2. 66 
s 

3. 66grn 

4. 6662 

5. 673- 

6. 67 1" - 

7. 67zj. 

8. 68's 

Ch./ 

There is no ground for assuming that Thorfinnr married 

Ingibjorg immediately before the coming of Kalfr, or late 
in life, as Gray (Caith. and Suth. in Saga-Time, If.43) 

assumes. Nor can we give much credence to Collingwood's 
suggestion (Saga Bk. IV. 171) that it was Thorfinnr who 
for many years fought for the hand of Gratiana, lost wife 
of William the Wanderer. 

This 'third consisted of Shapinsay, the East Mainland, and 
the South Isles. See note on 451. 

Reading O. instead of F1. (S.N. text; V. text). Fl. is 
less specific - "which they called for." 

Reading O. - "so long as" - instead of the weaker Fl. 
(S.N. text; V. text) - "if." 

"by force." Lit., "without mercy." 

Lit., "excusable." 

A useful statement of Thorfinn's dominions. 

eignir .... ok Landzvist: "rights of ownership and 
residence." See Index of legal terms. 



Ch. 26. 

1. 69 6 

2. 69 

25 

Rauóab.irg: "Roberry." See Index of pl. ns., and article 
by the translator in P.O.A.S. IX. 43 -44. 

Flat's "six ships" is preferred to 0's "seven", bècause 
702 has also "six." (See 0.S. 71, notes, line 2.) 

3. 69¡" Reading O. in place of Fl. (S.N. text, V. text), which 
gives less detail, and has a confusing heir, "they" in 
place of what we expect, hann (O. hand: "he "). 

4. 691'7 See note on 702m. 

5. 6920 Perhaps at Aith Hope. 

6. 601' Reading LXXX from 702, 0 (S.N. note) instead of Fl.'s 
LXX (S.N. text, V text, D. trans.) 

7. 709 - ". Reading O. instead of Fl. (S.N. text, V. text, D. trans.), 
which puts it in indirect speech. 

8. 70'g' uppnaemr - a legal term; "forfeitable" to the king (C.V.) 

Used here and elsewhere metaphorically in sense of 
"within the power of." 

9. 702. This verse from Kálfsflokkr by Bjarni Gu]Ibra's Skald is 
put alongside two verses of Arnorr at the end of the 
section on Thorfinnr (OS. 861). But the mention of 
Bjarni here in O., and in 702, together with the occur- 
rence of the verse in 702 in this relevant context (See 
S.N. note), shows that this is the correct position. 
It is possible that the second verse on p.87 (Oskepnan 
varó uppi: "Hard trouble was there then ... ") should 

ltlk, be placed4.in this chapter, possibly in 69'7, after 
"wounded and put to shame." 

Ch. 27. 

1. 733 He probably took up house now for the first time in 
Birsay. 

Ch. 28. 

i. 75' boer; "a farmstead" - "the whole homestead." It is 
here (and in 75't, 76`t) contrasted with the dwelling - 
house which is in the middle of the group of farm build- 
ings (hds, 757). That happened was that the whole bcer 
was set on fire. The first to blaze up was the hús in 
the centre; and after the exit of the women and thralls, 
the whole boer - house, byres, and steading - blazed up 
in one conflagration. 

2. 754 Reading 325a ufrióinum, supported by Fl. ofride and O. 
ufred (S.N. note, V. text) in place of 325. elidinum 
S.N. text), which although it gives sense is unsupported 
and/ 



Ch. 28. 

3. 75'5 

4. 75b 

Ch.29. 

1. 76i6 

2. 773 

3. 77s. 

4. 77'fr 

5, 7716;i1 

and weak in 

skçaldpili: 
misleading. 

itself. 

"wooden partition ". D's "wainscot panel" is 
See Index of buildings, etc. 

Reading 325a niáarnyrkr, supported by Fl. ni_m.r (S.N. 
note, V. text) in place of 325 nattmyrkrTS.N. text), an 
obvious paraphrase of an unusual and interesting word 
(see C.V.) 

Dr Marwick ( P.O.A.S. V. 65), in his full discussion of 
this episode, remarks fittingly upon "the sheer art with 
which the incident is related, the economy of language, 
the restraint, the reticence; on the other hand, the in- 
delible impression it leaves on the imagination." 

"in Kirkwall." First mention of the town in any histori- 
cal document. 

bakeldr: "a roasting fire." (D.) The long fire, or fires 
hence the plural, translated as singular, in 776), which 

were set ablaze down the centre of the Scandinavian skali 
or hall, for the purpose of "baking" the occupants on cold 
winter evenings. Sometimes even the fire was insuffi- 
cient. Readers of Grettis Saga will remember how Grettir 
was employed in the evenings rubbing his father Asmund's 
back (Grett. S., ch.14). 

The slip of the tongue incident is referred to in the 
Shorter Sacra of St. Olafr, ch.89 (Keyser and Unger ed.,67). 
The two accounts appear to be quite independent; indeed 
the story is of the type that easily becomes a "tradition." 

Omitting with 325a, Lex. Run., ok: "even ". ( "It may even 
be .... "). The omission, like the omission in 325, 325a 
of Fl.'s minn, "my" before frendi, makes the sentence more 
curt and fatalistic. 

baerinn and husunum: "farmstead" and "dwelling- house." 
See note on 75a . The house was probably on the sight of 
the present farmstead of Papey (Dr.M. in P.O.A.S. V. 66, 
note). That the house was once a large one, and of pro- 
bable antiquity is shown by a deed of 1671 between James 
Scollay of How, Sanday, and John Groat of Clerkshouse, 
wherein is mention of "the chamber upon the end of the 
dwelling hall, with the kitchen underneath that same 
chamber, with the house called the wyne -house." 

6. 78`1' seilaz: "to stretch out one's hands" as far as they will 
go, with the suggestion of seeking something, though 
without the suggestion of pleading or prayer, or of cap- 
ture (C.V.). For a full discussion of the episode by Dr. 
Marwick, see P.O.A.S. V. 66. The unsatisfactory text of 
Fl./ 



Ch. 29. 

ZÎ. 

F1. (Jon. text; V. text) has resulted in a meaningless 
translation in A. and D. (See S.N. note). Apparently 
clerics were among those to whom leave was givenytto quit 
the burning house; and Thorfinnr seems to haves "enough 
respect for the church to have called on his men to help 
the supposed deacon over the balk and pile of fuel. Dr. 
M. suggests (l.c.) that the "linen clothes" may have been 
Rognvald's underclothes, his upper garments having been 
discarded to facilitate swimming to Stronsay. But there 
is another explanation, equally probable. Every reader 
of the chapter is struck by the sudden, unheralded, unex- 
plained mention of "the deacon." Saga writers are usually 
most explicit. It is possible that it was all a plot of 
Rognvald's to escape. In bargaining with Thorfinnr as to 
who will be spared, Rognvaldr sends out word that he has a 
deacon with him (which he fairly certainly had not on a 
malt- getting expedition). Thorfinnr gives the fictitious 
deacon leave to depart; and while the women etc. are being 
pulled over the balk, Rognvaldr is disguising himself for 
his escape. Both theories are conjectural. For the 
second, we must assume the omission in all existing MSS. of 
a sentence or two describing the negotiations over the re- 
lease of the deacon. Such an omission is a reasonable 
assumption in this section of O.S. where the compiler is 
reaching the end of the I0g,ttr of Earl Thorfinnr he is using 
and is beginning to cut it down. 

7. 775 Balkinn: "balk of wood across the doorway." (D. following 
C.V.) Normally a partition wall, it is used of a low wall 
in a stall or a house in N.G.L. I. 399. Apparently it 
was such a door as can open separately at top and bottom, 
as in the old -fashioned stable, or blacksmith's shop even 
to -day. The lower half on which Earl Rognvaldr vaulted 
would not be opened owing to the pile of fuel heaped against 
it. 

8. 78i'. There is a Roland's Geo in the N. shore of Papa Stronsay - 
a prob. corruption of R nvalds gjá - which Dr Marwick has 
suggested (P.O.A.S. V. 66 may have been where the Earl hid . 
that night with his little dog, possibly with the intention 
of swimming to Stronsay. 

9. 78i3 793 "They killed him the night." For this passage in 
325 (which is closely parallel to 325a and O.) we read in 
Fl., - "Thorkell had him taken captive and bade his men 
make an end of the Earl and offered money for the deed; but 
no move was made to do it. Thorkell himself then did the 
deed, for he knew that one of them must yield to the other. 
Earl Thorfinnr then came up and did not disapprove the 
deed. They then stayed in the island for the winter." 
Apart from the unlikelihood of settling in Papa Stronsay 
for the winter, there is a circumstantiality which marks 
this narrative as founded on good tradition. 
How is this version so different from the rest ? And 
whence its origin ? 

10. 796 byróing: "cargo ship." See Index of nautical terms. 

11. 79y. stafna: gen. plur., referring to both stem and stern of 
the ship, which, not being a lance kip, would have bow and 
stern/ 
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12. 7910 

Ch. 30. 

1. 8221 

2. 83zß 

Ch. 31. 

1. 853 

2. 85" 

3. 851/ 

4. 85 2o 

5. 861 

6. 863 

7. 86K 

Ch. 32. 

1. 8611 

2. 8611 

stern of much the same shape, both being pointed,as in 
the Orkney yawl. 

"on the foreshore." Lit., "Who were in front." 

Reading O. megit; "much" for the weaker Fl. nockut: "some,' 
(S.N. text, V. text). 

In O. (S.N. note) there follows a lengthy paragraph con- 
tinuing the narrative of Norwegian history. One hesi- 
tates to omit from the translation anything included in 
the Danish translation 0, but this passage is so irrelev- 
ant that it is difficult to believe that it was part of 
the original Saga. See Introd..: Sources. 

12in amannalia: "a force of Thing- men:" - "King's Body- 
guard." According to C.V. it was the picked body -guard 
of King Knutr and his successors in England; corresponding¡, 
to the Vae'ingi in Istanbul. 

"All fine picked fellows." - For this neat phrase I am in- 
debted to Dasent. 

For discussion of date of this pilgrimage, see J.A.: 
43., and Skene; Celt. Sc. I. 413. 

The Emperor Henry III, 1039 -1056. 

Probably Pope Leo IX, 1049 -1055. 

Accepting the lengthier reading of 0. (S.N. note, V. note, 
D. trans.) in place of F1's confused and abbreviated 
clause (S.N. text and note 1.). V. in his note shows how 
the scribe of Fl. made his mistake. 

Although this addition of O. gives already known informa- 
tion (see O.S. 65'), it is not out of place in a chapter 
such as this which is summarizing several already known 
facts. 

"he _has been the most powerful." The tense suggests that 

this-as his P ttr of Earl Thorfinnr used by the compiler of 0.S, 

was composed but shortly after Thorfinn's death. Cp. 

879 . But tenses were used loosely in O.N., and con- 

clusions of this kind cannot be drawn from them. 

Skene (Celt. Sc. I. 412) makes an effort to enumerate the 

nine Scottish Earldoms. But it is mainly guess -work; 

and his inclusion of Galloway (following Munch; Chron.Rel. 

Man. 46) is based on the notorious error in Fl. text 

(0.S./ 
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(0__S. 63) notes 6,7). 

11 3. 86 This area was known as Dyflinnarskiri: the province of 
Dublin" (See Hkr. 53025). Its precise boundaries are dis- 
cussed by Haliday (Scand. Kingd. Dublin) 138 -142) his con- 
clusion being that it extended from Arklow in the South to 
the R. Delvin, above Skerries in the North and up the R. 
Liffey as far as the salmon swims up the stream." 

4. 86°"bf2y. F1.. has LXX years, O. LXXX years; while Hkr. 276* has LX. 
Thorfinnr must have been born five years before the death 
of his father Sigurthr in 1014; i.e. in 1008. And he must 
have died before September 1066, when Haraldr Sigurth's son 
was killed at Stamford Bridge. But the smallest of these 
numerals - LX - gives his death as 1074. Skene (Celt. Sc. 
I. 413) and Gray (CA.in S. Time) 46) assume that each numer- 
al is a mistake for L, and calculate wrongly from the date 
of his birth 1008 - thus putting his death in 1058. But 
this is not "just before" 1066. I suggest that LXX etc. 
are scribal mistakes for LII; for it seems likely that 
there originally stood something after the L. This - 

counting from 1014 - puts his death in 1065 or 1066. It 
will be noted that this date still leaves it possible for 
his widow Ingibjorg to marry Malcolm III (See note on 88'9) 

5. 873' "in his own hereditary lands:" i.e. in Caithness. 

6. 87`L"O- This sentence reads like the commentary of an author 
shortly__after the event. But see note on 86'°- 

7. 87 88 introductory sentence and the three following verses 
are fairly certainly in the wrong place here, for the fol- 

lowing reasons. 

1. They occur in Fl. here, but also later in Fl. (Flat.II 

440) . 

2. They do not occur here in O. 

3. The first two fit much more naturally into the actual 

narrative of the battle in ch.26; and indeed the first 

is put there by 702, and referred to there in O. 

(See note on 702°). It is therefore interpolated 

there in this translation. 

As it is difficult to find a place for the third, and even 

the second verse in ch.26, these are left 
in their present 

position. They are both from Arnor's PorfinnzdraDa, the 

second one being one of his finest stanzas; see Introd.: 

Verses. 

Ch. 33. 

1 
08.2', z2. 

, 

William the Nobleman, son of Duncan II and. Aethelthryth, 
was lord of the barony of Allerdale (Registrum Prioratus 
de Wetherhal, ed. J.E. Prescott, London, 1897, p.387. 
He married Alicia, d. of Robert de Romely, and their son 
William is described in the above Reg. (p.387) as puer de 
Egremond, qui infra aetatum obiit. There is no evidence 
in Scottish sources of the Scots wishing to take this 
"boy of F,gremont" as their king. 



Ch. 33. 

2. 8913 

3. 89`« 

4. 891 

Ch.34. 

1. 9O'5 

2. 90'1' 

3. 91'5" 

4. 916" 

5. 911 

6. 91'4 

30 

The compiler of the genealogy appears here to have made a 
mistake. It was Sigrithr Dag's daughter, not Gyrithr, 
who was married to Halldorr Brynjoif's son. See pms. VII. 
255, 271, and Armoeòlin atal, 147. (Vigf. O.S., 60 note). 
Gyrith's husband was Gyrthr Amundi's son, foster -brothel of 
King Ingi. 

"goethingar ": Another untranslatable title, almost pecul- 
iar to the Orkneys. The form is plural, like "bondar." 
See Index of legal terms. 

"and these men all come into the saga later ": Quite a few 
of them do not. The clause is a conventional one, occur- 
ring frequently after Saga genealogies, and was probably 
for this reason added by the compiler - rather thoughtless- 
ly - to the genealogies in this chapter. 

Textual note: This chapter has been badly copied in Fl. 
S.N. text, V. text), perhaps because it is a mere summary, 

and was well known to the scribe. Hence many blanks have 
been filled in from O. (S.N. notes) . Al]. of these have 
been carefully confirmed from Hkr., and doubtful ones are 
discussed in the usual way in the notes which follow. 

0's addition of effter Predicken: "after sermons' is con- 
firmed by the statement in Hkr. 5044,that it was um kvelditt 
"in the evening." 

V. accidentally omits the word an in 0's addition, so that 
he makes Thorberg one of the company with Olafr and Ey- 
steinn, instead of Eysteinn's father (V. text; D. trans.) 

Accepting 0's "men who were killed in battles' (S.N. note, 
V. note) which is alternative to F1's "men who took to 
flight" (S.N. text; V. text; D. trans.); it gives better 
sense, and is confirmed by Hkr. 5093° But we should have 
both phrases, for Hkr. (l.c.T reads "those who were there 
with him and had not fallen in battle." I have according- 
ly used both in my trans. 

Retaining F1's "in autumn" (S.N. text; V. text), which is 
paralleled in Hkr. 51014. O. has 'sin summer ", which, be- 
sides upsetting the narrative, seems a mistaken repetition 
of Sommeret a few lines below (S.N. note on line 13). 

"cousins ": lit., "daughters of brothers." 

The Saga has little to say of the long joint reign of Paul 
and Erlendr. The good fellowship may have lasted as long 
as twenty years. The solitary incident of which we have 
information during these years is a punitive expedition 
made by the Earls in company with Gruffydd, King of Gwynedd 
(N. Wales) on Glamorgan with a force of twenty -four ships. 
This/ 
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7 . 914 

3(. 

This raid, according to Professor Dickins - to whom we are 
indebted for the discovery -0 took place between 1075 and 
1087, and probably not later than 1081; see his article 
in P.O.A.S. VIII. 47 -48. 

Accepting 0's "while pious and even tempered, but" 
(S.N. note, V. note), in place of the abbreviated 1'l. 

which reads simply "the most gentle of men." (S.N. text; 
V. text; D. trans.) 

8. 93..4- Accepting 0's "He therefore" in place of F1's "Hakon" (S. 

N. text; V. text; D. trans.) as being neater and more 
logical. 

9. 92/ Accepting O's "friends" in place of F1's "sons" (S.N.text; 
V. text; D. trans.) The quarrel was not over the honours 
and property of the Earls' sons, but of their sons' 
friends. Further, I. suspect that Erlendr in the same 
line should read Erlends:-'aynir: "the sons of Erlendr," who 
have just been mentioned. There is no suggestion that 
the fathers took anything to do at this stage with their 
sons' bickerings; we are definitely told a sentence or 
two later (921-) that "the fathers then took the matter up." 
But there is no MS. evidence for the emendation beyond 
the general comparison in both Fl. and 0. 

10. 924 0. has "friends" instead of F1's "fathers" (S.N. text; V. 
text; D. trans.) Although quite possible, it rooks like 
a mistaken repetition of Verner in line 1 above. 

Ch.35. 

1. 9211 Accepting 0's "Erlendr and his sons" (S.N. note; V. text; 
D. trans.) in place of F1's "father and sons" (S.N. text), 
as being more lucid. 

2. 936" Reading fully discussed by V. (note, p.63) and S.N. (note 
3) . 

3. 937- Accepting 0., since Fl. (S.N. text; V. text; D. trans.) is 
obviously influenced by its own omissions of the previous 
sentences and reads rather badly. 

4. 941 " Accepting 0. in place of the vaguer Fl. (S.]T. text; V. 
text; D. trans.) : "Theo he still went on rooting out many 
bad ways." 

Ch.36. It has been found necessary to deal rather freely with 
the conversation of this chapter, which when translated 
literally (as in D.) is clumsy and obscure. 

1. 951. Accepting M and O. markbyg6: "forest township" (S.N. note; 
V. text; D. trans.) in place of the unsupported Fl.sjóby 
"sea -coast township" (S.N. text; V. note). 

2. 964' Accepting Mi and 0. fyrirlita: "contempt" (S.N. note; V. 
has not noticed it), in place of the unsupported and not 
very/ 



Ch.36. 

3. 96 y 

4. 

5. 973. 

32. 

very intelligible Fl. .ofu da: "envy." (S.N. text; V. text: 
D. trans.) 

er ek er: "me and mine;" lit., "what I am." 

meingeróir: "self torture;" lit. "tortures." The idea of 
"self" is suggested by an additional clause in O., "or in- 
jure our own bodies." (S.N. note). 

Accepting M! and O. "what he had to say" (S.N. note), in 
place of Fl. "his fate," (S.N. text; V. text; D. trans.) 
which is unsupported, and less pointed than the reading 
adopted. The soothsayer is grumbling about his meagre 
information, but Hakon asks him, whatever it is, to let 
him hear it. 

6. 97I: O. neppeligen: "with difficulty;" an illuminating addition 
not in V. or D. 

Ch. 37. 

1. 9819 O. has sin frende Only (S.N. note) ; Fl. has Magnus konung 
only (S.N. note; V. text). But S.N. (note) shows that 
Magn. S. Berf. (Fms. VII. 28) has both, Magnus konúng 
fraenda sinn, which may reasonably be assumed here. 

Ch. 38. 

1. 99 y Eyjar: "Isles," here apparently the Hebrides, (as in 1019; 
although King Magnus takes it in his following speech to 
include the Orkneys and Shetland. Reading discussed by 
S.N. in note. 

2. 99'0 Vestrlpdum: "lands in the West;" here, apparently tt".e 
Hebrides and Ireland, and West coast of Scotland. See 
Index of pl. ns. 

Ch. 39. 

1. 100'2° stallari: "Marshall." See Index of legal terms. 

2. 101b raauneyti: "body of councillors." See Index of legal 
terms. 
The earl who was killed in the fight - i.e. Hugh the 
Proud - was Hugh of Montgomery, Earl of Shrewsbury. Hugh 

3. 101'4''e the Stout was Hugh of Avranche, Earl of Chester (1071- 
1101). But they were not "brothers" (0.) nor "sons" 
(MI) of Kostnami. See E.S.S.H. II, 111, for a bibliog. 

,4 of thq battle y 
4. 10114 aftr i fyrirrumi: "aft in the well." H. and G. render 

"foredeck," and D., "forecastle." But fyrirrum appears 
to mean the after part of the well next the lyptin or 
poop deck occupied by the leader or captain (C.V.) 

5. 101.+ under Jiljur niör: "down under the deck;" probably the 
poop deck near which he is sitting. H. and G. say 
simply/ 
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simply "down below. " D. renders "under the thwarts," 
which would give little protection from spears and arrows. 

6. l021Ì By Thorkell Hammer -skald in his Magnúsdrapá (c.1104). 
Five stanzas survive, of mediocre poetic merit. 

Ch. 40. 

1. 1031'w This addition from Fl. (supported by 0. and M') is expand- 
ed by the author of M'into an example of the miraculous - 
the first miracle of his hero. 

2. 104" rum: "berth. " Normally a man's station on a thwart for 
rowing. Probably he made his bed or hvila beside his 
place as oarsman. 

3. 104" This Malcolm King of Scots mentioned also in the next ch. 
(1059) cannot, as Anderson pointed out (Orkn.S., 55) be 
Malcolm Canmore. For Magnus Barelegs' second expedition 
took place in 1098, and Malcolm Canmore had died in 1093. 
Either 

(i) The author knew that Magnus Erlend's son served, 
in the Bodyguard of a King of Scots, and guessed (wrongly) 
that it must be Malcolm Canmore., or 

(ii) The episode took place on the first expedition 
of Magnus Barelegs in 1093. This expedition appears to be 
referred to unwittingly in 0.S. ch.37 when Hakon Paul's 
son gets news of the Orkneys at the court of King Magnus. 
s ft "o% cm. I OS-' 

4. 1043 "a certain bishop ": Not identified. 

Ch. 41. 

1. 1042g "along the coast of Scotland" into the Firth of Clyde. 

2. 100.4- stjornfostu skid: lit., "with a ship with rudder set." 
The ruder gave the ship a deeper draught, and would thus 
disqualify many small islands close to the shore. For 
discussion of this incident, see Introd: Sources. 

3. 105q i Suóreyjum nema Mon: "in the Hebrides with the exception 
of the Isle of Man." Shows that Suóreyjar was used for 
all the islands in the West of Scotland and even England, 
including Man. See Index of pl. ns. 

4. 105" Note the description of the size and position of the 
peninsula of Cantyre for the benefit of the Icelandic 
reader ignorant of Scotland. Cp. the estimate of the 
size of Anglesey in O.S. 1031. 

5. 105°'16. "into the Scottish sea -lochs." This appears to have 
been the original meaning of the Norse name Skotlandz- 
firòir, and, being unique in 0.S., argues a separate 
identity for the chapters on Magnus B. See Index of pl. 
ns. 

6. 105'3 "4". "hugging the shore on the other." Trans. borrow- 
ed from D. 

7/ 
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Ch. 41. 

7. 105J The annexation of these islands, as Skene suggests (Celt. 
Sc. I. 443n), appears to be referred to in the metrical 
prophecy of Merlin in Chron. Picts and Scots, 117. The 
incident "t°have taken place in Magnus' 1093 expedition 
and notthe 1098 one as in 0.S., for "Malcolm, King of 
Scots," (d.1093) is referred to (105'). That Magnus had 
dealings with Malcolm Canmore is fairly certain, for Mal- 
colm is referred to in that connection in the independent 
Hakon S. ch.245. Cp. note on 104 ". 

8. 10511'11- "who he business." Trans. borrowed from H.G. 

9. 1066 Reading uncertain for last clause. 

Ch. 42. 

1. 107" Accepting Fl.'s reading (S.N. note; V. 
which is supported by MI(S.N. note). 
have a curtailed sentence (S.N. text): 
death of Earl Erlendr out in the East; 
was buried there; and Paul in Bergen." 

text; D. trans.) 
MS. 325a, Ma, and 0 
"he learned of the 
he died in N. and 

2. 10741' ?' See Introd: Sources of Interpolations for the significance 
of this reference to Snorri. It may or may not be a 
later interpolation. 

Ch. 43. 

1. 108,g "such of the realm as was birthright." 
"such power as was due to his birth." 

2. 1082'2' This ode or drapa upon Hakon Paul's son is referred to 
again in 1117 and in lll" as a source of information. 
See Introd.: Sources. 

Ch. 44. 

1. 109g His mother was Thora Sumarlithi's daughter. See O.S. 
8919"24 , and Indox of p cre . no 

2. 109"'~ It was this Crusade made by Sigurthr in 1107 that gave 
him the nickname Jórsalafari: "the Crusader." 

Ch. 45. 
f.1A 

This lioQaea4e..eulogy is fully discussed in Introd.: 

Sources. 

1. 110'9 Lit., "and drank the bridal feast to her." 

Ch. 46. 

1. 111'1 kvaeöi: "poem." See note on 108 ". 

2. 111" visar: "poem." See note on 10842: 

Ch. 47. 

1. 112',21 "sailed t the Mainland," apparently from the N. and S. 

Isles. 

o 
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Ch. 47. 

2. 112' Dings a Orkneyinga: "the meeting place of the Thing of the 
Orkneymen. " Probably at Tingwall (from O.N. DingavQ11r; 
"field of the Things") in the Parish of RendaIT. A large 
mound (according to J.S.C.) marks the possible site of the 
meeting place. See hingavellr in'Index of pl. ns.; and for 
description of mound, see P.O.A.S. VI, 69 -70. 

3. 1124'5' S.N. ' s reading here (based. on And 0. , suppl. by MI) gives 
distinctly better sense than F1. (V. text; D. trans.) 

4. 112 °a After this sentence, 0. adds "and the wisest men were to 
fix terms between them." This is not included in the pres- 
ent translation partly because it is awkwardly placed, 
partly because 0. itself here is somewhat confused. 

It should be noticed that the narrative of the saettl- or 
peace - making here does not have the legal clarity of that in 
the chapters on Earls Thorfinnr, Einarr and Brusi (ch.18 -19). 
The author of this section of the Sagá is not interested in 
negotiations as negotiations, but as an avenue to peace. 
The orderly and explicit manner of the lawyer has given 
place to the unction of the cleric. 

5. 113"' This sentence appears to have been misplaced; it would 
stand better before the sentence stating Earl Magnus' 
pleasure at the proposal. There is a slight incoherence 
throughout the chapter, of which this is an example. 

6. 113 
rr 

, Accepting Mz. , O., MI. hjá: "under" (S.N. note) in place of 
Fl. á: "against" (S.N. text; V. text; D.,trans.) 

7. 11454' Lit., "It shall now go on, and may all be done to God's 
will regarding our journey." 

Ch.48. 

1. 114Q Accepting Mz., O. 

or eight," and by 
1151. Fl. (S.N. 

2. 1141" "adding 

"eight" which is supported by Ml "seven' 
"eight" in all MSS. a little later in 
text; V. text; D. trans.) has "many." 

suggestions." ) Trans. borrowed from H.G. 

a. 
3. 114 

zm 
Accepting 0. (S.N. note) in place of Fl. (S.N. text; V. 
text; D. trans.) and MI'and M° . 0. gives much fuller 
sense. 

4. 11425 "an uninhabited island." Not identifiable. 

5. 1153- Probably on the site of the present church. 

6. 115" The passage in the trans. from 0. stands in place of Fl.: 

' "He prayed earnestly, and had a mass sung for him." We 

require a sentence stating that Magnus left the church in 

the/ 
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Ch.49. 

1. 115'" 

2. 116'51 

3. 117" 

the morning; for Hakon did not find him in it. (See O.S. 
11". Fl. puts this in as an after - thought in 115'4'07. 

M however gives still another account; "He sought the 
church by reason of his faith, and prayed there earnestly 
and commended himself into God's hands. Next morning he 
went out of the church with two men and over the island 
to the shore to a hiding place and there prayed to God. 
Some men say that Earl Magnus had mass said for him before 
he left the church and took the sacrament." 

Mzconfirms the existence of a longer version than that in 
Fl., such as that in O.; and likewise confirms the "mass' 
which Fi. refers to and O. omits. The text of O. is, 
however, selected for translation, because it gives a 
more realistic reason for Magnus' staying in the church - 

sanctuary from Hakon; the pious author of MI turns all 
events "to the glory of God." 

For the additions to O. of "mass" and "sacrament," see 
note on 118'$11 

MI alters the whole incident by having Earl M. seized by 
four of IIakon's men while he is in the church; the author 
wishes to make the crime as heinous as possible. But it 
gives: "In the morning he had mass sung for him, and in 
that mass he took the sacrament." (Rolls I. 263'°). 
Thus M' confirms the "mass" of M2' and Fl. and the "sacra- 
ment" of M2i . 

Accepting O. (supported by 0) (S.N. note) for Fl. "with 
two men he had gone by another path over the island to a 
hiding place. And when St. M. the Earl saw that they 
were searching for him.;' (S.N. text; V. text; D. trans.) 
The scribe of Fl. in abbreviating the conclusion of the 
previous chapter finds he has omitted to state that Mag- 
nus had left the church, and now puts it in as an after- 
thought. See note on 11512. 

"been a sinner ": lit., "become an outlaw." 

Holdbothi of the Hebrides, here mentioned as a trust- 
worthy authority for the chapter, is referred to in MI 
(ch.24, Rolls 88. I. 262) as authority for the mention 
of Havarthr Gunni's son's escape from Hakon's ship; but 
he can only have heard of it afterwards, since he was 
apparently all the time with Earl Magnus, being (accord- 
ing to MI ) one of Magnus' Bodyguard. 

Ch.50. 

1. 118"b" This sentence referring to sacrament and "mass" in Fl. 
should not be here at all; it is not in M2' or M' ; it 
is unlikely that Hakon's friends would have patience for 
these ceremonies now; the sentence is another reference 
to what Fl. should have related at the end of ch.48 
(see note on 115i2). 

O. reads: "He had a mass sung and took the sacrament 
before/ 



Ch.50. 

2. 118 
2k, 

37 

before he left the church; and when Magnus the friend of 
God had prayed, he was led to slaughter, etc." Like 
Fl., O. here mentions what it should have mentioned at 
the end of ch,48. 

Accepting M2' , O. (S.N. note) in place of Fl. (S.N. text; 
V. text; D. trans.). The scribe of Fl., perhaps to 
avoid gruesome details, writes: "and his spirit passed 
to heaven." It is possible,and even probable, that the 
skeleton found in the broad pillar on the South side of 
the choir in St. Magnus Cathedral by Mr Middleton is that 
of St. Magnus. The wounds, are thus described by Dr. 
Heddle: "The skull showed a clean cut hole in the pariet- 
al bones which had evidently been done by a sharp instru- 
ment such as an axe The upper jaw has been cut 
from before backwards by a sharp instrument, probably a 
sword." This lends support to the narrative in the 
Longer Magnus Saga where he receives a second blow at the 
bidding of Hakon TRolls 88. I. 266). The whole matter 
is fully discussed by Mr J. Mooney in P.O.A.S. III. 72 -78. 

Ch.51. 

1. 119 St. Tiburcius' Day is April 14; and that puts the day of 
St. Magnus' death on April 16 - the traditional St. Mag- 
nus' Day. 

2. 119q ".. For discussion of these irreconcilable dates, see A.66n, 
and more particularly, A.O.A.: E.S.S.H. II. 160 -161 note. 
The passage occurs in Fl. only, and may be an interpola- 
tion (Introd.: Sources of Interpolations). It does not 
occur in O. and ICI' . M however, gives a fuller ac- 
count of the date which may or may not have belonged to 
the original Magnus Saga. (Rolls 88. I. 266-267). - 
"The day of Saint Magnus the Earl's death was two nights 
after the Mass -day of Tiburtius and Valerianus. It was 
on the second day of the week that the worthy Earl Mag- 
nus was slain, three weeks after Lady Day in Lent. He 
had then been twelve years Earl with Hakon. The Kings 
of Norway were then Sigurthr the Crusader and his broth- 
ers Eysteinn and Olafr. There had then passed 74 years 
from the death of Saint Olafh Harald's son. It was in 
the days of Pope Paschal the Second of that name, and of 
Saint John, Bishop of Hola in Iceland." 
A.O. Anderson (E.S.S.F., l.c.) points out April 16 was 
not a Monday between 1106 and 1117, and therefore ac- 
cepts 1117 as the probable date of the death of St. Mag- 

nus. 

Ch.52. 

1. 119 
y'' 

' This long introductory sentence from O. (supp. by Be) 
(S.N. note) is fairly obviously what has been abbreviat- 
ed in Fl. which reads: "After the meeting Thora Magnud' 

mother had called both Earls to a feast" (S.N. text; V. 

text; D. trans.) 
The feast would probably be at Paplay, where Thora re- 

sided with her second husband Sigurthr. See 0.S. 109s'(-- 

and Index of pl. ns. 

2/ 
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Ch. 52. 

2. 120' ° - Accepting O. instead of 325, F1. (S.N. text; V. text; D. 
trans.). 325 and Fl. read vaguely: "Shortly after." 

3. 1216 The Jarteinabók or Book of Miracles referred to in this 
addition from O. is probably the work made use of in ch. 
57. 

4. 121is Probably Pope Calixtus II (1119- 1124). 

5. 12116 til o6ala: "to his native land ": lit., "to his odal lands" 
See Index of legal terms. 

Ch. 53. 

1. 123' skáki mikill: "a sad day "; lit., "great scathe." (D.) 

2. 1236- goTor fri r: "peace and prosperity "; lit., "good peace." 
H.G. render quite satisfactorily, "unbroken peace." 

Ch.54. 

1. 123m- David I. 

2. 124'a Not to be confused with Thorkell Fosterer Amundi's son. 

3. 124'1 Lit., "would least spare the brothers from dealings." 

4. 124.' This slaying of Thorkell Fosterer Sumarlithi's son 
appears to have been a notorious event. It is mentioned 
in Hkr. 567'O , and in the Siguròarbplkr of Ivarr Ingi- 
mund's son, c.1140 (Sç aldg. B. I. 468. 6). 

5. 125 a mistake for David I. Malcolm IV did not 
come to the throne until 1153. 

Ch. 55. 

1. 126'ßi4- Pyjamas and dressing -gown', 

4-20 
2. 126 Accepting O. Fl. reading. 325 (S.N. text; V. text; D. 

trans.) makes both women pull off their hoods, and tear 
their hair. 

3. 127'' In Helmsdale. See ch. 78. 

Ch. 56. 
The second important list of "goethingar" in the Orkneys; 

cp. ch. 33. 

1. 129e The village or hórJ was Hofn (now Pierowall), referred to 

in ch.71. 

2/ 
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2. 1301- Perhaps Liddieness in Tankerness. 

3 r 

See Index of pl. ns 

3. 130ss The beginning of the interpolated "Miracle- Book" which 
forms ch.57. 

Ch.57. 

1. 132'7- annan sunnuda,g: "on the following Sunday." D. renders 
"on the second Sunday," which is misleading. 

2. 134 
2..6' 

Two vivid similes. 

3. 134 2- The setting of St. Magnus' relics over the altar is the 
subject of a lengthy discussion by Lift' J. Mooney in P.O. A'. 
VI. 35. 

4. 135'1-- lik rán: 
was used 
in sound 

5. 135 41' 

6. 135'23 

7. 1360 

8. 136" 

9. 137'6 

10. 13824' 

Ch./ 

"leprous." Tie O.N. woo Likprá ( "body- throe ") 
to translate the Vulgate lepra. The similarity 
between the two words no doubt commended the O.N. 

word to the pious scribe who first penned it. Leprosy 
appears to have survived in Shetland long after it had 
died out in other parts of Britain; a mass of interest- 
ing information in this connection has been gathered by 
Sir J.Y. Simpson in his On Leprosyand Leper Hospitals in 
Scotland and England, 46 -48, 80 -93 tiñ his Archaeological 
Essays, II); as late as 1798 a male patient from Shet- 
land, aged 28, was admitted to Edinburgh Infirmary and 
was found to suffering from the genuine or 
Elephantiasis Graecorum. But there can be no doubt that 
the name leprosy in O.N. as in Biblical times was used 
to cover a variety of wasting and skin diseases, and it 
is such a loose usage that we have in this chapter of 
0.S. 

Reading MZ Fetilar (S.N. note; V. text) for 325. 
Faereyium (S.N. text) and M' Hj.altlandi (S.N. note). 

Reading 325, M1 H-yr6r. MI has Olafr. 

i herfiligum klaeóum: "in ragged clothes." D. renders 
"in workaday clothes." 

Half a mark of silver was 4 ounces (C.V.) 

Reading Mi Bollast2 um (S.N. note; V. text; D. trans.) 
for 325., M 2. , Hallast* (S.N. text). See Index 
pl. ns. 

frá.sn: "story." Is this the Jarteinabók, or the 
Magnus Saga ? See Introd: Sources. 



Ch. 58. 

1. 1395-' 

2. 1391' 71.. 

3. 140 2' 

Ch. 59. 

1. 1409' 

úC? 

Note the varying beginnings to this chapter. 325 (S.N. 

text) is as translated. 
F1. is parallel, except that the title is "Concerning 
Kali who later became Earl," and the clause "as was men- 
tioned before" is omitted. 
O. reads: 

"Concerning Kolr Kali's son. 

Cecilia was the name of a sister of Earl Magnus by blood. 
She was married East in Norway, and a man called Isaac 
had her to wife. Their son was called Kolr. Kolr 
Kali's son " (Note the omission, with Fl., of "as 
was mentioned before. "). 

702 (S.N. xxiv; V. note; D. note) reads: "There was a man 
called Kali, son of Kolr, son of Kali, son of Saebj9rn. 
Kali was the son of Gunnhildr, daughter of Earl Erlendr, 
son of Thorfinnr Earl of the Orkneys, who afterwards was 
called Rognvaldr. He was a most accomplished man in all 
things. He made this verse " 

But this is of no textual importance, for 702 is an MS. 
primarily of verses, and Magnus Olafsson has merely sum- 
marized a few genealogical facts from O.S. to preface the 
lausavisur of Earl Rognvaldr. 

Now what of the version given in 0 ? While it makes 
quite a good introduction to a new section of a Saga, it 

contains a genealogical blunder. It confuses Kolr son 
of Cecilia and Isaac (mentioned in 0.S. 8911+) with Kolr 
Kali's son who married Cecilia's sister Gunnhildr (0.S. 
1071'0. In fact, the passage contradicts itself. It 
seems that the translator of 0., having omitted a large 
part of the Miracle chapter, looks back at the genealogi- 
cal ch.33 (0.S. 
Kali's son to begin the new ch.58 neatly, and finds the 
name Kolr, without noticing it is the wrong man. 

"as was mentioned before." At the end of ch.42. 

This added statement in Fl. - that Kolr was "a shrewd 
fellow" - seems irrelevant after the remark upon his 
wisdom in line 6. But it has a meaning. His wife 
Gunnhildr was St. Magnus the Earl's sister, and has (or 
at least had claims to) an estate in Paplay (O.S. 107' (0.). 
Kolr was wise enough not to try to make any clam in the 
Orkneys either on his wife's or his own behalf; he saw 
that such a premature effort would damage the chances of 
his stalwart son who had strong claims to a portion of 
the Orkney realm as a nephew of Earl Magnus. 

See Index of legal terms. 

For the historical significance of this reference to 
Grimsby as a centre for North Sea trade in the 12th 
century, see a comprehensive study of A. Bugge on Trade 
between_England and Norway_up to the beginning of_the 
fifteenth century in Hist. Tidsskrift, 3rd ser. vol IV., 
1 -149. English sources show the importance of Grimsby 
at/ 



Ch. 59. 

at an early date. A letter is extant from Henry II to 
"all Norwegians who come to the port of Grimsby or my 
other ports in Lincolnshire," confirming the trading rights 

to them by Henry I (1100 -1135). (Confirmation Roll, 
2 Rich. 3, par. 2, mem. 8; quoted in C. Gross: The Gild 
Merchant,, II. 377). 

Ch. 60. 

1. 142e Accepting Fl. heim, supported by 0. ind (S.N. note) in 
place of 325 subr (S.N. text; V. text; D. trans.) which is 
obviously wrong, for Sogn is North of Bergen; subr of 
course may be an error for six-Dan. 

Ch. 61. 

1. 1433- Accepting 0., Fl. "swim across" (S.N. note; V. text; D. 
trans.) in place of the less precise "go across" of 325 
(S.N. text); and cp. 1.5. 

2. 1436'7. elldiskió.... logánda: "blazing torch." I suspect that 
loganda: "blazing" should be omitted. The word, although 
in 325 and 0.) does not occur in Fl. Then they try to 
light (not relight) the torch on reaching the far side 
(O.S. l43'). The swim in the darkness likewise added to 
the eeriness of the cave as described by Kali in the fol- 
lowing verse. 

3. 143 1 i.e., at the nape of his neck, to keep it dry (D.). 

4. 144. "Matching of men," a favourite topic of conversation 
among Norsemen, as in modern times the matching of pugil- 
ists, football players and horses. A. (78n) refers to 
the frequency of quarrels resulting from it, as at King 
Eysteinn's feast, Hkr. 543 -545. 

5. 145 Y' Alversund (Alviöra), as Nordal points out (0.S. viii_), 
lies North and not South of Bergen. Either it is a mis- 
take for another district, or the author actually thought 
it lay to the South and sent Havarthr South through 
Groeningsund thither. 

6. 145 "4'15.- "And they lay down to sleep." - This clause is kept out- 
side the preceding direct speech (as by V. and D.) for it 
supplies a definite item of narrative. S.N., however, 
includes it in the speech, and we have: "and let us lie 
down to sleep." 

7. 146 
t. 

"reached Groeningsund." - Omitting with Fl. "South ", 
which appears to be a repetition in 325 and O. from the 
first clause of the sentence. 

8. 146` * - abildarmanna: "of the prosecuting parties ": lit., the 

men who were chief parties in any suit whether on the 
defending/ 



Ch. 61. 

defending or prosecuting side. In this case of manslaught- 
er the abildarmenn were not merely HavaTth's next of kin, 
but also his master Solrnundr. 
The offer of John to Kali appears to have been a clever 
move bothtógratify the vanity of Kali and avoid the danger 
of too heavy a compensation. 

9. 1493 Lit., "six marks weighed "; equal to 48 ozs. of silver. 

10. 1524.'7 Accepting 325 Harekr (S.N. text; V. text; D. trans.) for O. 
and Fl. Olafr (S.N. note; H.G. trans.). We are definitely 
told in 0.S. 142'4that John's mother Helga was the daughter 
of Harekr of Saetersdalen. Fl. however explains that Olafr 
was John's "mother's brother;" it would seem that he was a 
son of Harekr residing with his father. The confusion pro- 
bably originates from their both being mentioned in the 
first instance (U.S. 142') as being the object of John's 
"family- visit." But in the absence of textual evidence, no 
attempt is made to render this in the translation. 

11. 152g Accepting O. and Fl. "do as he might" (S.N. note; V. text; 
D. trans.) for 325 "even if they did not have more dealings" 
(S.N. text) - a clumsier reading. 

12. 152q- "sixty." Lit., "half a long hundred" or 120; 30 of his own 
men and 30 of Harek's (D.) 

13. 152/1- "round about;" Lit., "from him." 

14. 153Y The town of Bergen. 

Ch. 62. 

1. 154'7 Accepting O., Fl. "father" (S.N. note; H.G. trans.) in 
place of the less specific 325 "kinsmen" (S.N. text; V.text; 
D. trans.). 

2. 15431- skirsla Haraldz: "Harald's trial by ordeal." Haraldr was 
given leave to prove his royal birth by the ordeal of walk- 
ing with bare feet over nine red -hot plough -shares. See 
Hkr. 547 -548; or A. 84 note. 

3. 1553 The Haugábing or "Thing -of- the -Mounds" was held on an emin- 
ence now known as Malebakkmm in the Eastern part of TgSns- 
berg. The two mounds can still be seen. Cp. Hkr. 555'S 

4. 1559 "O Here is a variety of readings - 

325 . "four nights and days . " 

Fl. "four years." 
O. "seven years." 

The reading "seven days" (from O. and 325) is corroborated. 

by Hkr. 5552°(V.) 

5. 155 A5. 325 . Fl. 6000. 
0. 4000. 

Reading in 325 and Fl. accepted since it is corroborated by 

Hkr. 5562(V.) 

6/ 
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Ch. 62. 

6. 15624 His eyes were put out, so that he was known thereafter 
as Magnus blindi. cp..Hkr. 566't- 

Ch. 63, 

1. 1594' magum: "connections "; i.e. by marriage, as with the 
Athole family already referred to (O.S. 1589). 

Ch. 64. 

1. 159 This "land" was probably the Mainland of Shetland which 
offers many more harbours from S.W. gales than the op- 
posite island of Yell. 

2. 159 The favourable wind required would be from the West 
round to the South. This would be just such a wind as 
would be unfavourable to Earl Rognvaldr for sailing from 
Shetland to Orkney (159'1"). 

( N.B. J.S.C. (P.Q.A.a. VI. 21), apparently reading H. 
G.'s mistranslation The wind was,rather unfavour- 
able,' describes the Hebridean fleet as struggling 
the whole way to the Orkneys; probably, however, 
the last part of the voyage was done at good speed). 

voyd5e 
It should be noted, however, that Rognvald'sAwas not 
ill -timed. Square- rigged vessels like the Norwegian 
long -ships cannot lie close to the wind. Hence advantage 
had to be taken of an East wind to reach Shetland and the 
Orkneys, and East winds, owing to the frequency of anti- 
cyclonic conditions over Norway in the months of March, 
April, May and June, are most prevalent in those months. 
Nearly all voyages from Norway to Scotland were made in 
spring or early summer, and the reverse voyage was usual- 
ly made in autumn. (See W.R. Kermack: Hist. Geog. of 
Scotland, 19; and H. M2I :Vindene i Nordsj,óen og Vikinge- 
togene, Oslo, 1914). 

Ch. 65. 
Mr J. Storer Clouston has made an important study of the 
events of this chapter in P.O.A.S. V. 22 -25. 

1. 160 According to the previous chapter Rognvaldr Kali landed 
in Shetland "at Midsummer" (at miòju sumri, 159 "; i.e. 

June 24), and Earl Paul, as this chapter suggests, hears 
of it also on Midsummer's Day. This is impossible, even 
assuming the use of beacons such as were used later 
(see ch.66) . Perhaps at mió ju sumri means "on Mid- 
summer's Eve." 

2. 160 "and have it out with him." Lit., "and let the quarrel 
come to the sword -point with us." 

3. 160 úhamingjusamligr: "unlucky- looking," like Skarphethinn 
in Nj . S., and. Grettir; the face of the man who seems 

to have,a grudge against the world, who finds himself 
always ^a" on the losing side. 

4/ 
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4. 161'' 

5. 161. 

44 

"he had engaged in outsittings." Útiseta was the term - 
a legal one in fact - for sitting out the night in the 
open for the purpose of conjuring up and communing with 
trolls. Patler úbdtaverk at sitja úti: "It is a felony 
to sit out" (N.G.L. I. 35O).A similar rite was the Celtic 
Taghairm made use of by Scott, in The Lady of the Lake. 

Mr Clouston is probably right in assuming that it was heir 
Deer Sound on the Mainland that the five ships came to 
anchor. (P.O.A.S. VI. 22). The following facts sup- 
port the assumption: - 

(i) It was a convenient starting point for a voyage to 
Shetland by the Eastern route; see 0.S. 161i° . 

(ii) The ships sailed "East from Tankerness" (0.S. 161'9') 
and then sighted the Hebridean fleet rounding Mull Head. 
This might be said of ships leaving Inganess. Bay N. W. of 
Tankerness; but it is more natural to say it of their 
leaving Deerness round "The Ness" of Tankerness behind 
which they had sheltered. 

(iii) Messengers came to Earl Paul to say that there was 
a fleet of about a dozen ships sailing up the Pentland 
Firth. As they soon appear round Mull Head, they must 
have been observed in the early morning (O.S. 161'A.) be- 
tween Copinsay and S. Ronaldsay from some high point on 
the Mainland, in Deerness or Holm. From either such 
view point it would take about an hour to bring word to 
Deer Sound; for no time seems to have been lost after 
dawn (0.S. 161'4) in making preparations. Were Earl Paul 
stationed in Inganess Bay this speed would be impossible. 

6. 1626 As missiles. 

7. 162 ' This remark of Earl Paul's is rather puzzling after his 
hurry to be at the foe expressed above (0.S. 161'6,1y). 
The Hebridean fleet cannot have been more than 2 -3 miles 
away. Indeed, how could Earl Paul find time to come in- 
shore and take on a load of stones somewhere near The 
Ness ? Why was it left to the last moment ? And why 
did Erlingr and his sons delay so long in joining Earl 
Paul when his ships must have been visible from almost 
every part of Tankerness ? 

These difficulties can be explained on the simple hypo- 
thesis that a section of the narrative here has been mis- 
placed - not in the MSS., but by the original narrator. 
The arrival of Erlingr and the stone - lading probably 
took place in the early morning, and the message that the 
foe were sailing up the Firth arrived while the stone - 
lading was proceeding. This satisfies all four diffi- 
culties; is probable in itself; and explain the point 
of view of Olafr and Sigurthr (0.S. 16l'1 who wished 

to wait for more llb or forces, which included more 

ships in which Erlingr an4his men might be taken aboard. 

8. 164" "seems to have been rather a wild_goose chase ": Lit., 

"seems to have become a little thing and rather an un- 

worthy one." 

9/ 
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9. 1642`1 

10. 1656--1 

Ch. 66. 

1. 166a-°' 

2. 16623. 

3. 168"' 

"to have stayed at home." Lit., "not to have gone." 

"I shall not myself." Lit. (as in D.), "Both 
shall not now be done, make light of all before you, 
but come oneself never near to it." 

On the Mainland, Orkney, overlooking Scapa Flow. 

Vestf'orAr (West Firth ") is probably Stronsay Firth. 
See Index of pl. ns. 

This description of the situation of the Orphir Hall and 
the road to Damsay is seriously mistranslated by D., who 
was apparently unacquainted with the actual scene. It 
will be found fully discussed, with a plan of Sveinn's 
probable journey to Damsay, and a photograph of Damsay 
from the leiti or "shoulder of the hill" between the Hill 
of Lyradale and the Keelylang Hill, in an invaluable 
article on the Earl's Bu at Orphir by Mr A.W.Johnston, 
in the Saga Book of the Viking Club,'III, 174 -216. The 
homestead stands on a hallend1, which may be "either the 
S.E. declivity of Midland Hill, or the rising ground on 
which the ruins stood" (Johnston, 1.c., 195,6). I prefer 
the latter interpretation, since the slope behind the 
hall is mentioned in the succeeding clause. 

It will be noticed that by substituting a clause from O. 
(S.N. note) for one in F1. (S.N. text; V. text; D. trans; 
H.G. trans.), the question of being able to see Damsay 
from "the shoulder of the hill" is avoided. Fl. reads 
var fyrir ofan Aurridafiordr: "one could see over and 
down into the Bay of Firth." But it is possible, I 

think, to translate as O. does, that one could "go down" 
to Firth. 

In any case, we have here a piece of careful and accurate 
topography such as would be impossible from any but one 
who had visited Orkney. 

4. 168'6!. Kastál.i in Damsay. See Indexesof pl. ns., and of build- 
ings. 

5. 1681°. Flyórunes: Identity doubtful. Perhaps in Tankerness. 

See Index of pl. ns. 

6. 1691 "'f drykkiuskali mikill: the "large drinking- hall" of Earl 

Paul in Orphir. From the data in the Saga, we can 
construct/ 
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construct the following plan. 

small 

window 

stofa 

00 000 
00__ 
4 Kit: 

ale -store 

flagstone 

Sveinn Asleif's so 
`Round 
Church 

(There is no mention in the Saga of the church 
being a round one; I assume that for the purposes 
of the plan, and as a reasonable probability; see 
note on 16912.). 

The following features may be noted: 

(i) The stairs must be dark if it is light "up to the 
doors" and Sveinn Breast -rope mistakes his assailant. 
The stairs must therefore be inside the hall. The flag- 
stone thus acted as a parapet on the side of the stairs 
next the hall - on the left on entering, as the Samoa 
says (l6V). 

(ii) The group of ale -casks stand in the plan as in O., 
"between the flagstone and the hall" (1695- S.N. note). 
Apparently this part of the hall was called the ggstofa 
or ale- store" (170i5). It must have been there that 
Ey4indr and Sveinn Asleif's son did their plotting, just 
in the shelter of the wall of the stofa or small room. 
It would be behind these casks that Sveinn A. hid while 
Sveinn B. and John were passing along to the stairs. 
The fact that those who left the hall went in single - 
file (e.g. the Earl and Sveinn A. 170f; and Sveinn B. 
and John 171'"3) is explained by the multitude of casks 
leaving only a narrow passage between themselves and the 
stofa or small room; but this may have been due to the 

ale -store being partitioned off. 

(iii) The position of the door into the stofa or small 
room is conjectural. It is put opposite the stairs 

partly because this is the natural place for it, partly 

because this position would allow Sveinn to enter the 

stofa without being observed by any one in the hall. 
We are not told. where Nyvindr was during the slaying. 
But he probably slipped into the stofa, perhaps to watchi 

for the blow, perhaps to beckon to his son Magnus to be 

ready outside. 

The/ 
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4-?. 

The above hypothetical plan is well supported by archaeol- 
ogical evidence. The site of the Hall was first suggest- 
ed by Pope (Torfaeus, 107) who writes: o:In the year 1758, 
being in Orphir, I enquired if there was any tradition 
about a grand court that stood there. They told me they 
had no tradition of that nature; but that, on digging 
for the Bow farm of Orphir, and near the round house 
called the Gerth House of Orphir, they found large found- 
ations, and laid very deep, which must have supported 
some great buildings." The foundations there referred 
to, which can be still made out close to the North side 
of the present Parish Church of Orphir, were excavated by 
Mr A.W.Johnston in 499 -epos, and are fully described (with 
plan) : in his article above referred to. Johnston's 
plan represents what of the foundations of the Hall he 
was able to uncover. 

South wall 

partitio 

stump of upright flagstone 

flat flagstone 

hall 

modern 
wall 

e 

The South wall is "104 ft of dry -built, random coursed 
wall, 4 ft. thick, without footings or scarcement (John- 
ston, l.c. 199). The partition wall divided the Hall 
from the stofa and ale -store. The recumbent flagstone` 
in the doorway, 42" to 5" thick, may have been part of 
the large flagstone set on the stump or socket on the 
left, behind which Sveinn A. concealed himself; but as 
the flagstone was loose, this is highly conjectural. 
Finally the hypothetical foundations of the Round Church 
make it easy for its entrance to be almost opposite the 
door of the Hall. 

7. 169'12 voru dyrr hliòvegg: "there was a door in the South 
side wall under the east gable." Lit., "near the East 
gable at the South on the side wall." This difficult 
phrase, correctly translated by N.G., but badly rendered 
by D., and misunderstood by Munch, is clearly corroborat- 
ed by the extant traces of the foundations; see plan 
above and in Johnston's article. 

8. 169" kirkja d.pólig: "magnificent church." Either the Round 
Church/ 



Ch. 66. 

9. 160-w- 

10. 169' 

11. 1691 

12. 16911 

13. 17014 

14. 1706. 

15. 1706' 

16. 1711' 

17. 1715.4 

18. 171'5- 

19/ 

k&, 

Church of Orphir of which the chancel still remains, or 
a church on the same site. For descriptive and histor- 
ical account, with bibliography, see Johnston's article, 
Saga Book, III, 202 -215. The architectural features 
are technically treated in Dietrichson and Meyer: Monu- 
ments. Orcadica, . A study in the light of 
recent knowledge may be expected in the Ancient Monuments 
Commission Inventory for Orkney when it appears. Round 
churches were inspired by the Church of the Holy Sepul- 
chre in Jerusalem, and this one, as Clouston suggests 
(Hist. Orkn. 374), may have been built by Earl Hakon 
after his return from the Holy Land, c.1120x. 

An important addition from O. 

The translator in O. here writes en anden liden stoffue: 
"another little room," because he has been already using 
stoffue for O.N. skáli. 

See note on "out- sittings" on 1611 . 

drekka sleituliga: "to drink deceitfully, unfairly;" i.e. 
not to take his full draught of ale from the horn; "a 
sluggard in drinking" (H. G.) Cp. Gr. t<) Y. Tr© -rtiv (C.V.) 
Sveinn B. repeats his taunt when he offers Sveinn a small 
horn at the memorial health drinking (O.S. 1706). 

var maelt fyrir minnum: "memorial healths were proposed." 
"The emptying of horns of ale to the memory of departed 
heroes and comrades, with the accompaniment of speeches 
setting forth their famous deeds, was a recognized cus- 
tom at the festivals of the Northmen" (A.94). 

Accepting 0. (S.N. note) for Fl. (S.N. text; V. text; D. 

trans.) which gives a less explicit reading - "that 
seemed to be a little one." 

"forward to the ale -store." (Fl.) 0. reads "out from the 

hall," which means much the same, but is less explicit. 
See plan of hall. 

"to Eyvindr and him" (Fl.) O. (S.N. note) reads "to 

what they said "; but this reading is not adopted, being 

slightly vague. Probably both F1. and 0. must be usdd 

to supply the original text - "to what E. and he were 

saying." 

Instead of "a heavy mist" (F1.), O. (S.N. note) describes 

the night as being "light out -of -doors because the 

weather was fine and still." I am unable to explain 

this discrepancy. V. (note, pä15) suggests that the 

translator misunderstood the meaning of bids 44r. 

skiavindau a: "small window." See Index of buildings 

etc. 



Ch. 66. 

19. 17Jzß Accepting O. in place of Fl. (S.N. text; V. text; D. 
trans.) which is somewhat ambiguous and is an unusual 
and awkward idiom. 

206 

20. 171 "a good riddance": Lit., "a cleansing of the land." 
"Besides his evil repute as a turbulent fellow, Sveinn 
was suspected of sorcery, and thus obnoxious to the 
church." (A. 95). 

Ch. 67. 

1. 172'9 In place of this second clause O. has a longer clause 
that gives a loose paraphrase of the general sense in 11.; 
not adopted in trans. (See S.N. note; V. note; D. note). 

2. 17221- Hakon Karl ( "the Elder ") was the step- brother of St. Mag - 
nus, being the child of the second marriage of Thora 
widow of Earl Erlendr. See 0.S. 129 "t- 

"- 

3. 172ay- "lavishly" - Lit., "almost with both hands." 

4. 1722'. Dr Marwick (P.O.A.S.V...67) identifies this btS. with Hol- 
land, a large farm in the south of Stronsay, on "high 
land" (from 0.N. -.'há-land) on the East of the Bay of 
Holland. He argues that Earl Paul would not have been 
so unjust as to bribe Thorkel Flayer with a farm that was 
owned by odal tenure by a family of the importance of 
Valthjof's, but only if it was a bordland farm - the 
Earl's own property granted in veizla to Valthjofr who 
seems to have been one of his "wardens of the isles." 
(See 16613). Holland is the only bordland farm in 
Stronsay mentioned in the 1596 Rental. The argument is 
not final; but the fact that it has long been a good 
farm, and would therefore make a good bribe, lends cor- 
roboration to the theory. 

It was in this house that Thorkell was burned by Sveinn's. 
kinsmen Richard of Brecks and John Wing of Upland (185' "11) 
- a stern punishment for revealing Sveinn's whereabouts. 

5. 174y Heyr a endemi: "a pretty thing indeed." Trans. adopted 
from D. Lit., ",Shame attaches to [it]." 

6. 17423 O. (S.N. note) here has an additional clause repeating 
what has already been said about the purpose of the 
beacons. Omitted in trans. 

7. 175y um Gói: "about the end of February." Gói was a month of 
thirty days from the middle of February to the middle of 
March. One may assume that they put to sea early in the 
month of Gói if Kolr meant those going to England to be 
back by Easter. 

8. 1753' O. (S.N. note; V. note) has here an extra sentence 
repeating the facts of the preceding, here omitted. 

Ch./ 
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Ch. 68. 

1. 1761'- húsf)ing: "Council of War." Lit., "a house -thing" - a 
conference of his personal followers. See Index of legal 
terms. 

2. 176'9 "the ancestral lands that are thine and were his" ,- Lit., 
"thy ancestral estates and his lands." 

3. 1771 The date of their sailing was to be at least a week after 
Easter (see 0.S. 175X); in 1136, Easter was on March 22. 

Ch. 69. This chapter has been very carelessly copied in Fl., and 
O. usually gives a more logical and lucid narrative. 
This is particularly true of the explanation of the 
stratagem used to render the beacon on Fair Isle ineffect- 
ive. O. is so superior to Fl. in this chapter that it 
has not been deemed necessary to discuss each borrowing 
from it. The deficienciés of Fl. may be seen by reading 
H.G.'s translation. 

1. 1771° The text accepted is that of Fl., with one emendation 
(following S.N.) from O. But the whole two sentences are 
awkward, and V. is right in his note on the passage in 
stating that both readings are probably corrupt. 

Ch. 71. 

1. 1811 
0' 

HQfn, "Haven," is probably modern Pierowall. See Index 
o pl. ns. 

2. 181'9' eyjarskeggjarnir: "the islanders" of Westray; similarly ,e 
named in 1831r, although they are simply eyjarmenn in 181 
Lit., "island- beards "; very frequently used for "island- 
ers "; originally a nickname (See C.V.) 

Ch. 72. 

1. 1824.' It is probable that this story is another version of the 
incident in ch.77 of Bishop John's arrival at Knarston 
with fifteen companions, to which Rognvaldr Kali's verse 
in this chapter would be more properly attached. Diet - 
richson (Mon. Orc. 124) has noted the abruptness with 
which the episode opens and ends in this chapter. It may 
be noted, however, that there is a Norse church at Piero - 
wal, and that there may have been at that time a monastic 
establishment at Ivlunkerhouse in the neighbouring island of 
Papa Westray. 

2. 182`5-'46 "Earl Rognvald's island:" In place of this clause 
from Fl., O. (S.N. note) reads: "The bondar came from the 
neighbouring islands round about." This is a possible 
addition to the text. 

Ch. 73. 

1. 1843 "the Bishop:" This emendation from O. (S.N. text) is not 
found in H.G., V., or D., and materially assists the sense 

the passage. . 

2/ 



sc. 

Ch. 73. 

2. 185,3 A very clumsy sentence. Possibly corrupt. 

3. 1861' At the end of this final sentence, O. (S.N. note) adds: 
each to his own lands." But this seems a scribal repeti- 

tion of the end of the preceding sentence, and is omitted 
in this translation. 

Ch. 74. 
The incident of the capture of Earl Paul on Rousay is dis- 
cussed by Dr. Marwick in P.O.A.S. II. 17 -18. The diffi- 
culty is that of the site of the kidnapping. According 
to the narrative in O.S. we look for it South of Westness 
(or at least S. of the probable original Westness - Skai'll); 
for Earl Paul went South to hunt otters (187'6.). Then 
again Sveinn's ship sails along Evie Sound (1874), from 
which we can assume that it approached Rousay round the 
East of Eynhallow. And then he sailed to the end of 
Rousay (1873), where there was a headland. (h2f67 -with a 
landslide (ur6) beneath it (1873'14-); and this headland was 
slightly overhanging, for Sveinn was able to shut his ship 
off from view from above by coming close inshore (1872.-5''). 

But if we look for such a headland at the South end of 
Rousay, we do not find it. The southern extremity of the 
island, the Taing of Tratland, is a grassy bank less than 
fifty feet high _ with a fore -shore of flat rocks. 

We do, however, find a headland answering to the Saga 
description at the North West end of the island - Seabrae 
Head. As Dr Marwick points out (1.c.), it is significant 
that it is the only part of the West coast of Rousay that 
still bears the name "Head." 

How does Seabrae Head come to be called theSouth6end« 
of Rousay ? Were the author of Q. Bishop Bjarni or any 
other Orcadian we should not expect such an error. There 
is, I think, a fairly simple explanation. A number of 
years ago I walked several times round the cliffs of 
Rousay from Sacquoy to Quandale. Headland succeeded bold 
headland almost interminably. By the time I had reached 
Scabrae Head I had the illusion of having done a large 
round of the compass - of having reached, in fact, the 
southern extremity of the island. Much the same impres- 
sion would be given by a boat sailing round the same 
cliffs and into Eynhallow Sound. I suggest that it was 
just such a journey that the author of the passage must 
have made, for being an Icelander .r* he would 
approach the Orkneys (and therefore Rousay) from the 
North; and on this journey - perhaps his only one by this 
route since he is rather vague about its geography he 
got the impression that Scabrae Head was the "Southern end 
of Rousay." That is why he thinks it lies South of 
Westness. 

There is another small fact which helps to prove that 
Scabrae Head was the scene of the kidnapping. The men 
on the Head told Sveinn to "row to Westness" with their 
merchandise (187'2). According to the Saga narrativd . 
this would mean that he would have to row back; and if 

this had been necessary they would surely have said "row 
back." But if they stood on Scabrae Head watching the 
merchant ship coming in from the West, their remark is 
more sensible. 

Finally it should be remarked that the attempts of 
Barry/ 



Ch. 74. 

5-L 

of 
Barry, andjudor (Ork. and Shetl. 35, 375) to identify the 
site with Swandro (? from einn -) are impossible for 
topographical reasons. 

1. 187'' As indicated in the rnar_in the kidnappingaprobabrp took 
place in May 1136. In April probab.y near the end) 
Rognvaldr and Paul agreed to a fortnight's truce (1853)7 
and the kidnapping took place before the truce was up. 

2. 1878 

3. 187d 

"sleeping- barns." The hucò -fat, lit., "hide- vat," was a 
bag made of skins which on cold nights could completely 
envelop the sleeper. C.V. and D. render "hammocks" which 
conveys a wrong picture. 

til dagdrykk : "till their morning ale," which was taken 
in the middle of the.forenoon after the heavy breakfast 
or daverór (C.V.) 

4. 1884. hvarf - til: "advanced to" (N.G.). Lit., "turned to." 
D. taking it in its transitive use (see C.V.), understands 
"arms" after it, and translates "threw her arms round 
(her brother) ". This certainly gives better sense. 

Ch. 75. 

1. 1894' Sveinn's is the fullest account and is given first. But 
no more credence is placed on it than on the other version 
referred to in the next sentence; for, as the Saga kaler 
says, "We do not know which is the truer tale." 

Ch. 76. 

1. 19022 Geitaberg - probably Gaitnip (See Index of pl. ns.) a farm 
situated about a mile south of Scapa Bay, from which a fine 
view can be had of all Scapa Flow through which Sveinn's 
ship must have passed on both journeys. 

2. 19126* Accepting O. in place of Fl. (S.i\ ?. text; V. text; D. text 
as being more explicit. 

3. 1935 Accepting O. "the Bishop" in place of Fl. "he," i.e. Rogn- 

valdr (S.N. text; V. text; D. trans.). It is the Bishop 

rather than the none -too -tactful Rognvaldr who is the 

diplomatist in this affair; and the getting of men to 
give their peace to Sveinn separately seems more likely to 

have been a move of his. 

4. 1931 Accepting O. "before" (S.N. note; V. text; D. trans.) in 

place of Fl. "while" (S.N. text) as giving better sense. 

D. here does not translate very intelligibly. 

5. 193°- ok bat: "and, in particular;" lit., "and that." 

6. 1932 Reading O. "three years" (S.N. note; V. text; D. trans) 

in/ 



Ch. 76. 

6. 1931- 

s3. 

in place of F`1. "one year;" but of course F1. may be cmr- 
rect. 

194' Although Kolr directed operations, the artistic impulse 
appears to have come from Scotland or more probably the 
North of England. Meyer, Dietrichson's collaborator, 
draws attention to its close architectural relationship 
with the cathedral at Durham, and the absence of points of 
contact with contemporary Norwegian Cathedrals (Mon. Ore., 
Engl. summary, 66 -71). 

8. 

9. 

194i2. 

194'1 

One mark was eight ounces of silver (C.V.) 

21_ógsland: "ploughland" or urisland. See Index of legal 
terms. Sole occurrence in O.S. 

10. 1943- Reading O. "grew into," "became" for Fl. "was" (S.N. text; 
V. text; D. trans.) as giving better sense. 

Ch. 77. 

1. 195' The verse about sixteen shaven heads in ch.72 should pro- 
bably be attached to this incident. See notes on ch.72. 

Ch. 78. 

1. 1979'3 This round -about journey from the Orkneys to Helmsdale is, 
as Gray points out (C. and S. in S. Time, a character- 
istic stratagem of Sveinn's to catch Frakokk and Oliver 
unawares; cp. his similar selection of an unexpected 
approach to Rousay to kidnap Earl Paul. 

The author of this passage has, however, got slightly con- 
fused with regard to the position of the Dornoch Firth and 
Elgin. Apparently he imagines the Dornich Firth (O.N. 

Ekkjalsbakki, q.v. in Index of pl. ns.) to be ön the coast 
of Morayshire, with Elgin at the head of it. It is very 
unlikely that Sveinn would sail so near to Sutherland as 
the Dornoch Firth whence news might easily reach Frakokk 
before he had time to go to Athole and return overland. 
What probably happened was that Sveinn left his ships high 

and dry on the sand near the mouth of the Spey (i.e. near 
Elgin), travelled inland up the Spey valley (perhaps pass- 
ing throlgh Elgin) to Athole to Earl Maddadh. 

Anderson (O.S. ].7n) considers that Ekkjalsbakki is here a 

mistake for Atjoklsbakki, meaning the coast of Moray near 

Athole. But this is unlikely in itself and quite uncor- 

roborated. 

Ekkjalsbakki is similarly thought of in ch.74 as being on 

the route from the Orkneys to Athole. Similarly Torfnes 

or Tarbatness at the mouth of the Dornoch Firth is said 
in ch.20 to be "in the South of Moray." For the signi- 

ficance of this recurrent error in suggesting unity of 

compilation, see Introd: Problem of Unity. 

Mackay's account of this journey (Hist. Prov. Cat. 58) is 

quite erroneous, owing to his faulty identification 
of 

Breiöa ?rärV 



Ch. 78, 

2. 197'4 

3. 1973 

4. 198/ 

5. 199r 

6. 199'L 

7. 199i3' 

8. 19941 

9. 19924. 

10. 2002. 

11. 200'5: 

Ch. 79. 

i. 2002 

2. 2011 

5-4- . 

Breióafj9rór with the Dornoch Firth, and of Dufeyri with 
Duthac or Tain. See Dufeyri in Index of pl. ns. 

This does not mean that Strath Helmsdale is "in the middle 
of Sutherland," but that the point where he entered the 
Strath was so. 

Pope (Torfaeus, 131) roundly states that Frakokk's house 
was at Shenachu, Helmsdale. He refers to extensive, form- 
less ruins there, called locally Carn Shuin which he trans- 
lates ingenuously "Sveinn's Cairns." Near these ruins is 
Shu Carn Aulver, another cairn, and a ford on the river 
called Avin Aulver. And not far off, in the Forest of 
Sletie is Craggan Aulver, whence Oliver may have espied the 
attack on the house. Gray (C. and S. in S. Time, 59) sug- 
gests a site on the farm of Berrobol ZO.Y. -ñ borgar -ból: 
"fortress farm "). Further investigation seems necessary, 
although it is difficult to do much with so little topo- 
graphical information in the Saga. 

"Freeman." See holär in Indexes of legal terms and nick- 
names. 

"West to Man." Really South; but to the sea- faring Norse- 
men round the British Isles further from home was thought 
of as further West. 

"Hebrides." Lit., "Southern realm." But Fl. Suórriki is 
an error for Suóreyjarriki or simply the normal Suórey,jar; 
cp. normal O. SynderLer.. 

Accepting O. for the weaker reading in Fl. (S.N. text; V. 
text; D. trans.) - "a man of rank." 

Accepting O. for the less significant reading in Fl. (S.:N. 

text; V. text; D. trans.) - "a large estate" (O.N. bú) . 

Jarlsnes. - So far unidentified. See Index of pl. ns. 

d erór: "breakfast." A fairly heavy meal taken at the 
time of dagmal, or 9 a.m. (C.V.) The dagverór was follow- 
ed by the dagveróar- drykkja or "morning -ale" referred to in 
187'9. 

vigi: "natural stronghold." Distinguished from an artifi- 

cial fortress or borg. Cp. noti on 208lß. 

Title quite wrong. Note that there is no new chapter in 

O. 

kugg: "merchant- ship." See List of naut. terms. The 

existence of a monastic foundation in the Scillies L.s early 

as the time of LcNiard the Oonfessor is proved by the follow - 

W din6 quottion from a charter ( ?1102) of henry I to the 

Priory/ r P.1 F.T.C. 



(Continued from the previous paie). 

Priory of '.avistock: 

"Scia.tis me dedisse:. .._omrìes e.ccle sias de. Sullye 
cum pertinentiis suis, et terrcm sicu-t unçuani monachi 
aut hérei.litae iieiius ebm tenuerunt teiiipore 

. rebis ±,dwardi: 
(li'rom I.)ugdale: Loiza.sticon hnLlicanum; éd.13461 II. 5U1.), 



Ch. 79. 

3. 201$ 

4. 201uf. 

Ch. 80. 

1. 202' 

2. 2029 

3. 203.' 

4. 203 "t 

Ch. 81. 

1. 20415' 

2. 205g 

3. 20513' 

4. 200 

Ch. 82. 

1. 207'3- 

2. 20711- 

3. 2070 

4/ 

Reading 0. vinteren (S.N. note; V. text; D. trans.) in 
place of Fl. varit (S.N. text; V. note); for, as S.N. 
points out, in 202 Sveinn leaves Man "in early spring" 
after selling his lands "towards the end of winter." 

This insertion from 0. (S.N. note; V. note) is well sup- 
ported by Lex. Run. (S.N. note; V. text; D. trans.). It 
gives the necessary reason for Sveinn's leaving Man. 

tok veizlu .... mea: "paid a formal visit to." Lit., 
"went to a feast with." This was the official visit of 
the Earl to one of his lendirmenn or "landed proprietors." 
See Index of legal terms. 

This insertion from 0. appears in Fl. a few lines below; 
see note on 203. 

Following 0., I omit (with V., and suggestion of S.N.) a 
clause in Fl. which is a mere repetition of 2021 above with 
the addition of the phrase um sumarit: "in summer." 

Following 0. I omit Fl. at sinne: "for a time" (S.N. text; 
V. text; D. trans.), which is here illogical, and looks 
like á scribe's interpolation based on his knowledge that 
although the settlement lasted a long time, it was not 
permanent. 

gáda : "head- dress." D. translates simply "cap "; but 
Rognvald's satiriç comments suggest that it is a more im- 
posing structuré than a mere cap. The word does not occur 
elsewhere (C.V.) and the meaning is conjectural, although 
fairly certain. 

"unabashed." Lit., "none the less." 

Háttalykill hinn forna: "the old Hgttalykill or Metre- key." 

Eighty-two stanzas, many of them fragmentary, survive of 

this study in skaldic prosody; see Sk- '.aldg. A.I.512 and 

B.I. 487 for text and Danish translation. 

Reading Fl. "two" in face of 0. and 702 "three." Only two 

stanzas are now extant for each metre. 

skilit vid: "legally separated. from." See Index of legal 

terms. 

Lit., "Monsters sit best together." 

sysla: "stewardship." See Index of legal terms. 



Ch. 82. 

H 14 r 

4. 208 vigi Borgin: "a natural stronghold The 
fortress." Notice how the word vigi is applied here to 
the sea-girt rock, and borg to the fortress thereon. 
Cp. 20015, 2145, and 3261P.. 

5. 2086' Identified by Munch and Anderson with Buchey Castle, but 
more probably the Broch of Ness, on the South of the Bay 
of Freshwick. The ruins of the borg or fortress can 
still be seen, with a ditch and wall in front. See 
Lambaborg in Index of pl. ns. 

Ch. 83. 

1. 2101" saett ok grid: "settlement by compensation and pardon." 
Note this distinction between the legal process of fixing 
compensation, and a free pardon involving no further ob- 
ligation upon the pardoned party. 

2. 210 °11 "and a ver free ardon got." A very paraphrase of 
this occurs in O., not here incorporated in trans. 

3. 210'1"11 0's reading here accepted is preferable to that of Fl.' 
"out of the fortress into the sea" (S.N. text; V. text; D. 
trans). For the next clause states that they took to the 
water. Sveinn and Morgathr must have swum about four 
miles, and come ashore at the North corner of Sinclair's 
Bay. 

4. 2113 "Baldwin." The earliest known Prior of May was ..Achardus 
at some period between 1142 and 1153. Baldwin may have 
preceded him or even succeeded him -(;. S.I. -II. 1á4 noto3,1 

(See J.Stuart: Records of Priory of May, 1_Qo.5; and E.S.S.H 
H. 194n). 

Ch. 84. 

1. 212 15 Accepting O. paafundi e, "clever" (S.N. note) in place of, 

Fl. hardfeinglig, "daring" (S.N. text; V. text; D. trans.) 

which merely repeats the idea of the previous adjective 
dreingilig. 

2. 214°`'- steinkastali: See Index of Buildings, and description 

with plañg7 of this castle by Dr Marwick in P.O.A.S. irÍ. 

9 -11. 

3. 21411 oruggt vigi: "a safe ronghold." It has already been 

observed (note on 200) that vigi seems to mean a natural 

stronghold. But Kolbeinn's castle is onwlow shore with 

no natural advantages. Either the word is here used 

generally of "a safe place;" or the author was ignorant 

of the exact site. 

c 

4. 214 This concluding paragraph (213 - 214 ) seems to be an 

interpolation. It interrupts the narrative, has several 

idiosyncracies of vocabulary (afarmaór, 
steinkastali, 

mikils / 



Ch. 84. 

Ch. 85. 

1. 214 
22. 

2. 215/' 

3. 2156 

4. 2154' 

5. 216osl 

6. 2186. 

7. 219'' 

8. 219'1 

9. 219'`/' 

5 '7 

mikils háttar) and shows an interest in the family of Kol- 
beinn Lump paralleled only in the concluding chapters of 
the Sag, which are definitely the work of a reviser. 
See Introd: Sources of Interpolations. 

"in the event them." Lit., "whatsoever might take 
place in the kinship between them." 

"those brothers." i.e. Ogmundr and Erlingr. 

Accepting O. "14 or 15" (S.N. note; V. text; D. trans.) 
in place of Fi. "19" (H. G. trans.). 

á mala: "in service" in Istanbul. Probably in the famous 
Varangian Guard of the Emperor. See note on 258'g; and 
A's note (A. 127). 

Retaining F1. "two winters" (S 
as against O. "for the winter" 
and O. in 22415 agree as to the 

.N. text; V. text; D. trans.) 
(S.N. note); for both Fl. 
time's being two winters. 

There is a 26-oared sill') called Hj.ólp belonging to 
Thorolfr Rympil in Sv. S. ch.80. 

Accepting this vivid account from 702 (S.N. note; V. text; 
D. trans.) in place of the curt sentence in Fi. and O. 
(S.N. text), "a servant came in and shivered much." 

The past tense in this verse shows it to have been compos- 
ed not before the visit, as the Saga has it, but after. 

This long addition from 702 (quoted in Lex. Run.) is ab- 
sent in Fl. and O.; it would seem to have been omitted in 
an early copy (perhaps S.N.'s ) because of its length. 

That there may have been still more verses and incidents 
is suggested by the second last sentence of the addition 
(p.221). Note that the trans. of this sentence is bor- 
rowed from D. 

The circumstantiality of the tale proclaims it as a genu- 
ine tradition. But its folk -lore narrative style is far 

removed from that of the rest of Earl Rognvald's Saga. 

It fits none too well into the narrative at beginning and 

end. But there is not sufficient evidence to show whether 

it was inserted during or after the compilation of the 

complete Saga. 

10. 220n Probably not Sumburgh Head as it is usually taken, but the 

Ness of Burgi. There is no island opposite Sumburgh 

Head, but off the other headland there is an island now 

known as Horse Isle but still named Hundholm in Blaeu's 

Atlas. 

11. 224'4 Bjarni Thorsteinn's son may be a mistake, as V. pointed 

out/ 
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12. 224/6. 

13. 2254. 

14. 226 

15. 2264- 

16. 2276--b 

17. 227,s 

Ch. 86. 

1. 23010 

out (V. 155n) for Diann, already mentioned in O.S. 130 168, 
171 as son of Th., and keeper of Damsay Castle. Bjarni 
appears in all three MSS. here, 325, Fl., and 0.; but all 
three MSS. render the pers. and pl. ns. in this passage 
very badly. 

A. Bugge in an article on Church and State in Norway be- 
tween 1152 and 1164 (Hist. Tidsskr. 5 R. 3 Bd. 169 -212) 
argues on the basis of various sources that an ecclesias- 
tical convocation was held in Bergen in the Spring of 1150, 
attended by lay and clerical representatives from all the 
Norse lands in the West, including "the Orkney Earls." 
Earl Rognvaldr may well have been present, but there is no 
evidence in 0.S. at least that Earl Haraldr was there. 
This convocation, as well as the dilatoriness of Eindrithi 
the Younger, may have contributed to delaying the start of 
the Crusade. 

halfertaugt at rumatali: "seventy rowers' places." Lit. 
"thirty -five in the number of 'rooms'," each "room" hold- 
ing two oarsmen. See rum and rúmatal in Index of naut. 
terms. 

Nu er bat honum: "He is to him." This sent- 
ence is certainly ironical, although neither H.G.iar D. 
convey that suggestion. D. renders the last clause 
strangely, "that we have been so far wrong in our opinion 
as to him." 

vant er: "it remains," rather than D. "it is hard." 

"when of him." Trans. borrowed from H.G. 

It is impossible to say what island this was. But it was 

probably one of the North Isles near Gairsay, since Sveinn 

passes it with a half manned boat on his way to collect 

his rents (0.S. 2282-4-). 

Earl Rognvald's Crusade appears to have lasted from the 

summer of 1151 to the summer of 1153, the salient dates 

reported. in 0.S. being as follows:- 

Left Orkneys 1151. 

Stayed Narbonne 
Arr. Galicia 
Captured castle 
Left Galicia ...- 1152. 

Reached Jordan 
Arr. Imbolar 
Stayed illaIar 
Stayed Istanbul 
Arr. Norway 1153. 

Arr. Orkneys 

Late summer. 230 
"A long time." 233.1. 

"Before Christmastide." 235 

During Christmastide. 2395 2413 
"After a short time." 242'/. 

St. Laurence' Day,Aug.10. 255°. 

tti m . _._ 

4-4:;-11 256 6. 

"A long; time." 2566' 
"For the winter." 2582'. 

Summer. 2613 
"A little before Christmas- 
tide." 262 .'O 

Unless we follow Vigfusson 
in identifying Nerbon, not with 

Narbonne, but with Bilbao 
on the River Nervion on the 

North of Spain, then we meet the difficulty of explaining 

how/ 
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1. 230iO 

(contd.) how Narbonne on the Mediterranean coast of France was 
reached before the Straits of Gibraltar were entered.. 
The author appears to think that it is on the Atlantic 
coast of France. 

To this problem must be added the identity of the place 
names Imbólar, Drasnes, and Engilsnes, and of Germanus 
and the lady Erminger6r of Narbonne. All of these pro- 
blems have been exhaustively studied by three continental 
scholars in the following articles: 

LUGO GERING: Die Episode von Rognvaldr und Erminger6r 
in Zeitschrift für deutsche Philologie, XLIII 
(1911), 428 -434; and XLVI T1914). l -l7. 

i 

FINNUR JONSSON: Rognvald darls Jorsalfaerd, in the 
Danish Historisk Tidsskrift, 8. R. iv. (1912), 
151 -165. 

R. MEISSNER: Ermengarde and Rognvaldr, in Arkiv for 
nordisk Filologi, XLI (1925). 140 -191. 

To Gering we owe the identification of Ermingerór with 
Ermengarde, daughter of a Count Aymeri of Narbonne 
(d.1134). She was married to a Spanish Count in 1142, 
and in 1145 to Bernarde D'Anduse. Gering argues that 
she and Rognvaldr must have been too old in 1151 for such 
a romance as the Saga relates. He therefore regards the 
whole episode as legendary, based by the Icelandic author 
upon the chanson de geste, Aymeri de Narbonne,written 
1205 -25 (ed. Soc. de anc. textes fráncçais, nr.24, Paris, 
1887) . 

Jonsson, realizing the genuineness of the verses, accepts 
the narrative as based on actual fact and seeks to array 
the verses - apart from the prose narrative - in such an 
order as to give a geographically possible order of 
events. He suggests that Gering may be pushing the 

argument of age too far. She need not have been more 

than 32 and Rognvaldr 50. Furthermore, he argues, 
Gering avoids the difficulty of how the chanson de geste 

reached Iceland. 

Meissner reviews Gering's and Jónsson's articles at 

length, and adduces additional arguments in favour of 

Jonsson. 

From these elaborate studies it is refreshing to turn 

to Mr Clouston's concise summary of the main problems 

in his footnote on p.95 of his History_of Orkney. He 

argues quite simply, that if we accept the assumption 

that the name Nerbon was substituted by some scribe 
for 

the name of an Atlantic sea -port in the original, 
which 

he did not understand, then the narrative may be accept- 

ed as it stands. 

But such an assumption, I fear, we cannot make. The 

authenticity of the name Nerbón is too 
well attested. 

It occurs in two of Earl Rognvald's 
occasional verses 

(234's and 25021) at the end of the eighth line in each. 

Verses were usually regarded as reliable and scribes 

rarely tamper with them. Indeed, a name beginning with 

n and having -on- in the second syllable is necessary 

To the metre of each verse. If Mr Clouston's assump- 

tion does not stand, one may presume that his conclusion 

falls/ 
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falls also. 

After a careful reading of the three studies above refer- 
red to, with the Saga text before me, I have no doubt in 
my mind that Professor Jónsson has found the key to the 
problem. author of the Láttr, he argues, thought 
that Nerbn was on the Atlantic coast of France, and as a 
result of this mistaken idea transposed what must have 
been the actual order of events. The visit of Ermengarde 
was actually made after coasting past Galicia and round 
Spain into the Mediterranean, just after the separation 
from Eindrithi, and immediately preceding the attack on 
Guthifreyr. Jónsson guesses astutely that the purpose of 
going to Narbonne was to winter. As has been mentioned, 
he bases his theory on a close study of the verses, some 
of which in their present context are slightly awkward. 
For example, Earl Rognvald's verse at 244'° reads: An East 
wind has driven our ship this winter season far from the 
hands of the Spanish lady The wind drives the sea -sta 
swiftly along the coast of Spain." In the Saga narrative 
this verse appears just before the entry into the Straits 
of Gibraltar - an impossible connection. But it is com- 
prehensible of a ship leaving Narbonne in the early months 
of 1152. In the next verse the East wind seems to have 
slackened, and they are driving South or South -West: "The 
land recedes to the North A hateful cruise for one 
land - lubber have I carved with my thin prow away from 
Spain this day" (2453.). Yet in the Saga this appears 
while they are cruising along the coast of Barbary. 
Again it is significant that the name of Ermengarde, which 
is so well bespattered over the verses made in the East 
Mediterranean, does not occur in any of those that clearly 
refer to the voyage round the coast of Spain - for the 
presumable reason that the Earl had not then met her: The 

close connection of the visit to Ermengarde and the attack 
on Guthifreyr is shown by their being mentioned together 
in a single verse, 239's. Indeed, he argues, there is a 

Gaulish sound about the first part of Guthifreyr; and we 
remember that he speaks French (238'). 

The real itinerary would theréne as follows:- 

Left Orkneys 
Arr. Galicia 
Left Galicia ; 

Arr. Narbonne 
Captured Guthifreyr's castle ... Christmas. 

Left for the Holy Land ... 1152. Jan.-Feb. 

It will be noted that it is necessary to transfer Guthi- 

freyr and his castle from Galicia to the neighbourhood 
of 

Narbonne in order to keep the siege near Christmas, at 

which time one of the Earl's verses (2413) shows it to 

have been. 

As to the identity of the other do.btful 
place names in 

the TAttr, it is still difficult to decide. The alterna- 

tives are fully discussed in 
the Index of pl. ns. 

g'rasnes may be Cape Torinana, 
near Cape Finesterre; but 

as it is passed by the Crusaders before they 
reach Galicia 

(234), I doubt if this, or any, identification is poss- 

ible. As the name appears later in a verse 
along with 

that of Acre (254h), it isa4P6644iw that it is to be 
sought in the Eastern 

Mediterranean. As has been already 

pointed/ 

1151. Summer. 
October. 
"After a short time." 
November. 
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pointed out, more reliance is to De placed on inferences drawn 
from verses than on categorical statements made in the prose 
narrative. Imbólar may be, as Dasent guessed, the island of 
Imbros at the mouth of the Dardanelles. Meissner in his 
article takes the Saga form Imbdlum (dative ease) as having 
been also the nominative, and equivalent to Lat. embolum, a 
rostrum or pulpit in the forum. He thus argues that it is not 
a place name at ail, but just a bazaar in some unknown seaport 
town. Vigfusson had a similar ingenious explanation to offer, 
of a transliteration from the Greek i`lt-rroAts ; and Bugge (Norges' 
Hilt. II. 2. 15) suggests Amphipolis. Dasent's Imbros seems 
to fit the narrative and is near enough to the O.N. word; but 
again it is a mere conjecture. Engilsnes may be, as is usual- 
ly assumed, Cape St. Angelo. The difficulty arises of how it 
came to be passed .: on the way from Acre to Istanbul. It was 
probably inserted by the author as a well -known landmark on 
the standard sea -route to Istanbul whither so many stalwart 
Norsemen found their way. 

The above study has already appeared in P.O.A.S. XI. (1933) 
48 -49. 

2. 2311 Only fourteen, not fifteen captains are referred to - nine 
named, and five unnamed. Probably one name has dropped out - 

as John Peter's son has dropped out in some early MS. (probably 
S.N.'s -v.), and survives only in 702. 

The non -naming of Eindrithi's friends shows a reliance on trad- 
ition of a rather vague nature. Cp. 231/4. 

3. 231 Veslarsandar: "Little Sands." Not identified; see Index of 
pl. ns. Apparently some stretch of sand between the Tweed and 
the Humber. 

Ch. 87. 

1. 240 capturejof fortresses by ingenious methods has always been 

a favourite story -teller's theme. Cp. Haraldr the Tyrant's 
successful sieges of Sicilian walled towns, in Hkr., Har. Hard. 

S. ch.6 -10, which remind one of the stratagem of the wooden 
horse. Scottish legend has similar tales, but most of them, 

as, for example, the ballad of Kinmont Willie, are of feats of 

hardihood rather than of cunning. 

2. 247'¡' A small coin of different value at different times, varying in 

worth from one -tenth to one -sixtieth of an ounce of silver. 

"One of the earliest borrowed Gr. -Lat. words in the Scand.lang.}" 

(C.V.) The term ,penning was often used loosely, as perhaps 

here and in 3273', of money in general. 

3. 247 vig- gyrjla: "to put up the shield -wall ;" i.e. to range the 

shields along each gunwale as a protection against 
the towers. 

See any illustration of a viking ship. 

Ch. 88. 

1. 252' Reading O. Sy3sted instead of Flat. Serklandsborr (S.N. text; D. 

trans.). There is nothing to show what sea -port town 
in N. 

Africa it was. 

2/ 
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2. 25e 

3. 2551° 

4. 25527. 

5. 256 

6. 256' °' 

7. 2572( 

Ch. 89. 

1. 258' 

2. 259 

6Z, 

The tying of knots appears, as Professor E.V.Gordon sug- gests in Introd. to O.N. 228, to be an imitation of what King Sigurthr the Crusader did on his Crusade in 1107. 
If Earl Rognvaldractually tied knots in the brushwood on the far side of Jordan, it was probably for the same reason 
as Sigurthr - a challenge to laggards and stay -at -homes to go and untie them; see Hkr., Sig. East. 01. S. ch. 21 
(Hkr. 5451'4). Gordon (l.c.) suggests that the laggard 
for whom Earl Rognvaldr tied the knots was the deserter 
Eindrithi. It should be noted, however, that no reason 
is given for the act in O.S. and, like other items in the 
Crusade narratives may have been introduced by the Saga - 
teller merely because it occurred in the Saga of Sigurthr. Further speculations on the matter will be found in 
Meissner's study, Ark. f. nord. Fil. XLI, 149 -150. 

A lady and a fight appear to have been included among the 
adventures of the Earl on the far side of Jordan. See 
also the next verse of the Earl's. 

Earl Rognvaldr is carrying the palm -branch uprightly in 
front of him, grasping it in both hands; hence it is half- 
way "between his shoulders." 

The absence of the unction of Magnus Saga in this narrative 
of the visit to holy places is clear Proof of different 
authorship. 

This non -Norse word mi haefi is well attested by its occur- 
rence in a verse of Earl Rognvaldr (257g'-). Vigfusson 
cleverly conjectured that it was Gr. : "get down, 
out of the way." Meissner iii4:ffiettry thinks the words too 
dissimilar in sound (Ark. f. nord. Fil. XLI. 183). In 
Imbolar, a town of uncertain location in Asia Minor, it is 
dangerous to say what would be the language of the streets 
in 1151. Were it dialect of Greek, Vigfusson's hypo- 
thesis might bet; but it is none the less a mere 
conjecture. 

Perhaps Cape St. Angelo. But see Index of pl. ns. 

Vaeringjar. The Varangi, the famous Bodyguard of the 
Greek Emperor, composed mainly of men from Scandinavia, 
and later, after the Norman Conquest, of a band of young 
Englishmen under Siward of Gloucester. See note on 215 

and A's note (A.127). A full discussion of the etymology 
and significance of the term is to be found in V.L.P. 

Thomsen: Relations between .Ancient Russia and Scandina- 
via, 120 -123. According to the latter, the wordwás a 

Scandinavian one with a national and territorial rather 

than a military application, referring probably to the 

Swedes. Thence it travelled to Russia and to Istanbul. 

Rómavegr: "the Path to Rome;" no other rendering appears 

more suited than Mr Hilaire Belloc's phrase. It was 

apparently/ 
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3. 260q-io 

4. 260u). 

Ch. 90. 

1. 262 4' 

2. 262'0" 

Ch.91-101. 

3. 

apparently a well standardized route, with recognized 
shrines and stopping places by the way. The itinerary 
is described by Kâlund in a valuable study on the subject 
in Aarb. f. nord. Oldk., 1913, 51 -105. 

This lost Saga of Erlingr Crick -neck was used extensively 
in the concluding portions of Hkr., Mork and Fsk., and 
probably furnished much of the information contained in 
the Crusade- LIE itself. See Introd: Sources, ch.85 -9O. 

According to Snorri (Hkr. 6251) Eindrithi was put to 
death seven nights after the death of Earl Sigurthr,which 
took place (Hkr. 6223$) "on Tuesday of the second week of 
Lent," 1163 - i.e. Beb. 19. This puts the death of 
Eindrithi on Feb. 27. 

They appear to have been driven badly out of their course; 
for it was usual for ships from Norway to make land first 
in Shetland. Apparently they met a wind from the North 
which drove them so far South that they had to take shel- 
ter in the Dornoch Firth - which we have already met as a 
Norseman's naval base. (cp. 4933., 1881) . 

ok toku honum: "and .... welcome." This clause is 
accidentally omitted by V's text, and does not appear in 
D's trans. 

A note on chronolägy. 

Chapters 91 to 101 narrate events in the Orkneys season 
by season - often giving precise dates - for five years, 
beginning in the summer of 1151 after Earl Rognvaldr set 
off on his Crusade (262'6.), and concluding in the autumn 
of 1156 when Sveinn Asleif's son returned from the Heb- 
rides after slaying Sumarlithi the Freeman and Gilli 
Odran (308'9. 

A chronological difficulty occurs. According to the 
Saga account, Erlendr was granted the title of "Earl" and 
half of Caithness in the autumn of 1151 by Malcolm King 
of Scots (O.S. ch.92). And again, Sveinn visits Malcolm 
King of Scots, described as being nine years of age, at 
Aberdeen in the spring of 1152 (0.S. ch.92). But Mal- 
colm IV did not come to the throne until after the death 
of his father on May 24, 1153; and he was then twelve 
years old (E.S.S.H. II. 219). 

In order to get rid of this anomaly I first attempted to 
push the events in these chapters forward two years, so 
that Erlendr would visit the Srpung king soon after his 
accession in 1153, and Sveinn in the spring of 1154. In 
so doing I had to assume that Earl Rognvaldr returned to 
the Orkneys from Norway not at Christmas 1153, but at 
Christmas 1155; I found some slight confirmation for 
this in the statement that "he was late in being ready 

sea, for he put off much time in Norway" (0.S. 2623). 
But this theory of the date of the chapters proved 
untenable/ 
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untenable for a group of reasons, some of them not easily 
assailable: 

(i) It is difficult to find a satisfactory reason for Rogm- 
vald's delaying two years in Norway when he must have 
heard of the insecurity of his own realm. 

(ii) Strife seems to have arisen between Erlendr and `iar- 
aldr as soon as Rognvaldr set off in summer 1151; and 
there is no reason to believe otherwise than that this 
strife is identical with that described in the Sa á. 

(iii) If we begin the chain of events in these chapters in 
1153, we put the death of Erlendr in 1156. But the Ice- 
landic Annals - usually reliable for this period - put it 
in 1154, which suits the 1151 - 1156 scheme of dates; 
(see E.S.S.H. II. 257). 

(iv) The 1153 - 1156 scheme of dates actually overlaps the 
fairly certain date of the slaying of Earl Rognvaldr - 
Aug. 20, 1158 (ch.103). It leaves no time at all for 
Thorbjorn Clerk to be "a long time with Malcolm King of 
Scots and. to "be sometimes with Malcolm and sometimes with 
his friends in Caithness" (ch.100, 102). But under the 
1151 - 1156 scheme, Thorbjorn may have been outlawed as 
early as the early months of 1156, so that he was two 
years in exile as above before the opportunity came to him 
to strike Earl Rognvaldr the fatal blow. 

If the 1153 - 1158 scheme of dates is untenable, how is the 
1151 - 1156 scheme to be explained ? 

An examination of ch.93 (O.S. 278) shows that Erlendr and 
Sveinn, on their viking cruise down the East coast of 
Scotland in 1153, visited Malcolm IV in Edinburgh in aut- 
umn of that year. It must have been on this occasion 
that Erlendr got the title of "Earl" renewed. If it had 
already been granted to him, as seems likely, in the aut- 
umn of 1151, then he must have had it on that occasion 
from David. I, not from David's grandson Malcolm. Why 
should the title require to be renewed ? Two reasons 
suggest themselves. It was probably legally necessary to 
pay homage to the new Scottish monarch. And it was best 
to strengthen his claim as far as he could in view of the 
expected return of Earl Rognvaldr. 

Similarly Sveinn must have spent a month in the spring of 
1152 in Aberdeen with David I and not with his grandson. 
"There Sveinn spent a month with him in high favour, and 
the King of Scots bade him keep all the rights and dues in 
Caithness which he had had before he fell out with Earl 
Haraldr" (2679-'). This is not such a bargain as is made 

between a child of nine to twelve and a swashbuckler like 

Sveinn of Gairsay. But it is natural of Sveinn and King Í 

David I; for they were old friends, Sveinn having spent 
some time with him in Edinburgh in the course of a viking 

cruise down the East coast of Scotland which he made at 

some time between 1143 and 1148 (ch.83). 

Thereis nothing unreasonable in convicting the author of 

the Saga of Rognvaldr of a double error in Scottish chron- 

ology. The mistake is slight - one of two years. . 

tip 
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Ch. 91. 

1. 2634' Three gold marks amounted to 24 ounces (C.V.). 

2. 263 
4. The varied accounts that became current of Eysteinn's ex- 

petition remind one of the similar state of affairs incip- 

ient after Earl Rognvald's capture of the dromond; see 

ch.88. It is celebrated in Einarr Skull's son's Rumhenda 

(c.1155) (Skjald. B. I. 446). 

3. 2643' He was twelve years old i the year woo 1153; see E.S.S.H. 

I. 219n. Cp. 267 ". He was not David's son, but his 

grandson; see note on 264'9. If my emendation of 264'9 

is correct, then here we should have son sons hans. 

Ch, 92. 

1. 264'x` Anakol the viking is here spoken of approvingly. 
But 

compare the disapproving use of the term "viking" in 
110' 

- a difference so emphatic as to suggest separate author- 

ship. 

2. 264'3 raógjafi: "Councillor -in- chief." See Index of legal terms 

3. 264'9 fàubur is the reading in 325 (S.N. text). Fl. omits the 

sentence. 0., not quoted by S.N. but by V. (V. 182, note 

2), reads far fader fader: "great- grand -father." I take 

the liberty, with V., of assuming that the original read- 

ing was probably correct - faubur- ffaubur: 
"grandfather." 

Malcolm was the son of Henry, the eldest 
son of King David. 

But cp. 2643and note.on chronology above. 

4. 267 "on commaid." The Saga phrase is á kunnmiIum, which 

occurs in MS. 325 only, and (acc. to C.V.) nowhere elae. 

Although Dasent guessed rightly that 
the word signified 

"visitations," the first to alight 
on the origin of the 

term was Mr A.W.Johnston. In two notes in Sa, a Bk. IK. 

pt.2, p.402, and S.H.R. XIII (1916) 217, he suggests that 

kunnmih is the Norseman's pronunciation 
and spelling of the 

0. Celt. term for the quartering 
of men, represented in 0. 

Ir. by coinmed and. in Gael. 
by X commaid (cp. M.Sc. conveth) 

The 0.Celt. name had survived 
in Caithness for what the 

Norsemen would usually have called 
veizla. 

Perhaps there was something 
of a pun in the name to the 

Norsemen. 0.N. Isit is a fishing ground, and vera á mi um 

is the regular phrase for 
"to be at the fishing grounds." 

As a prefix, kunn means "well- known." á kunnmih might 

therefore mean "on a well 
- known fishing ground" a note 

unsuitable description 
of the Earljs billeting his 

follow- 

ers in private households; 
it may well have happened 

rather often. 

5. 2671 Klaufi: "Clumpy." Doubtful rendering. See Index of Nina. 

, 
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6. 267/1' 

7. 268 a' 

8. 269 i6' 

Malcolm was not nine years old but 
was 115 &. -ee ®ne t nC But 
(d.1153) who was visited by Sveinn 

Skeggbjárnarstaair. Unidentified. 
Deerness near Mull Head. 

LG. 

eleven 
4,14.12444014., if the year 
it was probably David 

; see note on chronol 

; but probably in 

arrekstaóir: Cairston near Stromness. Munch (N..F.H. 
III. 849n) emended the name to Knarrarstaóir, Knarston, in 
order to explain Arni's flight to Kirkwall. But Clouston 
(S.H.R. XVI, 20n and Hist. Orkn. 112n) shows that this is 
unnecessary. Only at Cairston is there a castle. As 
very similar fights took place at Cairston and Knarston he 
argues that Arni's flight has possibly become attached to 
the wrong battle. 

I 

9. 2701' For a full study of the kastali, including plans of the 
extant foundations, see Clouston: Three Norse Strongholds 
in Orkney, in P.O.A.S. VII, 57 -74. It must have been re- 
duced to ruins by the beginning of the following century, 
if the author's remark regarding it is to be trusted. 
But it is doubtful if he had seen it, else he would not 
have confused it with Knarston. 

10. 2706' Thorgeirr seems to be mentioned here as the source of in- 
formation regarding Arni's flight. 

11. 2723' at: "for." Lit. "that." 

Ch. 93. 

6. 

1. 273 

2. 2745 

3. 274 

This house in FirthAnot identifiable. 

Accepting Fl. bj2rg ngkkur: some cliffs" (S.N. note) in 

place of 325 borg nokkura: "a kind of fortress" (S.N. 

text; V. text; D. trans.) It is true that a fortress 
may have stood on the cliffs on the North side of Fresh - 
wick Bay where Anakol landed. But coming by stealth, it 

seems unlikely that they would even come near a fortress 

on the cliffs, - even if we assume it was a ruined one. 

There are several coves in the North of the Bay of Fresh - 

wick that satisfy the description. s e e M 'v 

On the site of the present Freshwick House. There are 

no thickets near Freshwick House to -day, but there may 

well have been something of the sort in the dell of the 

Burn of Freshwick in the 12th century, for bosci are 

mentioned in a charter of Robert Duke of Albany relating 

to the lands of Freshwick, dated 1410 (C.S.R. I. 189). 

The surrounding country is very open, and Anakol and his 

friends must have made their way to the copsewood 
under 

cover of night. All the movements of this incident can 

be clearly traced by a visit to the 
scene. See MapYr. 

4. 274" The borg or fortress on the Broch of Ness known as Lamba 

borg. See MapV.. There is still a good "noost" for 

boats on the South side of it. 

5. 275 " At the mouth of the Burn of Freshwick. 
The modern name 

of/ 
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6. 2755 

7. 275/ 

8. 2761' 

9. 276" 

10. 27644' 

11. 2791 

12. 2795. 

Ch. 94. 

1. 2806' 

2. 281 

3. 2819 

4. 2822D 

5. 283 
y. 

6. 2844. 

7/ 

Gj. 

of "Burn Mouth" (Mowat: PL. Ns. of Canisbay, 159) given 
to it is a literal trans. of ss in the Saga text. 

Erlendr the Younger is here mentioned without the usual 
formal introduction: "There was a man called ...." 

The Broch of Moasa was inhabited by Norsemen as early as 
the 10th century; in E .ils Saga, ch. 33, we read of 
Bjorn Bryn'olf's son and his wife Thora taking up resid- 
ence in it. 

"after that." - After the lengthy ceremonies and feasting 
that accompanied the marriage of a bondi. 

Blyholmar: Either Holy Island, the Farne Islands, Coquet 
Island, or a group of small islands at the mouth of the 
R. Blyth. See Index of pl. ns. 

This caution on the part of Sveinn contrasts strongly 
with his frequent rashness. 

Omitting 325 (S.N. text) sem fyrr var getiro: "as was said 
before." There is no previous mention of Harald's visit 
to Norway in 1153, and the phrase is not found in Fi. 

Mentioned already in ch.89. The narrator, having brought 
events in the Orkneys up to date, proceeds with the story 
of Earl Rognvaldr on his return to his realm. 

This sentence shows that Shetland was a regular pont of 
call for ships sailing between Scotland and Norway. It 
is only 230 miles from Bergen. 

Vigfusson and Nordal both read Fi. aptr: "back ", for 325 
áf: "away." But I have selected the reading áf since it 
does not appear that Sveinn had to return to Fair Isle; 
he met the gale at the South of Shetland, and was driven 

South to Fair Isle "away" from Shetland. 

The same castle as was destroyed by William the Lion in 

1198. (Roger de Hoveden: Chronica, IV. 10). 

The direct route from Thurso across the Pentland Firth to 

Widewall Bay is N.E. "West" here (MS. 325) must be a 

mistake. Fl. reads austan: "from the East." The error 

may be scribal, and the original text may have been 

austr: "East." 

strand4gg: "a cattle -drive;" lit., "a strand- raid." 

The technical name for a viking descent on an agricultural 

coast to drive off cattle as provisions for the cruise. 

"Council of War." Lit., "house- thing," 0.N. hús i . 
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7. 284 
20. 

r. 

8. 285 

Another instance of Sveinn's favourite stratagem, that of 
concealing his real intentions by a circuitous journey. 
Compare his attack on Frakokk. 

The author here calls Sveinn's ships, as a compliment to 
their speed, snekk-jurnar: "snake- ships." See Index of 
Naut. terms. 

9. 28841' Erlendr must have lain either in Aith Hope or in Kirk Hope 
(then Ásmundarvágr). 

10. 288'7' Cils' house was probably somewhere in the Bay of Firth. 

11. 289" There is a touch of sarcasm in this speech of Sveinn's 
difficult to reproduce in English. 

12. 28914;1 This "other bay" was probably the shallow and sheltered 
bay of Rennibister opposite Damsay. Only from there could 
they have heard the uproar of battle, and the point round 
which they rowed (29010. ") must have been that on which Ren- 
nibister farm stands. 

13. 290"4- Perhaps to find Helgi, Sveinn's uncle, who lived at Ting - 
wall in Rendall; see 293. 

14. 2914' We have nohint as to what church Earl Erlend's body was 
borne Ab. It may have been to the church on Damsay, or to the 
Cathedral in Kirkwall. Mr J. Mooney assumes this latter 
possibility, in that a skeleton of the age of Erlendr was 
found in the S. wall of the choir. See P.O.A.S. III, 71V 
VI, 34. 

15. 291' Mentioned in ch.56 and ch. 73. 

16. 291'S' bruakaup: "lawful wedlock." See Index of legal terms. 

17. 291i8 ármaór: "steward." See Index of legal terms. 

Ch. 95. 

1. 292'4' Thorfinnr, Ogmundr, and Erlendr have not occurred previous- 

ly in the Saga, but are mentioned here as if not unknown. 

We do not know where in Rousay their house was; but it 

must have been in Sourin or Wasbister, probably the former. 

2. 293f The site of Helgi's bú 
was probably the present Hall of 

lndall. See bú in Index of buildings etc. 

3. 2944. A gold mark was eight ounces of gold (C.V.) 

4. 2954' i bakhúsi: "in the bake -house." Thus reads MS. 332. Fl. 

reads/ 
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reads as bak husum: "at the back of the house." It is 
possible to translate 332's reading similarly, but Vigf. 
(Rolls I. 201, note 8) points out that, in Hákonar Saga, 
ch.239, bak -htís occurs as a variant for bakst:Lhús:"bake- 
housg.." The parallel is probable but not indubitable. 

5. 2956 Sveinn's hall is the subject of a study by Mr J.S. Clous - 
ton in Hist. Orkn., 127 -128. 

6. 29515.1' Had Earl Haraldr been there he would have taken the offens- 
ive rather than the defensive. 

7. 296(x- Probably to Sweyn Holm, E. of Gairsay. To -day, all the 
small holms are infested with rabbits. 

8. 296b' Hellisey - a mistake for Eyin Helga: "Eynhallow." See In- 
dex of pl. ns., and J. Mooney: Eynhallow, 39- 43,for a full 
discussion of this error. 

9. 2966 This large cave is probably that called last century 
"Twenty Man Hole" or Hellya Habra (from 0.N. He llir hafra 
"the cave of goats, ") in the N.W. of the island. (See 4" 
Ord. Slrv. Map; or Map in Mr Mooney's Eynhallow, facing 
p.viii). The writer has examined the spot from the top of 
the cliff. The mouth of the cave is no longer obscured 
by a normal flood -tide. But much of the cliff has ob- 
viously fallen into the sea within the last century or two. , 

The spot is a wild one, yet well suited to the daring in- 
genuity of Sveinn. 

10. 2961' "with matters so hot between us." - Lit., "while it is so 

far baked," an idiom cognate with "out of the frying -pan 
into the fire." 

11. 297 "'-' See J. Mooney: Innhallow for a full study of the monastery 
on the island. 

12. 297i' Volunes in Sanday has not been identified. See Index of 

pl. ns. 

13. 2986' A second reference to the Norseman's habit of baking him- 

self before a roasting fire before going to bed. Cp. 

the occasion when Rognvaldr Brusi's son made the slip of 

the tongue (0.5.773 and note). The custom later gave 

place to that of bathing, owing to the scarcity of fuel. 

(C.V.). 

14. 299L. This house may have been the farm of Barswick which 
may 

have belonged to Sveinn or one of his many kinsfolk. 

Ch. 96. 

1. 299aß' friós1 ldr: "truce- shield." See Index of weapons, etc. 

Ch. 97. 

1. 300 "in under the island." - From O. The island is Walls, 

usually/ 
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usually regarded as such, although only a peninsula. Pro- 
bably Harald's ships sailed into Aith Hope, and thus went 
out of sight of Sveinn and Hognvaldr at Barthwick. Like- 
wise from Aith Hope Haraldrwould be able to see Sveinn's 
ship as he sailed S.W. to Stroma (3001'). 

2. 300'4 Stroma is S.W., not W. of Barthwick. 

3. 301 Dalar: "Argyll." I use the name loosely for the area 
known as Dalriada. See Index of pl. ns. 

Ch. 98. 

1. 3036' This sentence, occurring only in O., is somewhat out of 
place here. It looks as if it merely added the fact of 
the fourteen men which had been accidentally omitted from 
the sentence above, "Sveinn was with him well through the 
spring." 

Ch. 100. 

1. 3063 The addition of this phrase seems necessary to the sense. 
I borrow it from basent. 

2. 306 Note the author's knowledge of Caithness families. Cp, 
his interest in, and knowledge of, the family of Frakokk. 

3. 30712 At first sight this Sumarlithi appears to be identical 
with Somerled, Regulus of Argyll, who, according to Tigher 
nach, Chron. de Mailros and Annals of Ulster, was killed 
in making an attack on Renfrew in 1164. J. Anderson so 
identifies him. 

But, as I have pointed out in P.O.A.S. XI. 46, it is im- 
possible to square the account in 0.S. with those in other 
sources; and O.S. makes him die at the hand of Sveinn 
Asleif's son in the N.W. coast of Scotland,c.1157. Is 

the Saga. here, as A.O.Anderson believes, "highly fabulous}: 
(L.S.S.H. II. 225). 

There is a simple explanation which does not damage the 

assumed veracity of the Saga. The Sumarlithi of the 

Saga was not Somerled Regulus, but a H2ldr or freeman with 

smaller lands and a much smaller following; he had 

"seven ships," (O.S. 308s). The author of this section 

of O.S., however, had heard of the great Somerled, and 

confused the two, giving to Sumarlithi the Freeman the 

title, territories and family of his greater namesake. 

Ch. 101. 

1. 3083 Loch Gleann Dubh is the most obvious identification for 

the Saga Myrkvafjórdr. See Index of pl. ns. 

Ch. 102. 

1. 308aó It is doubtful whether reindeer existed in Caithness as 

late as the twelfth century. But see discussion by 

Hibbert in Edin. Journal of Science, (1831); by J.A. 

Smith in P.S.A.S. VIII, 186 
-222; and by Anderson in Orkn. 

Saga, 182, note. 



Ch. 103. 

This chapter with its more than usually precise "marching 
directions" presents the most fascinating topographical 
problem in the whole Saga. 

The conclusions reached in the following notes depend on 
the identification of the places actually named:- D órsá, 
Thurso; Ddrsdalr, Thurso Dale; K.lfadalr, the valley of 
Loch Calder; Kálfadalsá, Alltan Ghuinne, the stream that 
drains Loch Calder; Fors, he main farm of Forsie at the 
N. end of Loch Calder; and sgrimserg, perhaps the farm of 
Assery lying between Forsie nd Loch Calder. With the 
exception of Kalfadalsá. and Âsgrimserg, the identity of 
these names is indubitable; all are fully discussed in 
the Index of pl. ns. 

In first translating this chapter I made use of the 1" Ord. 
Surv. Map for guidance. In comparing my translation with 
those of H.G. and D., I discovered that these had na4' 
made any attempt to verify their translations by reference 
to a map. But I further came to the conclusion that an 
accurate translation was impossible without a personal 
visit to the scene of action. 

61- v 

The resultAwas gratifying in the extreme. I was able to 
amend the translation of several ambiguous prepositions to 
fit the contour of the ground. I identified quite clearly 
the myrr and fen ( "bog" and "morass ") of the Saga with 
"Little Moss" between Forsie and Loch Calder. And where 
the text of Fi. gave a reading not wholly compatible with 
the scenery, .I found that the reading from O. usually re- 
moved the difficulty. 

The chapter, therefore, not only vindicates the textual 
value of O., but proves that the author of the chapter had 
a fairly intimate knowledge of this part of Caithness. 

The main movements of the parties in the chapter are dis- 
cussed in the notes which follow. But a fuller study of 
the chapter (with maps) will be found in my article The 
Death of Earl Rognvaldr in P.O.A.S. X. 21 -25. 

1. 3099 I.e. in 1158; date confirmed by the Icel. Annals. 

2. 3094 The march up Thurso Dale is apparently to see if Thorbjorn 
is with his crony Hlifolfr there (See 3096"). 

The word erg, (here glossed as setter in O.), is the Gael. 

airigh, a shieling, a turf hut used in summer by the 

herdsmen when the cattle are on hill pasture. For a 

fuller discussion of the term see the pl. n. Asgrimserg. 

It should be noted that the gloss may not have been 
in the 

original text of the Saga. 

As there is nm mention of Rognvald's having 
reached or 

passed. Halkirk, the shielings were probably either 
on the 

Hill of Sour, or Sordal Hill, each about 6 miles from 

Thurso. 

iy -z l r more . 
3. 309 I accept O's version of the sneezing incident 

rather than 

that in F1. (S.1'T. text; V. text; D. trans.). Fl. runs 

as/ 
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as follows:- 

"That evening when they were sitting by the fire, 
Earl Rognvaldr sneezed much. 
Earl Haraldr said: 'Sharp sneezing, kinsman!' " 

Although O. lacks the last pertinent remark, it seems to 
have more point; and besides, in nearly every other in- 
stance in this chapter where O. differs from Fl., O. is 
superior. But possibly O. also is here defective. 

4. 3092' Reading O. derfra: "from there," in place of Fl. ups um 
dalinn: "on up the dale" (S.N. text; V. text; D. trans.). 
We soon find the company in Calder Dale, which they would 
have passed on their right had they continued "up" the 
Thurso Dale. 

5. 3103'` - uyp eftir Kalfadal: "up along Calder Dale;" so reads Fl. 
0. has merely op till: "up to." Neither phrase describes 
adequately what must have happened. Rognvaldr rode up 
out of Thurso Dale and down to Loch Calder; and thence 
along the shore of Loch Calder (fairly certainly the near- 
er, the East shore). His intention was obviously to reach 
Forsie, the residence of the second of Thorbjorn's Caith- 
ness cronies, Hallvarthr Dufa's son (See 3091). 

Probably the text of both Fl. and. O. is corrupt through 
some scribe imagining that Klfadalr was a valley tribut- 
ary to Dórsdálr, and not an independent and parallel drain- 
age system. Anderson (Orkn.. S. 187, note 1) is guilty of 
the same mistake. 

To make the translation fit the scenery as well as poss- 
ible I add till: "to" from O. 

6. 3104' "called Forcie." An essential addition to the text of 
Fl. from O. 

7. 31.0'' á brekku nokkuri hárri : "on a high piece of rising ground 
The piece of ground is not really very high - about fifty 
feet above the level of the River Forss that flows past. 
But it looks higher than it really is when approached . 
from the North East from the direction of Thurso. A 

rough idea of the gradualness of the slope may be had 

from tliges Illustration ,ItoelFore, which shows the modern farm of 

Forsie and the road up to it from Leurary. Earl Rogn- 

valdr would approach it from somewhere near this road. 

8/ 
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8. 31O12' geilar.- plur. of geil: "a glen," used in singular sense; 
used also specifically, as apparently here, of a lane be- 
tween two rows of stacks (C.V.). D. renders "a fenced path" ; 

and he translates viòbrekt mjok as "very steep." But it 
is impossible for any path approaching Forsie to be "very 
steep." The phrase means "with high walls of some sort on 
either side." 

9. 310'l. From this description and the account of Thorbjorn's move- 
ments, it is possible to construct a plan of the house - 
assuming that it occupied the same site as the present one. 

10. 3102' 

11. 311" 

12. 311'0' 

To Little Moss 

Stofa 1 ;` blocked -up door 

Earl Rognvaldr 

V 

.point at which / Haraldr was seen. 

ata áDOR, 
O 

Y p0 
all 

From Loch 
Calder 

-,.-Path of `I'horb j orn. 
- -- - ---Path of Rognvaldr and 

ua.raldr. 

geilagaròinn: "the wall at the side of the lane. That 
this wall was fairly high is suggested by the ease with 
which Earl Rognvaldr is attacked. Again, Jomar's spear 
passes from Thorbjorn's thigh to the abdomen, showing that 
it must have been thrust upwards. 

One of the subtly- expressed epigrams which the Saga -writers' 
delighted in. Asolfr is merely expressing a hope that 
men who have been longer in the Earl's service will be 
able to give him more help than he has done. 

fyrit brekku mikla (FL): "round a large stretch of rising 
ground." If_ the "bog" referred to below, to which they 

were running, is modern Little Moss, then this piece of 

rising ground is that on which stands to-day the deserted . 

farm ad which is called on the Ord. Surv. Map Leathad 

Bea. : "Little Slope." 

They probably passed this rising ground on the nearer or 

North side, as only by so doing could they have passed 

parallel to Earl Haraldr (See below). 

O. here reads der ned: "down from there," which does not 

tell us very much without Fl. 

It is probable that the original word was ofan: "over and 

down "; this fits the lie of the land; is near to O.; and 

is corroborated by its use for the same movement 
in 311 

I have, however, refrained from emendation. 

13. 31111 The wet myrr or bog is discussed in note on 31123. 

14/ 
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14. 311 /x' komu á moti eim. - 
of Th. and his men 
the two parties do 
speaking distance. 
"opposite to" each 

D. trans. "they came right in the way 
." H.G. render "..,.. met them." But 
not seem to have come within-ordinary 

There is ample room for them to pass. 
other about 50 yards apart. 

15. 31121. "as he lay dying." (O.) Fl. has "round him dead;" but 
there has been no mention of his actual death so far. 

z3 
' 

4 
16. 311 Little Moss, with which I identify the myrr or bog, and . 

the fen or morass running along it, is today not so wet 
as it apparently vas in the 12th century. It is a long 
straight gulltyAaverag$ 50 yards broad and 15 -20 feet 
deep, running between the farms of Assery and Achaeter 
from near Loch Calder to near the River Forss. The 
Achaeter (or S.W.) side is the steeper, thus giving Thor- 
bjorn the advantage he had if he chose to throw spears 
(3124). Along the bottom of the gully (diki in O.S.) 
lies the wettest and most stagnant part of the bog, - the 
fen or "morass;' still on the average about 13 feet broad. 
314'x). 

25: 
17. 311 ofan: "over and. down." More satisfactory topographically 

than "down" (H.G.; D.). 

18. 3123 The fifty men probably included Hallvarthr and his farm- 
hands who, after Earl Haraldr and his men had passed the 
stack -yard, would probably make themselves.. scarce. 

19. 3l24 '° Deir hviat: "They defended .... for." In Fl. only; 
not in 0 Probably spurious, for we are told a few 
lines below (3121) that Thorbjorn gave orders that no 
spears were to be thrown back. 

20. 3126 at frani: "in front.... up to its edge." A necessarily 
free rendering. 

21. 312 his thumb." - Lit. "under his elbow." 

22. 313' "most persuasively and at length." Lit., "with many 

well- sounding words." 

23. 314''Below we find that Thorbjorn and Earl Haraldr move along 
the edge of Little Moss in the direction of Loch Calder. 

Since Magnus and his followers take some time to 
make up 

on them, we may assume that they moved up Little Moss in 

the other direction, N.W., towards the River Forss. We 

are not told whether they did cross it. They could have 

pursued Thorbjorn and Haraldr down either side of it. 

21, . 

24. 3141Z See note on 311 

25 3142 There are now no woods in the neighbourhood. But there 

is/ 
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is evidence that the North of Scotland was better wooded 
in those days. The woods referred to probably lay in 
the direction of Shebster or Brubster. 

26. 3153' ofan meó KZlfadalsá: "over and down along Alltan Ghuinne." 
Kdlfadalsa seems to be the stream that drains Loch Calder 
into the River Forss, named on the Ord. Survey Map Alltan 
Ghuinne Thorbjorn and Haraldr must 
have come along the S.W. side of the bog until they reach- 
ed the end of it near Loch Calder. Rounding the end of 
the bog instead of trying to re -cross it, they would cross 
another piece of rising ground or brekka, and then reach 
Alltan Ghuinne. Apparently Haraldr intended to follow 
the stream down to the Forss , and thence make for Thurso 
(315'1), leaving Thorbjorn to look after himself. 

27. 315 The etymological identification of A/sgrimserg with Assery 
seems fairly certain, but the present farm of Assery is 
not in quite the right place. One expects an erg on a 
hillside rather than on a low slope at the foot of a loch. 
If Thorbjorn ran from Alltan Ghuinne to Assery to escape 
Magnus Havarth's son, then he must have been runnig dir- 
ectly towards him; the nearest hills would provide much 
better refuge. Again, Magnus Havarth's son on leaving 
Assery "turned back to Forsie" (315'7); but Forsie is 
nearer the road to Thurso than Assery. Probably the 
original Assery was on the hill near Leurary or on Bailie 
Hill, and the name has been transferred to the modern 
farm. 

28. 315' felagar: "brothers -in- arms." 

29. 315'$- See note on 3153' 

Phrase borrowed from Dasent. 

Ch. 104. 

1. 315 'z3 This "dating" sentence is an interpolation in Fl. or its 

source. Cp. 110-'4. . 

2. 315 4' med f9gru foraneyti: "with a goodly company." This 

phrase also occurs in Fl. but not in 0. It does not 

occur elsewhere in O.S., and is possibly an interpolation. 

3. 3160" til hers...... ,jarteinum: "till miracles." Also 

not in O. It is like a reminiscence of what was said in 

ch.51 (1191-) of St. Magnus. 

4. 316'*' Pope Coelestinus III ß'1Q( - //16 

5. 3164' In 1192, according to the Icel. Annals. In the broad 

pillar on the Y. side of the Choir in St. Magnus Cathedral 

a skeleton was discovered in 1848 with a jaw 
-bone that 

did/ 
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did not belong to it. For long this was thought to be 
,the skeleton of St. Magnus. But Mr J. Mooney (P.Ö.A.S. 
III, 73 -76, q.v.) points out that if it is a skeleton of 
one of the Earls, then it is that of Earl Rognvaldr, in 
its final resting place. It was on the chin that Thor - 
bjorn struck the first blow, and the mutilated jaw -bone 
may well have been replaced by a whole one by Bishop 
William. See also P.O.A.S. VI. 33. 

6. 316 'bar i eyjunum: "there in the. Isles." One of the many 
phrases which. cumulatively demonstrate that the Saga was 
not written in the Orkneys. 

7. 316'3' Ma.- A diminutive for Magnus, used here as a nickname. 
See Index of N'ns. 

Ch. 105. 

1. 3173 For Sveinn's drinking hall see note on 2956. 

Ch. 106. 

1. 317fó' Two raids on Ireland and Man by Orkneymen are mentioned in 
the _Annals of Ulster under the years 1170 and 1171 (E.S.S. . 

II. 271). No names are mentioned. But it is possible 
that one or both may refer to Sveinn's last expeditions. 
But see notes on ch.107. 

2. 3171-4' k,jolar: "ships." Applied only to English ships. See 
Index of nautical terms. 

251. 

3. 318 - 319 enn.... til: "But I spoke ...., me." Trans. adopted 
from H.G. Lit., "The speech comes to me." 

Ch. 107. 

1. 319'4-- It is well to note the somewhat uncertain evidence on 
1-hich the dating of Sveinn's last expedition. in 1171 rests. 
As has been noted above, the Annals of Ulster (II. 166 -168) 
record raids by Orkneymen in two successive years, 1170 
and 1171, which suit the chronology of O.S. quite well, 
although any successive years between 1165 and 1180 would 
appear satisfactory. But under 1171 the Annals name the 
leader of the Orkneymen as Eoan mear: "John the Mad" and 
state that he was slain along with his ally Askel Thorkels 
son, King of Dublin; and this Eoan has usually been 
identified with Sveinn, on the ground, it would appear, of 

the partial resemblance of the names, and the aptness of 
the nickname. Further details regarding Eoan and Askel 
are found in other sources (conveniently collected in 

E.S.S.N. II. 272) but do not give much more assistance. 
Tigernach, 282, describes him as Eoan Lochlandach: "Eoan 

the Scandinavian." In Giraldus Cambrensis TV. 263 -266) 

and the Sony of Dermot (164 -182) there are lengthy accounts 

of how Askel and Eoan made an attack on Dublin which has 

just been captured by Raymond Gerald's son. Giraldus 

calls Eoan Johannes e Wode I'the mad "), refers to him as 

vir bellicosus, and describes in detail the armour and 

array of his followers. In these accounts there are no 

points of contact with the 0.S. narrative except that 

Eoan/ 
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Ch. 108. 

1. 321'x' 

2. 321'° 

3. 321'' 

4. 321 
at. 

5. 3214' 

h.109-112 . 

77. 

Eoan fought valiantly and that he and Askel were slain by 
being taken in the rear while attacking the Eastern gate - 
the only suggestion of treachery that might cover such an 
incident as the digging of the pits in Q.S. In 0_3.on 
the other hand, there is no mention of the English-occupa- 
tion of Dublin, or of Askel Thorkel's son and the alliance 
with him. If the two accounts are of the same episode, 
the identity rests not on their parallelism but on the 
entirely hypothetical identity of Sveinn and Eoan. And 
this identity, involving the date of Sveinn's death, can 
therefore only be accepted as conjectural. 

Sv$.... guái: "It was said God." - An interpolation 
by some clerical scribe. See Sources: Interpolations. 

hafi vent: "has been." Suggests that the passage was com- 
posed not long after his death. 

...enn hann:..':than he." Here ends 0. with the word Finis. 
Here the original Orkneyinga Sagá probably ended. It is a 
dignified and definite conclusion to the chapters on Rogn- 
valdr and Sveinn. The remainder of this chapter and the 
remainder of the Saga are the additions of a reviser. See 
Intros..: Sources. 

"partition." - gaflgó, plur., means lit. "gables." 

Note the interest in the family of Kolbeinn Lump, as in 
the interpolation in ch.84 and in ch.109 -112. 

That these chapters are an addition to the Saga by some 
reviser is beyond doubt. See Introd.: Sources of Inter - 
polations and Additions. 

Ch.109. 

1. 322i4' A gap of at least 12 years appears to occur here. The 

Saga narrative appears to be telescoped. Munch (N.F.H. 
III. 41n) suggests that Haraldr the Younger's attempt to 
gain the Orkneys was made not after his first receiving 
the title of "Earl" in the early '80's but after he had 

again been granted it, as Roger de Hoveden informs us 

(Chronica, ITT, 11) by King Sverrir. The chronological 
contradictions of these final chapters are fully discussed. 

by Munch (l.c. and in Chron. Remo,., Man. 179 -184), and are 

concisely summarized by Clouston in TTist. Orkn. 130 -140. 

The subject is too complicated to be handled in a note 

here. 

2. 322 

323 
/S 

"was among the envoys." Lit., "went that journey." 

Fl. nordr i >orsaa: "North to Thurso." A mistake for 

sudr-Tör perhaps nor6an - "from the North "). Not a scrib- 

al error, for cp. 3263 for the same mistake. The author 

of ch.109 -112 shows no knowledge of (or interest in) dir- 

ections in the North of Scotland such as the author of 

Earl/ 



Ch. 109. 

4 
4. 324 

5. 324t/' 

6. 324'11- 

Ch. 110. 

Earl Rognvald's Saga does. 

One of the few references to a definite source of informa- 
tion. 

The tradition that the battle in which Haraldr was slain 
was on Clairdon Hill a mile E. of Thurso first appears in a 
note of Pope in his Torfaeus, 168. Pope mentions that 
there were vestiges on the ground of the church that was 
erected to commemorate the death of Haraldr, and that the 
spot was called "Kirkua." There, he says, are many graves 
hear the shore, and many iron weapons resembling plough- 
shares were found in a peat bank near the House of Hemer. 
The site is now marked by "Harold's Tower" erected by Sir 
John Sinclair, Bart., of Ulbster, at Pope's suggestion. 

Tradition here, however, appears to be wrong. For accord- 
ing to two entirely independent accounts, Fsk. (ed. 1847, 
148) and Roger de Hoveden:Chronica, IV, 11, the battle was 
fought at Wick. As Clouston suggests in a discussion of 
the site (Hist. of Orkn., 136), probably some unrecorded 
fight on Clairdon Hill has been confused by tradition with 
this battle at Wick. 

Peir: "They;" must refer to the Caithness men above. The 
mention of a church "there now" suggests at first sight 
close and recent acquaintance with the spot. But the top- 
ography is so vague that it is most probable that the author . 

was composing from hearsay. 

1. 325'3- on his departure." Lit. , "behind." 

Ch. 111. 

1. 3265- 

2. 3264' 

3. 3264- 

4. 32625' 

"North to Thurso." Mistake by author for South. See note 

on 323'x- 

Note the mention here of "the Bishop," although his name, 

"John," is not given until line 17 below. This is a salient 

example of the careless narrative workmanship of these 

final chapters. 

The Bishop's bag. was probably on the site of the ruins of 

the Bishop's Palace on the shore between Thurso and Scrab- 

ster. It would be easy for Haraldr and. his men to land 

at the mouth of the River Thurso, and then march along 
the 

shore to the borg. 

The miracle reads a little strangely amid the 
matter -of- 

fact narrative of the concluding chapters. 
The common 

sense explanation of the recovery of the 
Bishop is that the 

mutilation was not fully carried out by 
Harald's men, who 

were perhaps less ruthless than their master 
and were able 

to/ 



Ch. 111. 

Ch. 112. 

1. 327 

2. 327"2O' 

3. 32714' 

4. 327 31' 

5. 328' 

6. 328'2 

7. 328'4 

3 
8. 3282- 

9. 329 

10. 3299 

r ? 

to deceive him into believing that his orders had been 
obeyed. Sir Herbert Maxwell notes (Early_Chronicles re- 
latin to Scotland, 199 -201) that this view is supported 
by Fordun (AZrnalia xxiv) - It turned out otherwise, for 
the use,cf his tongue and of one eye was in some measure 
left to him." As his successor Adam was not elected 
until 1213, about 12 years later, he would appear to have 
made some sort of recovery. 

No suggestion is offered for the origin of the miracular 
version of the incident. 

122 yards. 

Eysteinsdalr - may be Ausdale. See Index of pl. ns. 

A clear reference to reliance on tradition and hearsay. 

See note on 247 

landzmenn: "inhabitants," "common people," This looks 
like a mistake for "lendirmenn ": "barons ". For the next 
phrase refers to "other chiefs;" and it is unlikely that 
Haraldr would have taken any but men of standing into con- 
sultation. 

He had become a hostage on the release of his father from 
Roxburgh Castle in which he had been imprisoned by William 
the Lion in ?1197 (Chron. Mailros, 103; quoted in E.S.S.H. 
II. 348). 

This expedition of the "Island -beardies" to Norway against 
King Sverrir took place in 1194. It is therefore out of 
place here, and should have come early in ch. 109. 

329 The accuracy of the dating is worthy of note. 

The present tense "has" suggests that the passage was com- 

posed in the first generation of the 13th century. But 
it is dangerous to use tenses in 0.N. prose as evidence of 

date. 

This sentence certainly suggests that the reviser who add- 

ed ch.109 -112 was aware that the work he was extending 

was a compilation. 



B. NOTES TO TH,", VERSES. 

Note: The numbers in the first column in the margin 
below refer to the pages in Nordal's text, and those 
in the second column to the lines of the verses 
themselves. 

As explained in Introd., p.174, the text normally 
adopted for translation is not Nordal's but that of 
Finnur J6nsson in his Skjaldedigtning, vol. B.I., to 
which reference is frequently made. In discussing 
difficult phrases I also make occasional reference to 
the renderings of Hjalta_.lin and Goudie and of Dasent. 

It may be mentioned that it has not been found 
necessary to annotate all of the verses. 

Ch. S. 

11. Skat ek Hrólfs or hendí... (Turf -Einarr) . 

"No dart see I flying..." 

7. TJegj ands : May be a pres. pcp. qualifying I órir, to be 
translated "in silence" (H.G., D., F.J.). But I take it 
(with V. in C.P.B. 1.372) as Thorir's normal nickname, 
"the Silent",asaigi4 given in 0.S. 6'. 

Ch. 20. 

43. Hilmir rauó i hjálma... (Arnorr). 
"Reddened the sword's edge..." 

t 
1. D.'s "in the crash of helms" renders i hfjalma hreggi 

quite well. But hregg means properly "a storm ", "bad 
weather ". 

5 -2. Both H.Q. and D. fail to reduce this sentence to 
syntactical order, and content themselves with a loose 
paraphrase. 

6. soekjá: F.J. suggests "to conquer his own land ". 
D. paraphrases: "lands good to win and to conquer ". 
H.G. paraphrase: "...or to ravage in another's ". I think 
a general intransitive reidering - "to conquer" - is 

quite reasonable here. 



Ch. 20. 

46. Endr hykk Karli kendu... (Arnorr) . 

"East off Deerness..." 

2. kyndo mr br;nju: "the strange judgment of the mailcoat" - 

an unusual but striking kenning for"battle". H.G. and D. 
take brynju as a descriptive genitive qualifying Karli. 
D. renders k;L.d6ríi "rule", and includes it in the çaren- 
thetical clause in 11.3 -4. H.G. force kvnddmr into an 
impossible appositional phrase: "...famous for its strength 
and brightness" . 

5 -8. These lines are difficult to translate owing to the skald& 
habit of beginning a series of lines with epithets proper- 
ly belonging to the subject of the sentence, while the 
second halves of the lines are filled up with the verb, 
and disjointed extensions of the verb. Here r46 is the 
only verb, although H.G. and D. take steiö in the sense 
of a ''course" (instead of "a ship "), and understand a verb 
to complete the sense of "holding on his course ". 

Ch. 20. 

47. A-1_4gplu skip skatnar... (Arnorr). 
" "The ships drove alongside..." 

5,8. hjarta drap -a stall: "was stout- hearted ". Lit., "the 
heart struck not its settingff. Stallr is properly 
the step of a mast ". Acc. to C.V., the metaphor is 
from the sound and feeling of the mast rocking in its ste) 
the tremoxrs produced in the ship being comparable to 
those that accompany the fluttering of the cowardly 
heart. 

Ch. 20. 

48. Prima var by it skemri ... (Arnorr) . 

"Shooting of spears made..." 

5. Text:- Fellu, Fl. foil, 332. 
V. emends to f aeli, from felà.: "to hide"; and by taking, 
ru.6u as an adj. qual. branda, D. is able to translate: 
"Ere their red brands sheathed the King's men ". But this 
sense of "sheathed" is too strained an interpretation of 
f aeli; and ru6u is fairly certainly not an adjective, but 
the pret. plür. of 2j.65a: "to redden ". Retaining the 
reading in Fl. we may translate: "Before they fell, our 

lord's men reddened their brands [in bl &odd ". 

Ch. 20. 

50. Hatt bar Hjalta drottinn... (Arnorr) 

"At the crashing of spears..." 

8. Text:- en tokst senna, 702, 762. 

oktak_branna., 332, Fl. 

V. and S.H. adopt the second reading -"and he took to 
burning ". But this seems to be a simplification by 
some scribe of the first reading, which is adopted by 
F.J., and may be rendered: " when the combat began, " 

"at onset". 



Ch. 20. 

52. Tynduz bol jar brendu... 
"Humbled the homesteads..." 

(Arnorr) 

L. 

4. Skota_veldi: D. makes veldi an acc. of place - "through- 
out the Scottish land" - taking it into the sentence 
beginning with line 3. This is possible, but it is more 
probable th -.t is goes with the first clause as acc. after 
brendu (as TT. G. take it) . Thus brendu has an object, 
and in lines 2, 3, and 4 we have Two orthodox parentheses. 

6. mein: Usually "boìdilT injury". Here in the s-aecial 
sense of "deceit" (F.J.) Translated "broken word ". 

Ch. 20. 

53. Orms felli dr.akk allan... (Arnorr) 
"In winter Tthe serpent -slayer)..." 

1. Orms fellir: the serpent -slayer" - a curious kenning for 
"winter ". 

2. fen hrosta: "flood of malt ". Fen is occasionally given 
the general sense of anything that flows freely, as of 
gold or blood (F.J.). D. translates picturesquely if 
fantastically: "drank the lake of barley- corn ". 

Çh.21. 

54. N læ t ek skog af skógi... (Haraldr Haräráoi) 
"I crawl in base fashion..." 

Only the second quatrain of the verse is quoted in 0.S. 
The first, which survives in runs 
as follows: "I stood in battle. I saw the bondar fall, 
and bloody wounds. The men lost their lives before the 
sword". 

Ch. 21. 

55. Deildiz of sva at aldri... 
"Eager for battle..." 

(Arnorr) 

Lit., "He came to such an age that, a very war -god, 
eager for battle, he fought ten showers of the shield - 
file in Western Russia." 

1. Text:- aldri, Fl. 
aldrE, 325b, 332 
aldir, 702 (a.pae.rently metathesis for aldri). 

V. adopts aldir, but D., accepting alldin, translates 
(very doubtfully): "he flourished as a fruitful tree". 
The whole line is awktrard, in its separation of af from 
its noun aldri - the reading accepted by F.J. And does 
af aldri mean "in the life of King Jaroslav" or "mt the 
age when Rognvaldr Brusi's son reached manhood "? F.J. 
in Lex.22et. suggeststhe latter, but in Skjaldg. the 
former in terpretation. Neither gives much meaning to 
ara. at, but the second is selected as being the less 
strained syntactically. 



3. 

3. G.ndlar N,j prar: Gondul viras one of the Valkyr, j ar, and 
Njorthr was one of the .resir. . Ntjorör was often used of 
man in general. A''Njorthr of Gondul" meant and "mighty 
man of war ". The translation "a war -god" retàine the ! 

suggestion in the kenning of superhuman power. 

Ch. 22. 

61. Veit ek Tpar er Vatzfj_Qrór heitir... (Arnorr) 
"Deeds done doughtily..." 

1 -4. Lit., "I know that at the place called Loch Vatten is 
[lefts the mark of my lord's prowess. In the extremity 
of peril I was with the tester of men ". 
D. makes an unsuccessful attempt to combine these lines 
into a single sentence. 

Ch. 24. 

64. Ein var su er Englá minnir... 
"One battle shower..." 

(Arnorr) 

5 -8. These lines contain two irregularly intertwined sentences 
which can be unravelled in several ways. The grouAng 
of phrases selected seems to be the most likely. S.N. 
and F.J. by their punctuation suggest kind, not folk, 
as the object of bitu. ButDiurói is fairly certainly 
the verb to RQ nvvaalds kind; and the clause thus formed, 
being the most important statement in the second quatrain, 
is given the adv. phrases fyrir I.n sunnan and and 
randir. The lines may be translated literally: "The keen 
tempered sword bit the stout- hearted host. And there, 
South off the Isle of elan, fell the princely son of 
Rognvaldr the Old under his shield ". 

Ch. 24. 

64. St2ng bar ,jarl á Engla... 
"Upon England's shores..." 

(Arnorr) 

Literally, "The Earl bore his banner upon the English 
fatherland, and ever and anon his army reddened the 
eagle's tongue. The prince bade[them]carry on the 
standard steadfastly. Fire flared up. Halls fell in. 
The armed band pursued the fugitive. The green foe 
(i.e. the flames) gave forth smoke, and the fiery 
gleam shot to heaven." 

Ch. 241. 

65n. Margr var millum (Arnorr) 

This verse occurs in MS 702 only and may not have been 
part of the Original 0.3. It is accordingly not 
included in the present translation. The following is 
a literal translation: 

"::any a horn -blast was heard among the fortresses 
where the stout- hearted prince's banner waved. The 
generous one rushed to battle. No fear fell upon the 
doughty/ 



t4. 

doughty host of the wolf -lord when morn appeared light 
enough for battle. Swords waved, and the wolves tore 
at the dead." 

Ch. 26. 

72 Gramr mundi sá ggmlu... 
"The warrior prince..." 

( Arnorr) 

Literally, "The warrior prince would have brought all 
the ancient lands under him - [fori he had lost far 
fewer men - if the scion of Endill could have had a native 
army to fight fyr him. The army betrayed the lord of 
the Shetlanders." 

5. Endill: A mythical sea -king, referred to in pulur, 
TLV.a.2.2. The "scion of Endill" was of course Earl Thor - 
finnr. 

8. helm- Uro/ ttr: Lit., "Helm-Odin", ant kenning /for 
"warrior". Here gen. plur., in apposition to i._Len.dra, 

and best translated by an adv. phrase: "to fight for 
him". 

Ch. 32. 

88. 11112rt verÒr sól at svartri... 
"The bright sun shall darken..." 

( Arnorr) 

Astis pointed out in Introd., p. 156, this verse is 
an d.nimat imitation of a stanza in the Eddie poem 
Volus2a. 

3. erfiö i Austra: "the burden of Austri" or heaven - Austri 
being supposed to have held up the sky in the East. 

8. "Protector of men ". - Really "protector of goethingar ". 

Ch. 56. 

130n. Em ek, sitz ITtar hnektu... (Arnorr) 

This verse occurs in Flat. only, along with three others 
interpolated at the end of ch.56. The other three 
occur elsewhere in 0.S., but his one does not, and 
is not included in the present translation. The follow - 
ing is a literal translation: 

"I am loath to tell of the Earls' fate, after men, 
as I declare, broke the bu.nds of peace between them. 
An equal number became the prey of the ravens. The 
prince raised the blue sail from out the Isles. The 
chill stormy billow._ . 

The verse seems to be one of those composed by 
Arnorr about the battle at Rciberry (0.S. ch.26) 

Ch. 58. 

139. Tafl em eke ar a.t efla... (Rogn. Kali) 

"At draughts I'm a warrior..." 

This boasting account by Rognvaldr Kali of his ovin 

accomplishments is an imitation of a vesse of the same 

nature by King Haraldr the Tyrant, preserved in 



es". 

Ch. 61. 

143. Her hefi ek hafan reistan... (Rogn. Kali) 
"Here for the ghost..." 

2. hará- geájuáum:Iat. plur. of harâ- eájaôr: "herd-minded 
"bold". H.G. translate unsatisfactorily: in remembrance 
of our daring ". D. gives the word an adjectival sense, 
with reference to draugT rendering it: "of sternest mood': 
But the literal translation, "for bold men's is quite 
satisfactory if e understand it to mean: "for bold men 
to see ". 

Ch. 72. 

182. Sextan h6fir ek sénar... (Rogrz . Kali) 

3,4. Jaráir ormvangs: A double kenning impossible to render 
literally. Ormvengr means "serpent- land ", and by meton- 
ymy "gold ". The whole phrase means thus "homes of gold ", 
8,144 metaphor for "women ". 

Ch. 81. 

204. Aldr hef ek frett tat er feldu.. (Rogn. Kali) 
"Ne'er have I heard..." 

7,8. br aeá it bengagls : "Arrow-Feeder", a kenning for "warriÓr', 
here the Earl himself. Lit., "the bread -giver of the 
w ou?td- goose': 

Ch. 85 . 

217. Ileni ek ha"nri kringáan... (Rogn. Kali) 
"The xhammer-wrought snake..." 

Pew verses are so compact with kennings as this one. 
In my verse rendering most of them have been of necessity 
omitted or simplified. They are, however, of sufficient 
interest to merit a few notes here. 

3. Grimnis sylg: Grimnir was one of 
Odin; and'Odi_n's draíught" is a 
drrived from the famous story of 
of the poet Kvasir in order that 
be brought back to Asgard. 

2,3. hanga -gálgi : "Down -hanging gallows", - a kenning for 
"arm ". The tanggr of "hook`" of this is the hand. 

4. linnr: "snake ", the tvining, snake -like bracelet of gold 
seen in most collections of early Norse antiquities. 

the poetic names for 
kenning for "poetry" 
his drinking the blood 
the gift of poesy might 

4. ginnangsbrú: "the bridge of the hawk ", a less bizarre 

kenning for "arm ". The whole phrase, "the snake of the 

hc.wk's bridge ", maÌ be rendered simply: "bracelet ". 

6 -8. gáglfei s lon: "the lagoon of the hawk", still another 

circumlocution for "arm ". The word laut means a "hollove; 

and "the hollow of the 1:2goon of the hawk" may be taken 

to mean the hollow of the hand when the fingers are 

partially closed. "Fingers" is a reasónable rendering. 



8. hellis Gauta: Gauta is gen. plur. of Gautr which may either 
mean an inhabitant of Götland or be one of the many poetic 
symonyns for Odin, signifying "warrior'; The Second inter - 
pretation is the more likely, and is accepted by F.J. 
(Skjaldg. D.I. 480) who takes the whole phrase "warriors 
of the cave" to mean "giants ". But this offers no sol- 
ution as to who the "Maiden of the giants" may be. In "the 
warriors of the cave" we have more probably a striking 
kenning4for the irresistible waves that drove Earl Rogn- 
vald's ships ashore; the pace "Maiden of the wave,s11 

with her "shining voice" becomes then a siml)le personif- 
ication of the storm. 

Ch. 85. 

219. Ala kvedst Einarr vi_ljá... (Rogn. Kali) 
"To none of the Earl's men..." 

3,4. Lit., "Gaut's flood (Gauts Qfjdlfr) fills my mouth", Gautb 
flood being once again "Odin's draught" or "poetry ". I have 
rendered the clause: 

"Now I am making 
Verses in plenty ". 

Ch. 85. 

2212. Skelk aflar Sif silkis... 
"The silken dame..." 

D. gives a good translation of this verse 
syllabic couplets. 

(Rogn. Kali) 

in rhymed octo- 

7. eik hlunns: "the oak of the launching -roller "; 

Ch. 85. 

222. L eetr um Qyl seer Aar... 
"There the 'old ;ïa.rrior. . ." 

i. e. "ship': !. 

(Rogn. Kali) 

3. Sy lnis sliórv2nd: "fearful wand of Odin"; Ie, "sword" . 

5,7. aegis blikruár: "the shining tree of the sea ", a kenning 
for "gold "used here for the warrior in the tapestry prob- 
ably because he was workied in gold. D. translates: 

"Bandy -legs will not move forward 
Through the grove of Ocean's brightness ". 

But this is an impossible rendering, for blikruór is 
ntminative. 

Ch. 85. 

223. Stendr ok hvggr at _h.Qggva... (Oddi) 

"On the door curtain..." 

3,4.Baldr Rindar 1226var "the warrior ". Lit., "Baldr of 
Rindr of war ", Baldr being commonly used for "man ", and 
Rindr being one of the Valkyrjar. 

9,l0.hloe6endr hleypiskióa hlunns: "the sea - faring men". Lit., 
"the loaders of the skis of the launching- rollers" . Odd.i 

is apparently bing hard pushed in the skaldic contest 
for suitable kennings. 



Ch. 85. 

223n. Fekk i fylkis sykkju... 
"A churl clutched firm..." 

(Rogn.Kali) 

5. stala- Bjarki: "a Bjarki of swords ". The na:e of the 
famous mythical hero was used of warriors in general, 
and here with more than usual reason, for Bothvar 
Bjarki was noted for,strength of his grip. I have 
paraphrased the expression: "Bjarki's warrior son ". 

7 -8. The punctuation here adipted is that of F.J. (Skjaldg. 
B.I. 482) and not that of S.N. which gives the madman 
the unlikely title of "the dealer of the sword- ede" 
instead of the Earl. 

Ch. 86. 

i 
233. Vist er at fra berrflestum... (Rogn. Kali) 

"Golden lady..." 

Literally, - "Verily, wise lady of Frothi's meal, thy 
stature surpasses that of most fair- coiféd women. Tae 
supporter of the hawk -field lets her hair, gold like 
silk, fall over her shoulders. I have reddened the 
greedy eagle's claw." 

"Frothi's meal" was a kenning for "gold" derived from 
the myth of the magic grindstone which ground out what- 
ever it vvas asked. See Sk .ldskapariná.l, XLII. 

"The hawk -field" is "the arm ", and "the supporter 
of the hawk -find" is a kenning for "lady ". 

4. konan svinna: F.J.'s emendation to Bil en svinna. (in 
Skjaldg. B.I. 482) semine to me unnecessary:"r 

Ch. 86. 

235. Trautt erumver, sem ek vaetti... (Oddi) 
"Scarce worthy of Érmenga.rde ..." 

i 
5,6. Bil brima bauga- stalls: "the lady of the golden brace- 

lets". Lit., "Bil of the armrin s of fire" Bil being g g 
one of the Valkyrjar. 

Ch. 87. 

241. Unáa ek vel, a er van6iz... (Rogn. Kali) 
"Glad am I, this autumn..." 

2. vineik: "wine-oak", wine- bearer" , "woman". 

3. yQlskr: Translated "French ", but applied loosely to 
the inhabitants of any of the Latin countrjes. Originally 
it was used only of the people of Valland or France. 
In the verses which follow, Ermengarde is referred to as if 
Spanish. But the choice of epithet appears to have been 
dependant upon the exigencies of alliteration. 

Ch. 87. 

243. V `fin ák ut á Spáni.. . 
"In Spain I hope.." 

(Rogn. Kali) 



1,4. "I hope to meet the lady out in Spain": Here we have 
not a loosely used epithet, but a definite statement of 
locality. Yet Narbonne, the home of Frz ;engarde, is not 
in Spain but in France. The alternative translation - 

adopted by H.G. and by D. - is to take the words 
ut á Syani with the parenthetical second clause thus: 
"The fleeing [foe] was soon routed out in Spain". The 
first line of a verse, however, is not usually divided 
thus between two independent clauses. 

Ch. 87. 

244. Vindr hefir v lsisu sprundi... (Rogn. Kali) 
"An east wind this winter..." 

. sviÖris, 702, Fl.: 13 reading retained by V. and S.N. 
It can be nothing but the gen. sing. of Svi6rir, a 
poetic name for Odin used in Ga4mnistál, 50, and listed 
in hulur, IV.jj.6. D. takes it as descriptive of sùndi - 

"Svidrir's stormy sound "; but this is unsatisfactory, 
because we have two transitive verbs in the last four lines, 
gvr6a and rekr, and sviäris must be the object of one of 
them. Acco.dingly, F.J. (in Skjaldg. B.I. 484) 
emends to svióvis, an(unknown)part of a ship uccd _ e 

mentioned in.Julur, IV. z.5. The obvious meaning 
is, as D. shows, that sail was shortened. As ri is 
the yard. -arm from which the sail hargp suspended, sviúvis 
would appear to be the sail itself, which is reefed by 
sliding it along towards the centre of the yard -arm like 
a curtain along a curtain -pole, and binding it there. 

Ch. 88. 

253. Figurlver, 'Dar er vagi... (Armothr) 
"We watch o'er the sea -steed..." 

5,6. namduks lind: "the linden -tree of the dress ", i.e. "maiden': 
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GLOSSARIAL INDEXES. 

A. PLACE NAMES. 

1. Shetland and the Faroes. 

2. Orkney. 

3. Caithness and Sutherland. 

4. Moray, Ross, and the rest of Scotland. 

5. England. 

6. Ireland. 

7. Scandinavia, including Iceland. 

8. The rest of Europe, etc. 

l' 



1. SHETLAND and THE FAEROES. 

i 

ALASUND. 159, 163. 

Text:- 159" MSS.- 325, Fl., O. - i Alasund. 
1633 MSS.- 325, 0. - i Alasund. 

MS. - Flat. - Omits. 

(Skrj aldg. 
islands, 

with j al 

The same form occurs in Krákumál, 20 (t . eey t) 

A.I. 647, MS. 1846b), and as ála in a mnemonic list of 
hulur, IV. bbb.6 (Skialdg. A.I. 690). 

But we have also many forms of the name beginning 

iala, 
iali ul. IV. ccc. (List of fjords, Sk'al . A.I.69b 
iali, ül. IV. bbb.4 {List of islands, Skjald. A.I. 

690) . 

Jail, 

That both forms existed side by side is suggested by 
their occurrence in two forms of an old Shetland Norn rhyme quote. 
by Jakobsen (Etym. Dict. of Norn L . it Shetl. cii - civ). As 
he heard it in Fetlar, the four linesran:- 

"ruda ' krnj da ' ála." 
(= O.N. rude 1 kring ßm Ala: they rowed round Yell "). 

But another version went:- 

"rude krs-9 de jala." 

The second form, however, is that which has survived, 
in mod. Yell and Yell Sound. This certainly appears to have beer' 
the predominant form, as it appears, in a bewildering variety of 
spellings, in early legal documents:- 

i Jala 
Iaale, Iale, Zaill, Zála, Zaile. 
i Jaelaswndl i alasw 
Ie_lle, Jalle. 
Jelle. 
Yell. 
Zell. 
Mid Yell. 

When/ 

D. Hjalt. 1485. 
O.S.R. 1485. 
D. Hjalt. 1512. 

11 

O.S.R. 

11 

1538. 
1567. 
1572. 
1574. 
1575. 

il 

11 

" 

11 



When we enquire into the derivation of the two forms, we 
find that while there is no feasible etymology gor Jalasund, 
Alasund appears to come from 0.N. Ala (gen. of ,Ali, pers. n; Lind: 
Do 

j E t sund: "a sound" - "Ali's sound "; cp. Alaborg, now Aalborg. 
But sounds and straits are not usually named after persons; nor 
are islands given the name of a person without the addition of a 
suffix. Like Fetilár and .rmst, the other islands in the N.F. of 
the Shetlands, the name is conceivably of Pictish origin. 

BOLLASTÁD IR . 137. 

Text:- 137'6 MSS. 325, M' - a Hallastaubum (S.N.text). 
MS. M' - a BollastoÓum. 

i 

Probably Baliasta, a farm near Balta Sound, Unst; the 
residence of a bondi Thorlakr. It is this identification that 
makes the M' reading preferable to 325 and M2. (See Hallasta6ir). 
There is a ruined church near to it, and according to Munch there 
is a local tradition of a general Thing being held there before its 
transference to Tingwall - two facts that give the district some 
importance. The only other early spelling in Blaeu's Balyesta. 

Vigf. and Dasent unaware of the existence of Baliasta 
(which Munch knew) assumed that the pl. n. is a mistake for Delta- 
stair, the parallel name to Balta Sound (from Balti, pers. n. + 

sund: "a sound "). J.J. (Aarb. 196) derives it from O.N. Bolla 
(gen. of Bolli, pers. n., Lind: Donn) 4. staóir, "farm;" "Bolli's 
farm." 

Cp. Bollastaòir, Icel., Har6arsa a, 80, and several 
others in Icel. and Norw. (Lind: Dopn.) 

Bollesetter (fromBollasetr) Shetl. (O.S.R. 1597). 

O.N. 11 is normally palatalized to [lj] in Orkn. and Shetl. (N.M. 
Orkn. Norn, XLVI). 

BORGARFJQRDR . 111. 

Text:- 1i11 - Fl., O. - i Borgarfirde (a Heatlande). 
M z - i Borgarfir6 i . 

From O.N. borgar (gen sing. of borg, the Norse name for 
a broch) + fjóròr: "firth." 

Cp. BUrray (from Borgar - ey) , Orkn. 
Borgadeld (from Borgar - deild) Dunrossness, Shetl. 
(J.J. Aarb. 81). 

Note the atrophy of g with weakening of inflexion ar 
to a. It was only rarely retained, as in Borgadelds 
(above) , Burgawater (from Bor 'ar -vatn) Sandness, and 
Broch o' Borgen (from Borginn Northmaven, Shetl. The 

change had taken place by the 17th century. Cp. i Dorgan 
firdhi in D.N. I,1 (1299) with Blaeu's Burra Fyrth (1667 

' There are two Burra Firths', one in the N. of Unst, and the 
other/ 



other in Aithsting, W. Mainland. But Anderson is probably right 
in selecting the latter (A.60)ß for Burra Firth in Unst is too 
bleak for cultivation; and Thorbjorn was apparently a bondi of 
importance. Anderson refers to the broch on the island of Hebrïs- 
ta from which the firth in Aithsting is named. Such a broch pro- 
vided good building material for the Norse settler's skdli or hall. 

DALR. 138n. 

One of several farms called Dale. 

DYNRASTARHQFD I . 220n. 

Perhaps really Sumburgh Head; but the point called the Ness 
of Burgi is intended, as there is no island opposite Sumburgh Head. 
See DynrQs t, and note on 220n. 

DY 
i 

NR VAASTARGR. 220n. 

Sumburgh Yoe, in which lies the township of Sumburgh. 
See Dist. 

DYNRQST. 280. 

Sumburgh Roost, the strong tide which rushes round Sumburgh 
Head in the South of the Mainland of Shetland at ebb and flow. 
From O.N. dyer: "noise," and rust: "a roost." The name survives 
in the name of the parish Dunrossness of which the early spellings 
are as follows:- 

D,ynrosnes. 
Dinrosnes. 
Dunrosnes. 

FETILÁR. 135n. 

O.S.R. 1506. 
" 1510. 
" 1558, 1572. 

Text:- 135n. M - of Fetilár. 
M' - of Hj altlandi . 

325 - or. Faereyium (S.N's text). 

Other spellings in O.N. sources are as follows: - 

Fae ti1Qr hulur iv. bbb.4 (Skialdg_ A.I.690). 

In addition we have the Rental spellings:- 

Fetlar. O.S.R. 1558. 

de Fetlare. " 1572. 
Fetelaa. It 1575. 

Fetlar/ 



roo 

FRIDAREY. 130, 166, 174, 177, 178, 180, 181, 281. 

Fair Isle. Previous editors have taken the i as 
short, deriving the name from frig (gen. friöar): "peace "; 
the assumption being that the translation "Fair Isle" was 
due to confusion with 0.I\T. frór: "fair". But the origin- 
al i may quite well have been long. Islands were quite 
commonly named after persons, and Friar (gen.FriÓar) 
occurs as a mythol. woman's name in S. Edda, II. 490, and 
elsewhere (Lind: Doman.). This derivation cnrould more early 
explain the confusion with the adjective fridr__meaning 
"fair". 

___r 



Fetlar in the North Isles. The confusion of the above 
forms leaves one with the impression that there never was any one 
lefinite Scandinavian form, and that the name is, like Qrmst and 
Alasund, of Pictish origin. Munch's derivation from O.N. fdtr: 
"a foot" and leir: "thigh" has, as he admits, no obvious meaning." 

The only possible parallel name in O.N. is Fetlafjj reir on 
the coast of France where King Olafr Helgi fought a battle about 
1014; it is mentioned in a verse of Sighvatr Thorth's son 
(Skjaldg. B.T. 216, 12). But as the identity of FetlafjQr6r is 
still unknown, it is of no assistance to us. 

i 

FRIDAREY. 130, 166, 174, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 281. 

.. ' .n _ " 
gen_ sin of friárr "in.e.a.o-" z.L4 . island." 

FAEREYJAR . 135 

in M2-. 
The Faroes. Probably a misreading in MS. 325 for Fetilár 

! 
GULLBERUVIK. 219. 

Gulber Wick, near Lerwick, where Earl Rognvaldr Kali was 
ship -wrecked. 

From O.N. Gullberu (gen. of Gulibera: "gold- bearer," a 
fem. n'n) vik: "bar." ¡T.J. Aarb. 197). The masc. form of the 
n'n. occurs in Ldn. 119 and elsewhere in Bjgrn Gullberi, and in 
the pl. n. Gullberastaóir, Ldn. 139 3- (Lind: Bin.). 

A partial translation is found in one of the early 
Rentals : - 

Goldberuik. O.S.R. 1572. 

fiALLASTADIR . 137m. 

Although this name occurs in MSS. 
parallels in Norway (e.g. Hallagard, from 
Jdmtland, D.N. IZ 213), it is probably a 
staòir (q.v.) in W. 

HJALTLAND. Passim. 

325 and M' and has 
0.N. -x Hal la arch r , 
misreading for Bollà- 

Shetland. The early spellings and possible derivations of 
the name are discussed by Munch (Geog. Elucidations in Mém. de la 
Soc. du N., 1850 -60, pp. 91 -92) and more recently by Jakobsen 
(Acerb. 175 -176). The latter shows that the name is probably not 
from the pers. n. Hjalti as that would give us in O.N.H,jaltaland: 
"H j alti' s/ ` 



oHjalti's` 
land." 0 N. Hjalt meant the cross -piece between the 

hilt and the'blaaev and may, Jakobsen suggests, have been original- 
ly applied to the broad part of the Mainland at the middle of the 
island - Dunrossness being the blade. 

The loss of 1 before a dental, and development of 11 to 
sh is normal in ShètL Norn. The 1 appears to have been lost by 
the 13th century (cp. Hetland, O.B.R. c119O; Ihatland; O.S.R.1226). 
The form with sh appears first in a Latin document in 1289 (0.S.R.) 
and frequently thereafter. The older spelling with initial H -, 
or Nom'- or Hi- persists in Norwegian documents into the 16th century 
(e.g: Hietland, O.S.R. 1597). 

HUNDHOLMI. 22On. 

Hundholm, a small but precipitous island off the Ness of 
Burgi, in the South of Shetland, now called Horse Island, near 
which Rognvaldr Kali and a Shetland bondi narrowly escaped drown- 
ing. The name Hundholm, so far as I know, is found only in two 
maps, that of Gordon of Straloch (1653) and that of Blaeu (1667).. 
But R. Monteith's Desc i2tion of the Isles of Orkney_ and Shetland, 
1633 (ed. Edin. 1711) has Horse Island. The modern name may be 
therefore as old as 1633, for Gordon and Blaeu used the maps of 
Timothy Pout who died in 1625. 

From O.N. hundr: "dog" and lólmi: "a small island." 
(J.J.Aarb. 193). Usually the first element in this compound is 
inflected. 

e.g. Hundegjo (from Hunda- gja), Ness, Shetl. (J.J.) 

Hundsheljer (from Hundz- hellir), Fetlar, Shetl. (J.J.) 

Hundadalr, Ltin. 158 Lind: Dopas) . 

But probably these three are derived from the pers. ns. Hundi._a' 

Hundr, and Hundhslmi from the animal. 

MOSEYJARBORG. 275. 

The above spelling, found in Flat., is preferable to 

Morseyjarborg in MS.325, as it is supported by Misty and 

M sey,jarborg in Egil.S. (ed. F.J. 1O1ge, 1020. 

The borg or broch on the d,sland of Mousa, still pronounc- 
ed [ 'muse] as well as [ ' musa] . Mós ey, according to Jakobsen 
(Aarb. 132), is probably from mss, gen. sing. of O.Icel. mor: 
"a peat moss" (cp. Faer, Mogvur); cp. Moo Wick, Fetlar, and Meo 
Ness, Fair Isle. 

SANDR. 137n. 

Probably the district of Sand in the W. Mainland. 
Referred to in an early legal document - a sande, D.N.Iii, 1, 

(1355). 

MTUSTADIR. 137n. 

From Unu (gen. of Una, f., pers. n. Lind: Dopn.) and 
stai ir/ 



staóir: "farm "; "Una's farm." The masc. form is found as the first 
element in many pl. ns. 

E.g. Unstad (from O.N. Unastaóir), Lofoten, Norway, 
7.N.II.448); and elsewhere. 

Identified by Munch and by Jakobsen (Aarb.) with the farm 
of Ungesty, in Haroldswick, Unst. The phonological connection, how- 
ever, is rather strained. We would have to assume that the medial 
n had first been palatalized to [nj], and then the inflected syl- 
lable lengthened, so that the palatal [j] became a guttural g. But 
a much more probable derivation of Ungesty is from O.N. ' 'Ungá- 
staair: "Ungi's farm," U_gn i being a common nickname. 

The name Uni appears to survive in Unston, an Orkn. farm 
name. Is there a farm of this name in Shetland? 

ORMST. 13716, 

The above is the most quoted O.N. form, being found in 
and in the mnemonic list of 

islands, hulur, iv, bbb. 1 (Skj,aldg. A.I.689). But in the 
Saga, MS.325 gives Aurmtr, and M' has Aumtr; and MS " of the 
Edda has Ornist. 

The Rental spellings are a little more consistent:- 

Anst. O.S.R. 1465. 
Onst. " 1481. 
Jennst. tt 1538. 
Vnst. It 1572, 1574. 
mist. `l 1586, 1589. 

Although clearly Unst, the Northernmost island of the 
Shetlands, the name is so variously and meaninglessly spelled in 
O.N.,that it cannot be a native word. It is probably, like Fetilár 
and Alasund, of Pictish origin. It is difficult; to see how the 
medial r got into the O.N. word; there is no trace of it in the 
Rental forms or the modern pronunciation. 



2. ORKNEY. 

d ! 
ASMUNDARVAGR . 22n, 27. 

Text:- 22n. O. - udi Asmunder voge, udi Rágnva.11ds t . 

27$ Hkr., Flat. - til' Asmundarvags. 

Osmundwall, a narrow bay in S.E. Walls which offers 
the first shelter to storm - driven ships crossing the Pent- 
land Firth from Thurso. The earliest Rental forms are as 
as follows:- 

s 

Ossmondwaw, Osmondwall. M.R. 1492. 
Osmoundwall, O6mondwall. P.R. 1500. 

The bay is now called Kirk Hope, the name Osmundwall 
being used for the district at the head of the bay. Lit., 
"the voe of Asmundr." 

As Munch and all editors with the exception of Vig- 
fusson have noted, it is wrongly stated in O.S. 22n and in 
Hkr. 134 to be in S. Ronaldsay. The parallel passage in 
the Longer 01. Tr.S. puts it rightly viL Rognvald.zey: 
"opposite S. Ronaldsay" (Finis. I. 200). 

' ' 7 AURRIDAFJQRDR. 168 171. 

Bay of Firth, Mainland, in which now lies the vil- 
lage of Finstown. Clearly identified in O.S. 1684 where 
we are told that Damsay lies in it. The full name of 
Fj2ròr (q.v.) 

From 0.N. aurriöa (gen. of aurriöi: "a salmon 
trout ") aria fjj2rór: "a firth." 

Cp. aurriiia- bekkr, ".salmon -trout stream." 
aurri6 a- vatn," water. " (C.V.) 

The first element in the name has not survived. 
It may however survive in Orkn. Dial. orva=kuithe. a three 
year old coal fish (q.v in 7.ß:2.. OrkX.Norn..T 

Sea -trout are still to be caught on the Kirkwall 
side of the Firth. 

BARDSVIK. 283.° 299 

Fairly certainly Earth Wick in the S.W. of S. Ron- 
aldsay. From O.N. BarÖr, pers. n. (Lind: Dopn.) and vik. 
The neighbouring farm of Barswick retains the genitive -s. 

The neighbouring Barth Head reminds one of Bard 
Head, Bressay, Shetl., which acc. to J.J. (Aarb.) is derived 
from/ 



J 

OF- 

from O.N. ba 6: "the edge of a cliff;" cp. De Bord o' Mou22. 
Shetl- Berdek, N.Roe, Sheti. 

The original form of the name of the bay may there- 
fore have been Baróvik - which form occurs in one reading in 
Fitt. (0.S.2831). The earliest Rental form is without the s 
(Barwik,R.E.O. 1544). 

BREKKUFt . 130 t 185? 

Plur. of O.N. breklçg: "a slópe", espec. a slope down 
to the sea. Dasent translates it unnecessarily, 
and not too accurately, Brink. 

The Slat, in both instances describes it as a farmstead in 
Stronsay, the residence of Richard, brother of John Wing and 
kinsman to Sveinn Asleif's son. There is no trace of either 
name or building today. But Dr Marwick (P.O.A.S. V. 67) 
has found several refs. to a "mansion of Brecks" in fred- 

Sasines; - 
c.1800. "Mansion house of Brecks at the Dogger shore of 

Strynie." (now Whitehall.) 

Other "mansions" are mentioned in old records as being 
in Strynie, and Dr. Marwick does not go further than stating 
that Brecks - which is merely the Engl. plur. form of Brekkur- 
"was somewhere in the vicinity of the present village of 
Whitehall." 

BYRGISHERAD. 86, 87, 121, 131, 133, 134, 303. 

The parishes of Birsay and Harray in the West Mainland 
of Orkney, and more especially the district adjoining the 
island known as the Broch of Birsay. This island was the 
original Byrgisey or Birsay from which the combined parishes 
took their name. cp. 2rfjara. Byrgishera means "the 
district of the fart," traces of which can be seen on the 
landward side of the island. On the division of the dis- 
trict, each parish took half of the full name. See note by 
Dr. Marwick in J.S.C.: Orkn.Par. 1480-by the author himself, 
i.e. 141, 145. 

DAMINSEY. 168, 171, 288, 292, 293. 

Text:- The correct form is certainly Daminsey. In 
the two cases where 325 has Damisey it is contradict- 
ed by both Flat. and 332, which cannot have derived 
an error from the same source. 

The traditional derivation from St. Adamnan has been 
finally disposed of by Dr. Marwick in P.S.A.S. LVII. 257 -8. 
As W.J.Watson pointed out (Celt. P1.N. of Sc., 270) Adamnan 
occurs in pl.ns. "regularly" as EUdkñn; e.g. St. Eunan's 
Well, Aboyne; Killconan, Campbelltown. The origin of the 
name/ 



name Dr Marwick finds in a suggestion of J.J. (Aarb. 232) of 
O.Ir. dimon, applied in pl. ns. in Orkn., Sheti., the Faroes 
and Icel. to two objects of the same kind (from O.Ir. di, fem. 
of da: "two" and either muin: "a ridge," or mun: "a cliff or 
bank. "). 

Dr Marwick (1.c.) cites parallels: - 

Diamonds, a farm in Deerness, near to two hillocks. 
molt 

Dimitarklakkar, two rocks in Breiöi Fjord, Icel. 
A 

Dimun, name given to each of two islands in the S. of the 
Faroes. 

Only the outer of the two islands in the Bay of Firth 
has retained the name, the inner one, the Holm of Grimbister, 
having taken the name of the neighbouring farm on the Mainland. 
Blaeu's spelling Dam ty shows that the name had reached its 
modern form by the 17th century. 

Of Blát.n's castle on Damsay (see 0.S. 160 17D) there 
are, acc. to J.S.C. (Ork. Par.6 171), few traces; "all the 
masonry is gone,but what seems to be the steethe or foundation 
of the keep is still to be seen on the shore, about 50 yards 
E. of the old house;lr there appears to be a large enclosure like 
that in Gairsay stretching from this to the loch." The large 
skáli of the castle is later mentioned (2886), where Earl 
Erlendr caroused, and where Rognvaldr Kali and Sveinn spent 
Xmas, 1154 (293). 

The chapel on the island, now to be seen in ruins, may 
have been the kirkja to which the body of Earl Erlendr was taken 
after it was found (0.S. 291'0. 

DYRNES. 45, 46, 267. 

Deerness, the most Easterly parish on the Mainland. 

A possible derivation from O.Celt. daire: "an oakgroveh 
finds some support in two sources of information: 

Hat parochia olim erat naemorosa (wooded) et multae 
ferae hic fuere. Jo Ben, C ?1529. 

"At the head of Deersound, at Campstoun, there is a 
little wood, (about 2 pair of Butts in length and one broad and 
as tall as a man) of the ordinary salix Augustifolia or 
Viminea." Matthew Mackaile of Aberdeen on a visit, 1664. 
(M.G.C. III.4). 

But the presence of Scand. parallels make the more 
obvious expían. of "animal -ness" from O.N. &rr more probable. 
Cp. Dyrnes, in Romsdal (N.G. XIII, 465), in Nordland (N.G.XVI, 
42), and elsewhere. In N.G. the name is usually regarded as a 
contraction for X Dranes: "the ness of animals." No example 
of/ 



of this early form is extant, although it may perhaps be in- 
ferred from a name likeafj2rÖr, Ldn. -3 , . . The 
name appears also in Duirinish, Skye, and in Durness, 
Sutherland. 

The vowel in the first syllable has become 
slightly diphthongized - ['cleat-h as ] . This may have taken 
place by the 16th century, as the Rental spellings show:- 

Deirnes P.R. 1500, 1595. 

EFJU#SUND . 187. 

Evie Sound. From O.N. efju, gen.of efia, which 
means a bight of slack or tideless water: the Bay of Evie 
lies aside from the main current that runs past Aikerness 
(H.M. in J.S.C.: Orkn. Par. 190.). The mod.pronunciation 
[ 4e vi ] had apparently been reached by 1500. cp. Evy, M.R. 
1492; Evie' P.R. 1500, 1595. 

EiGILSEY. 112, 113, 114, 171, 190, 195. 

Egilsay, the scene of the slaying of St. Magnus. As 
Munch first suggested, the name is derived from O. Ir. 
eclais: "a church ", the O.N. form having the natural appear- 

' 
ance of being "Egil's isle." See full discussion by Dr. 
Marwick in P.S.A.S. LVII. 259 -260. 

EYJAR. Passim. 

Used universally for the Orkney Islands, except in 
three cases, 99'1 1019 and 2644, when the term refers to 
the Hebrides. ` 

EYIN HELGA. 302. 

Text:- 302' Flat. - for Kann i Eyna H_e. 

The island of Eynhallow between Rousay and Evie. 
Anehallow, R.E.O. 1584. Name fully discussed in Mr J. 
Mooney: Eynhallow, ch. IV. 

It is probable that Hellisey (O.S. 296') is a scribal 
error for Eyin Helga. 

FJQRDR. 273. 
The Bay of Firth. Abbreviation for Aurri6afjrór 

(q.v.) apparently by the 12th century. It has given its 

name to the parish. It is similarly used without prefix 

in Shetl. three times (J.J.: Aarb. 92). 

The modern pronunciation [ F?rU ] is apparently 

earlier than first Rental in 1520. cp. Firth, P.R.1500; 

R.E.Q. 1551. nth, R.E.O. 1553. 

FLETTUNES/ 



FLETTUNES. 

(q.v.). 
A mis- reading in Flat. (0.S. 224) for Glettunes 

FLYflRUNES. 130, 168, 224. 

Text: - 1301 
. 

- MSS.325, Flat. - Flugunese 
MS. 0. - Flundunes. 

1682o - MS. Flat. - Flyörunes. 
MS. 0. - Fuldunes, corrected to 
Fludnes, with the marginal note: 

"Flud vocant saxa latentia in 
mare." 

224' - MS.325 - Flyörunes. 
MS. Flat. Scribe accidentally 
omits it, through writing 
Flettunes for Glettunes in the 
same line, thus thinking he has 
copied the right word beginning 
with F. 

MS. 0. Fludunes. 

The correct spelling is fairly certainly 
Flyórunes, being supported by Flat. and 325; cp. 
Flyòrunev_, a flat headland in Vider0, Faeroese c.nd 
Fly runes in Icel., Gisl._S. 7 1, 2 

From 0.N. Flra" a flounder" 4- nes . 

If the orig. spelling be taken as Flu6unes, 
it may from fluö, a low skerry or reef 
covered by the sea. In support of this are 
three considerations:-- 

(i) Fluóunes becomes Mod. Liddieness more 
naturally than Flyárunes. 

(ii) There is a low reef at the point of 
Liddieness in Tankerness. 

(iii) The author of 0. derived and described 
it thus. (vide supra) . 

The Saga (130) says that it is "in Hrossey.}' 
Dasent assumes that, since Blaan, son of Thorsteinn of 
Flyörunes, becomes (168') warden of Damsay Castle, Flyörunes 
was in Kendal, on the shore opposite Damsay. 

Mr J.S.Clouston, however, has identified it 
with the Point of the Liddie in Tankerness, arguing that the 
neighbouring farm of Sebay may have been the seat or bt. of 
Thorsteinn (Orkn. Par. 4, and P.O.A.S. V. 46). The deriva- 
tion is a possible one. For loss of r cp. 0.N. Qrmst and 
Unst; for loss of initial f cp. O.N. Flesinn and Lashan 
(N. Ronaldsay). There is a sunken reef at the Point,where 
flounders may be caught. But the name may have arisen from 
the flat shape of point; cp. the parallel Faeroese name 
quoted/ 



quoted above. The phonological connection between Fly6ru -- and 
Liddie is too doubtful to make the identification more than merely 
a possible one. Flyòrunes may have been almost anywhere in the 
Orkneys. 

GÁREKSEY. 129, 161, 203 -231. 

Gairsay, "the island of Gárekr." Gárekr does not occur 
in extant sources as a pers. n.; but it is probably formed from 
0.N. Geirrekr on the analogy of Harekr from Heinrekr, and Barekr 
from Boörikr (q.v. in Lind: Dopn., and Bugge: Arkiv f.n. fil. II. 
246.) Geirrekr appears frequently as Gerik -, Gerek-; and we 
have Gerixstaddhir, now Gjerstad, Bamle, Norw. (1390. D.N. I. 
38215 ) . 

For discussion of the site and structure of Sveinn's hall 
on Gairsay, see Clouston: Hist. of Orkn. 127 -128. 

The mod. spelling occurs in Rentals in the 16th century 
(P.R. 1500, 1595; R.E._0. 1575) . 

GEFSISNES. 129 
' 

A mis -reading in Flat. for Hreppisnes (q.v.). 

GEITABERG. 190. 

Interpreted by Dasent as "Goat -hill "; but more probably 
"the hill of Geiti." Geiti is a weak form of the pers. name 
Geitir found in place names Lind: Dopn.). E.g. Geita stadhir 
(1307. D.N., II. 74'6), now Gjestad, Ullensaker, Norway. 

The farm, a 3d land near Scapa (P.O.A.S., V., 46),appar- 
ently had the alternative name of Geita -gipá Talso meaning "the 
hill of Geitih which occurs in a MS. Rental of 1492 as Gaitnepe 
and is the modern Gaitnip - the Saga name having failed to sur- 
vive. 

This identity of Geitaberg with Gaitnip is, I think, be- 
yond doubt. Gaitnip is admirably situated for such a view as 
Borgarr had of Sveinn's merchant -ship crossing Scapa Flow (see 
O.S. , 190' j o..d tlust-,-.h'. 3s.c.. /': $ â.). 

f7 is k- (:; ku,. 

GLETTUNES. 130, 224. 

Mentioned twice as the home of Grimkell (0.S., 130"' 1224'4) 

Whether Glaitness in St. Ola or Glaitness in Stronsay, it is 

impossible to say. 

Apparently derived from an O.N. word represented in N.N. 
by gletta, f., (gen. glettu): "a smooth point." The name may be 
descriptive/ 



descriptive, or may have been, as in Tannskaranes, a nickname. 
That the name is an unusual one is shown by its alteration to 
Flettunes in its second occurrence in Flat., possibly through 
confusion with another name in the same sentence, FlvÓrunes. 

The inflexion was lost by the end of the 16th century. 

e.g. Glaitness. P.R. 1595. 
Gleltnes. P.R. 1614. 
Glettnes. P.R. 1614. 
Gletnes. P.R. 1642. 

GRINI5EY. 

HAEY. 

188, 272. 

Rental Forms. Grymesaye. 
Grymesay. 
Grym. 
Grimsay. 
Gramsay. 
Grames ay . 
Gremsey. 

M. R . 1492. 
" " P.R.1500,1595. 

R.E.O. 1586. 
R.E.Ö. 1587. 

It " 

R.E.O. 1597; 11,B. 1642. 
P.R. 1614. 

r 

Graemsay, an island in Hoy Sound. From O.N. Grims 
(gen. of Gr mr, pers. n., and byname for Odin, hulur, jj.3.7.) - 

ly; island. cp. Grimsey, N. Iceland; Grimbister, Orkn. and 
Shetl. (from -X- Grlms b6lstabr) , etc. 

The mod. pron. [ mse] shows a lowering of O.N. [1] 
nearly but not quite to e , and spel ae (through analogy of 
L.Sc. Gre me). The Rental forms in a and e show that the change 
took place in the 16th century. The Rentals show similar changes 
in Grimsetter, St. Ola, which appears with a in R.E.O. 1550, re- 
verting however to y in P.R. 1614 and to i in 1642; and Grimsouoyj 
St. Ola, has the a form in R.E.O. 1550, e in R.E.O. 1596, revert- 
ing to y and i in the 17th century. 

130, 185, 188. 

Hoy, the "high island," the only island in the Orkneys 
that can be described as mountainous. "The only inhabitant 
mentioned iaJohn Wing, of Uppland, brother of Richard of Brecks 
in Stronsay. From the Rentals we learn that Hoy was bordland - 
the private estate of the Earls. Hence John Wing must have been 
one of Earl Paul's goethingar or vassal chieftains, holding a fief 
of part of Hoy" (J.S.C.: Orkn. Par. 217). 

HAFNAVAGR. 2722 C. 

Described in text as being in Hrossey. Identical with 
Hamnavoe, now Hamlavoe, the inner end of Stromness harbour. 

From O.N. hafna, gen. of hQfn: "harbour" 4 vágr: "narrow 
bay." cp. ThamnabháIgh, Lewis (from O.N. )( ( Hafnavdgr) 
(Henderson, 148 , and Hamnavoe, Northmaven, Shetl. 

HAUGSEID/ 



(1A) 

HA.UGSEID . 16 . 

The isthmus of Hoxa in the N. of S. Ronaldsay where can 
still be seen a "howe" where, it may be, Thorfinnr Skull -Splitter, 
was buried. See Illustration III. 

As previous editors have noted, the Saga (MS. Flat.) read- 
ing of Haugahaeide, for normal Haugaheiói,is a scribal emendation 
for Haugseió. The form Hau saeiói actually occurs in a letter 
of 4th April 1329 among the estates bought from the High Steward 
Erling Vidkunnson (D.N. II. No.170, or R.E .0). Indeed, the 
alteration is necessary to explain the modern x which first 
occurs in the form Hoxa, R.E.O. 1562. For the weakening of -ei6 
to -á, cp. O.N. Skálpeió with Scapa. 

From O.N. hau s (gen. of hau : "a mound", "barrow ") + 

eió: "isthmus." cp. Haugsnes, Skagafjord, Icel. 

The howe was excavated by W.H.Fotheringham in the 40's 
and his description of it is given in Wilson's Prehistoric Annals 
of Scotland, II. 107 -110 (London, 1863). 

HAVARDSTEIGAR . 17'. 

From 0.N. Havarár and teiga: "strips of meadow land." 
cp. Magnus-12a, (from O.N.X Magnuss- teigar), Foula; Ulesteg 
(from O.N.')<- O1áfs- teigr), Fetlar, Shetl. TJ.J.: Aarb. 156). 

No trace of the name is now to be found in the Orkneys. 
But in a letter from the antiquarian George Petrie to Munch dated 
1st Jan., 1850, is the statement that he has been informed that 
there are some "muckle or big knowes" on the minister's glebe at 
Stennis called HavardstIg or -ty (Laerde Brev fraa og til P.A. 
Munch, 398; Oslo, 1924). If Petrie's information is correct, 
this may have been Havar6steigar. 

It may be noted that Dietrichson renders the name as 
Howardsty, as if it still survived (Mon. Oro. 67) 

HELLISEY. 2965". 

Not Helliar Holm as previous editors take it, but probably 
a scribal error for min Helga, Eynhallow. See J. Mooney: E,yli- 

hallow, 39 -43. Acc. to Dr Marwick (J. Mooney, 1.c. 42), "the 

story of the cave suggested to some bright scribe that the true 
name of the island was Hellis-ey, the cave- island." 

HLAUPANDANES. 

Name not extant, but to be identified with the low head- 

land at Sandwick, Deerness, on which the farm of Skaill now 

stands. Literally, "Land- louper's ness." (See my study of the 

name in P.O.A.S. IX, 42). 

: 

HOFSNES/ 



HÓFSNI;S . 268 Is, 

r2¡ 

According to the Saga it is in Stronsay, and obviously to 
to be identified with Huipness [1hpópns], a hook - shaped promontory 
enclosing an Oyee in the N.E. of the island. The Saga states 
that Sveinn and Anakol lay "off Huipness" in wait for Earl trlendr. 
But as Dr. Marwick points out (P.O.A.S. V. 67), they probably took 
shelter on the inner side of the Ness, in the Oyee of Huip. marl 
Erlencir approached "from the open sea" (af hafi), that is, from the 
East, probably round the North of Papa Stronsay. It is suggested, 
however, by Mr Clouston (Orkn. Par. 290)7.he selection of Hdfsnes 
for an anchorage may have-áeen because Sveinn's brother -in -law 
Thorfinnr Brusi's son was, it may be, the owner of the farm of 
Huip; and this would allow us to assume that he anchored not in the 
Oyee but 6n the other side of the ness, beside the farm. 

The derivation of the name presents several problems. In 
all MSS. (332, 325, Flat.) the o is short, suggesting a derivation 
from O.N. 'hof: "a heathen temple." For other traces of heathen 
worship see P.O.A.S. V. 70. A large mound below the farm of Huip 
still awaits excavation. 

But it is more probable that the name originated in the 
hop or inlet called redundantly today the Oyee of Huip. Noreen 
in his Altisl. Gram. 247 points out the O.N. and O. Icel. dislike 
for the consonantal combination ps and quotes an O. Icel. example 
from Heióarv4ga Saga (ed. Kálund, 64) of O. Icel. H©fs as gen. sing. 
of Hip. This seems to be our name, and I take the liberty of 
assuming that the o was long - the scribes leaving it short on the 
false analogy of höf: "a temple. 

It may be added that one requires orig. Hcip to account 
for the mod. pronunciation [h$p] (O.N. ó O. H.m.: Orkn. Norn.® 
XLI) ; and for the Rental spellings:- 

Huile. R.E.O. 1422; S.C.R. 1595. 
Hwpe. P.R. 1595 pr. 
Huit. P.R. 1595 pe. 

I have to thank Mr William Scott of the farm of Huip 
for answering a number of queries regarding the farm and its field 
names. 

HREPPISNES. 129, 302. 

Rapness in Westray. 

This name, now contracted to Rapness, is derived, as 
frequently happens, from a man's name. It is "the ness of 
Hreppir," a bye -form of the more frequent pers. name Hrappr famil- 
iar to readers of Náls5a a. Cp. two Norwegian farm names: 
Reppeskaal (from O.N o p pt is skgli : "Hreppir f shall ") in Hedrum 
(Lind: Dopn); and RepshuH ,from O.N. 000.N. re axis hús: "Hreppir's 
house ") in Eidskogen, Hedemarken (A1.ß.; III., 229). 

It may be noted that although the vowel in the first 
syllable has changed in spelling to a, it retains today a markedly 
mid - front/ 



z. 

mid -front pronunciation, [raepn!s]. The modern form appears first 
in a Manuscript Rental as Rapnes in 1492. 

HR(SLFSEY. 128, 159-302. 

Text:- MS. Flat. has Rolfser in three places (161n, 188n, 
299n) where Nordal, on the authority of MSS. 325 
and 0, reads Hrossey. 

Rorsay, "the island of Hrolfr." 

The following Rental forms show that the older pronuncia- 
tion appears to have existed for some time alongside the modern 
contraction [ Pause] : - 

Rollesey (Rowsey) . R.E.O. 1369. 
Rowsay. P.R. 1500; R.E.O. 1564. 
Rolsa. R.E.O. 1531. 
Rouses. P.R. 1595. 

The antiquities and Saga references are fully discussed 
by Dr. Marwick in P.O.A.S. II.15 -21. 

HROSSEY. Passim. 

The Mainland of the Orkneys. Obsolete. From O.N. 
hross: "a horse" , ea. Cp. Rossanes, Weisdale, Shetl. and 
Rossahul, Burrafirth, Unst, Shetl., which show the genitive inflex- 
ion which is lost (or may not have existed) in Hrossey. 

Among possible explanations of the name may be that the 
Norsemen found ponies there in large numbers. The name may, of 
course, be a translation from O. Celt. 

io 
HOFN. 181 . 

This "Haven" in Westray can hardly be anything other 
than that of Pierowall. Extensive Norse grave finds have been 
made on the links there, and Br4gger (Anc. Emigr, 119 -120) shows 
that they date back as far as the 9th century. Such proof of 
early settlement suggests that Pierowall was the 

in 
par excel- 

lence. The village and a church are mentioned n O.S. 1823. 

According to Mr Clouston (Orkn. Par. 332) Helgi's resid- 
ence at HQfn must have lain in the 36d land of Waa. See also 
P.O.A.S. V. 46. 

JADDVARARSTAMIR. 130 9 . 

"The farm of Jaddv9r." This name occurs only in O. 

(páá Jadvarstodum) as the residence in the early 12th century of 

Jaddvor, daughter of Earl Erlendr, mother of Borgarr of Geitaberg. 

The other MSS., 325 and Flat., have a Knarrarstaum: 
"in Knarston." But this is a fairly obvious scribal error in their 

common/ 



¡z3. 

common original, Nordal's Z. For in Knarston there lived in 1136 
Arnkell and his sons (0.S. 16821, and in 1154 Botolfr Bungle 
(O.S. 286'5') . 

As a name, Jaddvararstaóir is now lost. The earliest 
rentals have no trace of it. It was probably a neighbouring farm 
to Geitaberg (q.v.). 

Mr Clouston (Orkn. Par. 27) appears to think it an 
alternative name for Geitaberg; he is reading 0.3.130 
in the Flat. and 325 text, which suggests that Borgarr 
lived at Jaddvararstaóir. 

I 

KIRKJUVAGR. Passim. 

Kirkwall, the capital of the Orkneys. Cp. Kirl,juvagir, 
Helgeland, Norw., (Fins. IX. 340). As the following Rental forms 
show, it had attained its mod. pronunciation ['klrkwo by the 
middle of the 15th century. 

Kirkwau. R.E.O. 1435. 
Kirkwaw. R.E.U. 1438 
Kyrktivaw. R.E.O. 1480. 
Kirkwall. P. R. 1500. 
Ky_rkvall. R.E.O. 1510. 
Kirkvald. " 1532. 
Kirkwald. " 1547. 
Kirkuall. " 1550. 
Kyrkwall. " 1577. 
Kirkvall. " 1579. 

KJARREKSSTADIR . 269, 273. 

This name, occurring twice (269161 27311;ß MSS. 325. F1.) 
is fairly certainly to be identified with the bu and castle of 
Cairston near Stromness. (For full study of castle, and general 
history and topography of the estate, see Clouston: The Orkney 
Bu's, P.O.A.S. V. 41 -50; and Three Norse Strongholds in Orkney, 
P.O.A.S. VIVIÌ. 57 -74). 

Literally, "the farm of ' árrekr." IÇ,j arrekr is not 
listed as an extant pers. n. or n'n by Lind. It may, however, 
be formed by adding the common suffix -rekr to the early pers. n. 

Kjarr (Lind: Dopn.) 

It may be noted that Munch (N.H. III. 849n) emended the 
nameAKnarrarstadir, Knarston, in orde to explain Arni's flight 
from the battle there to Kirkwall. But Clouston (S.H.R. XVI. 
20n and Hist. Orkn. 112n) shows that this is unnecessary. Only 
at Cairston is there a castle. As very similar fights took 
place at Cairston and Knarston, he argues that Arni's flight has 
possibly become attached to the wrong battle. 

The following 
mod. pron. ['kerstan] 

Kerstane 
Kerston. 
Kerstane. 
Kairstane. 
Cairstane. 
Cairsten, 

KLIFSEID/ 

Rental forms show that the name had its 
by the beginning of the 15th century: - 

M. x. 1492. 
M.R. 1492; S.C.R. 1595. 
P.R. 1500. 
P.R. 1595. 
P.R. 1614. 

-in.P.R. 1614. 



KI,IFSEID . 267 

A mis -reading in MS.325 for Skalpeió in MSS.33A and Flat. 

KNARRARSTADIR. 130, 168, 194, 285, 286. 

Knarston, St. Ola, the residence in 1136 of Arnkell and his 
sons (1680 and in 1154 of Botolfr Bungle (286'6"). Mr Clouston 
argues that Knarston and the neighbouring farm of Lingro once 
made up a bú; see P.O.A.S. V. 49. 

From O.N. Ifnarrar, (gen. of Knqrr, pers. name. (Lind) + sta6ir: 
"farm." KnQrr also means " a ship" and Dasent interpreted the 
name as "the Stead of Ships." But there is no good harbourage 
nearer than Scapa; and staóir is usually preceded by a pers. name. 

As the following Rental forms show, the mod. spelling, and 
probably the mod. pronunciation ['narstan] were attained by 1500:- 

Ovir and Nethir Knarstane. 
Ovir Knarstane. 
Nethir Knarstane. 
Knarstane. 

M.R. 1492. 
P.R. 1500. 
P.R. 1500. 
P.R. 1595. 

MUULI. 162, 268. 

Mull Head, Deerness, often called locally "The Mull." 

From O.N. Muli: (1) "muzzle," "snout." 
(2) "a headland." 

Cp. Blue Mull, Unst, Shetl. 
Mula, Northmaven, Shetl. (J.J. Aarb. 133). 

NORDREYJAR . 17216 

The "North Isles" of the Orkneys. The name appears only 
once in the Saga, although in frequent modern use. One is 
especially surprised not to find it employed by the original 
author of those confusing chapters where Brusi, Thorfinnr and 
Einarr are quarrelling over. the "thirds" of the Orkneys. Probably 
the explanation is that the name is a late one; that at the time 
of its use in Rognvaldr Kali's Saga (O.S. 17226) it is still more 
of a description than a pl. n. And its lateness is explained by 
the fact that the early settlers in the Orkneys did not think so 
much in terms of North and South, as of East and West; e.g. West - 
ray (from vestr - y) ; Auskerry (from X austr - sker) . 

ORKAHAUGR. 273° 

The only other occurrence of the name is in the Maeshowe 
rune, :- iorsala farar brutu orkglu : "The pilgrims to Jerusalem broke 
into Orkahaugr." This id.enti 'es it clearly with the famous 
chambered/ 



S 
chambered mound of Maeshowe. Munch's suggestion of a farm Örkhill 
(adopted by Nordal) is quite erroneous; so also is Vigfusson's 
"Orquill, now called Maeshowe." 

(The name may mean "the howe of the Ores," the Pictish tribe); 

I venture no interpretation of how and when first element 
Orka became Maes. For the word Maes in pl. ns. see Dr Marwick's 
discussion on the group of names in Sanday with this element, in 
P.O.A.S. I, 27, and P.O.A.S. LVII, 260. 

ORKNEYJAR. Passim. 

I shall not attempt an excursus on the many early references 
to the Orkneys and the various interpretations of the name. The 
most valuable treatment of the name is to be found in a pamphlet by 
Professor W.J.Watson, The Picts: Their Original Position in Scotland, 
publ. by The Inverness Courier, Inverness, 1921. He gives a list 
of the early references to the Orkneys in Classical and O. Irish 
sources (l.c. 10 -14); and he is of the opinion that the name is of 
tribal origin, the Ores (like the Cats of Caithness) being a section 
of the Picts, Ore being the O.Ir. for "a wild boar" (l.c. 23 -24). 

The O. Celtic name which the Norsemen heard was probably 
Innse Orcc; "the islands of the Ores." A normal O.N. translation 
of this would be'X' Orka- eyjar, becoming contracted to X Orkeyjar, and 
giving a modern form, Orkey. For such a form parallels could be 
found in Orkahaugr (q.v.), the Ness of Ork in Shapinsay, and several 
Ork names in Shetland (J.J.Aarb. 245). But there is a medial n in 
the O.N. and the modern forms. This was either taken over from 
some O. Celt. bye -form of the name that has not survived, or was 
added on the analogy of O.N. orkn: "a seal" - "Seal- isles" being a 
not inaccurate description of the island- group. 

PAPEY inn LITLA. 771. 

Papa Stronsay, "the smaller Papey,"in contrast to the larger 
Papa Westray. From O.N. papa (gen. plur. of papi: "priest" or 
"pope ") t ey. For an exhaustive study of this pl. n. element, 
see J.J. Aarb. 217. As explained in the Prologue to Ldn., Papar 
was the name given in Icel. to the Culdee monks who settled there 
and in other northern lands, Orkney, Shetland and the Hebrides. 
Names with this element are thus of great antiquity, going back to 
the Viking period. 

In Papa Stronsay there is to be seen the ruins of a possibly 
Culdee chapel dedicated to St. Nicholas, in the S.E. of the island. 

It is described in the Old Stat. Account (J.S.C.: Orkn. Par. 318). 

It may be noted that there is a Papa Little in Sheti., and a 

Papa Stour (from O.N. Papey inn stóra, "the great "). 

The mod. pron. is still ['pape] in spite of the spelling Papa. 

Cp. the earliest Rental form, a Stronsay, R.E.O. 1566. 

PAPEY/ 



PAPEY (inn MEIRI). 79, 173. 

Text. 79 MSS. 325a, 325, Flat. - til Papeyiarhinnar 
meiri. 

i 

173J6 MS. Flat. - i Papey. 

Papey the Greater, now Papa Westray, or, more properly, as it 
is called locally, just Papey. Indeed, as Dr Marwick points out 
( P.O.A.S. III. 36) the Saga name is really just Papey (173/6); in 
the other ref., inn meiri is added merely to distinguish it from 
Papey inn Litli in 77' . The earliest Rental form is Papay in 
Westra , R.F.O. 1492. 

In Papey Thorsteinn Ragna's son and his mother had a bú, 
probably, says Clouston, either mod. Backaskaill or Breckaskaill 
(Orkn. Par.337). On Papey also is the chapel dedicated to St. 
Tredwell who appears in 0.S. 326?-4-as Trgllhoena. Among the 
graves still visible round this chapel may be that of Rognvaldr 
Brusi's son, who acc. to O.S. 791( was buried in Papey. See 
further Marwick: Antic. Notes on Papa Westráy in P.O.A.S. 11I,31 -47. 

/ 

PAPIELI . 107 
ib 

, 109 6 , 172'2 , 285 7 . 

Text. MSS. 325a, 325, Flat. - i Papuli, i Papule. 

This name is usually derived from O.N. 'X' napá -by1i: "the 
abode of the páp_ar or priests." (See note on Papey). It is ob- 
viously a name of great antiquity. First the inflexional -a has 
atrophied; then pb has been assimilated to pp, giving the form 
found in Ldn. ciV" , Pappÿli, and in Papil, 'Grist, Shetland, of 
which the following early forms are extant:- 

j__ Parsile. D.N. III. 310 (1360) . 

,j Papiliu D.N. I. 2 (1405). 

It will be noted, however, that the Orkney form has ú_ and 
not y in the penultimate syllable. Now ú is not the normal devel- 
opment of 0.N. ÿ in the Orkney Norn (H.M.: Orkn. Norn, XLIT). 
There seem to be two alternative explanations 

r 

(i) The u_ in Papuli is the unmutated y of ' Papabyli. 
For parallel instances, see H.M.: Orkn. Norn, XLVIII. 

(ii) The second element in the compound was not by1i but bol 
(dat. sing. bali): "a farm ", "a settlement." Acc. to H.M.: Orkn. 
Norn, XLII, ú is a frequent development from 0.N. o in the Orkney 
Norn, and took place at a very early period. The Saga name would 
therefore be'x'Papúl, the dat. sing. of which, Papúli gives us the 
extant Saga form, and, by a shifting of stress, the modern name 
Paplay. This shifting appears to have taken place by the 16th 
century, as the Rental forms show: - 

Paple, Mnld. R.F.D. 1509. 
Paplay, S. Ron. M.R. 1492, P.R. 1500, R.F.O. 1561. 
Papia, S. Ron. R.E.O. 1562. 

Bayble. in Harris (G. Pabaill) seems to be derived from the same 
orig.'x'Papab61. 

There/ 



fa 

There are two districts called Paplay in Orkn., one in W. 
Holm, Mnld., the other in W. of S. Ronaldsay. There is no indica- 
tion in O.S. as to loc., except that it must be near Scapa, since 
Thorbjorn Clerk turns aside thither on his journey from Caithness 
to Scapa (2851), and some distance from Orphir, since Sveinn 
Asleif's son is suspected of hiding there after slaying Sveinn 
Breast -rope in Orphir (1721). Both places satisfy these condi- 
tions; and Dasent (Index) thinks both are required, one for 107, 
the other for the other refs. 

But several factors point to Holm. (i) Munch (quoted) A.96) 
argued that the name of the island is usually added in 0.S. when 
the Mnld. is not meant. But this does not always hold. It is 
more sound to argue that Papuli, being the larger farm of the two - 

it was originally a 36d land-TJ.S.C. in P.O.A.S. II, 66) - was well 
enough known to require no further specification. 
(ii) Papuli in 0.S. was bordland or Earldom property; and Paplay 
in W. Holm seems to have been so. The facts are as follows. 
Gunnhildr, daughter of Earl Erlendr gets a bú in Papúli - prob. 
only the part of the large estate due her by odal right - when she 
is married to Kol Kali's on (0.S. 107 `b). And Thora, widow of 
Earl Erlendr lives at Pauli at a bú after she is married to 
Sigurthr (0.3.1096). This may be the same btí as Gunnhild's; for 
Gunnhildr may have given it up when she went to Norway with her hus- 
band (0_S. 107 V-2°); ; or it may be another part of the estate. 

It may be argued of course that Papúli may have bdlonged to 
Sigurthr and not to Thora. But it is more simple to imagine 
this woman, of good Icel. stock, and strong- minded enough to 
feast the murderer of her son, keeping her ancestral estates 
under her eye, and possibly even intact, and passing them on 
to her son by her second husband - apparently her only sur- 
viving one - Hakon the Elder (0.S. l722'', 285/). 

In passing into the hands of Hakon it passed out of the Earl- 
dom property. This might explain away the fact that Paplay is not 
mentioned as bordland in the early Rentals. 

But that Paplay in Holm has the distinct exterior marks of a 
bordland bú is amply demonstrated by J.S.C. (P.O.A.S. V.66). The 
bú referred to in O.S. 107, 109, may have been what the Rentals call 
the Bull of Skaill -Tnow represented by two farms called The Bu), 
with the surrounding umbesetters or small farms, and a chapel on the 
shore. 

PETTLANDSFJpRDR. Passim. 

The Pentland Firth. The early Norse raiders must have 
called the North of Scotland Pentland, the land of the Pettir or 
Picts. Hence we read in Saxo Grammaticus that Ragnarr Lothrog 
ravaged in Scotland and Petland (ed. Muller, IX. 448) . 

There are many 

The intrusive n 
is a modern emendation 
trace. 

RAUDABJQRG/ 

Pettr names in Shetl. See J.J. Aarb.213,217. 

now fairly universally added in pronunciation 
the origin of which I have not been able to 



PAUDABJQRG. 68, 69, 88. 

The site of the sea -battle between Earls Thorfinnr and Roger 
valdr Brusi's son. Most probably to be identified with Roberry, 
a headland on the South side of Cantick Head, S. Walls. 

From O.N. rauóa, gen. sing. of rau6i: "red iron ore," once 
supposed by Norse settlers to be found in all red stone or soil 
(C.V.) ; and O.N. b2,2rg, plur. of bjarg: "a rock," used collect- 
ively in the sense of "a cliff." 

A full discussion of the very problematical identity of the 
headland will be found in my study, Some Saga P1. Ns. in P.O.A.S. 
IX. 43. See also J.S.C.: Hist. Orkn. 47 -49. 

REKAVIK. 122;45 127'6. 

Either Rackwick [ rae k'wik] in the W. of Hoy, or Rackwick on 
Rapness, Westray. Given as the residence of Thorljotr, son -in- 
law of Frakokk and Ljotr of Sutherland (122 "°). Clouston (Orkn. 
Par.217) thinks that Eackwick in Westray must be meant, because 
Thorljotr was "too important a man to have so miserable a fief as 
Rackwick in Hoy," and "because it was bordland property." But 
it is more likely that Frakokk would marry her daughter to a man 
in Hoy just across the Pentland Firth than to one in far distant 
Westray. And the fact that Thorljotr sent his son Oliver the Un- 
ruly to Frakokk in Sutherland to foster 1.27/5-) suggests also 
that the nearer of the two to Scotland is the Rekavik of the Saga. 
In Hitt. Orkn. 78n, Clouston suggests a third (less probable) 
identification of Rackwick near Stromness. The identity, I 

think, is still an open question. 

There are two possible and equally probable derivations. 

(i) From O.N. reka (gen. of reki: "something that has 
drifted ashore ") 4 vik: "bay." Cp. rekastrgnd: 
"drift strand," where whales or trees are driven 
ashore. Rackwick, the only bay in the W. of Hoy, 
must have much drift wood washed in. 

(ii) From O.N. Reka,.gen. of Reki, a nickname occurring 
once (LindT in D.N. IV, 733'-4 (1484), + vik. 

The Rental forms show that the inflexion had as usual been 
lost by 1500. 

Rakwic. M.R. 1492, P.R. 1500. 
Rackwick P.R. 1595. 
Raikwik. P.R. 1614. 

The last form is of interest in showing the [as] sound (by back 
mutation from O.N.e) which has survived till today, in spite of 
the mod. spelling a. 

REPdNADALR 
. 290 mt. , 292 

3 

Text:- MS. 325. - til* Rennudals . 

MSS. 332, Flat. - til Rennadals. 

The correct form is certainly Rennadair. In the two cases/ 



cases where 325 has Ren_nudalr, it is contradicted by both 
Flat. and 332, which cannot have derived an error from the 
same source. And 332 has the best, and 325 the worst 
spelling of all the HISS. Cp. notes on Daminsey and 
SkálpeiÖ where the same orthographical variations occur. 

The parish of Rendall. The etymology is difficult. The 
Rental forms are too late to give any assistance. 

Rendale. M.R. 1492. 
tt 

tt 

Rendaill. 

P.R. 1500, 1595. 
R.E.O. 1503. 
ß.E.0. 1565. 

Randell. R.E.O. 1580. 

(Note the back- mutation of e to a in the first 
element; cp. Rekavfk and Rackwick). 

first element in the name appears to be the same as that 
(Fms. VIII, 37, 333), now Rennebo, a farm in S. Trond- 
N :G. XIV, 166). It appears at first sight to be con - 

the 0.N. river name Renna ( "a stream ") (Norske Elvena- 
But that gives us a genitive Rennu, which probably was 
of the copyist who transcribed the name wrongly in MS. 

The 
in Rennabú 
hjem, Norw. 
nected with 
v1ge, 190) . 

in the mind 
325. 

In Ark. f. nord. fil. XXII, 112, I find a suggested solution 
by Magnus Olsen. On the analogy of the formation of 0.N. birki: 
"a group of birch- trees" from b,jork: "a birch -tree," he deduces 
'renni (gen. 'renna) : "a group of houses" from rann: "a house." 
Rennadalr is thus the "dale of houses." The suggestion does not 
seem to me a very good one, but I add it for what it is worth. 
Some connection with Renna is more probable, although no proof of 
this seems possible. 

The original district of Rendall was probably, Dr Marwick 
points out, (J.S.C.: Orkn. Par. 190n), the small valley at the foot 
of which stands the Hall of Rendall - past which runs a small 
stream which may have given it its name. 

RINANSEY. Passim. 

It has been customary to regard Rinan.sey (now N. Ronaldsay) 
as "the Island of St. Ringan or Ninian," support being found in the 
fact of church sites dedicated to that saint on the island. It 
is so regarded for example by Rev. A.B.Scott in his article?rna 
in Northern Pictland in S.H.R. II, (1905), 382. 

Ringan, however, is the Lowland Scots form of the name and 
is much too late to be borrowed by the early Norwegian settlers in 

the Orkneys. The Gael. form of the name, Truinnean, is phonetical- 

ly an impossible derivation. 

We are forced to classify Rinansey in the N.E. of the 

Orkneys with Unst, Yell and Fetlar in the N.E. of Shetland as words 

of unsolved etymology; they are conceivably of Pictish origin. 

The change from Rinans_y to Ronaldsay is fairly certainly 

due to Mainland or even Scottish influence. Local folk still 

refer/ 



refer to their island as Rinnalsay. The first occurrence of the 
corrupted form is in Fordoun's Revaldisay (14th cent.), where the 
v_, as Dr Marwick remarks in .5, i, 53, is probably a mistake 
for n. Jo Ben's Randlsay ( ?1529) shows the confusion surrounding 
the name. Blaeu.'s Ranals ly (1667) gives a fair rendering of the 
true local form. 

The bú of Thorsteinn Ragna's son can be located near the 
farm of BustaTfrom O.N.' Bolstaór) in the S. of the island; Busta 
was a 9d land and had the usual chapel (J.S.C.: Orkn. Par. 251). 

RQGNVALDSEY. Passim. 

South Ronaldsay. The mod. pronunciation ['rgnaldse] has 
existed from Norse times. Cp. Ronaldsey, R.E.O. 1329; Ronaldsay, 
R.E.O. 1492, 1503. 

The first recorded instance of "South" being added to the 
name, to distinguish it from North Ronaldsay (once Rinansey) is in 
1570 (R. E.0.) . 

SANDEY. 166, 185, 268, 281, 294. 

Sanday, the "sand isle." One of the first islands to be 
settled by the Norsemen. (See J.S.C.: Orkn. Par. 247; H.M.: 
Anti. Notes on Sanday in P.O.A.S. I, 21). 

i 

PNDVIK. 24, 30, 45, 48, 288. 

Sandwick in Deerness, where in the farm of Hlaunandanes 
lived Thorkell Fosterer, and where a century later Sveinn paid a 
visit to his kinswoman Sigrithr (2889). 

Rental forms:- 

Sandv.yk. R.E.O. 1534. 
Sandwik. " 1561. 
Sandwick. P.R. 1595. 

i 

SKALPEIB. 168, 1911' 267n, 284, 285, 306. 

The form is certainly SkalDeió, although MS. 325 in one in- 

stance has Klifsei6, where 332 and Flat., two MSS. not having hie 

same source, have Skál2ei6. Cp.notes on Daminsey and Rennatdalr. 

The ei6 or isthmus of Scapa, which divides the Mainland into 

two large unequal areas. 

The first element in the name appears to be O.N. skálpr: (a) 

"sheath for a dagger;" (b) "ship," found only in Gylfaginning, 

and in bu1.IV, 2,3. Perhaps it was named in the latter sense 

through the custom of dragging boats over it from the Peerie Sea 

in Kirkwall to Scapa Flow. 

The following list of Rental forms shows that, as with 
Haugs e iá 
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HaugseiÓ, the suffix had weakened by 1500, and that, as with 
Hrolfsey, the 1 was lost during the course of the 16th century. 

Scalpaye. M.R. 1492. 
Scalpay P.R. 1500, R.E.O. 1578. 
Scalpé. R.E.O. 1595. 
Scalia. P.R. 1595. 
Scapay. P.R. 1642. 

The last of these forms still represents the local pronunciation. 

SOGGBJARNARSTABIR . 268. 

From Skeggbjarnar (gen. of Skeggb.jgrn: "bearded bear," a 
nickname, Lind: Bin.)., stair: "a farm." A farm named after 
an early bondi. 

Anderson, followed by Vigf. and Nordal, identified it with 
some farm near Skebro Head in Rousay. But this seems to be in the 
wrong place. 

It is probably (but not necessarily) in Deerness. Anakol is 
in Deerness (O.S. 2671g) and sends Gauti of Sk.to Sveinn who has 
rounaed Mull Head from the South (0.S. 268'). But there is no 
trace of the farm today, or on any map, or in the Rentals. 

STEINSNES . 

Stennis. The name Steinsnes occurs only once (1741) in Flat. 
(The reading in 0 is not given in Nordal's ed. and might be of 
further assistance). It seems necessary to connect the name with 
the circle of Standing Stones on the spit of land that forms the in- 
land "ness" between the lochs of Harray and Stennis. But Steins 
is gen. sing. , not gen. plur. We expect'Steinanes - a form that 
is much more likely to be contracted to mod. Stennis ['stenas]. 
There is no medial s in any of the Rental forms: - 

Stanes, Staness. M.R. 
1500. 
1527. 
1546. 
1551, 
1595. 

1492. 

P.R. 1595. 

Stanehous. P.R. 
Stannes. R.E.O. 
Stennis. R.E.O. 
Stanehous. R.E.O. 
Stenhous. R.E.O. 

BlQesi's Stonesthous has the medial s; but no account can be taken of 
such a corrupt form. 

It would be interesting to know if 0., the M. Dan. trans. of 
the Saga, has the medial s. But even without that information we 
are fairly certain in assuming that the Saga form is really 

'x Steinanes, which was altered to Steinsnes by the scribe of Flat. or 
of some earlier MS. either by mistaking the a for an s or mistaking 
the first element in the name for the pers. n. Steinn, gen. Steins 
(as in Stainsby, Derbyshire). 

There are several parallel names to Stennis - Steinnis, Lewis; 
Stennes, Northmaven, Shetl. But these may be orig. 0.N.1-steinhus: 
"stone house" (J.J. Aarb. 114). The Rental form Stanehous shows 
that/ 
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that a similar folk etymology for Orkn. Stennis must have been 
current in the 16th century, no doubt suggested by the chambered 
mound of Maeshowe nearby. 

The á in the first syllable in the Rental forms shows the 
sound [ e] which has persisted from the O.N. period till t&d.ay in 
spite of the mod. spelling Stennis. 

There is no ref. in O.S.to any particular people living #t 
Stennis. But ruins of a castle have been discovered. See J.S.C. 
Orkn. Par. 167 -168, and PcO.A.S. V, 47. 

STRAUMEY. 300'4. 

The island of Stroma. From O.N. straumr: "stream -tide" 
ly: "island;" the "stream -tide" being that which flows through 

the Pentland Firth in which Stroma lies. 

f 

STRJONSEY. 130, 166, 172, 185, 268. 

Text:- The spelling is fairly certainly Stcjónsey, which 
is found in MSS. 332, 0., 325, and in three instances in 
Flat. In 130'4 Flat. has Streaumsel and in 172V Straums- 
ty; the latter apparently a scribal effort to give 
meaning to an unknown word. Curiously enough we find 
Stromesay in the 14th century Scottish historian Fordóun. 

The island of Stronsay. The meaning of the name is 

uncertain. The earliest Rental form is Stronsay, R.E.O. 1535. 
There are many parallels among Scand. pl. ns. with the element 
Str76n (see N.G. X, 72); and the Danish island Strynb may be con- 
nected with the same root. Magnus Olsen (N.G. l.c.) derives the 
name tentatively from a word represented in O.E. by strëon: "gain', 
"profit," and hence, "places rich in fishing, etc." Strgna 
occurs as the nickname of an Englishman Eadrik in Flat. II, 22, 

and elsewhere. Dr. Marwick (P.O.A.S. V, 73) offers another 0.E. 
parallel in Bede's name for Whitby StrZones -halh, which Bede 
translates sinus fari: "beacon- bay." But, as Dr Marwick says, 
there seems no reason to call Stronsay "Beacon- island." Olsen ;s 
etymology is more probable. 

SVEFNEY . 167/ 

A misreading in Flat. for Sviney (q.v.). 

SVELGR 
. 188 

The famous Swelkie whirlpool near Stroma in the Pentland 
Firth. O.N. svelgr: "a whirlpool." In Grottäsgngr, Elder 
Idda, it was fabled to be caused by the sea being sucked down 
through the eye of the quern "Grotti" which grinds the salt for 
the sea. Its terrors seem to have been a byeword among the 
Norsemen. In J.S. l881, Sveinn is described as sailing "between 
Hoy and Graemsay, east of Swelkie and thence to the Moray Firth" - 
a sentence which gives it an importance that seems greater than 
its/ 
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its due. 

In 01. H.S. ch. 184 (Hkr. 374) Earl Hakon Eirik's son's 
ship is lost at sea on his way from Norway to England, possibly in 
the Pentland Firth; and "they who believe this say he was driven 
into the Swelkie" (Hkr. 1.c.). Theodericus (ed. Storm, 31) calls 
the Swelkie "Charybdis" and goes out of his way to describe its 
terrors. In Hak.S. ch. 327, King Hakon loses a ship in the 
Swelkie. 

SVÌNEY. 130; 167' 

Text: - MS. 325. - 1303, 1.674 - Sviney. 
MS. Flat. - 130 3. Sviney. 

167.fß Svefney. 

Spelling clearly Sviney, Flat's SvefnEy in 167/4' being an 
unexplainable scribal error. 

The island of Swona in the Pentland Firth, residence of 
"a poor man" Grimr, and his two stalwart sons Asb j orn and Margathr. 

From O.N. syina (gen. plur. of svin: "swine ") i. 2y: 
"island." Cp. Swine Holm near Gairsay (O.N.?C svina-hólmr). 

The O.N. form has undergone little alteration in pronun- 
ciation beyond the shortening of the first vowel. The first 
Rental form - Swinnay, R.E.O. 1550 - still represents the local 
pronunciation. The spelling with o, however, is of almost equal 
antiquity:- 

SwonaY. R.E.O. 1566. 

TANNSKARAINES. 129, 161, 162. 

The Flat. reads Tannskaarunes (O.S., 1611° 1623); but 
MS. 325, which gives more reliable spellings, has Tannskaranes 
thrice (0.S. 129°, 161', 1623). 

The first element in the name is O.N. tannskari, a nick- 
name occurring in hdalar Jcns Sam, compounded of O.N. tann: "a 
tooth," and skara: "to jut out" (C.V.). Tankerness is therefore 
"Tannskari's Ness," "the Ness of the man with the jutting -out 
tooth." Cp. Tannanes in D.N., VIII, 279 (1509). 

I quote the Rental forms, which show in an interesting 
fashion the development of the name:- 

Tanskertnes - R.E.O 
Tangskeriness - 

Tanskernes. - 

Tankarne s . - P.R., 
Taukernes. - R.E.O 
Tankryrrnes. 
Tankirnes. - R.E.O 

. , 1455. 
1492. 

. 1495. 
1500, R.E.O., 1500. 

. 1519, 1563, 1566; P.R., 1595. 

. 1543. 

. 1559, 1597. 

From the above we may argue that the inflexions in both 
elements in the compound, s and á (i in M 2., 1492), survived at 
least into the 15th century, and that the second element remained 
accented/ 
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accented into the 16th. 

Erlingr and his stalwart sons who lived in Tankerness 
(O.S. 129b) probably had their bú where Tankerness Hall now is 
(See --by J.S.C. in P.O.A.S. V. 46). 

UPPLAND. 1301, 185g. 

This is given as being in Hoy, and the residence of John 
Wing. As Clouston points out (Orkn. Par. 217) all Hoy was bord- 
land or Earldom property, so that John Wing must have held part 
of it in fief as a vassal chieftain of Earl Paul. He thinks 
that Upland does not refer to a particular estate or house, but 
merely to the more hilly or northern half of the island, and that 
John Wing lived, presumably, at the Bu of Hoy, the head house of 
the Parish. 

VAGALAND. 2853, 2881, 300`x. 

The parish of Walls, the S. portion of the island of 
Hoy. 

From 0.N. má gá (gen. plur. of vá.gr: "a voe" or inlet of 
the sea) - land,- "the land of the voes." The mod. name Walls 
[w @s] comes from the nom. plur. vágar (r to s prob. through Scots 
influence). The antiquity of the mod. contraction is shown by 
Fordoun's spelling and the Rental forms: - 

Wawis. FordOun (14th cent.) . 

Wawis. M.R. 1492. 
Wallis. M.R. 1492, P.R. 1500. 
Wais. R.E.O. 1568. 
Walls. P.R. 1595. 

Cp. Walls, similarly pronounced, in Shetl. 

VESTFJ9RDR. 1664.3 

Vigf. and later editors have taken this to be Westray 
Firth. But this would 1 á long and hazardous route for a ten - 
oared boat from Stronsay to Orphir. The natural route is to 
sail to the Bay of Firth, leaving about 7 miles to be done on 
foot or on horseback. 

Dr. Marwick (P.O.A.S. V. 66) assuming that, leaving the 
Bay of Holland in Stronsay, they took the route via Mull Head 
and Holm Sound, surmises that Vestfj rór is Stronsay Firth. 
It is indeed quite conceivable that the earliest Norse settlers 
in the eastern isles of the Orkneys should call this Firth the 

West Firth. 

But/ 



But if the route via the Bay of Firth was taken, then 
Vestfj2r6r must be identified with Wide Firth between Shapinsay 
and Rendall. 

VESTNES. 89, passim, to 193. 

Westness in Rousay, where dwelt "a man of rank" Sigurthr, 
a close friend of Earl Pahl Hakon's son. The site of his skálï 
is probably not at the present Westness House but at the old house 
of Skaill, where Mr .Clouston has discovered the foundations of 
a square built tower, closely resembling the keep on Wyre, with 
traces of a courtyard. See J.S.C. in P.O.A.S. V, 46, and H.M. in 
P.O.A.S. II, 17, for further details. 

VESTREY. 129, passim, to 182, 302. 

Westray, "the West island," so named by the early Norse 
settlers in the Eastern isles of the Orkneys. 

i 

VÌDIVAGR. 28211 . 

Widewall Bay in S. Ronaldsay (0.S. 28214), an L- shaped 
bay still used as a shelter for storm -bound ships. Apparently 
named after the vegetation on its low but sheltered shores. 

From viôi (compounding form, of vi6ir, "willow" C.V.) 4. 

vagr: "voe"; ttWillow-bay." Cp. Viôidalr, -nes, -skozr in Ldn.; 
and in Shetl., - 

Videl (from'X viôi -dalr) , Fetlar. 
Vister (from l$. vói -setr) , Dunrossness. 

(J.J., Aarb. 190, however, derives the two latter from 
viôr, "a wood. ") . 

The earliest Rectal forms give a spelling closely corres- 
ponding to the mod. pronunciation ['wnidwD]:- 

Widewaw, Wydewaw, M.R. 1492. 
Widwall, Wydwall, P.R. 1500. 
Wydewall, Wyddwall, P_ .R. 1595. 

Cp. also Wydwa, Blaeu, 1667. 

/ 
VIGR. 214. 

Text:- 214. - IVIS. 0 (pnly) - Viger (supplied in text 
by S.N. as Vi r) . 

The island of Wyre between Rousay and Gairsay. 0.N. vier 
means a "spearhead", and the island is doubtless so named from its 
shape. 

On Wyre was the castle of Kolbeinn Hruga, the giant 
Cubbie Roo of Orcadian folk lore. See Dr. Marwick's article on 
Kolbein/ 
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Kolbein Hruga's Castle in P.O.A.S. VI 9 -11. 

The mod. pronunciation Lw,i tr] is interestingly represent- 
ed in the early Rental forms:- 

Wyre M. R . 1492. 
Wyir P.R. 1500 . 
'Ayer P.R. 1495. 

VQLUNES. This name, occurring only once (O.S. 297's; MSS. Flat. and 
332) as the residence of Bartk, a kinsman of Sveinn's in Sanday, 
has not survived. It was probably in the S.W. of Sanday, since 
Sveinn approached the island from the S. of Rousay and being in 
danger of pursuit would naturally make land as soon as possible. 

In the S.W., however, we have only Spur Ness and Hacks Ness. 
In Clouston's Orkney Parishes (under Sanday) the suggestion is made 
that the name may survive in a field -name Voly'ar on the farm of 
Stove near the Point of Hacks Ness; this name appears in Pew. EL?. 
4sAmAlai. as Walgarth. But I am unable to connect this phonological- 
ly with any etymological interpretation of VQlunes given below. 

Velu may be any of three things:- 
w 

(i) Acc. plur. of volr: a round stick;.a blunt edge. 
(ii) Gen. sing. of vala:"a knuckle -bone; a nickname for a 

dog. w u 

(iii) Gen. sing. of v_ lva: a witch. (C.V.). 

The first of these can be ruled out as meaningless. 

The second is conceivable; a nickname given to a dog may well 
have been applied to a man. There is an instance of knuckle -bones 
being used for fortune -telling, whence the adjective v9lu- spakr: 
"knuckle- wise." (C.V.). The nickname may have had some such 
significance. 

I favour, however, the third interpretation. "The Witch's 
Ness" would be an interesting addition to the list of Orkney 
place names with necromantic associations. 

pINGAVQLLR 
. 2934' la. 

From O.N. Linga (gen. plur. of ping: "assembly of bondar;i' 
see C.V.) + vollr: "field" - "the field of the Things." 

1 ingwall in Rendall, Mnld. It is the only place of that name 
in Orkney and is near Damsay (O.S. 293). (It may be noted in 
passing that Vigf. mis- spells it !ynvall, and Nordal (Index) puts 
it in Rousay). Cp. Tingwall, Shetl.; Dingwall, Ross and Crom.; 
Tynwald, Isle of Man, and Dumfries. The earliest Rental form» 
is Tyngwell, R.E.O. 1492. It seems to be referred to in O.S. 
112 %, in the Tingstod Orkneyinga (see note). It is the reld- 
ence of Helgi Hrolf's son, uncle of Sveinn Asleif's son. (O.S. 

293). A large mound - like the Tynwald mound in Man - marks 
where the Things were prob. held. For descrip. of mound, see 

article by J. Fraser in P.O.A.S., VI, 69 -70. 

ORFJARA/ 
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QRFJARA. 125, 166, 168, 169, 172, 285, 287. 

The parish of Orphir, Mnld., although in Norse times 
the name may have applied only to the district round about the 
Earl's Hall beside the present Old Parish Church. 

O.N. 9rfjara means "ebb- tide." An island approachable 
on foot a low -water was called in Icel. Qrfirisey; cp. Orfa.say, 

Yell, Shetl. Dr Marwick (in J.S.C.: Orkn. Par. 65) suggests that 
the name QrfJárá first appeared in connection with the tidal island, 
the Holm of Houton, and was thence extended to the neighbouring 
Mainland district, and finally to the parish. All that is known 
of the Earl's Hall will be found in A.W. Johnson's article, The 
Earl's Bu at Orphir, in Saga Book of Viking Club, IIL 

The Rental forms are as follows:- 

Orphara. M.R. 1492. 
Orphir. M.R. 1492 
Orphair. P.R. 1500; R.E.O. 1574; P.R.1595, 1642. 
Orpher. R.L.O. 1529, P.R. 1614. 
Orphare. R.É.O. 1530. 
Orphir. R.E.O. 1579. 
Orphar. R.E.O. 1597. 

The modern pronunciation ['grfer] appears to have been 
established in the late 15th century. 



CAITHNESS and SUTHERLAND. 

ASGRIMSERG. 315 9 

Literally, "Asgrim's erg or shieling." Erg is the O.N. form of Celt. airigh L'erix] the name still given to a turf hut used by herdmen when the cattle are on hill pasture. Ord. Surv. Maps usually call it an Erd or an Earth House. The normal O.N. 
term was setr (See 0.S. 309`3). 

Gael. airigh is now pron. ['eri ] and usually appears in 
pl.ns. as airy or ary. E.g. Aulasary, Uist, (X"Ólafsairigh). 
It is therefore reasonable to assume that Anderson was right 
(A.187) in identifying Asgrimserg with Assery, a farm at the 
North end of Loch Calder, Caithness. Whether this was the 
original site of the erg is questionable. See note on ch.103, 
and my study of the ch. in P.O.A.S., X, 24. 

Valuable discussions of the term erg will be found in 
P.S.A.S. LVII (1923), Dr. Marwick's Art. on Celt. Pl.Ns. in 
Orkney; and in Ekwall: Scands. and Celts in N.W.En 1. 74.. 
Previously, MacBain had treated the word at length ( Pl.Ns. of H. 
and I. of Scotl., 289 -292); but he confused the word with O.N. 
hQrgr: "a heathen place of worship." 

i 

BERUVIK (for BERUDALR). 281n. 

, 
The name occurs thrice - in 44y4, 2769, ", 281n. In the 

-tot to case* it is certainly Berwick -on- Tweed (See Pl.Ns. of 
Rest of Scotland). In 281n, it occurs in F1., and not in 
parallel MSS. 325 and O. Gray therefore (C. and S. in S. Time, 
148, Note 33) conjectures a misreading in Flat. for brudkau is 
"bridal feast," a word which occurs a few lines abovT281t). 
But it is simpler to take it as a misreading on analogy of 44' 
and 2764 "for Berudal (Mod. Berriedale in Latheron, Caithness) up 
which Earl Haraldr would naturally travel on his way from the 
coastlof Sutherland to Thurso. That the, original reading was 
Beruvik is improbable, for there is no vik or bay at the mouth 
of the river,(cp. A., 18). And the prepositions of.- n fra 
before Beruvik are normally used (C.V.) of a journey up a valley 
and over a watershed. Moreover the name Berriedale occurs in 
quite early sources: - 

Byrida.le. Orig. Par. 1337. 
Beridale. " 1340. 
Berridaill. " 1456. 
Beredaill. It 1497. 

From 0.N. beru, gen. sing. of bera, a very common 0. 
Scand. river -name + dalr. Bera means "a she -bear," but is 
also a woman's name, and it is not certain in which sense it 
became a river -name (See Norske Elvenavne, 10 -12). Cp. Berdal 
( Beredal, 1567; 0.N.') Berudalr) Leikanger, Norw. (N.G. XII, 
1345 

DALAR. 301 "' , 307 )3 

Mackay (Hist. of Prov. of Cato, 15) argues that the name 
was/ 
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was applied loosely to the long parallel valleys running down 
from Stra.thnaver in Caithness to the sea in the West, comparing 
them to the sheep- raising Dalir of W. Icel. and W. Norway. 

But Skene (Celt. Sc. I. 376, 390, 397) is probably 
right in regarding the term as one applied to a particular 
region - the old Scot. Kingdom of Dalriada, by the first syllable 
of which indeed the O.N. name may originally have been suggested;. 
(it is significant that the form Dalar is older than the more 
usual O. Icel. Dalir). For this, the Saga gives good evidence. 
According to 307'$, Sumarli6i holdr had a riki, a definite 

%,staik..4 "realm," in DalarA. Then his family get the name of Dalverj 
F f áett (307'7): "the race of the men of Dalar"; and -verjar is 

,' normally applied to a particular tribe, as in Manverjar: "men of 
Man," Rómverjar: "Romans," (C.V.). In Nj.S. ch. 87 (Rolls 88 
I, 3233 we read that "Sigurthr held Moray and Ross, Sutherland 
and Dalar;" here again, the usage is of a particular political 
unit. 

These facts confirm Skene's proof (l.c. 1,397, note 22) 
Rg3A from the Chronn.Man. 60, where Sumarlîthi is called Sumarled 

Regulus Herergaidel, i.e. ruler of Airer Gaidhel (Mod. Argyll), 
of which Dalriada was a part. 

Of its extent it is difficult to judge. It probably 
stretched from as far North as Glendhu (See I_vlgrkvaf. irár) and 
p.96-6.14iy as far South as Mull, or further. 

DALAR. 19. 

This name, "Dales," might refer to any of the valleys 
in Caithness. It is probable that the word was originally y 

singular, Dalr, and perhaps to be identified with Dalr, 0.5.122 ., 

But any identification is conjectural. 

DMA e 122. 

The residence of I' 'iIoddan, father of Helga and Frakokk. 

There are several farms called Dale in Caithness. 
Perhaps it is to be identified with the old farm of Dale (see 

Blaeu) up Thurso Dale, South of Halkirk. It may have gained 
an early prominence as a farm site through the presence of a 
large broch furnishing abundant building stone (Inv. Mon. Caith- 

ness, 34). 

DUNGALSBOER. 44, 129, 166, 167, 198, 206, 207, 208. 

Lit., "the farm of Dungall," the latter pers. n. being 

the 0.N. form of the Celt. pers. n. Dungall (^ X'Dubh Gall: 

"black stranger" or "Dane "). 

Fully dealt with by J. Mowat in Pl.Ncof Canisbáy, 
168 -169. 

EKKJALL/ 



EIKKJALL . 50. 

As is shown in the note on Ekkjalsbakkij this is 
clearly the River Oykell flowing into the Dornoch Firth. 
According to Henderson (Norse Infl. 28) it is derived from Celt. 
Oichel: "high" (cp. Ochil Hills), and is named from the high 
craggy range of hills on its North bank. 

EIKKJALSBAKI . 8, 188, 197. 

Lit., "The bank of the Oykell." Skene (Celt. Sc, 
I, 337n) tried to prove that it was to be identified with the 
banks of the R. Findhorn. The reading in 0. in 0.8. 197'3 
certainly suggests a location near Elgin. But the Saga text is 
here confused.(See note on 197'3 ). All other evidence points 
to the craggy North bank of the Oykell, which may equally be 
identified with the ¿X0,1 -ir11,4\11 of Ptblemy's map. Gray 
(C. and S. in Sága Time, 21) points out that the term "hackie" 
is still applied to ranges of hills in Caithness and Sutherland; 
e.g. Backies in Dunrobin Glen, and Coldbackie and Hysbackie near 
Tongue. Further, it is possible to identify the burial mound 
of Sigurthr at Ekkjalsbakki (0.S. 8). with Sydera or Cyderhall 
near Dornoch ( vardhoch, from 0.N. X' Sigurla.rhau , in Eccles. 
Charter, 1222, C.S.R. 15). According to Gray l.c.), Dr Joass 
identified the mound as one called Croc Skardie on the S.E. bank 
of the R. Evelix near the farm of Sydera. 

EYS1'.EINSDALR. 327'74). 

This is probably to be identified, as Munch suggested 
( N. H. 1E. cf s3 ) with Ausdale, Latheron, Caithness. This 
name occurs in a Geog. Description of Latheron, 17 -, in M.G.Ç. 

I, 163, 165, and in Blaeu as Ousdale. 

Ausdale is not, as the Saga says, the boundary line 
between Caithness and Sutherland; it is considerably further 
North. But the final section of 0.5. in which the name occurs 
is not particularly reliable. 

A note on the name appears in Orig. Paroch., III, 

804.n.í., which states that it "was evidently on the range 
named the Mound or Drumhallesdell." This assumes that 146 

lee z se =z é, the Saga description of its location is 
correct. 

The question remains as to whether the name is a 

Norse or a Celtic one. 0.N. Eysteins- may conceivably have 

become Aus -, for asteinn occasionally occurs in early MSS. as 

Austeinn (Lind: Dopn). 

FORS. 309, 310, 315. 

The 
Forci) still to 
adal, O.S. 30 " 
to/ 

farm of Forsie (from the O.N. locative case, 

be found at the N. end of Loch Calder (i{K1f- 
. The fors or waterfall that gives its name 
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to both farm and river is near by. _. 

A full study of its location and the events connected 
with it will be found in my art. on The Death of Earl Rognvaldr 
in P.O.A.S. X. 21 -25. 

HAKIRKJA 330. 

Literally, "High Church," now Halkirk up Thurso Dale. 
Appears first in Scottish sources, as Haulare, in Bagimont's 
Roll of Teinds from the Bishopric of Caithness, 1275, 1276 
(C.S.R. 42, 82). 

The present church, which no doubt occupies the site of the 
original one, is situated with a fine view down the valley, the 
hills of Hoy being visible 6n the sky -line. Near it is the 
remnant of the older part of the village. 

HJALlUNNDALR . 197. 

Helmsdale. Near the foot of the valley on an uncertain 
site was the chief residence of the virago Frakokk in which she 
was burned to death by Sveinn Asleif's son, c.1139. 

The etymology is problematical. See my study of the name 
in P.O.A.S. IX, 42, and a note by Mr Clouston in P.O.A.S. XI, 
62. 

i 
HJALMUNDALSA. 198. 

From Hjalmundals 
"river." 

The R. Helmsdale 
(q.v.). 

(gen. sing. of Hjalmundalr) O.N. á: 

or Ullie which flows down Hjalmundalr 

HQFN. 2011' 

H2fn in Caithness, the burial place of Earl Hlothver (0.S. 
20'1), was identified with Huna, a small bay near John o' 

Groats, in Orin. Parach., 813. Or. Paroch. quotes an early 
spelling Hwnays. from a Retour of 1574. This identification is 
accepted without comment by Anderson. 

But there seems no phonological connection between Hgfn and 
and Hwnaye. Indeed, O.N. hQfn normally appears to -lay as Ham. 

It is much more likely that HQfn here is Ham (or Ham Berry), 
a narrow bay in the parish of Dunnet which has long been a 
harbour for small vessels. In a series of Answers to Queries 

addressed to Mr Wm. Dundas (117th cent., quoted in MacfarlaneTs 
Geog. Collections, III, 84), we read: "The harbours for livering 

and loading are Thurso water (Week, Staxigo, Murkle, Ham for 
smaller vessels)." 

A three- chambered mound known as "the Earl's Cairn" stands 
about/ 
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about 3z miles inland from Ham Berry near the farm of Holland 
Maik. It is fully described in the Inv. of Anc. Mon. in. Caith. 
23 -24. Was this the mound. of Hlothver ? 

Ivir John Mowat has independently reached the sane conclu- 
sions as myself with regard to this pl. n. (Pl. Ns. of Canisba, 
177). 

KALFADALR. 309, 310. 

The straight and rather picturesque valley in which lies 
Loch Calder. In. 0.S. 3091' it is described as projecting off 
the valley of the River Thurso. The modern farm of Forsie 
(0.N. Fors, 309) lies just N.W. of the Loch. These two facts 
corroborate the identification. 

From 0.N. Kalfa 
a nickname and pers. 
dale." Cp. Kolvidel 
1), Shetl. (J.Jn8 

(gen. sing. 
n. meaning 
(occurring 

Caldale, St. Ola, Orkn. 

of Kálfi, wk. form of Kálfr, 
"a calf. ") + dalr; "Kalfi's 
as d Kalfadali, 1360, D.N. III 

The 0.N. form survives in Blaeu's Caldel. 

But the 0.N. name seems to have been superseded by the 
common Gaelic name for a wooded stream, Choille -dur, Anglicized 
normally as Calder, not because of woodland (of which there is 
little) but as the nearest Gaelic equivalent to the sound of the 
O.N. word. 

KALFADALSA. 315°4 

Probably the stream that drains Loch Calder into Forss 
Water, called Alltan Ghuinne. It lies 2 mile below Forsie and. 
Assery (O.N. Aszrimserg, 3159). 

From Kalfadals (gen. sing. of Kalfadalr) + 0.N. a: "river' 

KATANES. Passim. 

Caithness and Sutherland originally formed one province 
which was called in Celt. Cat as early as the 6th cent. (Wiron.. 
Picts and Scots, 25) and as late as the middle of the 12th 
(ib. 135). From this name the Norsemen formed a wk. gen. sing. 
Kata to compound with the suffix nes, (on the analogy perhaps 
of Katanes in Icel.) giving the name, so far as Saga informa- 
tion goes, to the Northern part only of the Province of Cat. 

C.V. quotes a folk etymology of the name given in Isl. 
b4.o6- s2gur, II, 85: "Then Hor6r gave a name to the Ness and 
called it Katanes, because it seemed to him that many a small 
ship (0.N. katf) perished there." 

The inflexion in the first element of the name is found 
dropped as early as The Book of Deer (12th cent.) which has the 
form/ 
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form Catness, although the three syllable form survived in 
Latin as Cathanesia and in Shetl. Norn Kadanes (J.J.: Etym. 
Dict. of the Norn Lang. in Shetl., I, XVIII). 

Further early spellings are to be found in Mackenzie: 
Sc. Pl. Ns. 159. 

LAMBABORG. 208, 209, 212, 266, 273. 

Identified with Bucholly Castle, S. of Freshwick Bay 
by Munch and Ai erson. This rock headland is certainly suf- 
ficiently isolated to make an utterly impregnable fortress. 
But it runs parallel to the shore, whereas Lambabórg projects 
seawards (langt meö s.jdnum annan veg, 208/b). And it is not 
so precipitous on the seaward side as to require the ropes 
Sveinn and Margathr used to lower themselves into the sea. 
See Map V, and Illustrations I and II. 

A visit to Freshwick in 1929 convinced me that the 
probable site was the Broch of Ness, a headland 70 -80 yards 
long jutting out to sea much nearer Freshwick House and Burn, 
on which the ruins of a fortress with protective ditch and wall 
can still be seen. A.W.Johnston (Old Lore Misc., vol. IX, pt. 
III, 156) had already come to the same conclusion, and is sup- 
ported by fte.Clouston (Hist. Orkn., 123). The latter notes 
that it is near enough to Freshwick Burn for a man (i.e. Eirikr, 
274'Z) to be recognised at once from there; and he adds that the 
term borg shows it to have been à stronghold of the primitive 
kind and not a kastali like that on Wyre or Damsay. Without 
doubt it was a rebuilt Pictish broch. See plan and description 
in the Report by the Royal Commission on Ancient Monuments, 
Inv. Mon. C three s s , 131. 

From O.N. Lamba (gen. of Lamb!, a pers. n.) Borg; - 
"Lambi's broch" or " Lambi's fortress." Lembi may have been 
the man who rebuilt the broch. The name occurs frequently in 
pl. ns. Cp. Lambaness, in Sanday, Orkn., and in Northmavine, 
Shetl. 

NIYRKKOL . 16 '6 . 

The district of Murkle round the large farm of West 
Murkle, three or four miles east of Thurso. There is a small 
sandy bay near the farm suitable for beaching boats, and a 
rocky bay nearer still called the Haven, with ruins on a pro- 
truding sea -banks resembling a chapel. 

Earl Arnfinn's presence at Murkle suggests that it 
was bordland or Earldom property. This is confirmed by several 
facts. In 1297, Earl John of Caithness swore fealty to Edward 

I at Murcie. (Genealogy of the Earls of Sutherland, 37). 

Again, we read of James in 15 '27 granting Muif ll fo'William 

Sinclair as heir apparent (Reg. Mag. Sig. XXI, NoNo.42). 

Derivation from O.N. roots is possible. We might 

have any of the following : - 
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(i) from 0.N. mmxrr + kollr: "mire- head." 
(ii) from 0.N. myrk + kollr: "dark- head." 

(iii) from 0.N. myrk + hoLa: "dark hole." 

But there are no extant Scand. parallels for such names; the 
name seems unknown to both scribes, and none of the above ety- 
mologies suits the scenery. 

We must look to Celtic Muirchol, occurring in Adamnan's 
name of Ardnamurchan, Artda Muirchol (according to W.J.W.: 
IdcBain's Pl. Vs. 93) from O. Celt. Artda (plur of ardd "high caper') 
+ muir: "sea," + col: "wickedness " ; - "capes of sea -wickedness" or 
piracy. A similar name may well have been given by the Cats of 
Caithness to the sheltered Murkle Bay in early Viking days. 

larREVAFJ9DR. 308. 

Lit. "Dark Firth." It is not to be confused with Myrkva- 
f r6 r, 0.S. 211" , which is the Firth of Forth. This "Dark 
Firth" must be on the West Coast. It is the scene of the slaying 
of Gilli Odran by Sveinn while the latter was on a war -cruise 
against Sumarlithi of Dalar (q.v.) who had his quarters in Skot- 
landzfiróir. 

Vied., following P.W.Thomas, identified it with Loch Linnhe, 
which has the alternative Gael. name of Linne Dubh: "Black Pool" 
(Rolls 88, I, XXXVIII) . 

Anderson (A.182) however, was more probably right in 
'r choosing Loch n ,`; the inner part of Kylestrome in Suthefland. 

The name suits very well its dark steep sides. It would make an 
excellent hiding place for a pursued ship. 

But the question is still open; the answer is partially 
dependent on the location of Dalar. 

NES. Passim. 

A frequent abbreviation in O.S. for Katanes (q.v.). 

i 

SKARABOLSTIA)R . 326" 

Scrabster, in W. of Thurso Bay. Bet*een the present 

Scrabster pier and Thurso the remains of Bishop John's Palace or 

hag are still to be seen - a large grass- covered mound on the 

shore. 

From O.N. Skára 
and pers. n. meaning "a 
"Skari(s farm. Skári 
navia and Scotland. 

(gen. sing. of Skári (Lind), a nickname 
young sea gull ") + bólstaór: "farm"; - 

occurs frequently in pl. ns. in Scandi- 

E.g. Scarrabus (fromX'Skrabólsta05r), Islay, 

Scaravat (from -n'Skáravatn) , Harris. 

Scarista (from X Skárasts:5ir) , Harris. 

Scarinish ( from -k Skásotnes) , Tiree. 

Skárastábir/ 

Scotl. 
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Skarastaòir, Icel., bordar S. (Ed. 1848) 59 . 

Skorstad (fromX Skárastáóir), Namdal, Norway, N.G. XV. 331. 

A full description of the Bishop's Palace at Scrabster is to be 
found in Bishop Forbes' Journal, 197, 198 (quoted in D. Beaton: 
Eccles. Hist. of Caithness, Wick, 1909, p.41). 

SKIDAMYRR . 20', 21/. 

This battle 
farm of Skitten 
The mod. name is 

The name is 
Bratsberg, Norw. 

site is probably the 
(from O.N. g Skiöatun) 
the Moss of Killidist 

stretch of moorland near the 
a few miles N.W. of Wick. 

er. 

paralleled by Skimyr ( fr om X Ski6 am,ÿrr ) in H j artdal, 
, N. G. VII, 312. 

The first element in the compound is fairly certainly gen. sing. 
of the pers. n. Skid (Lind: Dopn.) Cp. its occurrence in other 
farm names:- 

Skistad (from' Skióa- staóir) , Overhallen, Norw. , N.G. XV. 317; 
and elsewhere., 

Skirod (fromXSkióaruó), Vaaler, Smaalerenes, Norw., N.G. I. 
366. 

Skiary (from O.N.xSki6a 4 Celt. airigh), Loch Hourn, Suther- 
land. , , 

Skibo (from XSkióa -bol), Dornoch Firth. Skibo (Gael. Sgiobul) 
appears in early charters as Scithebol, 1222 -45, and 
Scythebolle, 1275 (C.S.R., 19777. 

There is no reason to assume any connection with the O.N. river 
name Skióa (N.G. XV, 245), which would give a gen. sing. Sinu -. 

STAURR. 284 . 

The narrative shows Staurr to be a point on the West coast of 
Scotland probably not far South of Cape Wrath. Anderson's identi- 
fication with Ru Stoer, Assynt, Sutherland (A.167) is beyond ques- 
tion. This identification also fitt the ref. to it in Siguróar- 
bglkr (c.1140) of Ivarr Ingimund's son, where we read that Sigurthr 
Sham - deacon "as commander fed the ravens with Scots blood in the 
Firths (i.e. Sk tlandzfiròir) and won a victory on the inner side of 
Staurr" (inn frd Stauri) (Skjaldg. B.I.469). The same point may 
also be referred to in Sturlunga Saga (ed. Vigf. II. 290) where 
Hrafn Sveinbjorn and his fleet took shelter from a N. wind "off the 
place that is called Staurr." 

O.N. staurr means a "pale" or "stake," and as a pl. n. was ap- 
plied to a tall stack of rock like the Old Man of Hoy. In fact Mr 
John Mooney informs me that he has heard the Old Man called "The 
Staurr." In Shetland we have "De Staur," Fladabister, Cunnings - 
burgh, and the "Staurs o' Kinora," W.Hoy (J.J.Aarb. 152), and "The 
Old Man of Stoor" near Portree in Skye. There is a stack of rock 
just south of Ru Stoer from which the headland must have taken its 
name. 

As O. N. au became Celt ó, the name appears to have been 
at/ 



at an early period confused by Celtic speakers with star: "large" 
(from O.N. storr); hence its use as an adj. qualifying Celt. 
ruadha: "a headland" instead of as a noun. It is as an adj. that 
it appears first in Scottish sources: Rowestore, 1386 (C.S.R. I. 
173) . 

Not only the ancient Celts were confused by the similarity 
of the two terms. McBain (P&Ns. of H. and I. of Scotl.l7) wrongly 
derives Staurr from O.N.stórr. 

SUf)RLAND. Passim. 

Sutherland, the "South land," - the name given by the 
Norse settlers in Caithness to the Southern portion of the old 
province of Cat. 

VÌK. 202, 208, 209n., 266. 

The town of Wick, named from the vik or bay in which it 
lies. The absence of any qualifying prefix suggests that it was 
a very early Norse settlement. 

i i 
IDJORSA. passim. 

The reading is normally horsá in MSS. 332, 325, and O. 
Flat. in two cases has Dorsey (128d 186 7) but otherwise 
Porsaa. In one case MS.325 has Djorsa (128(-); cp. the Gael.. form 
Inbhir- Thiörsa. As both Ddrsá and Pjórsá have Scand. parallels 
it is difficult to say which was the original form. 

In Icel. was a river D6rsá: "Thor's river," and Dórsnes, 
Ffyrb.S.7 (ed. Vigf.); and there is Torshavn, Faeroes. 

But Dorr is not listed in Norske Elvenavne as a river name element. 

On the other hand we have the Icel. river Diórsá: 
"Bull's river," menti oued jn any of the Sagas. The Gael. name 
lends support to this form, ̂ the earliest spellings in Scottish 
sources incline in the other direction:- 

Turishau. C.S.R. 1275. 
Thorsau. " 1276. 

There may also be some support for this in Ptolemy's "Tarvedum or 
Cape Orkas," which may be Dunnet Head. The first syllable may be 
Gael. tarbb: "a bull," so that the O.N. name would be a transla- 
tion of an orig. Celtic one. 

I incline to the second form. 

DJÓRSDALR . 309'11 330 . 

Thurso Dale; from the riverorsá which drained it. 

DRASVIK. 2666 274b. 

The incidents in ch. 92, 93 show that this is mod. 

Freswick/ 
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Freswick ['frazik], a picturesque sandy bay between Wick and 
Duncansby, with the large homestead of Freswick farm on the S. 
shore. See Map V, and Illustration I. 

The mod. spelling with F is found in the earliest refs. 
in Scottish sources. 

Fraswiln, Balnagown Charters, 1361 (Orig. Paroch.III.812). 
Freswic, 1410 (C.S.R. I. 189). 

There is no phonological difficulty in the change from b to F. 
The interchange of dental and labial spirants is a common phonetic 
phenomenon. The a becomes e through i- mutation. 

There is a parallel name in Norway, - Fresvik, Leikanger 
N. Bergenhus (N.G. XII. 128). This appears in a 1317 charter as 
Fraeysvik (D.N. I. 133), - apparently the "bay of Freyr." But 
for the existence of the Saga form, this would appear to be the 
derivation of Freswick in Caithness, as well as of other similar 
names - e.g. Fresgill, Durness, Sutherland. But the Saga form is 
confirmed by its occurrence also in Nfj ., S. ch. 84 ana. ch.158, 
except that in the former case it is spelt bracósvik. 

The most probable theory of the derivation of brasvfk is 
is one given by A.W.Johnston in a note in J. Mowat: Pl. Ns. of 
Canisbay, 157. He notes that the Gael. narre for Freshwick is 
Camas na Tràghad: "the bay of the ebbing- tide." The Norse 
invader merely translated camas as vik, and prefixed it by as 
near a transliteration of Tràghad as he could make in O.N. - bra6 , 
which he gave a gen. -s as if it were the O.N. pers. n. braór. 
In due course this becá.me contracted to bras -, the form found in 
O.B. 



4. MORAY, ROSS, AND THE REST of SCOTLAND. 

APARDJON. 

267 ". - 325 - i Afard.ion. (text) . 

332 - i Apardj,dn. 
Flat.- i Ards. on.. 

The superior authority of IUMS.332 is here attested by find- 
ing Apardj ón in Einarr Skull's son's Runhenda c.1155 (Skj aldg. 
:ß.I.446.) 

The b.N. name is a phonetic development of a Celt. form 
X Abhirdeathan pronounced [a$ax'deon], represented by Abberdeon 
in a charter of David I to the Monks of Deer, c.1150 (Lawrie, 
181). To the first syllable, which is simply Celt. abhir: 
"at the mouth of ", the Norsemen endeavoured to give the appear- 
ance of an O.N. gen. sing. The second syllable shows normal 
stress - shifting from first to second element in diphthong (A.N. 
§132.b.2.) 

Speculations as to whether. the second element is derived 
from the Dee or the Don will be found in G.M.Fraser: The Lost 
Shieling, Aberdeen 1908, and J.Milne: Celt. Place Names in 
Aberdeenshire, Aberdeen, 1912. The difficulty of the pro- 
blem I shall illustrate by quoting the 12th century spellings 
which I have taken from Lawrie; all are from royal charters. 

8,2ud Aberdon c.1120. 
Abbirdonensis c.1137. 
de Vete.ri Abbirdon " 

apud Aberden " 

de'Aberden " 
-- de Aberdon c.1150. 
de Aberden c.115O. 
de Aberden ? 

áklid Abbirdeon c.1150. 

L.28. 
L.89. 

ir 

it 

L.181. 
L.182. 
L.183. 
L.181. 

Watson (Celt. Pl.N. Sc .211) removes the difficulty of these 
variations by showing that the form Don (whether in Aberdon or 
as a river name) is a doublet - of Pictish origin - of the 
Gael. name of the river, Deathan [ `deon]. Derived from E. 
Celt. ]Yvon, a river goddess, fem. of Dévos, a god, this 
second name would give the charter forms in -den and -deon, and 
the O.N.form in -djón. 

. 

ATJOKLAR or ATJOTLAR. 

MS. 325 - 1581 - 

MS. 702 - 1956 - 

MS. Flat. 158q 186`O 
188,0 - 

197'P - 

af Atiaclum. áf AA_t_dQtluM. 
195 - af Atioklum. 
til Atiotla. 
tilAtiokla. 

Atjok.lar here and elsewhere is the more frequent MS.form. 
But Atjotlar is the primary form, being nearer to its Celt. 
original/ 



original. Substitution of k for t before a liquid or nasal is 
a common phonetic phenomenon,, although infrequent in O.N. (See 
A.N.§ 259.2.), 

O.N.Atjotlar is from E.Celt.' 'Athfotla, repr. by Athfhotla 
in Tigernach, 739, and the second element by Fodla in Pict. 
Chron., 10th cent., and by Fotla in Ne'4"s see Skene Celt. 
Sc. I. 185, or W.J.W. 107, 108.). Athfótla is a compound of 
Celt. ath rt Lat. re, and. Celt. F6t1a, a son of the mythical 
Cruithne, and a name for Ireland; hence Athf6tla means "New 
Ireland "; cp. "Little France," near Edinburgh, or "New England'. 

The phonology of the O.N. name slows the substitution of 
Li for the unfamiliar consonant combination thf, and the sub- 
stitution of k for t before liquid (v.supra). Final -a be- 
comes -Ar to give a- declinable nom. plur. 

It may be noted that both Gael. and M. Sc. showed a similar 
dislike for the combination thf, In Mod. Gael. we have 
Athall and Abhaill: in. M. Sc., Athwotle ; and in Mod: Sc., 
Atholl (w.J.W.229) . 

BERWÌK. 44, 2.7694'L 

In the second case 
prob. Berwick -on -Tweed rather than North Berwick, which is 

too far away from any islands answering to Bl!h6lmar (á.v.) . 

tQ B = rlad_a.l 

Not an orig. 0.T+. name, but a natural Norse adaptation of 
O.H. Berewie, which occurs as late as 1150 in a charter of 
David I (Lawrie, 79). O.E. Berwic is from O.E. bere: "barley ", 
and wie: "village ", and occurs elsewhere in Engl.; for which, 

see J.B.J. 
In the first case (44 ) , an O.N. name for a bay somewhere 

in the West of Scotland, possibly in Argyll. See note on ch.20. 

BREIDAFJ RDR. 48, 49, 188, 197, 213, 276. 

lit., "Broad-firth". From context, clearly the Moray 
Firth. Mackay's conjecture of the Dornoch Firth (Fist. Prov. 
Cat., 58) does not fit the facts. Named on the analogy of 
Breiòi Fjord in Iceland. 

BAEFJQRDR. 49n. 

Much ingenuity has been wasted over this name, which 
occurs only in. Flat. (0 ̂S. 4914-note) in the phrase, at Torf- 
nes (Tarbatness) in the South of Bafjgrör." 

Literally, it means "House'-firth." Munch (followed by 
Skene and Nordal) identified :'it with Beauly Firth on the ground 
that the neighboùring castle of Beaufort looked like a corrup- 
tion of the O.N. name. But as Anderson pointed out (Orkn. S. 

21n.) Beaufort is a much later appellation; and indeed 
Torfnes / 
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Torfnes cannot be identified with anything in Beauly Firth. 

Vigfusson's suggestion of Banff -firth has nothing to 
support it. 

Without a doubt BaefjirÖr is a simple misreading for 
Breióafj2rór, "Broad- firth," or the Moray Firth, which occurs 
in the same context in MS.332, and is the text accepted by both 
Vigfusson and Nordal. The scribe of Flat. is in the habit of 
remoulding pl.ns. to his heart's desire; in O.S. 197" , 

Breióaf' rör appears as Bor arf' r6r. Moreover, Tarbatness m_ c cr&i y be described as being 'in the South of the Moray 
Firth." 

Further, if the name were correct, we would expect the 
gen. sing. Bae j .r. The fact that the Flat. scribe wrote 
Baef' rö.r implies that he regarded it as a different word 
from ae -. 

DALAR. 
See Caithness Pl.Ns. 

DUFEYRI. 

.1141 Sam, 197" , ; 210ló Ch.33 - Flat. - til Dufeyra. 

Sole occurrence in O.N. Dufeyra might be either gen. 
sing. of wk. masc. Dufeyri, or gen. plur. of Dufeyrar.-. 
V. and S.N. adopt the latter; but I adopt with Munch the former, 
which allows of simpler derivation. 

The identity of this "market- town in Scotland ", as the 
Saga calls it, has been variously conjectured. Munch makes it 
Banff on the river Deveron; Dasent, Deveron ( ?); Vigf., 
Duffus ( ?); Anderson, Burghead; Mackay, Duthac or Tain; Nordal, 
following Munch, Banff; Craigie (Celt. Zeit.'L450), Duffus ( ?). 

The etymology, however, is clear, and points to the fact 
that the market town stood at the mouth of the R. Deveron, 
either on the Banff or the Macduff side. O.N. Dufeyri corres- 
ponds almost, exactly phonetically with the orig. name for the 
river, ,Celt:I`'Dubb ire, or "Black Ireland," the loc.of which, 
XDuibh Eireann 

' 

appears in early charters as Douern 
and Duffherñ, and gives Mod. Sc. Deveron. Watson 
(Celt. Pl.Ns. Sc. 230) compares Findhorn (from tipc. ofxPionn 
Eire or "White Ireland "), and remarks upon the significance of 

the fact that Banff is from Celt. Banbh, another name for 
Ireland. 

But if Banff was the market -town known to the Norsemen, 
why did the writer of Earl Rognvald's Saga call it by the 
name of the river ? 

EEINABORG. 211, 278. 

There are four sets of early forms of Edinburgh, the 

first two based on folk etymology: 

(i)/ 



(i) Edwinesbur. found in Simeon of Durham (c.1108) and j 

in David I's Charter for Foundation of Holyrood 
(c.1128) (Lawrie, 117). This spelling is sug- 
gested by derivation from Eadwine, King of North- 
umbria, d.683. 

(ii) Medanburgh, Maidenburgh, 
suggested, acce to J.B.J., by derivation from St. 
Edena or Medana. 

(iii) G. Din- éideann (Anglice, Dunedin) which occurs as 
early as Pict. Chron., 6.970, as Oppidum Eden. 

(iv) Early Sc. Edeneburg, Edensburg, Charter of David I, 
c.1147 TLawrie, 149). 

The Scots form is obviously a translation of the Gael., 
or rather Celt. Dun- Eidyn, which is, acc. to Watson (Celt. P1 
Ns.Sc. 341), a compound of Dun, a fortress, and Eidyn, a word of 
obscure meaning, with parallels in other Celt., O.Welsh, and O. 
Ir. pl.ns. 

It was probably from the Scots form represented by 
Edeneburg in the Charter of David I, c.1147, that the O.N. form 
was derived. The first element has been "naturalized" into a 
pseudo- gen %plur. (with ah4) of O.N. eiö, 

ELGIN. 197n. 

Elgin, Morayshire. Earliest spelling, Elgin, occurs 
in a Charter of David I to monks of Urquhart, 1136, (Lawrie,86). 

A variety of attempts at derivation, most of them 
impossible, is to be found in D. Mathieson: Place Names of 
Elginshire, Stirling, 1905. Watson. (Celt. Pl.Ns.Sc. 226, 231) , 

following Meyer ( ? ) derives 
it simply from Gael. Eilginn, a dimin. of Eig, from E.Celt. 
Ealg, a name for Ireland; cp. Dufeyri, and Atjoklar. 

The O.N.form can thus be regarded as a simple 
phonetic transference. 

FIFT. 51. 

C 

The "Kingdom" of Fife. The O.N. form is apparently from 
Celt. Fibe, loc. of Fib occurs in Pict. Chron., ._- ..__.. 

The aspiration of medial b Jray have been on the analogy 
of other O.N. words beginning _fif- (e.g. Fifa, name of ship), 
or may have already taken place in Celt. 

GADDGEDLAE 
. 6211'. 

The reading, that of Fl. only, is not certain. The only 
other/ 



other occurrence in Scande sources is in the same context in 
the Dan. trans,, 0 - Gaardgedlar - an obvious attempt at 
making the first syllable more intelligible. It should be 
noted that the real form may be Gaddgeólar. 

To be identified with Galloway, "where ", as the Saga 
says (6217) , "Scotland. and England. meet." It should be noted 
that the displacement of the sentence in Fl. has given rise to 
erroneous and needless speculation by Anderson (Orkn.S., 28n.) 
and others. (See note on 621b) . 

Apparently from Celt. Gall- Gái.dhil [ 091-'011 1 
"the foreign Gael," a term first applied in Irish Annals, 
852 -3, to the mixed race of Scots and Norsemen down the W-Coast 
of Scotland, and finally limited to a single area, Galloway. 
(Skene: Celt. Sc. 1.2391311; W.T,W.; Celt. Pl. Ns.Sc. 172 -174) . 

That the O.N. name is a 
fact that.Gall- Gh4idhil appears 
Galweya in Pict. Chron., c.970; 
in O.N. by another form Galvei,, 

very early one is shown by the 
in the almost modern form 
and it was actually superseded 
which occurs'in H4kons S. 165. 

When the O.N. form is uncertain, it is impossible to 
be dogmatic on its phonology. dd for 11 appears to be a care- 
less scribal transcription rather than a phonetic change. 
That it is plur. may be due to the fact that the name was bor- 
rowed by O.N. while it was still applied to a race of people 
rather than a territory. 

/ __// 

LJODNUS. 101, 202, 265, 301. . 

L,jóhús must be, as Nordal points out (O.S. 101, note 2.), 
a neut. plur. The sp. is corroborated by lio5hus in the 
Ma.gniis - rá.pa (c1100) of Byrn krepphendi. (Skrj aids; . A. I.435 , 
F.1.). 

Lj66hias appears to be an adaptation of a Celt name, the 
O.N. analogy being Lj66h6s, now L40 $e, Sweden, mentioned. in 
Sturi. S., IV.41. 6,7. Lit., "Song- homesteads," the name 
might be applied to a settlement in Sweden, but scarcely to a 
large island in the Hebrides. 

When we turn to the G. name, Leódhas, [ ljGas ], and the 
early spellings, not only is etym. impossible (W.J.W. does not 
attempt it in his Celt. Pl, Ns. Sc.), but it is difficult to 
find,a form from which the O.N. name might reasonably be 
derived. In the Wars of Gaidhil and Gail to (1100), we have 
Leodus; in a Tract on the B. of ClontarSkene: Celt.Sc. I. 

337) , Lodhusa. 

From a Celt. form such as is repr. by the first of these 
spellings our O.N. form may come; but we cannot be sure that 
that spelling, Leodus, is uninfluenced by the O.N. form itself. 

/ 

MAEYJAR 
. 211, 278, 

The earliest forms in Scottish sources are all Mai, in 

the/ 



13-3. 

the Charters of David I (Lawrie, 120, 131, 148, 162) . We 
have thus little etymological assistance there. 

If tlw name is a Norse one, we might follow J.B.Johnston 
in deriving from 0.1?. rn r: "a sea-gull", on the analogy of O.N. 
má.- grund, a skaldic ke v for "the sea" But it is danger- 
ous to use a skaldic analogy for At prose usage; and we would 
rather expect más2gen.sing, of DIE.. 

But the Norsemen probably did not give the name to the 
island. The fact that it is plug. instead of sing. shows 
that it was not well known. Some variety of spellings shows 
that scribes found it unfamiliar. I know of no Scand. paral- 
lels. It is probably like other E. Coast O.N. names, a Norse - 
man's pronunciation of Sc. May, of derivation unknown. 

MYRKVAFJ2RDR . 211" 

To be identified with the Firth .of Forth as is clearly 
proved by the following extract from Libellus de Adventu, 
Saxon. Chronicle (966) , 212 (quoted. in. Skene: Celt.Sc. 1.369) . 

"Deinde sub Eadgaro rege Oslac pra ficitur Comes Eboraco 
et locis ei pertinentibus; et Eadulf, cognomento Yvel- 
child, a Teisa usque Myreforth praeponitur North.ymbris." 

A.O.Anderson (S.A.E.C.77) reads Myreforth: but, whichever 
form is correct, the identity is certain. 

Lit., "Firth of fog," from the white haar that still 
drifts in with an east wind. The name is not unknown in 
Scandinavia, e.g. Myrkvafj2ròr, Hkr. 273) , now, ace. to E. 
Magnusson, Mörköfjärd, Södermanla.nd, Sweden. 

MAERHOE FI . 

MS.332. - 6, 7, 49 - Maerhoefi. 
MS.Flat. - 197's - fyrir Maerh.aevi. 

210aí. - til Maehhafi. 

3212-1- - of Morhegfi . 

As the form in 322' occurs in a section of the Saga 
that is of later date than the rest, we may postulate two in- 

declinable O.N. forms, Maerhoefi, and Morhefi. 

Clearly to be identified with the ancient province of 

Moray stretching from the Spey to the Beauly, and from the 

coast of the Moray Firth to thé head of Loch Lochie in the 

South. 

Mod. Gael. is Moireabh, and early forms are 

(12th cent) , Mureb, Morro, Mortho and Lat. Moravia 

It is generally agreed (see McB: Pl. Ns. of I -//Lof Sc 

W.J.W.: Celt. Pl. Ns. Sc. 115) that the rirst element 
word is E. Celt. Mor, the compounding form of rouir, 

Watson/ 

Muref 
(J.B.J.) 
. 323; 
in the 
"the sea.. 



Watson (1.c ®) suggests that the second element was E. Celt. 
treb,"a settlement." With the whole name we can thus compare 
the Gaulish sea -coast tribe, the Morini. 

If this derivation is correct, then the h in the firat 
two O.N. forms might be a relic - lost in Gaelic - of medial tr. 
I suggest the following series of phonetic changes: 

[ tr] 7 L dR1 > C -L.R3 

On the other hand, as is much more likely, the Norse- 
men heard a name emorav], repr. by Muref (v.supra), and created 
in imitation of its sound a rather meaningless O.N.compound 
from 0.Y. maer: "a maiden," and hae fi : "fitness." P orhefi 
is a variant on the analogy of O.N. mor: "a swarm." 

ROS. 6, 44, 49, 329. 

Ross, the province in Scotland lying between Sutherland and 
Moray. The name is fully dealt with. 'by Watson in his Place 
Names of Ross and CromarII,XXi. He favours derivation from a 
Pictish word (unknown) represented in Welsh by rhos: "a moor." 
First mentioned. in Scottish sources in the legénd .ry Life of 8t. 
Codroe (11th cent.). Occurs also in Ldn. 

SATÌRI 49, 105, 325. 

The peninsula of Cantyre in the West of Scotland. 

The peninsula appears to have had two names in Celt. - 

(i) Ceann -tiri: "the head of the land ", occurring as Cindtire 
in the Wars of Gaidhil and Gaill (1100). Adamnan's Caput 
regionis c.700) is a literal translation of this name. (ii) 

'( Sl:Tiri: "the heel of the land." This name Watson. (Celt. P1. 
N& me Sc. 92) deduces from the O.N. form Saltiri or Salltfri 

T in j . S . 

The more common O.N. form, however, is Satiri, a being 
lengthened to compensate for loss of 1; for loss of 1 before ti 
cp. Hjaltland t rith Hjetland. That this form is fairly early 
is shown by its occurrence in one MS. of a verse by Bjorn krepp, 
hendi (Skjaldg. A. I. 436) on the 44ipo4 expedition of Magnus 
Bare -legs in 1098. 

A bye -form Santiri in MS.39 of the above verse may have 
been influenced by the other name for the peninsula, CeanntirL 

/i 
SATTRISEM 105. 

The isthmus of Cantyre where Magnus Bare,-legs played 
his famous trick on Malcolm Canmore. See Satiri. 

RDMAND. Passim. 

The name was probably applied originally to Dalriada 

only/ 



only, the land of the Scots proper; see Skotlandzfir6ir. 'Rut 
throughout O.S. I find that it is used, sometimes rather 
vaguely, for iTat we call Scotland today, excluding the Heb- 
rides or Suòreydár, Shetland, the Orkneys and Caithness, which 
were regarded as Morse rather than Scottish. 

SKOTLA.,NDZFIRDIR. 61, 105, 198, 307, 308. 

The precise use of this term can only be studied by a 
close examination of the context. It occurs in 0.S. as 
follows:- 

616 . x.1039. "Thorfinnr harried far and wide round 
the coasts of Scotland's firths" (um Skotlandzfjoróu). 

105' -. 1098. Magnus B. sent his men "into Sc. firths" to 
sail round all the small islands (i Skotla.ndzf.Qr6u). 

19837-. .1139x. Oliver fled up Helmsdale and "down to Scot- 
land's firth, and thence out to the Hebrides "(til Skot- 
landz fj aró a.r) . 

307's . .1156. Gilli Odran went ( ?by land or sea) from Caith- 
ness "to Sc. firths." (i Skotlandzfj2r6u) . 

307'3. '1156. There he found Sumarlithi who had a realm in 
Baler (Dalriada) "in Sc. firth" (i Skotlandzfirói; but 
v. inf.). 

308 3 
. ' 1156. Sveinn sailed from Orkney "West round off Sc 
firths" ( ferir Skotlandzfjeròu). 

It will be seen that except for 1986 and 307'3 (text Flat.), the 
plur. form is usual, as indeed it is in. Hkr. 523 6, 5258 . 

Further, in 307's , the Dan. Trans. 0 gives a plur. form which 
corrects F1. (S.N.note). There is no doubt, as Vigf. pointed 
out (Rolls 88,Index), that the plur. form is the right one, and 
that Skene, and Anderson and his translators were wrong in 
adopting the singular form in the sense of the Minch. The 
IVlinch is not a fjQròr in the Norse sense at all. 

The term was originally applied as in 105Iv to the sea - 
lochs in the West of Scotland, and thence extended to the land 
adjacent; cp. fjord names in Norway. The term is thus in 
3073, for example, a general name for the West coast of Scot- 
land from Cape Wrath to Cantyre. Whether, it was applied 
first to the sea -lochs of Dalriada (see Skotland) we cannot say. 

SUDREYJAR. Passim. 

The Southern Isles" included all the islands on the 
west coast of Britain, as far as and including the Isle of Man 
(see 0.S. 10510, but excluding Ireland (see O.S. 140'7). 
Thus,- a- 2though I translate "Hebrides," it must be remembered 
that IVIan is included. 

The survival of the name in the title, "Bishop of 
Sodor and Man" has been studied by A.W.Moore (see his Hist. of 

Man, 169 note, or Manx Names, 208 -210). Acc. to Moore, Pope 

Gregory/ 



to. 

Gregory IX in 1231 called Peel Island. (near Isle of Man) 
Sod.or in error, and hence the erroneous title was perpetuated. 

SURREY. 20211: 2033: 205'2°. 

Occurs in three cases in Fl. only. Cannot be explained 
otherwise than as a scribal error for Suóreyjar (q.v.). 

i 

SUflRRIKI . 199. 

Scribal error in Fl. (S.N.text) for Su6j ey ' a 'ri ki or 
simply SuA reyj ar . Cp. normal O. Syndergó er . 

i 
SUflREYJARIKI. 325. 

"Realm of the Hebrides." Only one occurrence, in the 
final chs. of the Saga. 

TORFNES. 109, 49, 50, 262. 

Clearly Tarbatness in Ross, since it is described by 
Arnorr (O,S. 50 '2" '9) as being in the S. of the Dornoch Firth 
(i.e. on S. of R.01(041). 

It may be noted that the compiler of 0.S. seems to think 
that Torfnes and. Dornoch Firth are on the Moray Coast of the 
Moray Firth.. See 49'5'ti4: 1887-" , 197'0' " - and notes thereon. 

The Saga (109) explains the name by saying that Turf - 
Einarr first cut turf or peat there. But it is unlikely that 
an early Orkney Earl should cut peat first on the shores of 
the Dornoch Firth. I suspect that the compiler of 0.S. hav- 
ing copied out the eponymous Introduction (ch.l -3) is now 
trying a little amateur place -name study on his own. My sus- 
picion is increased by the obvious connection between Torf- 
and Tarbat -(from G. tairbeart: "an isthmus "). 

Torf- may conceivably be a phonetic corruption of the 
first element in G. tairbeart. But here another difficulty 
meets us: there is no noticeable isthmus at Tarbatness, as 
there is, for example, at Tarbert in Cantyre or in Farris; 
"Isthmus -ness" is almost a contradiction in terms. Tarbat- 
may possibly be derived from the O.N.form. 

Returning to O.N. in search of parallel names, we find 
many derived from the O.N. pers. ns. Torfa and Torfi. e.g. 

Torfastaòir ( "Torfi's farm ") freq. in T2,1".; Torfuones (for 

Torfunes ; "Torfa's ness ") , D . v.271/4-: and Turrafi cld (from 

O.N..t Tor. fafjll; "Torfi's ill ") Fetlar, Shetl. But these 
forms are all inflected. Only one possible parallel can I 

find - Torness (from O.N. X Torfnes): Hillswi_ck, Shetl. (J.J. : 

Aarb. 158). The name is merely a descriptive one - 

"Turf_ness." 

Is it possible, however, that O.Y. Torf is here a 

trans . / 



trans. of G. Ros (_ "moo land" ; v. Ros supra) ; . province 
, hic Tarbatn.ess is the most Northerly tip? 

TYRVIST. 172, 198. 

The island of Tiree (G. Tiridhe) on the West coast of 
Scotland; the residence of Holdbothi Hundi's son. Its iden- 
tity is placed beyond doubt by, its occurrence in Maggnúsdráos 
(Sk.ialdg. B.I. 405) beside Skin. or Skye. 

The earliest extant Celtic form is Tiri lath in MS. 
Rawlinson B. 502, 115a 5 (1606 x 1100), from E. Celt. tir: 
"land," and 'X' eth; a word of uncertain meaning (W.J.W. :Celt. 
Pl.Ns Sc.86); cp. Adarznan's Latin rte; Ethica Terra (c.700). 

The first syllable of the O.N. name is a simple trans - 
literation, Tir becoming Tvr on the analogy of the god Tarr. 
O.N. vist: "provisions ", has no phonetic connection with Celt. 
lath [[j®] . It may be based on a false folk - etymology of the 
Celt. name. Watson (1.c.86) suggested as the false root, O. 
and M.Ir. ithe: "the act of eating." Gillies (Place Names of 

Argy11,125 ) made a similar suggestion of a false etymology 
from E. Celt. ethos gen. sing. of ith: "corn ". Or possibly 
vist may be the Norseman's guess at the meaning of iath 
through its similarity to such a word as Celt. iothlann: "a 
cornyard." Tiree is, for the Hebrides, an island of more than 
usual fertility, and this may have lent weight to the intelr 
pretati on. 

One other explanation of the element vist has suggested 
itself to me. The O.N. name for the neighbouring island of 
Uist (G. Uibhist) was fvist - contemporary with Tyrvist, for it 
also occurs in Magnusd (c.110O). Tvist is probably an 
O.N. pronunciation and spelling of a Celt. name now lost. 
(O.N. i_ _vist = "at home ") . TyE-vist may have been formed 
on the analogy of this name for no other reason than the ob- 
scurity in sound and meaning of Celt. lath in Tiriath. 

Watson points out (1.c. 86) . that the O.N.n.ame appears 
to survive in Mod. Gael. Tiristeach: "a Tiree man." 

VATZFJpRDR 

VESTRLQND 

610- 

Lit. , "Water- firth" . Prob. Loch Vatten in Skye. 
O.N. vatn occurs in occasional pl. ns. in the 'Hebrides; cp. 

Loch Lan.gabhat, Lewis. 

Sz, 98k, 9 3209.2/325. R.,_;+,_ z1_ 
> 

Lit., "Western Lands. 
lys but signifies normally 
In 21n, and 9910 ' however; 
England, and would seem to 
only/ 

" (A. , D.) . Not used very frequent - 
the whole British Isles (v. S.N.). 
it is definitely contrasted with 

mean the West of the British Isles 



only (i.e. Orkney and Shetland, W. Highlands, Hebrides and. 
Ireland). It may also, though not definitely, be used in 
this sense in O.S. 3209, 321'°, and 3253, and in Hkr., 133' °, 
480'1. In 0.S. 52" it probably includes all of Scotland and 
England round the coasts of. which Earl Thorfinn.r was in the 
habit of harrying. (For other refs. see C.v. ) 

Probably the term was originally a viking one for the 
whole British archipelago. After settlements began its mean- 
ing was sometimes restricted to the Western portion. Hence 
we have a loose and not much favoured term, like Mod. Engl. 
Levant. 

t . _ 

ac cumption of multiple autr crchip 4 
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BLYHOLMAR . 276 i ' 7- 

The name, which occurs in acc. and date plur. in MSS.325 
and F1., means lit., "Lead- isles." 

It may not, however, have been originally plural. For 
in 0.S.27761 we find Sveinn's men going "up on to the island" 
(uvni á, holmanum); and in O.S. 277V Sveinn suggests anchoring, 
"between the island and the land" (á milli h6lmsins ok landzin_s.) 

Whether singular or plural, however, we must look for it 
as a small island or group of islands South of Berwick -on -Tweed 
such that Knutr the Mighty could sail thakerin less than about 
15 hours. Holy Island, the Farne Islands, Coquet Island are 
satisfactory so far as position is concerned. Is lead found 
on any of them ? 

Pending information on this point I suggest an alterna- 
tive explanation. Mawer (Pl. Ns. of Northumberland and Durham, 
26) quotes two early bye -forms of the name of the River Blyth 
(from O.E. B1ióe, a common river name): - 

Bl_ye,, Cal. Charter Rolls, 1257. 
Blie, Placitorum Abbreviato, 1208. 

This contracted bye -form has many parallels; cp. Blyborough 
(Bliburg, Dom. Bk. , 1086) , Blyton, Bl.yf_ord, etc. These forms 
suggested that we might have in Biyhblmar the name of a few 
small islands at the mouth of the River Blythe The Town Clerk 
of the Borough of Blyth, Mr J. Leigh Turner, has informed me 
that there is at the mouth "a group of rocks known as the 'Sow 
and Pigs' which is an island at low water." It is possible 
that this group of rocks may have been an island in the 12th 
century. 

BRETLAND. 15n, 26, 101, 103, 104, 198, 199. 

Wales. From O.N. Bretar, "the Welsh" and land. 

ENGLAND, Passim. 

The O.E. form is Englaland. Normal M.E. forms are 
Engleland/ 



jGo 

En Leland, Engelond. Mod. E. Ensland appears first in 1558 
(N.E.D.). 

The Norsemen must have heard the name first in. its 
0.E. form, and may have had a form of their own somewhat like 
it. But at an early period, certainly by the middle of the 
11th century, they contracted it to England, thus anticipating; 
and :TT(probably influencing the similar process of cóntraction 
in 

A° 0: 

GRIMSBOE R . 140, 141. 

Grimsby. Lit., "Grin's town ". An original O..N.name - 

probably from an early conqueror - which became in E.M.E. 
Grimsby (e.g. Grimesbi in Dom. Bk., 1086, and Pipe Rolls,1156). 
An apocryphal story of its foundation is told in the M.E. 
romance of Havelok (c.1300). 

I LLORNES. 90. 

Text:- Flat. - Hallarnes. 
0.- Hallornes. (S.N.'s text). 

Hkr. 50220 has Hellornes. The spelling is thus 
somewhat uncertain; but English forms suggest that Hellorne'6 
is most nearly correct. 

Clearly Holderness on the North bank of the Humber. J.B. 
(Pe.NS.£.,9t) Johnston. ignorant of the 0.N. form, suggested that the Eng- 

lisp form was derived. from 0.N. hpldr: "freeman". Mawer 
(Introd. Surv. Engl. Pl. Ns., 88) corroborates this, and com- 
pares Bonby, Lincolnshire -Tfrom 0.NJ Bonda -boer) . But John- 
ston lists a series of early spellings which together with the 
0.N. forms makes this derivation unlikely : - 

Heldernesse. 
Heldrenesse. 
Hildernessa. 

With. these J.B.J. compares 
N. Riding, Yorks:- 

Heidrewelle, 
Pi Rolls 

H_pe 

Dom. Bk., 
Dom. Bk., 
Ordericus 

the early 

ldrewelle, 
Hilderwalle. 

1086. 
1036. 
Rist. Eccles c. 1070. 

spellings of Hinderwell 

Illdrewelle, Dom Bk., 1086. 
' 1179. 

and Hildersham; and Hinderskelf, (Yorks) which has early 
forms - 

Hildr.eschelf, Ildreschelf in Dom.Bk., 1086. 

All these, says Johnston, seem to come from an original Hildr 
or x Heldr; with which he further compares three Heldreds and 
a Hilderic in On.om. Anglo -Sax. 

Without attempting to d.erile Hildr or Heldr, or to 

postulate the original O.N. form, I suggest that the Norsemen 
heard a form like that in Dom. Bk., ['hild nes] and the 
Hkr. form most nearly represents this. 

TSEYIR/ 



RRAFNEEYR_R . 9157 

5-1 Ravense r near Holderness, Yorkshire. Lit. , 'THrafni s 
beach." 

It was the point of departure of Ola.fr son of King 
Haraldr Fa.r& a i for Orkney after the battle of Stamfordbric e. 
The name occurs in other references to the incident, - in fi -Tkr. 
51014, and in d1afsdrána (c.1070) by Steinn Herdi's son 
(Skri aldr . A,I410 , 5.4 .) . 

FORA. 231. 

Text : - 231 - 325 - (Omits) (Text). 
Flat.- f ;Trir Hveru m -rnni . 

702. - fyrir Humru mnnni. 

2315 - 325, 702 -- fyrir Humru m mni , 
Flat.- fyrir Hvera mynni . 

(Note:- 702 and Flat., or a common original, may have 
picked up the phrase from a line or two below, thus 
repeating somewhat unnecessarily and unnaturally in 
the sentence introductory to the verse). 

The correct form is. Humra, of which Humru is the dat. 

Hvera in Fl. is probably a scribal emendation. But it 
might of course refer to the Wear. See Hvera. 

The Humber Estuary. From U.E. Humbea, found in Bede. The 
name occurs in an O.N. River -name Mnemonic (Ski aldv. , hul. TV. 
v.4.), in Exils S., ch.62, in Breta S9gur, ch.35, and in Fms. 
VI.406 . 

WW1 a 

HVERA. 231. 

A probably spurious variant in Fl. for 325, 702, Hurrä 
(q.v.) . It might refer to the Wear, and be derived from an 
0.E. form represented by 0.E. Wirra in Fist. St. Cuthb. 
(c.800) 

3 
this being a bye -form ̀ of" the normal 0.E. Were in nede 

J.ARLSNES . 19924- 

Lit., "Earl's Ness." Described as being in Wales, it 

is the site of a raid by Sveinn. and Holdbothi, 1140x. 

The n_eme occurs also in mil S. ch.53, where 
Alfgeirr, Earl;of Northumbria, travelled south and then west 
after the battle of Vrrheiör till he came to Jarlsnes whence 
he took thip for France. 

It was probably in Pembroke where Norse names are common 
But diligent search in Ord. Surv. Maps, Blaeu.' s Atlas, and 
Owen's Pembrokeshire has failed to produce any name resembling 
it or of which it might be a translation. 



/ / 

JoRxzz<.: w 901'4' 

York. 0.E. Eoforwic (A. S. Chron., 733) suffered atrophy 
of medial f [$] before o TPrim. Germ. u) so that we have 
Eurvich in Richer, 903; and Euruic in Dom. Bk. It was this 
form, probably pronounced ['f61wtk], that the first Norse 
visitors, Ragnarr Lothbrog and his sons, heard in 366. It 
became in 0.N. Jdrvi'xt7 with shifting of stress in first syli. 
to the second element in the diphthong (cp. pers. n. Jr -unr) á 

and lengthening of second syli. on false analogy of 0.N. v ".k: 
"bay tt 

J" 

It is possible, of course, that the Norsemen may have 
heard Eoforwic, and have dropped the medial f as they normally 
did earlier - the 0. English. See A.N. § 235.2. In this 
case the 0. .^Eu* ich was influenced by the Norse form. 

KLIFLAND. 

Cleveland, Yorkshire. The earliest ref. I can find is 
in Pict. Chron .., c .970 . 

Scotti 2raedaverunt Saxon am ad Stanmoir (Stannorej et 
ad Clivam. 

In Simeon. of Durham, De testis Repum, 1093, we have 
Cli veland. There is thus nothing to show whether the name is 
from 0.N. klif or 0.E. clif, both meaning "a cliff_." 

LTJNDEY 200, 201; 206. 

Text:- 200"-- Flat. - i e Wer 
Lund heitir. 

0,- ,... 
201 - Flat. - i Lundey. 

O.- udi Lund. 
2064 Flat.- or Sudre Tum. 

0.- til Luna. ..,._... 

Lun_d.ly is the correct form. Cp. the similar omission of 
-2.1: in MSS. Flat. and 325 in the case of Dollzev (0.S. 
142'7), where Ly had. already been used in the sentence. 

Island of Lundy in Bristol Channel. Fairly cer- 
tainly from 0.N. lund.: "a grove," a term frequent, in Dan. and 
Swed. pl. ng . (C.1í.) ; cp. also Lundaster (from 0. N.t: lundar- 
staäir) Northmavine, Shetl., and Lu.nnasting (from * 0.N. 

i'lundeió sj ing: "the Thing of the wooded isthmus ") Mnld. 
, 
Shetl. 

(J.J. Aarb.190). 

Other derivations without convincing parallels have 
been given. J.B.Johnston suggests O.N.lundi: "the puffin." 

sugg.w a nasalized form of 0.Celt.lud: 
"marshy" (Gael. lodan) 

, 
and. compares Loch Lundie in Locbalsh. 

MUTARBYGD; 6q- 

The .. inhabited part of the Isle of Man; a common use of 
b _yy 

IVIA.RTAHOFN/ 



163. 

, 

MAARI C1.HOFN . 305. 

Port St. Mary's in the Scilly Isles. Lit. "The ?raven 
of Mary." 

MQN. 6, 64, 105, 199, 200, 201, 317. 

The Isle of Man, in the viking period (0.3.6) a good field 
for plunder, but later well settled by the Norsemen, among 
them the great Sveinn Asleif's son. 

We we not concerned with the great variety of early 
spellings and derivations of this name; for them see A. W. 
Moore: Manx Names, London, 19034 Prof. Craigie (Celt. Zef. . 
I. 451) points out that 0.1'T. Min is a back -mutated form of 

X-Manu; and Manu seems to correspond phonetically to the form 
represented by Manaw in 0. Welsh sources. For declension, 
0.N. had the analogy of mgn, gen. manar: "a mane." 

It may be noted that 0.N. Min is correctly transliterated 
Maun on the runic cross at Ki rkmichael, Isle of Man:- 

Gout kirIi _Lano auc ala i Mann: 

"Gaut carved this [cross] and all in Man." 

NORD Il+Ti.iRALAND 14n. , 15n . , 231. 

The Northern kingdom 
J.T3.Johnston quotes the 

Nordanhymbri , 

on Norb anbirmbr á 

Norhtmbre, 
Noró hymbralande 

of Northumbria in Anglo Saxon Britain. 
following early forms. 

Bede, 731. 
beode. Aelfred, c.890 

A.S.Chron., 898. 
Aelfric, c.1000. 

It would therefore seem to have been in the 10th century that 
the 0.N. name was stabilised. 

SKAMABOBG 90. ,qc::rborough 

Scarborough on the coast of Yorkshire, captured. by 
Haraldr Sigurth's son at the beginning of his invasion in 
1066. Lit., "the fortress of Skaró i . " Skar6 i is a nick- 
name meaning "hare -lip" (Lind: Bin.) and occurs as a pers. n. 

and in pl. ns. in Norw. (See Lind: Dopn) . 

In M.F. the 0.N. 6 became the voiced stop d. 

e.g. Scerdeburc Pine Rolls, 1179 -80. 
Scard.leburg Roger di Hoveden, 1194. 

The form Scarborou ha_ppears first (J.B.J.) in 1436. 

J.B.Johnston's de,eiration from O.F. sceard: "a shard" 
neglects the 0.N. form altogether. 

According to Kormaks S., ch27, the fortress was 
built by Kormak' s brother Thorgils Skará I1. 966 x-967. 
Romances about Skarthi (nontextant) are referred. to in 
Robert Mannyng of Brunne's Story_of Inglande, line 14789. 



STAFNFURj)UBRYGGJA . 90. 

Stamford Bridge, seven miles East of York. 
The 0.N. name is quite meaningless, stafn being a 

ship's prow, and furóu an intensifying adverbial prefix usual- 
ly rendered "very." We have here the usual Norse.man's trans- 
literation of a foreign name - the common O.E. pl.n. Stan- 
ford: "stone- ford." A more exact transliteration, is found 
in Hkr. 50334-, Stanfor6abbrr ggjur; and a partial translation 
in Hauksbók, 340, Steinfur ubrygiu. 

The alteration between u and o in the second 
element is explained by Ekwall (Feet. til. F.J. 214) 
as occurring on the analogy of kona and kuna, stofa 
and stufa. But where an 0.N. scribe is spelling a 
foreign word only partially naturalized, no phonologi- 
cal explanation seems called for. 

SYLLINGAR, 21 n, 201, 305. 

The Scilly Isles, where King Olafr Tryggvi's son was 
o2, converted in 993 (i1n.) , and which Sveinn Asleif's son 

plundered on one occasion 305). A monastery appears to 
ñ, have existed there; for Sveinn stole a merchantship belonging 
ass- to monks from vlliEg r (201) . This might explain the con- 
A version of King Olafr better than the traditional tale of the 

soothsayer as told in Hkr. 124 -126. 

I refrain from discussing the derivation; for several 
conjectures thereon, see J.B.J. The sole early forms given 
by J.B.J. are: 

STlinaneis insula. Sulpicius Severus, c.400. 
Insula Suilli. Gervase: Otia Imnerialia., 1212. 

The 0.N. form must have come by phonetic transference from 
some intermediary between these two forms. 

VESLARSANDAR. 231 

T - Ms. 325 - fyrir Veslu saundum 
Flat. fyrir Veizlu saundum 
702 - fvrir Vetu saundum. 

The correct form is that in MS.325, which alone gives 
a satisfactory meaning; the other readings are scribes, 
emendations of a difficult name. The form in 325 is dat. 

of the nom. plur. Veslarsandar: "Little Sands." Vesall 
occurs in lan.dsmaal pl.ns. in Norway. e.g. Lillestrond,, 

called. Veslestrond, N. Aurdal, Kristiens Amt-T7_G. IV.263). 
See a study of the word. by S.Bugge in Ark. f.nord. ?il.II. 
226. As this is a non - literary usage, I have found no 
parallel pl. ns. in 0.N. sources. 

Veslarsandar must be one of the many stretches of 
sand between the Tweed and the Humber, or possibly a little 
further south. Diligent search in Ord. Surv. Maps, books 
on pl. ns. and gazetteers, has, however, proved fruitless. 



QNGULSEY. 102, 103. 

The island of Anglesey off Carnarvon, annexed by 
Magnus Barei_egs in 1098. From O.N. Qn,ull. Qngull may be 
taken in its primary sense of "angle, "turn," end," which 
was applied to any place with a sharp turn (N_,(1., Indledn:i, 
39) . 9ngull however also appears as a nickname (see Index 
of n'ns) and a pers. n., and acc. to Lind (Bin. and Doin..) eis 
frequent in pl. ns . 

e.g. Avngu1snes, now Tln >Mersnes, Enebak, Norw. 
ZD.Ñ. RPM 152-1427). . 

Qngu.lsvik, n ilstac ir, etc. (Lind) . 

The latter deriv. is probably correct. 

9NGULSEYJARSUND. 101, 103, 107. 

mell4i strait between Anglesey and the mainland in which 
was fought the sea battle between Magnus Barelegs and the two 
Earls Hugh. See 2n ;ulseyt. 
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DYFLINN. 42n., 86, 317, 319. 

Dublin. From 0.Ir. Dubhlinn, "Black Water;" a name 
for the R. Liffey on which the city stands. Dubhlinn occurs 
in Irish sources - in Tigernach, c.1088; in the Bk. of Lein - 
ster 160a, 193a etc., c.1167 (Ii'ogan) . 

In the first syll., u became in Q.N. y,through i- --mut- 
ation. Contrast Dufeyri (from 0.Celtubh -Eire) which is 
unmutated. 

It will be noted that the anglicized form has lost the 
aspirate, which survives in pers. ns. like Devlin, Dowling. 
(Joyce,I. 45). 

For Dublin as a Norse town, see L.J.Vogt: Dublin som 
Norsk By, Oslo, 1906. 

IRLAND. Passim. 

From 
land. Cp. 
a verse of 
also Ìr_ar: 

i 
0.Ir. F_, ire, the old name for Ireland, and 0.N. 
0.E. 3`rall land. The name first occurs in 0.N. in 

Korma-kr, c..955-97p (Skj aldg. B.I. 84) . We have 
"the Irish" and frskr: "Irish" (adj.). 

A discussion ofthe various early forms is to be found 
in Joyce, IT. 458. 

KUNNAKTIR. 107, 108. 

Connaught, Plundered by Macmus Bareiegs. From 0. Ir. 

Connacht (Ronan), where ch [3( ] becomes the voiceJ,,ess stop 

k, and -ir is added, apparently on the analogy of Ula6stIr 

(q.v.). 

ULAZTÌR. 101n, 107, 108. ___ 

The primary 0.N. form is that in ukr., Ulabstir, 

which was easily contracted to the 0.S. form (MSS.. 325a and 

Fl.) , 

The/ 



l? 

The first element in O.N. Ula.6 sti r is an O.N. gen.. sing 
formed from O.Ir. Uladh, itself a gen. of the plur. Ulaidh, 
a name given in the Annals of Ulster to the men. of Ulster 
(Hogan). 

The second element, ace. to N.F.D,, is probably O. Tr. 
tir: "land." 

It is possible that there was a local bye -form of the 
parce with medial [v] in place of medial [6] ; compare Fsk. 
Ulfast (r with an Anglo -Fr. form Ulvestre, 1225, quoted by 
N.E.D. 

ULFREKSFJQRDR , 26 , 27 . 

The spelling is well attested by its form in Flat. 
and the MSS. of Hkr. (see O.S., 26`x, 27 note) . 

The Saga narrative mentions it merely as the site of 
a battle in Ireland between Earl Einarr and. an Irish King 
Conchobar (O.N. Konofogr), in which Einarr was defeated. 
Its identification with Lough Larne originates with Worsaae 
(Danes and Norwegians, 311; followed by Anderson, Vigf. , 

Dasent, and Nordal) . Worsaae's evidence is partly archaeol- 
ogical; several Scandinavian burial sites were found on its 
shores, and i n. one of them, a Scandinavian sword. To this 
meagre evidence he adds an important documentary reference. 
In 1210, King John granted to Duncan, son of Gilbert Earl of 
Carrick, the town. of Wulfrichford and all the lands which 
Roger de Preston and Henry Clemens held near Wulfr. ichford" as 
far as Glenarm. (Cal. Canc. Hiber., TT., 354; quoted in G.H. 
Orpen: Ireland under the Normans, II.m 267). 

Worsaae ' s fairly certain identification is confirmed 
by the etymology of the name. The name of the principal 
river flowing into Lough Larne was in O. Ir. Olarba. (see 
Hogan, _ -_ ' _ - - : o _ The, first element in the 
O.N. name is, like 0.N. Tyrvist and Ivist, an attempt to give 
this Celtic word a Norse sound,, and appearance; the analogy 
being the O.N. personal name Ulfrekr, gen. Úlfreks. (See 
Lind: Dopn) . 

The Middle English name fiJulfrichford is a translitera- 
tion of the O.N. form to the corresponding Old and Middle 
English personal name Wul fric (see Searle: Onomasticon 
Anglo- Saxonicum; cp. Woolstone, Berks, from O.E. Wulfrices- 
tun) . 

41.1 

Corruptions of the O.N. or M.E. name occur in 16th 

century maps - Olderfleet, Wolderfrith (Hogan; loc.cit.). 
It would therefore seem that the pronunciation of the name 
has varied considerably through the centuries . Possibly 
that may explain why - so far as the writer is aware - the 

naine does not now survive. 

DURSASKER 
, 42n. , 86. 

Occurs in a verse of Arnorr (86) and in a passage in 
Fl./ 



Fl. (also in E iir .) derived from this, stating 
finnr "was obeyed from ursasker to Dublin." 
lowing Vigfusson, I searched in the far north 
found nothing better than Turdaskerri, Foula, 
Jakobsen.shows 

la- 

that Earl Thor - 
At first, fol- 
for a name. T 

Shetl.; but as 
Aarb.200) this is from O.N. ordasker. 

But a note from Anderson (0 ̂S.44) settled the difficulty 
"This quotation from Arnorr seems to have reference only to 
Thorfinn's conquests in Ireland hp.rsasker appear to be 
the outlying skerries off the S.E. of Ireland, still known as 
the Tuscar Rocks." 
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7. SCANDINAVIA, includinc, Iceland. 

AGDIR, 100, 107, 108, 139, 141, 142, 175, 310n. 

Agder, the extreme S.W. Province of Norway. Agder comes 
into prominence in the Saga since it was there that Earl Rogn- 
vald's father and grandfather had large estates. 

AKRINN. 322. 

According to Nordal, to be identified with Ka.lVskindsag- 
ern in Nidaros. 

ÁLABORG. 85. 

Town of Aalborg in Lsmfjorden, Jutland, Denmark. 
Visited by Earl Thorfinnr on his pilgrimage to Rome. 

ALAND SI-IAF . 2, 

Álandshaf ( "Sea of Aland ") between the Aland Archipelago 
and the Swedish Coast. 

ALVIDRA. 145. 

The district of Alversund, Nordhordland, Norway. As 
Nordal points out (0.S. VII_I), the Saga puts it South and not 
North of Bergen. See Note on 145Y 

ASKR. 156. 

According to Nordal, Asker in Nedemarken. 

ALDEIGJUBORG. 55, 56, 57. 

The town of Aldeigja, now Ladoga, near the Eastern shore 
of Lake Ladoga, N. Russia. The name occurs as early as 
c.1010 in Bandlrápa of Eydolfr daöaskáld :- Aldei io braurt: 
he (Eirikr) stormed Ladoga." -7-aálág. A.I. 201.6.7. 

Ladoga was the scene of the dramatic meeting between 
Kalfr Arni's son and Rognvaldr Brusi's son. 

AUSTR-AGDIR/ 



AUSTR-AGDIR. 140, 152. 

Eastern Agder. See Ag6ir. 

BEITISST9D . 

(iß 

MS.332 (S.N.text) gives Beitst 6 and Beitsae r. But 
Flat. Bee itisstod and Bae tissaerr .N.KotT are probably 
nearer to a, correct text; for they are more consonant with 
the Dipl. Norte.. spellings given below, with the form in. 

Flat. 1.250, Baeitzstodum, and they are etymologically more 
s i.mp .e . 

Now Beitstaden at the head of Trondhjemsfjorden, Norw. 
The early spellings of Beitstad are: 

. Baeistod. D.N. V. 16., 1336. 
i Beitzstodh D.N. V. 421., 1430. 

Beitisst2Ó, which might be conjectured from these spell- 
ings without the help of the form in Fl., means lit., "the 
harbour of Beitir," the latter term being a masc. bye -form 
of the river name Beita occurring in the obsolete Beitudalir 
(af. Beitodalum, in Aslak Bolts Jordebog, 11, 1430x40). 
This conjecture I accept from two valuable notes in N.G. 
V. 230, 232. 

The folk - etymology given in the Saga is impossible, for 
the gen. of Beiti is neither. Belts nor Beitis, but Beita. 
The writer has apparently assumed its declension to be that 
of beiti, neut. "a ship," with gen. beitis. 

BEITISSAER. 

Spelling discussed under Beitisstp. It occurs in 
Fails SapooTinft as Beits j ór_ 

TieMame, now apparently obsolete, given to the innermost 
branch of Trondhjemsfjorden, called Beitstadsfjorden. For 
etym., see Beitissto6. 

BJARG. 4.(° 

According to the Saga it is in Redemarken. It is 
either Bjf6rge(a) in the district of Ringsaker near Lake 
Mj4sen (N.G.III.5.); or Bjg5rge(b) in the district of Furnes, 
also near Lake Mjpsen (N.G.III. 78), Both places occur in 
early sources. 

(a) a Biorgum. D.N. X. 96., 1414. 
(b) a nedre Biorim i Biser.ase. D.N. IT. 218, 1343. 

BJORGiN/ 



BJÇRGYN. Passim. 

Bergen, Norw., the natural port of departure for any ship 
going to Shetland., Orkney and the West coast of Britain. 

BYSKÜPSTTJNGUR . 262. 

In Southern Iceland. Here Thorha.11r Asgrim's son had a 

DATTMQRK. Passim. 

Denmark. 

DOFRAI' . 4. 

The district of Dovre in N. Gudbrandsdalen, on the 
southern slopes of Dovrefjeld (O.N. Dovrafjá.11). 

DOLLGhY and DOLLZBELLIR . 142, 143. 

Text:- 142'7 . MSS. 325, Fl., O. - Doliz. 
702. - Dollzer. 

Dollzey is the correct form. Cp- the s3.rnilar omission 
of -ey in MS. Flat. in the case of Lundey (O.S. 2004S), 
where ey had. already been used in the sentencé 

The cave, now Dollstenshulen_, can still be seen (accord- 
ing to Munch, 4F. 11I.688) on the island of Sand, (formerly 
apparently Dollzey) , near rape Stadt, Norway. The scene of 
the swimming exploit of Kali Kol's son and a certain Havarthr. 

DOLLSNELLIR. 142, 143. 

[ See Dolizey] , 

ELDUEID . 5 
5 

MS. 332 11d.uei6 is the correct reading, although we 
have Aeiskrueid in Fl. here, and Ellida in 22. For, 
apart from the parallels to and survival of the name, it 
occurs also in Ldn. tossd and Egils S. 

7 
c1:. 22. 

Lit., "the isthmus of Elda "; originally applied to the 
valley from Lyngenfjorden in. Namdalen to Beitstadefjordern 
but later used only of the northernmost part; and finally 
dropped for Namdalenseidet (N.G. V. 256, 247). 

O.N. Elda (which occurs i n. Hkr. 6043' ) is an original 
river -name% 



riverR -name; occurring also in the districts of Storelvedelen; 
Ringebu and Rennebu; and is apparently derived from eldr 
"fire" (N, G. 1.c.). It is now Elden, a r ryver flowing into 
Aas Sogn. 

EYSTRASALT. 2g' 

Lit., "the more Eastern salt." From the context, and 
refs, elsewhere, it is obviously the Baltic Sea. 

EYPA.p ( in. E JrraD ing) , 

The broad shingle beach on 
at its mouth below Nidaros, the 
nection with the affairs of the 
and Sv. S. 

FINNLAND. 1. 

Finland. 

the W bank of the River Nid 
site of Things held in con - 
crown, Frequent refs. in it . 

FINNMQRK. 2. 

Finmarken, the most Northern province of Norway. 

FLORUVI±GAR , 156 , 328. 

A sound between. Ask,6 and Bergen. Later called Flore- 
vaag; but the name is now lost. For exact situation_.. see 
Br6gger: Anc. Emi r. 70, or Map of Berger.:, at end of Sephton's 
Trans. of Sverri s Saga, where it is marked as the middle one 
of the three main entrance sounds to Bergen. A study of this 
name, with early spellings and parallel. names, is to be found 
in N.G. XI. 281. Cp. also Fluravag, Unst, Shetland, 

FYRILrIF, 155, 156. 

Sweden. 
Now Ferlfóv; Bohusi:en, " 

1 
G_4T?DTTIK . 1. 5^ 

Lit., "Magic bay," an old name for the White Sea . 

through association with the neighbouring Lapps and. Finns 

long reputed among the Norsemen as sorcerers. It was also 

regarded as the dwelling -place of giants. e.g. in hórrsdrLa 
(c,1000) of the Icelander Eilifr Guthrun's son it is said 

that/ 



03. 

that "Thor, the giant- visitant, is stronger than the dwellers 
in Gandvi'.k." 

The name survives in Gandvik, Nesseby, Finm.arken, 
(N.G. `VIII. 247). 

GAUTASKER. h 9. e,. 

The group of skerries off the coast of osterg othland; 
Sweden. Probably Gauta is gen. of Ganter: "the men of 
Go thla.nd . " 

GAUTLAND. 108. 

Originally a kingdom running across the Southern 
peninsula of Sweden, including the island of Gothla.nd. 
Lake Vetteren divided it into Vestra- Gautland and Ejrstra- 
Gautland. 

GIZKI. 100. 

Gursk4, an island near Sndm6r, Norway. 

GRAENINGASUND . 145, 146. 

The sound between the island of Sartor,6 and the main - 
land, S.W. of Bergen. 

HALLAND. 156, 216n. 

In the first case, it is the Province of Halland, S.W. 
Sweden. In the second case, where it occurs in Flat. , it is 

clearly a scribal error for 0. H ,aland. 

HALOGALAND . 216. 

Helgeland, a province in Norway running from Namdalen to 
Malangerf j orden. 

HEIDDIIQRK. 4. 

The province of Hedemarken, Norway. 

HAUGAR (in Haugag ing) . 155. 

A hill East of T,insberg, Norway, on which a provincial 
Thing was held. 

HFLSINGJABOTNN 
. 1. 

A misreading in MS. Flat. for Helsingjaland. 



S 
HELSINGJALAND. 1. 

MS. Flat. has 7elsing abotn (S.N. text) , but MS. O. has 
Nelsingeland and this suits the context very much better; 
it is the land and not the both or "gulf" that is being 
described. Helsingja is gen. of Helsinggar, an ancient tribe 
which has left its name in Helsinki Helsingfors). 

HERTTAR . 175, 176. 

NLESEY. 

The islands known as Henn,, er in N. Hordland, Norway 
The home of Aslakr Erlend's son, one of Earl Rognvald's 
friends. 

The island of Laess,á in the Kattegat. In O.S. it is 
apparently thought to be derived from O.N. Hier, the menthol. 
personage representing the sea, frequently used in poetic 
kRovkimss. But as F. Jdnsson suggests (Lex. Poet.), it is 
m ± e probably from O.N. h14: "lee," "calm water;" for it 
gives shelter to ships e- as they leave the North Sea. 

HQRDALAND. 85, 149, 261. 

1f442- Province of Nordland, S.W. Norway. 

i 

ISLAND. 9, 27n., 203n. 

Iceland. Note the remarkable paucity of references in 

comparison with those to Norway, Sweden, or Denmark. Yet 
the Saga was compiled in Iceland, and much of it must have 
reached Iceland on the tongues of wandering. Icelandic traders 
and skalds. Thereare only two Icel. pl. ns. in the Saga , 
Byskupstungur and SiiÓa (a.v.) . 

JAMTALAND. 54, 57 . 

The province of Jämtland in Central Sweden. 

JÓTLAND. 1n7 52n.7 82. 

Jutland (Dan. Jylland). In 52n., however, it is a 

scribal error, in Flat. only, for Skotland in other MSS. 

JÓTLAIMTDZHAF . 83. 

The Kattegat, between Jutland and Sweden. Lit., "the 

sea of Jutland." 

KtTTLR/ 



KJQLR. 2, 54, 57. 

Kblen., the "keel" or .back -bone of hills running N. and . 
inAScandin. peninsula, forming the natural frontier between 
Norway and Sweden. 

KVENL_ND . 1, 2, 4. 

The land of the tven.ir (Lat. Cayani, . O.E. Cwënas) 
Orosius' description of its situation is fairly precise and 
fits the known facts:- 

" and over against land [of Finland] Northward is 
C vëna land.. The CW nas sometimes make war on the Northmen 
over the wastes; sometimes the Northmen on them. And there 
are very large fresh water lakes beyond the wastes, and the 
'CIVnas carry their boats overland into the lakes, and thence 
make war or the Northmen. They have very little boats, and 
very light." (Aelfred's Orosius, ch. 1, ed. Bosworth, 21) . 

Kvenland would thus lie between the Gulf of Bothnia and 
the White Sea, and include the old Norwegian province of Fin- 
marken and the Northern ,kart of modern Finland. 

P=rJQRS . 3. 

Lake Mjf6sen in Hedemarken, Norway. 

MTOLA (in n' n . Tl ' 2lukö l lr) . 216, 

The island of Mel,6 off }Ielgeland, Norway, the home of 
Guthormr, a friend of Earl Rognvald's. See Index of n'ns., 

MOERR. 3, 5, 11. 

M6ren,a district in the E. of Norway stretch ng from 
Namdalen south to Undf_ jord., and divided into North and South 
1' f3ren by the district of Romsdá.len. 

NAUMUDALIR . 5 . 

Lit., "the dales of Nauma," Nauma being an O.N. river 
name. (N.G. V. 299). Now the name is singular: Namdalen, a. 

district stretching from North T. "wren to Hel.geland . = n ?`Tortil 

NID 4ROSS . 571 107 . 

Trondhjem, Norway, recently given its old name, Nidaros. 

N6R R'1I+ JQPLR . 

Now Norumfjor, den in Sogn, :Norway. Possibly from a fem. 
nom./ 



cu. 

nom. 21ur. Nórar: "narrows," from -11r, neut., "an inlet:" 
change of gender in )1ur. is not uncommon in pl. ns. 
Indledning, 11ff; and XII 96), 

The first element in the name occurs senarately; 

e.g. i Norum. 649., ? 1442. 

Nore. D.N. TV.680.1 1452. 

In the modern name the above locative Nórum has replaced the 
more grammatical gen. Mra- 

The folk-etymology in the Saga is obviously wrong: for 
the gen. of Ndrr is not Ndra, but Ndrs. 

NOREGR. Passim. 

Norway. Contraction forlNor6rve0T, with compensatory 
lengthening of first syllable. The name, signifying "the 
North Way" must have been originally applied to the coast by 
travellers from the South, and thence extended to all the land 
up to the hills. 

The folk etymology in the Saga (45 )1 deriving NorveZr 
from the mythical king Nórr, is like all the other etymolo- 
gies in the introductory chapters of the Saga; a false ore. 
We would e:'pect the gen, of Nórr, Ydrs-ver-r, Cp. Nóra- 
gj2r6r. 

The name is fully discussed in M. Olsen: Hedenske 
Kultminder i norske Stedsnavne, 285 (Oslo, 1915). For 
further bibliography see A.N. 235.F. 

NOPHRHALPA, 97. 

Occurs only in the chapter on Hakor Paul's son's en- 
counter with the soothsayer. Signifies "Northern Europe." 

,SLA. 154. 

Oslo, where Kin. g Sigurthr died on Feb. 26, 1130. 

RATJFSDALR. 5. 

Wren. 

FEU. 260. 

SETM/ 

Romsdalen, the district wedged between North and South 

Ri6r, Fedemarken, Norway, home of Havarthr the Freeman. 
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SEKKR. 260. 

Sekken in Romsdalsfj orden; Norway; where King TIakon 
Broadshoulders was killed in battle. 

SELEYJ Ap . S0/ 81. 

The islands now called Seher; N.W. of the Naze. Norway, 

SfDA , 80. 

A district7 district now Sida, in the S. of Iceland. Here re- 
sided Fa11r- in the early 11th century, a man named in many 
Icel. Sagas. 

SJCL ND. 84n. 

Zealand (Dan. Sj elland) , the E. island of Denmark on 
which stands Copenhagen. 

i 

SKAI\TE RR. 83, 84n. 

Skang6r in the province of Ski ° in the extreme S. of Sweden, 
belonging to Denmark till 1660. 

SOGN. 3, 100, 142, 148, 140, 322. 

Sogn; the district round Sognefjorden, Norway. See 
Sóknadalr, of which it is a contraction. . 

SOIcNADAI R, . 316 

The correct form is.Soknarda.lr; for this occurs in 
Dipl, Norv. (see below) and is necessary to the etymology. 
The Sa. a form, however, is also found in Dipl. Norv. , and . 
may have sugg. the Sada folk-etymology from the mythical 
Sókni, gen. Sókna. 

Ident. with Sognedalen, Norway. Early spellings are: 

Soknadale. D.N. IV. 71., 1307. 

Soknardals. D.N. IV. 208., 1355. 

passing to: 

Sognodal, So edals, Sógnedaa1. D.N. IT. 670., 1481. 

From S6kn; gen. S(!knar; a river-name; meaning "an 
advance/ 
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advance," "an attack," it was Probably first applied to an 
impetuous torrent (N.G. X. 1). Cp. rivers Sokni in Laerdalen, 
and Sokna in Ringarike. 

STADR. 84n, 144. 

CapeStadt; the Westernmost point of Norway. 

STEIG (in Steigar-hoi rir) . 98, 175. 

Steig, the home of Thorir slain by Magnus Bare.egs for 
rebellion in 1094, is a district in upper Gudbrandsdalen, 
Norway. 

STIKLASTADIR. 53, 77. 

Stiklestad, Q farm in the lower part of Vaerdalen, 
Norway; site of the -tragic battle in which St. Olafr the 
King Was slain. 

STUFDLA. 149, 151, 152. 

Stile, a small district in N. Hordland, S.J. Norway, 
where Wrinkly -Ormr lived. 

SVIASKER. 2. 

Stockholm Skerries. 

SVIwOD . 54. 57. 34n. 93. 94. 

Sweden. 

SV2LDR . 23. 

A seaport a little W. of Rügen Island in the N. of Germany; 
the scene of the famous battle between King Sveinn and King 
Olafr Trygvi' s son in 1000. 

SA:ETR. 142, 152. 

Saetersdalen, -Kristiansand, Norway, where lived 
Harekr, grandfather of John Limp -leg. 

TUTTSBERG. 140, 142n., 154, 155. 

Tf3n.sberg, Norway. 

UPPLQND/ 



UPPL2ND . 4g 

Now Oplandene, a..collective term for the inland provinces 
of Norway in the S.E. 

VALDRES. 3. 

Now Valders, a district bounded on the East by Sogn, 
and on the North by Gudbrandsdalen. Ace. to N.G. IV. 225.; 
"probably named after one of the early settlers." 

VÉBJQRG (in Vébj argaí iri ') . 84n. 

--Nte- siistrict of Viborg, Jutland, Denmark, where a Thing was 
held at which in accordance with ancient custom the kings of 
Denmark were elected. 

tERADALR . 57. 

Vaerdalen in the province of Trondhjem, Norway. 

VESTRA--GAUTLAND. 

i 

VIKIN. 21, 156? 

24. 

A province in -ancient Sweden lying between Lake Vetteren 
and the Kattegat. 

Viken, 
loosely (as 

260. 

the sea -bight running up to Oslo, and used 
in O.S.) of the lands that enclose it. 

VQR.S, (in n'n. V e rsakrákr) . 89 

Voss, a district in N. Hordland, Norway. 

i 

:RkIDI-TFIMR . 3, 5, 579 142 

The province of Trondhjem, as distinct from the town of 
Trondhjem or Nidaros. The Saga form is O. Icel., the O. 

Norw. form being DJr6ndheimr: "the home of the praen.dir," an 

ancient Norw. tribe (e.V.). 



8. TlI REST OF EUROPE,1. etc. 

i 
AFRIKA. 245n. 

Africa. 

AKRSBORG. 253, 254. 

The fortress of Acre" on the coast of Palestine, the scene 
of many encounters between Crusaders and Saracens. In Mod. 
Arabic, Akka. The form Akre first appears in Josephus, 1st cent. 
A.D. (Encycl. Brit., 11th ed.). 

BOLGARALAND. 259. 

Bulgaria, which at that time extended to the West coast of 
the Balkan peninsula, and was subject to the Byzantine Emperor. 
Bolgara- is gen. plur. - "the land of the Bulgars." 

DYRAKSBORG. 259. 

Durazzo in Albania. 
is 

From L Lat. D rrrácium, which /from 
Gr. A u eekv ov, The nearest port in the Balkan peninsula to ItaI. 
Lit., "the fortress of Dyrakr" on the analogy of such pl. ns. as 
Lambaborg, "the fortress of Lambi." 

ENGILSNES. 257 
.2 1 

Munch's identification of this ness with Cape St. Angelo 
(now Cape Malea) still stands (N.F.H. III. 840n). The difficulty 
arises of how it came to be passed by Rognvaldr Kali on his way 
from Acre to Istanbul. It was probably inserted in the Saga as 
a well -known landmark on the standard sea -route to Istanbul. 
A similar error occurs in the Saga of Sigurthr the Crusader, 
ch.11 (Hkr. 539). 

The name was formed on the analogy of such common O.T. 
pl. ns. as Enilssta6 ir, Engilsruó . 

The reading Engl snes occurs in MSS. 702 and in Hkr., 
and is in some degree supported by Egilsnes in O. and 325. Flat. 
however, reads Aegissness, which might be a cape near the mouth 
of the R. Aegos in the Dardanelles. This disposes of the geo- 
graphical difficulty above -mentioned. But the reading is pro- 
bably false; and the cape is too obscure. 

GALICÌULA_ND. 235, 242. 

Galicia in the N.W.of Spain, then part of the kingdom 
of Castile. From Lat. Gallaecia, with an O.N. gen. sing. 
inflexion -u. 

GARRAR/ 



GARNAR , GARDARIKI . 54 , 55. 

The old Scandinavian kingdom in Western Russia., (Men- 
tioned as early as 996 in Hallfrothr Troublesome- skald's Olafs- 
draoa (Skjalc . B.I. 148). V.L.P. Thomsen suggests that-The- 
name is probably not O.N. gar6r: "an enclosure," but O. Slavonic. 
grad (Russ. gorod): "a stronghold,t', "a town" (Relations between 
Anc. Russ. and Scand. 8On). Garóariki would thus mean "the king- 
dom of strongholds " - a very fitting title. 

HOLMGARDR. 54, 55, 56, 57. 

Novgorod, "New -town, in contrast to the older fortress 
of Ladoga situated two miles below where the R. Volkhov issues 
from Lake Ilmen. The first fortress or garór (see previous name) 
may have been built by the Scandinavians on a holm in the river. 
IVlullenhof, however, suggests a corruption of Ilmen (O. Russ. 
Ulmen) (Haupt's Zeit. f. deutsches Alterthum, XII, 346). 

IIvB OLAR . 256 , 257 e'. 

i Imbolum (dat. plur.) is what appears in the Saga text. 
We may deduce the nom. (plur.) to have been Imb6lar, or, less pro- 
bably, Imbdli. 

Since the Crusaders visit the town on the way from Acre 
to Istanbul, it obviously lies on the West coast of Asia Minor. 
It has been variously identified and derived. I have no fresh 
suggestions to offer, nor can I single out any one hypothesis as 
more probable than the rest. 

(1) Vigfusson conjectures cleverly a Norse translitera- 
tion oÇ Gr. eu,-Tro ls , on the analogy of Istanbul from Gam. es 

To&v -Tr oX1V, 

(2) Dasent suggested the island of Imbros (Gr.itopos ) 

at the mouth of the Dardanelles, assuming the variant reading 
in Flat. Aegissness (for Engilsnes, 702, Hkr.) to be identical 
with a cape at the mouth of the R. Aegos at the mouth of the Dar- 
danelles. 

(3) Bugge (Norges Hist. II. 215) identifies it with the 
ancient Amphipolis. 

(4) Meissner (Ark. f. nord. fil. XLI, 183 -184) excludes 
the possibility of Amphipolis, asp "being in the wrong glace. He 
fails to find any trace of a Gr. equivalent such as e36los. 
But Lat. embolum _ rostrum, a pulpit in a forum. He thus argues 
that it is not a pl. n. at all, but a bazaar in some unnamed port. 
Under Meissner's hypothesis the name would be in the nom. not 
Imbólar but Imbdlum, indeclinable. 

I ç / 

JORDANA. 121, 234, 254, 255. 
i 

"Jordan River." From L. Lat. Jordan 4, O.N. a: "rivera' 

i 

JORSALAHEIMR/ 



/ 

JORSALAfiEIMR. 109, 116, 125, 215, 224, 229, 264. 
JORSALALAI`TD. 253, 254, 256. 
JORSALABORG. 255. 
JdRSALIR. 121. 

These names are best treated together. The first 
chronologically appears to have been Jdrsalaheimr, an O.N. trans- 
literation of L. Lat. Jerusalem, with the spurious meaning of 
"home of the Jórsalir." This name occurs normally and, so far 
as I can ascertain, exclusively in the general idiom for going on 
a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, or, at any rate, to the holy places in 
and near it. It thus came to mean more than the city itself, its 
place being taken by Jórsalabors, or by the tribal name alone, 
Jórsalir. It may be noted that Jorsalir is the name for Jerusa- 
lem in St. Magnus' Saga and J6rsalabórg in Earl Rognvald's Saga. 

Jórsalaheimr can best be translated "the Holy Land." 

From the imaginary tribal name is also derived Jórsala- 
land: "Palestine." 

KRIT. 252, 253. 

Crete. 

MARSEL. 244. 

Marseilles, founded as a seaport by the Phoenicians, 
c. 600 B.C. Gr. Moc -a-c.kato, Lat. Massilia. 

MI1AGARBR. 55, 215, 256, 258, 259, 279. 

Istanbul, the capital of the Byzantine Empire. Lit., 
"the great city "; see under Gar6ar. 

i 

NERBON 231, 234, 250. 

The identity of this name is bound up with the inter- 
pretation of the narrative in the Crusade- háttr. If the 
narrative is taken as it stands, some town in the Bay of Biscay 
must be found. Vigf. suggested Bilbao on the R. Nervion in N. 
Spain. But it is not certain that such a town was in existence 
in 1151. On the other hand, if Jónsson's reconstruction of the 
narrative is accepted (see Hist. Tidskrift, 8 R. IV. 154, and 
note on O.S. ch. 86) then it is clearly to be identified with 
Narbonne in the South of France; from O. Fr. Nerbone. 

The form is well attested, occurring in two verses of 
Earl Rognvaldr (234 ̀ sand 2502/). 

NORDNtANDI/ 



NORDMANDI. 5. 

Normandy. O.N. form of O. Fr. Normandie which in turn` 
was of O.N. origin. 

N9RVASUND. 243, 244. 

The Straits of Gibraltar, the first Norseman to navi- 
gate which was Skopti in 1099 (1- Wkr. leía r 

The form varies in O.N. from Nórvasund to Nigrvasund 
and Norvasund. The rendering "Narrow Sound" cannot-be accept- 
ed. Engl. narrow (O.E. nearu) has no cognate forms in any other 
Teutonic language except Dutch and Frisian (N.E.D.). In his 
Altisl. Gram. (082, 365, 424) Noreen uses the name to illustrate 
certain types of vowel change, but it is doubtful if the variant 
spellings can be reduced to such phonological order. They 
appear to be O.N. renderings of some unknown foreign word (per- 
haps O.E. nearu). Analogies for the three forms can be found 
in the mythological father of Night in Sn. Ed. I. 54 - Norvi 
or Norvi (Lind: Dopn.) ; and the fici.tious king N,j Qrvi in 
Fornaldar S. II. 400 (Lind: Dopn). But both names are probab- 
ly much younger than Nc rvasund. 

f 

PUL. 259. 

The province of Apulia, now Puglia, in S. Italy. For 
loss of initial' Abefore p, cp. 0.N. Lóstoli: "apostle," and 
pistill: "epistle." 

ROM. 85, 116, 121. 

Rome. 

ROMABORG. 259. 

Rome. The more usual name for Rome, used in the Saga 
of Rognvaldr Kali. Róma is an 0.N. pseudo- gen.- plur., - 

"the fortress of the Romans." Cp. Jórsalaborg. 

i 

ROMAVEGR. 259. 

The standard overland route to Rome for pilgrims from 

the North. See note on 259.11. 

SARDINAREY. 245. 

Sardinia. The Latin name with but little phonetic 

alteration has been given the appearance of a normal O.N. 

island name, "Sardin's island." 

SAXLAND/ 



SAXLAND. 85. 

Lit., "the land of the Saxar," the uncontracted form 
being '4. Saxaland. The name meant more than Saxony, howevor, 
for it included the greater part of the great central plain of 
Germany. Trans., "Germany." 

SERKLAND hit mikla. 245, 252. 

"Saracen -land the 
"the Lesser" was the South 
translates the name fairly 
simplifications of L. Lat. 
etymology" (N.E.D.). 

Greater," the North coast of Africa; 
coast of Spain. Engl. Barbary 
well. Serk- and Serkir are O.N. 
Saracénus, a word "of uncertain 

/ I 

SPAIN,, SPAI'iLAND. 242, 243, 244, 245. 

Spain. From L. Lat. Spania. 

VALLAND. 231. 

"The land of the Valir" (cp. L. Lat. Wallus), the 
Celtic or "Welsh" peoples in the N.W. of France. Although 
originally restricted to this area (see Fms. TV. 59) the term 
became used loosely for the whole of France, as in G.S. 

DRASNES. 234, 254. 

The authenticity of the name is attested by its pres- 
ence in a verse of Oddi the Little (2546'). 

It is clearly a Norse transliteration of a name in a 
foreign tongue on the analogy of a pl. n. like bra4svik. The 
context suggests that it might be found on the North coast of 
Spain. The only name bearing it any faint resemblance is Cape 
Torinana, a little N. of Cape Finisterre; (suggested by Meis- 
sner in Ark. f. nord. fil. XLI. 160 who quotes Thuriaen and 
Torian as early forms). But as it is passed by the Crusaders 
before they reach Galicia (O.S. 234), I doubt if this identifi- 
cation is possible. As the name appears in a verse along with 
that of Acre (0.S. 254), it is more probable that it is to be 
sought in the Eastern Mediterranean. As there is considerable 
geographical confusion in the Crusading chapters, more reliance 
is to be placed on inferences drawn from verses than on state- 
ments made in the prose narrative. 

VINDLAND. 21n. 

Wendland, the land of the Vindir or Wends, in the North 
of Germany. 



GLOSSARIAL INDEXES. 

B. PERSONAL NAMES. 

1. Personal Names in the Mythological Introduction 
(O.S. ch.l -3). 

2. Personal Names of Celtic origin. 

3. Churchmen. 

4. Miscellaneous. 

There are more than six hundred personal names 
in the Saga, many of them occurring once or 
twice only. As Nordal's index of Personnavne 
is both exhaustive and exact, it has not been 
thought necessary to repeat a complete index 
here. Only those types of names have been 
included which invited special study. 



1. Personal Names in the Pirtholo ical Introduction. 

AEGIR. 1. 

See Hlér. 

BEITI. 4, 5. 

A "sea- king" or mythical viking, son of Gorr, mentioned 
in a mnemonic list of sea -kings (IJul. IV. a. 1), and used in 
but one extant kenning: Seita borg: "the fortress of Beiti; i.e. 
the sea (Skdaldg. B.I.451). Deriv. uncertain; see C.V. 

EXS'l'.h;INN GLUNRA . 5. 

Eysteinn Rattle is mentioned as father of Earl Rognvaldr 
of r4ren here and in Hkr., Har. Harf. S., ch.l0 and 01. H.S., 
ch.96. Nothing more is known of him. 

FORNJOTR. 1. 

The name of this mythological being of Finnland and Kvoen- 
land is fully discussed by E. Hellquist in Ark. f. nord.!il., 
XIX, 134. From this article I have compiled the following 
notes. 

The following interpretations have been made of the name: 

(i) from O.N. forn -jótr: "old- Jutlander." 
Grimm, and Rask. 

(ii) from 0.N.-K for- n.otr: "former settler." 
Uhland, Keyser and Falk. 

(iii) from O.N. -X forn -ntr: "ancient séttler". 
Noreen, Uppsalastadier, 219. 

Noreen suggests further that he is to be identified with 
Ijazi, and he in turn with the giant Hráesvelgr: "Devourer 
of corpses." 

(iv) from O.N.x'forltr: "the old storm," in the sense of a 
storm god; cp. O.N. Arn(nlórr from Arnborr. Kock, 
Indógerm.Forschungen, X, 103. 

(v) Hellquist himself finds little that is probable in any of 

these but the first. He suggests further that jótr 

besides being the tribal term may have been a generic 

term for "man ", connected with 0. Icel. ytar: "men "; 

cp. Gautr and Gautar. He adds that there is no reason 

to believe that Fornjótr was a storm -god as Noreen and 

Kock assume him to be. The fact that his three sons 

are the three elements Water, Wind and Fire suggest 

rather that he is the Creator. But whatever his origin; 

he remarks, Fornjótr was a very abstract mythological 

figure, and this no doubt accounts for the relative 

absence of reference to him in skaldic poetry. We do 

find his name in a mnemonic list of giants (Dul. IV.b.3) 

and/ 



and in a kenning for the wind in SkáldskaaEmL, 

"First began to fly 
Fainjot' s sons ill- shapen." 

Fk OSTI . 1. 

xvvii: 

The son of Kari, the storm -god. Mentioned as a dwarf 
in 'Jul. IV, ii,5, and in Voluspá, 16. In the other version 
of the tale, Hversu Noregr byggóisk he is called Jokull, the 
O.Icel. name for a glacier. 

GdI. 1, 4. 

GURR. 

The daughter of Thorri, and sister of Norr and Gorr. 
But really the month that follows IJorri, from mid -Feb. to mid - 
hiarch, and used thus in 0.S. 175`x. -Mod. Icel. Gda. For the 
mythical origin of the name see C.V. 

1 -5. 

A "sea -king" or mythical viking, son of Thorri, who 
shared Norway with his brother Norr. Mentioned in a mnemonic 
list of sea -kings (1ul. IV. &,2) and in Ldn. 95g. 

HALFDAN H INN GAML I . 5. 

Halfdan the Old is mentioned here as the great- grand- 
father of Earl Rognvaldr of M4ren. Nothing more is known of 
him. 

HEITI. 4, 

A "sea- king ", son of Gorr and 
ed in sea -king mnemonics (Pul. III 
kennings for the sea. Of note is 
Earl Thorfinnr as Heita konr: "son 
306); for the significance of this 
ch.l -3. Of uncertain etym. 

HLÉR or AEG.Li. 1. 

brother of Beiti, mention- 
, 1., IV. a.3) and several 
Arnor's description of 
of Heiti" (Skj ] . B.I. 
see Introd.: Sources of 

A god of the sea. To him Bragi in Skaldskaparmál 
teaches the metaphors of skaldic poetry. Both names occur 
in kennings for the sea, the second one frequently. E.g. 
Hles doetr: "the daughters of Hler "; i.e. waves; Aegis 
doetr: ditto (Skjallg. B.I. 387, 388). For the name Hler 
see an art. by Kock in Indo erm. Forschungen X. 105, and cp. 
Welsh llyr: "the sea." Aegir is cognate with A.S. eagor, 
which survives as the "eager" or tidal bore of the R.Severn. 

HROLFR OR BJARGI. 4. 

Perhaps to be identified with Hrólfr hinnggamli: "H. the 
Old', in H ndluu1. ó_cß, 25. See a note on the name in Ark. f. 
nord. fiI.7: SUS. 

IVARR UPPLENDINGAJARL . 5. 

Ivarr, Earl of the Uplanders, is mentioned here as the 
grandfather/ 



grandfather of Earl Rognvaldr of M4ren. Nothing more is 
known of him. 

i 

KAKI. 1. 

"Storm." Probably a weak form of k.árr: "Violent" 
(F.J.: Lex. Poet.). Mentioned in a mnemonic list of poetic 
names for wind TTDul. IV. oo.l.). 

LOGI. 1. 

Logi or "Fire" is described in Ynglingatal, 140, as the 
"fiery -hot son of Fornjotr." His name occurs frequently in 
kennings, and is found in a mnemonic list of names for fire 
(?ul. IV. pp.3). Cognate with Ger. loke, Dan. lue, and L.Sc. 
lowe. Not to be identified with the god Loki. 

NÓRR. 1 -5. 

A "sea- king," son of Thorri, from whom the name.Ndregr 
was traditionally derived. Mentioned in a mnemonic list of 
kings °Pul. IV. hh) . 

ROGNVALDR JARL HINN IeTIKI. 5. 

Earl Rognvaldr the Mighty of Mbren, the person to whom 
the Mythol. Introd. of 0.S. works up, for it was to him that 
the earldom of the Orkneys was first granted; see O.S. ch.4. 

SNAER HINN GATVILI. 1. 

"Snow the Old," son of Frosti. Too simple a piece of 
mythology to be used by skaldic poets. 

, 

SOK[VI. 3. 

A mythical king of Norway not mentioned elsewhere, and 
probably invented at some time or other to explain the pl.n. 
Sdknadalr (q.v.) 

SVAD I JQTUNN . 4. 

Svathi the Giant of Dovre appears to have been a mythical 
being of some importance. He is here named as the father of 
Hrolfr of Bjarg and of a daughter called Hoddr (Flat.I.22). 
Another son, Rauthfeldr the Strong, is mentioned in Baróar 
Saga,45(ed. Vigf., Copenhagen, 1860). In the jictitiots Saga 
of Halfdan Eystein's son (Fornaldar S. II1.556) Thor is named 
as his father, but in Ldn. 95b he is called "Svasi's son." 
Sva6i occurs as a :pers. E. in O. Icel. (Lind). See a study 
in Ark. f. nord. ?il. XVI. 23 foil. 

U.N. svaói meant a slippery place, especially on half 
thawed icy ground. He would appear to have been oie of the 

"Frost -giants." But his name does not appear in any of the 
mnemonic of such beings. 

SVEIDI/ 



SVEIflI. 5. 

A "sea -king", son of Heiti, and mentioned as the great - 
great- grandfather of Earl Rognvaldr of Meren. Mentioned in a 
sea -king mnemonic (Pul. IV. a.1) and used in two unimportant 
kennings (F.J.: Lex. Poet). Of uncertain etym. 

PORRI. 1. 

Described as the "son of Snow," but really just the 
fourth winter month, extending from mid -Jan. to mid -Feb. 
Deriv. uncertain. 
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2. Personal Names of Celtic Origin. 

Note. The primary authority for the above is an 
article by Sir W.A. Craigie on Gaelic Words and 
Names in the Icelandic Sagas in Zeitschrift für 
Celtische Philologie, I. 439 foll. From this 
article I have taken most of the 0. Celt. spell- 
ings I have used in my translation and in the 
following brief studies. But the textual and 
historical notes are my own. I have not ven- 
tured on a phonological study of the names, as 
the forms are frequently uncertain, as are also 
the dates at which the names were first heard 
by the Norsemen. 

AFREKA. 12th cents, 316'9. 

The first wife of Haraldr Maddadh's son. There is a 
reference to her in the Chronica of Roger de Hoveden 
318) for year 1196, where we find William King of Scots 
offering Haraldr Caithness if he will "put away his wife the 
daughter of Malcolm Macbeth" (i.e. Hvarflo6 , q.v.) and "take 
again his former spouse the daughter of Duncan Earl of Fife." 

is Afreka. According to A.O.A. ( E.S.S.H. II 
348) Duncan was fourth Earl of Fife and died in 1154. 

The same name occurs in Affrica or Aufrike, an illegiti- 
mate daughter of William the Lion (Rymer's Foedera, I. 2. 

776; quoted in E.S.S.H. II. 399); in Affrica, daughter of 
Fergus of Galloway, 12th cent. (Chron. Reg. Man. 60); and in 
Affrica, daughter of Guthrothr, King of the Hebrides, 12th 
cent. (Chron. Reg_Tü1an. 80) . In O.N. sources there is no 

other occurrence of the name. 

ANAKOL. d. circa 1156. 264 -291. 

A Hebridean viking. Sole occurrence of the name in O.N. 

Craigie (Zeit. f. Celt. Phil. I. 444) regards it as of Celt. 

origin. It occurs as name of an Irish farmer, c.992, in 

Flóamanna Saga, ch.26; and, in the form Anekol, among a 

list of Gaelic names in the Register of Paisley, 1233. 

AUDNA. 2010. 

See Eòna. 

BJADMYNJA PrIRKJARTANSDOTTIR. c.1100. 107. 

From O. Ir. Blathmuine (Craigie). For Ir. 1 glIZZ O.N. 

A, cp. Ir. Blathmae Agefia O.N. B,jaómakr (Ldn. ß) 

The precise date of the marriage between Blathmuine 
and Sigurthr is uncertain. 0.S. puts it in the first 
expedition/ 



i 

BLANN. 

expedition of Magnus Bare -legs, in 1198. But several Irish 
chronicles put it in the second expedition, in. 1102; (see 
E.S.S.H. II. 115 -117, 126, and especially 136). 

1. Bl. Thorstein's son, warden of Darnsay Castle. 12th 
cent. 130, 168, 171. 

2. Bl. brother of John Wing. 12th cent. 301. 

From Celt. B1,1n. Bláán occurs as the name of one of 
the earliest Bishops of Kingarth; see E.S.S.H. I. 176 -177. 

1 I 

BRIAl`N IRAKONUNGR. d.1014. 23. 

The famous Irish King Brian Boroim3e (Brian Boru) slain 
in the battle of Clontarf. 

DUFGALL SUMARLIDASON. c.1200. 307. 

King of the Hebrides. For further details see E.S.S.H. 
II. 137, 231, 255, 465, 595. 

From Celt. Dubh -gall: "Black stranger," the name applied 
to the Danes, the fairer Norwegian being a "white stranger" 
or Rinn -gall. Dubhgall survives in the names Dougall, 
Dugald, and Dowell. 

i 

DUFNJALL. 

1. D. Dunga6arson. c.1100, 111. Identity not estab- 
lished. Speculations in E.S.S.H. H. 162 do not take into 
account the name of his father and are probably. erroneous. 

2. D. Hávarósson. 12th cent. 89, 129, 206, 208. 

One of the Orkney chieftains who accompanied Sveinn Asleif's 
son on his expedition against Holdbothi. 

From 0. Ir. Domknall (Gael. Donald). The real 0.N. 

form, as Craigie points out, is Dufnali, as in Ldn. 158'1. 

The more frequent bye -form originates through false analogy 

with O.N. Njeill. In Chron. Mailros, 34, we find a king 

called Dufnal who, according to A.O.A. (E.S.S.H. I. 479n) 

may be identified with King Dunguallaun of Strathclyde men- 

tioned in Welsh sources ( E.S.S.H. I. 480). The sole other 

occurrence of the name in O.N. sources is Dufnalldur 
Haraldsson in Shetland, D.N. I. 438 (1405). 

DUNGADR . 

1. An unknown earl, father of Dufnjall who was slain 

by Earls Hakon and Magnus (111n). 

2/ 



iffr- 

2. King Duncan II of Scotland, 1094, May to Novr. (88). 

From 0. Ir. Donnoadh, surviving as Duncan. 

ED A . 10th cent. 2010. 

Daughter of Kj arvalr King of Ireland; 
Hlothver. 

Flat. reads Audnu (acc.) and 0. Ednu. 
the correct form; for it is the 0.N. form 
It occurs also in _Ldn. 13'1. The variant 
a second time, in D.N. X. 107 (1421). It 
ed on the analogy of the pers. n. Aucun. 

ENGUS. 

1. 
brothers 

2. 
King of 

married to Earl 

Edna is probably 
of 0. Ir. Eithne. 
Auòna also occurs 
was probably form- 

Engus the Open- handed, referred to as one of the 
of Frakokk (128s). 

Engus, referred to as one of the sons of Sumarlithi 
the Hebrides (307'6) . 

From Celt. Aengus, surviving as Angus. 

FINNLEIKR SKOTAJARL. d.1020. 20, 21. 

From 0. Ir. Finnlaech (Craigie), surviving in the name 
Finlay, Findlay. 

Fairly certainly to be identified with Finnlaech son of 
Ruadri, the mormaer of Moray who was slain by the sons of 
Maelbrigte in 1020 and whose son Macbeth murdered Duncan in 
1040. See notes on ch.20 and E.S.S.H. I. 551, 581. 

FRAKOKK. 12th cent. 122 -268. 

The high - spirited and unscrupulous daughter of Moddan of 
Dale in Caithness; married to Ljotr the "Nithing" in Suther- 
land. 

There are many MS. forms of this name : - 

Frakauck 
Frakaurk 
Frakauk 
Frákok 
Frackok 
Frakaut 

325. 
Flat. (122 -162). 
Flat. (166, 190). 
Flat. (196, 197). 
Flat. (198 -268). 
0. 

The name does not occur elsewhere in 0.N. It is probably of 
Celtic origin, although I have not succeeded in discovering 
any Celtic name resembling any of the above forms. The form 
adopted has the support of MSS. 325 and Flat., although the 
possibility of 0. having the correct form (Frakaut or Frakot) 
must not be lost sight of. 

GILLI ¿DRAN . 12th cent. 307, 308. 

The form in Flat. is Gilla, but 0. gives Gille, 

representing/ 



rç3 

representing what is probably the correct form; Gilli r`eï- 
c n Ang Celt. Gille: "a. servant." Oòran no doubt represents 
Celt. Odhrain: "of Odhran." 

Nothing is known of this Scottish chieftain in Scottish 
sources. 

GILLI. 12th cent. 136. 

i 

See Gilli 06ran. 

GILLI-KRISTR. 140, 141. 

See Gilli ¿bran, and Gilli in Index of nicknames. 

HOLDBODI HUNDASON. 12th cent. 172 -206. 

HUNDI. 

A chieftain of Tiree who became involved in a bitter . 

feud with Sveinn Asleif's son. 

The name, which is attested by MSS. Flat. and. 0, does 
not occur elsewhere in 0.N. and is probably of Celtic origin. 

There are alternative 
in a title) , and Hornboò i, 
the analogy of Hornbori, a 
470 and in several pl. ns. 
bably the correct form. 

readings of Hornb.ogi, Flat. (200r 
Flat. (200 -206). These may be on 
pers. n. occurring in Sn. Edda ,II, 
(Lind: Dom.). Holdbo5 i is pro- 

of 

1. Father,Karl, "King of Scots," in ch.20, perhaps to 
be identified with the Earl Hundi in Nj. L. ch.86. 

2. The name of the son of Sigurthr the Stout whom 
Olafr Tryggvi's son took as a hostage to Norway (22n). 

3. Father of I-Ioldbothi of Tiree (172). 

A translation of Celt. Cuilean: "a dog," - Cuilean 
being a common pers. n. 

HVARFLOD MELKOLMSDOTTIR. 12th cent. 321w . 

The second wife of Haraldr Maddadh's son. 

The name is a corruption of the Celt. name represented 
in 0. Ir. by Gormflaith. Another corruption of the name 
occurs in N,5. S. ch.155, where Olafr Cuaran's wife Gormflaith 
is called Korml a. The form Korm14 occurs also in Ldn.Ip -3 

Harald's marriage to Hvarfloó must have taken place 
before 1196, and while his first wife Afreka was still alive; 
see Chronica of Roger de Hoveden (S.A.E.C. 318) quoted under 
Afreka. Her father was Malcolm MacHeth of Moray, the arch - 
rebel in the reign of William the Lion. The marriage 
immediately/ 



immediately dragged Haraldr into disastrous conflict with 
that king. 

HVELPR. 22n. 

Given as an alternative name for Hundi, son of Sigurthr 
the Stout. It is also a translation of Celt. Cuilean: "a 
dog." 

KJARVALR IRAKONUNGR. 10th cent. 20/0. 

From 0. Ir. Cerbhall. His daughter Eithne was married 
to Earl Hlothver. As ÏSarvalr he is frequently mentioned in 
0.T\T. sources; see E. S. S.H. 

r 

KONOFOGOR IRAKONUNGR. 11th cent. 27. 

A probable corruption of 0. Ir. Conchobhar. Several 
Irish kings are so called, but it does not seem possible to 
identify any of them with this Konofo_gor, who fought against 
Earl Einarr Sigurth's son in 1018. 

KOSTNAl'¡iI . 11th cent. 101n. 

The name occurs thus in O. only. An alternative form 
Kostnomi is found. in Mz. He is described in O. as a king of 
Sadriri (prob. Ulster) in Ireland, and as brother to the 
Welsh Earls Hugh the Stout and Hugh the Proud. In M@, he is 

described as their father. Both accounts seem unlikely. 
Nothing is known of him, at any rate, in Welsh or Irish. 
sources. The name may not be Celt. 

KVARAN. 10th cent. 21n. 

The nickname of Olafr King of the Irish, referred to 
here as brother to GythO. whom Olafr Tryggvi's son married in 
993. See Kváran in Index of nicknames. 

MADDADR. 12th cent. 158 -263. 

Maddaö r, according to 0.S., succeeded Melmari as Earl of 
Athole. In Scottish sources there are references to his 
having witnessed several charters in the reign of David I, 

his name occurring as follows: 

Madeth comes 
Madoc comes 
Maduc consul 
Madd' Comes 

Lawrie: Charters, 63. 
tt tt 97. 
tt " 79. 
" " 80, 108. 

The first of these is very similar to the 0.N. form and 
suggests/ 



tgsP- 

suggests X P,Iaddadh as the Celt. form. A.O.A. adopted the a 
Ir. f5rm Matad to render the name (E.S.S.H. H. 139), 

M4GBJ6DR JARL. 10th cent, 19". 

The 0.N. form of Celt. Macbeth (O.Ir. Macbethad) . The 
Scottish Earl Macbeth in this case cannot be exactlyidenti- 
fied. He was probably the Mormaer of Moray or Ross or one 
of the other northern provinces of Scotland. 

MARGADR GRIMSSON. 12th cent. 130-292. 

One of Sveinn Asleif's son's comrades in arms. 

Text : - MS. 325 - Normally. 
Once 

From 0. Ir 
the primary 0. TT 
in O.S. (cps n 

ing to Craigie, 
(Hkr.587) whose 

- Mar a r . 
- Margat. 

MS. Fl. - Murgadr, . 
Murgat. 
Muroa rdr. 
Murgudr. . 

MS. O. Margader. 
Mar ad. 
Ma rgat . 

. Murchadh. The Flat. form Murgaór is thus 
. form. The more common bye -form largaór 
S. ch. 154, and H4,k. S. 360) is due, accord - 
to false analogy with the Irish king Margaö r 
name is derived fromo.Ir. Each -Margach. 

MELBRIKTA. 

1. Melbrikta "Tusk," the 9th century Scots Earl whose 
protruding tooth gave Earl Sigurthr his death (6, 7, 8). He 
was a mormaer of Moray or of Ross. 

2. Melbrikta (12th cent.), referred to as father of 
Eyvindr, an Orkney chieftain (1614-). 

Two forms of the name occur, the first as above in 
all instances in MS.332, and the second - IVelbrigda (for 

1S"Melbrig6a) in Flat. In O.S. 16l0' MS.325 reads Eyvindr 
Melbrig{3ason, which suggests a nominative» Melbrigói. The 
ending in -i is supported by the occurrence of mail brikti 
in an O.N. runic inscription in the Isle of Man Zsee Bugge 
in Aarb. 1899, 232). The runic form is indeed nearest to 
the Celt. form, which is Maelbrigte - of frequent occurrence 

MELKOLMR , MELKOL.b R . 

Malcolm, Celt. Malcolum. Used of at least six persons 
in 0.S. 

1. Malcolm "King of Scots" (22, 43, 86) , perhaps only 

a mormaer of Argyll. See notes on ch.20. 

2. Malcolm "Long -neck" King of Scots (88, 158), to be 

identified/ 



identified with Malcolm Canmore (1058 -1093) . No explanation 
can be offered for the curious paraphrase of Celt. Ceannmhor. 
There is, so far as I have been able to ascertain, no explan- 
atory comment on the nickname Canmore in any Scottish, English 
or Irish sources, until George Buchanan's gloss: - 

Milcolumbum Cammorum (quasi dicas Megalócephalon) 
ZRerum Scoticarum Historia, ed. 1583 61). 

3. Malcolm King of Scots, to whom Magnus Erlend's son 
flees, 1098 (104'x) and from whom Magnus Bare -legs receives 
envoys in the same year (105'). Apparently an error for 
King Edgar (1094 -1107). 

4. Malcolm King of Scots, visited by Sigurthr Sham - 
deacon, 1128x36 (125). An error for David I (1124 -1153) 
mentioned earlier in the same chapter. 

5. Malcolm IV, son of David, King of Scots, visited by 
Sveinn Asleif's son in spring 1152. Another error for David 
I; see note on ch.91. 

6. Malcolm IV (1153 -1165) (264r4 30621; referred to in 
278'3 and. 3091). 

7. Malcolm MacHeth, mormaer of Moray, referred to as 
the father of Hvarf l ó (32121). 

MELMARI. 12th cent. 158il . 

Referred to as father of Maddadh, Earl of Athole. 

The above form occurs in MS.325. Eclat. has (erroneous- 
ly) Melkolmr. 0. has Melmure which is of interest in that 
it resembles the form malmuri in an O.N. runic inscription 
in the Isle of Man (see Bugge in Aarb. 1899, 232) and is 
nearest to the 0. Ir. form Maelmuire. 

This Earl of Athole is probably to be identified with 
MalmQÍe d'Athotla in B. of Deer, 95. 0_S. (1.c.) describes 
him as a brother of Malcolm Canmore, but this is doubtful. 

See E.S.S.H. II. 182 for further speculations regarding him. 

MODDAN, MUDDAN. 

1. A puppet ruler of Caithness set up by Karl HundiTs 
son, 11th cent. (44,45,48,49). He is described (44e) in 

MS. 332 as "Mumtan or Muddan", in Flat. as Muddan, and in 0. 

as "Mutatan or Muddan." 

2. A wealthy Caithness chieftain dwelling at Dale, 

father of Frakokk, ,12th cent. (122). His name is given 

in MS.325 as Moddan, in Flat. as Madden, and in 0. as Muddan. 

It is difficult to say what the correct 0.N. form 

was. The name seems to be related to that of Matáin mac 

Çaerill, mormaer of ?Buchan, in B. of Deer, 92. Derivation 

from 0. Ir. Modudhan is suggested by Craigie, and lends some 

support to 0's Mutatan being nearer to the original 0.I\7. form. 

MYRKJARTAN. c.1100. 1073. 
I CO 

Referred to as son of hlalbi,Afather of Bda6mynja, 
and 

King of Connaught. Referred to elsewhere in Saga literature 

(Laxd./ 



Laxd.S., ',dn., Nj.S.). 

From O. Ir. Muircheartach. 

INJÁLBI. 11th cent. 107. 

Referred to as the father of Myrkjartan. In Irish 
sources he is Toirdelbach (d.1086). In Hkr. 5256, he 
appears as ?ialbi, and in Zglip, ch.44, as Condialfi. MS. O. 

of 0.S. has Thialfi. 

Djalbi is a very gross corruption of the O. Ir. name. 
It existed already as an O.N. name for one of Thor's guides 
(Sn. Edda. II. 281 etc.), as a nickname (Ldn.113; Lind: Bin.); 
and it had thus the atmosphere of antiquity which perhaps sug- 
gested its use as a substitute for the name of this rather 
shadowy Irish monarch. 



3. Churchmen. 

ADALBRIKT PRESTR. c.1100. 1234 . 

Referred to as father of Sigurthr Sham -Deacon. 

i 

BALDVINI ABOTI . 12th cent. 211. 

2113. 
An unrecorded abbot of the Isle of May. See note on 

BJARNI KOLBEINSSON BYSKUP. d.1223. 214, 316, 321, 322, 328. 

The most distinguished of the Orkney bishops, not only 
in his own sphere but as the author of the stirring Joms- 
vikinga- drápae Son of Kolbeinn Hruga of Wyre. He flourish- 
ed too late to play any part in 0.5. and his name occurs only 
in interpolations in the text. For the theory that he was 
the author of 0.SS., see Introd.: Author. For further in- 
formation regarding Bjarni see Dowden: Bishóps of Scotl. 256. 

i 

ERLINGR ERKIDJ AK'T . 12th cent. 89'4. 

Referred to in the genealogies in ch.33 as one of the 
descendants of Ragnhildr, daughter of Earl Paul Thorfinn's 
son. 

, 
HROLIa'R , 12th cent. 194, 195. 

Earl Rógnvaldr Kali's hir6prestr or chaplain who recog- 
nised Bishop John from Athole on his arrival at Knarston. 

J6N BYSKUP from Athole. 12th cent. 194, 195. 

At Christmas, 1138, this Bishop John came to Earl Rogn- 
valdr Kali as an emissary from Earl Maddadh in Athole. 
But Scottish sources record no Bishop John of Athole. In- 
deed there was no bishopric of Athole. He may have been 
John, Bishop of Glasgow (x1118 - ?1147; see Dowden: Bishops 
of Scotl. 295) and have been sent not by Earl Maddadh but by 
King David I in connection with the apparent alliance be- 
tween David and the Orkney Earldom as revealed by the pres- 
ence of Orkneymen in the Scottish army raiding England in 
1138; see quotation from Ailred de Rievaulx in S.A.E_C. 189. 
Alternatively, the partitioning of the Orkney Earldom be- 
tween Rognvaldr Kali and Raraldr Maddadh's sop p.s proposed 
by Bishop John may have been a scheme of David s ,,o gain 
control over the Orkneys. This would also explain the ap- 
parently excessive friendliness of David I to Sveinn Asleif's 
son (ch.83 and 93) , for the latter had kidnaped Earl Paul 
to clear the way for the candidature of Haraldr Maddadh's 
son of Athole. 

, 

JON BYSKUP of Caithness. c.1200. 326. 

Consecrated 1185x, tortured. in 1201, and died probably in 1213, when his successor was elected; see E.S.S.H. II. 355 -356, Dowden: Bishops of Scotl. 233, and notes on ch.111. The/ 



The torturing may have been the result of his attempting to 
Enforce the payment of papal dues. For the papal correspond- 
ence on the matter see D.N. VII. Nos.2 and 3 (quoted in C.S. Z )' 

RIKARDR. 12th cent. 145 . 

A Norwegian priest with whom Rognvaldr Kali went to take 
shelter for a time. 

i 

VILJALMR BYSKUP. d.1168. 121-259. 

William the Old was the first of the Norwegian bishops 
of Orkney, having his seat first at Birsay and later, on the 
erection of the Cathedral, at Kirkwall. On more than one 
occasion he made peace between rival factions in the Orkneys. 
He had enough of adventure in his disposition to accompany 
Earl Rognvaldr Kali on his crusade. He was buried in St. 
Magnus Cathedral. In 1848 a cist was found between the last 
two pillars on the South side of the choir containing bones 
and a leaden plate inscribed: Hic requiescit Willialmus senex, 
feLicis memoriae, and, on the reverse, Primus Episcopus. 
As the choir is a later part of the Cathedral, the bishop's 
relics must originally have rested elsewhere. Mr J. Mooney 
(P.O.A.S. III. 77) suggests that the original tomb was be- 
tween the two broad pillars in front of what was then the 
high altar. For further detail regarding Bishop William, 
see Dowden: Bishops of Scotl. 252 -253. 

VILJÁLTVIR BYSKUP d.1188. 3212-4. 

Referred to as the predecessor of Bishop Bjarni. 
Nothing further is known of him. See Dowden: Bishops of 
Scotland, 255. 

13 

An unnamed Welsh bishop is mentioned in 104 as giving shelter to 
Magnus Erlend's son for a time while in exile. 



4. Personal Names: Miscellaneous. 

GYDA. 10th cent. 21n. 

Not known outside 0.N. sources 
sister of Olafr Kvaran in 0.S. 21n, 
dóttir without comment and mis e9.ds 

506); in Hkr. 126; in Odds lafs 
01. Trygg. S. TFms. I. 149). 

Hkr. (126 -7) gives a whole chap. to her marriage with 
Olafr Tryggvi's son, which must have taken place (A.O.A. 1.c.) 
c,993. Acc. to Hkr. Gytha had been previously married to "a 
powerful earl in England," and brought her second husband 
large estates in England in which he dwelt alternately with 
Ireland. 

. She is mentioned as the 
(Vigf. alters O. siister to 
A.O.Anderson in E.S.S.H. 
S. 14; and in the Longer 

A.O.Anderson (l.c.) says that her story is "romantic 
rather than historical;" for Olafr Kvaran died in 980. But 
that does not make the marriage impossible. It is well at -3i33 
tested in a multitude of sources. Further, acc. to Hkr. 417 
a pretender appeared in Norway c.1033, claiming to be the son 
of Olafr Tryggvi's son and Gytha "the English woman" (Enska). 

MQRU -KÁRI . 11th cent. 90Iss 

This is the curious O.N. form of O.E. Morkere (M.E. 
Morear), the first syllable of the name being transformed 
into a kind of cognominal prefix, on the analogy of such names 
as Horó a. -Kari (Hkr. 66 6 ) and B eró lu -Kári (Ldn. 88 ) . This 
Morkere was the son of Aelfgar; Earl of Mercia, became Earl of 
Northumbria 1064 -1065, and was slain at York by Haraldr 
Sigurth's son in 1066. See 0.S. 1.c., and Hkr. 347, 496, 502, 
503, for what the Sagas have to say about him; and see also 
E.S.S.H. II. 14. 

GERMANUS. 12th cent. 231. 

the father of Ermingerör (e . v.) , (gount ymeri de I\Taa bonn¡) 

The corruption is a strange one; still stranger the further 
corruption Geirbägrn in Flat. But as F. Jonsson points out 

(Hist. Tidsskr. IV R. 8, p.165), it is not without signifi- 

cance for identification that he is referred to as earl (O.S. 

23116) and not as king. 

GUDIFREYR. 12th cent. 235 -244. 

The chief in the castle near Narbonne captured by Earl 

Rognvaldr. Not identified. See note on ch.85 -89. 

GEIRBJORN. 

See Germanus. 

ERMINGERDR/ 



ERMINGERDR. 12th cent. 232 -243. 

In an article on the Narbonne episode in Zeit. f. 
deutsche Philologie, XLIII (1911), 428 -434, H. Gering identi- 
fies her with Ermengarde, daughter of a Count Aymeri de Nar- 
bonne (d.1134). She was married to a Spanish Count in 1142, 
and in 1145 to Bernarde D'Anduse. See note on ch.86. 

GUDRODR OLAFSSON. 12th cent. 

Identical with Guór 
referred to in Hkr. 609' 
Hebrides ( ?1154 -1187) in 

325/. 

dr son of Olafr kliningr ( "Butter ") 
and with Godfrey, King of the 

Chron. Reg. Man. I. 62 foil. 

RQGNVALDR GUDRj?SDARSON SUDREYJAKONUNGR . c .1200 . 32434, 

Identical with Reginald, son of Godfrey, King of the 
Hebrides, in Chron. Reg. Man. I. 78 -94. He ruled 1188 -1229. 

MIENELAUS. 12th cent. 2581. 

"Menelaus whom we call Mánúli" - the Emperor Manuel of 
- 

the Eastern Empire (1143 -1180). The O.N. form M núli occurs 
by itself in Hkr. 537". 

MÁNULI . 

See Menelaus. 

HALL ± R DR . c.1000. 1011. 

This foster -son of Thorleifr the Wise, great- great- 
grandfather of Rognvaldr Kali, was a famous skald who receiv- 
ed the unusual soubriquet of Vandraeöaskald: "Troublesome - 
skald." See his poems in C.P.B. or Sk&jaldg. 

KOLBEINN HRUGA. 12th cent. 89, 214, 302, 321. 

For the many Saga references to Kolbeinn Lump, see 
Hruga in Lind: Binamn. For the legends regarding him as 
"Cubbie Roo," see P.O.A.S. V. 71 foil. For his castle on 
Wyre, see P.O.A.S. VI. 9 -11. 

TROLLHOENA. 326. 

Fairly certainly to be identified with the Celtic 
Saint Triduana (Sc. Tredwell). See A.197 and P.O.A.S. III 
for the few relevant facts and legends known regarding her. 
If Bishop John actually did visit her shrine, he must have 
come to Restalrig near Edinburgh where according to tradition 
she/ 



a 

she died and was buried. 

The O.N. form of her name is a curious one. Dr. 
Marwick points out (P.O.A.S. II1.34) that it appears to sur- 
vive in the name of a fishing ground - Trallyo ground - N.E. 
of Papa Westray, in which island there is a chapel dedicated 
to her. "St. Tildrin's Day," a Westray expression, may 
also be a corruption of the O.N. or the Sc. form (H.M.: Orkn. 
Norn). A study of the name by Bugge (which I have not seen) 
is to be found in Studier (Uppsala) I. 24. 

VADDJOFR. 12th cent. 202n, 212, 213. 

This Scottish Earl slain by Thorbjorn Clerk, 1143x1148; 
cannot be identified with any of the men named Waltheof in 
the index to E.S.S.H. 



GLOSSARIAL INDEXES. 

C . NICKDTAMES and SURNAMES 
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ABOTI, Baldvini. 12th cent. 211. 

"Abbot ". 

ADALSTEINSFÓS'THI, Hákon Haraldzson. d.961. 14, 1Gn. 

"Athelstan's foster son ". The story of how when a boy Haraldr 
son of Har.Harf. came to be fostered by King Athelstan is told 
in Hkr.,Har.Harf.S.,ch.40 -41. 

1 

ALLI, Hlifolfr hinn. 12th cent. 325. 

D.- "the Quick ". 
it is a weak form 
old). Occurs as 
places (900 -925). 
(1382). 

(Whence? Not in C.V.) But according to F.J., 
of 4' a.11r, positive to ellri, elztr; (= amáll: 
a name on the Glavendrup Stone and in other 

Occurs in the pl.n. A1laby, D.N. III. 332 

Trans., "the Old". 

i 1 i 
ABBOT, AlofkHaraldzdottir. c.900. 11. 

Lit., "Improver of the harvest ". Trans., "Harvest -Heal' (D). 

ARSAELI, Hávarór Jorfinnzson. 10th cent. 16, 17, 18. 

"Harvest- happy ". (D., F.J.) i.e., having rich harvests dur- 
ing his reign. Elsewhere in written sources applied only to 
King Eirikr, Hkr. 546. (Lind). 

AUBGI, Knútr hinn. 12th cent. 276, 278. 

Rich in worldly goods (F.J.). Trans., "the Wealthy ". 

BARN, Hákon. 12th cent. 89, 214. 

Not. "child" or "bairn" (D), but "the Younger ". Corresponds 
to Mod. Engl. "Minor" or "Junior ". Acc. to Lind, not very 
frequent in written sources. 

BEGLA, B6tólfr. 12th cent. 285. 

Identical with N.N.begla, an ill- willed hindering person 

(Torp) . Occurs in O.N. in the phrase sem begla hd°u 
smiói: "like bungling beside good workmanship" (C.V.); and 

in/ 



us 

in the name of the 12th cent. Rimbegla, or "Arithmetic 
Miscellany ". Connected with the O.N. word bag'', awkward, 
clumsy, as opposed to hag'', skilful; (Fornaldar S. III. 
195). Cp. Shetl. beget, to crumple, and bekel, to walk 
clumsily (J.J.); and prob. Engl. boggle, although N.E.D. 
connectstinrith Engl. bogie, a spectre. Occurs in the pl.n. 
Biegleruc (from' 'Begiuru7á) , N.G.2. IV. 216. (Lind) . 

Trans., "Bungle ", "Boggier "; "Botcher ". 

i 
BERBEINr'T, Magnus lafsson. d.1103. Passim. 

BISKUP, 

"Bare-legs". (D) . Also 
origin of nickname, 

1. Adam, 
2. Bjárni. 
3. Jdn af Atj Qk1um 
4. Jon a hatanesi 
5. Vilj Amr. 
6. Viljalmr. 

called Berfoettr and Berleg r. 
see Hkr., Magn. B. S. ch.18 

d.1222. 329, 330, 331. 
da1222. 214,316,321,322,328. 
12th cent. 194, 195. 
c.1200. 326, 329. 
d.1168. 121-259. 
dp1188. 321. 

"Bishop 

BITLINGR, Olafr. 12th cent. 122, 307. 

i 

BLA-, 

For 

Sole instance of this nickname. D. gives "bitling" in the 
text, explaining it as "little bit" or "the tiny ". Obviously 
a dimin. of bit. Cp. Engl. bitling, a little bit (N.E.D. 
17th cent.). Trans., "Snippet ". 

In Shetland we find, however, bitel, a big tooth, and 
Bitli, Botli, a nickname given in Nesting to people with big 
teeth (J.J.). It is possible, therefore, to trans. "Tusks' 

(Cp.Tpnn). There are references to Olafr in Irish sources, 
but the epithets applied to him are purely decorative (See 
SkeneTs Celt. Scott. III. 410). 

in B1á -Kári. 12th cent. 295. 

Not distinguished as a nickname by Anderson, Vigfusson or 
Dasent. It means either "Black", .or, possibly, "Foolish" 
(C.V.). As a nickname it does not occur elsewhere (Lind). 

BLÓDOX, Eirikr Haraldzson. d.c.950. 14, 15, 16, 33. 

i 
BLOT -, 

"Bloody -axe ". 

in Blót- Sveinn. 11th cent. 94. 

Lit., "Sacrifice- Sveinn ". Blót, which is cognate with Goth. 

blótan (1 ñaTeev e it ) and A.S. blótan (= immolare) , meant 

first "sacrifice "; in the Christian era it developed the bad 

sense of Heathen sacrifice, and the subsidiary connotation 

of cursing and swearing (C.V.). As a nickname it was 

applied to a zealous pagan and maker of sacrifices within 

Christian/ 



,G. 

Christian times; cp. Hakon Blótjarl in Flat.r (F.J.) . 

Trans., " Sveinn the Apostate ", or merely "Sacrifice- Sveinn ". 
The narrative of his election as king of Sweden in 

place of King Ingi, the Christian reformer, shows how old 
customs died hard. But the explanation of the nickname, and 
the general tenour of the passage show that neither the 
author nor his readers approved of, or knew much about, the 
"old customs" referred to. 

BREIDMAGI; Ddrarinr. 12th cent. 203. 

"Broad- paunch" (D.) or, more alliteratively, "Broad -belly ". 

e 
BRJOSTRET_P, Sveinn. 12th cent. 160 - 192. 

Lit., "Breast- rope" (D.). Sole occurrence. Of uncertain 
significance. Fritzner explains it as a synonym of 
br j óstgi Qrò , saddle- girth. Jónsson suggests "Baiildrick" . 

Lind ventures no explanation at all. N.E.D. gives Engl. 
breast -rope as a nautical term meaning a rope securing the 
yard-parrels, or a rope supporting the leadsman when sounding; 
but neither meaning seems possible in Saga times. The name 
may in some way be connected with Sveinn's heathen practice 
of "out -sitting ". Trans. literally. 

BUNU -, in Bunu -Pétr. 12th cent. 301. 

Text:- Flat. - Bunu -Pétr. 
0.- Hvinu -Petr. 

Prob. Bunu -Pétr. For 0 renders unusual nicknames badly; 
and Hvinu- is difficult to explain (á.v.). 

D. renders "down-at-heel". Bunu is gen. sing. of 0.N. 
*?buna, ident. with N.N. buna, leg -bone. Cp. Faer. buna, 
something big and clumsy; and N.N. bunabeist, a big- limbed, 
coarsely -built animal. Jónsson suggests "Clumpfoot ". 
Trans., "Clumpy peter ". 

An alternative derivation is from 0.N.buna, a stream, 
used as a nickname in Ldn. 95 for Bjgrn, father of Ketill 
Flatneb, in the sense of "ungartered "; - i.e., his sock was 

"streaming "down his leg. 

DIGRI, 1. Sigur6r Hlo6vesson. d.1014. 14 - 331. 

2. Steinv2r Ljotzddttir hin digra. 12th cent. 122, 127. 

3. Hugi hinn. d.1100. 101. 

"The Stout" (D.). 

DJUPUDGA, Auór hin. 9th cent. 6. 

Weak form of djúpú5 igr, an adj . formed on the analogy of 

ást- .Ö igE, loving -minded, and ill -úó igr, evil- minded. 

t ö igr is an adj. formed from úD , a contraction, ace. to C.V. 

of hug, thought, used only in compounds. 

Trans., "the Deep -minded" (D.). 

DREKAS KOL'l' K/ 



DREKASKOLTR, Dor6r. 12th cent. 136. 

From O.N.dreki, a dragon, 4 skolptr or skoltr, the 
snout of a dog, or dragon, etc. D. renders "dragon- 
shot" or "beak ", - unnecessary paraphrases. F.J. 
suggests some connection with a dragon- or long -ship. 
Probably used of a man with a thin hooked nose, like 
an inverted prow. Cp. Dorkell dreki, Eirspennï11,445. 

Trans., "Dragon- snout ". 

Lind, on the analogy of the nickname 
gassakoltr (Biskup_Emsteins Jordebog,1811), 
emends to drekakoltr, connecting koltr 
with N.N.koltr, a tree- stump; but the 
emendation is unwarranted and unnecessary. 

DRENGR, 4gmundr Kyrpinga- Ormsson. 12th cent. 149, 214, 259. 

"The Brave" (D.). Drena is the standing term in 
runic inscriptions for the brave,generous and gentle 
heart. Thus Annorr seems to use it of himself in 0.S.69, 
As a nickname it occasionally signifies an honest 
young boy or apprentice (F.J.). Cp. Shetl.drengi, a 
young unmarried man (J.J.). Occurs in M.Fc.in the 
sense on "a low and base fellow" (N.E.D.) . In O.E. 
and M.E. it signifies a free tenant in Northumbria 
holding land by a tenure older than the Norman Conquest, 
occuxing thus in Maldon,149 (d.10004 and in Dom.Bk. (10864 
(See Maitland: Engl.Hist.Rev. V. 632, and N.E.D. . 

Such a multitude of derived meanings makes it dangerous 
to draw conclusions from any one of them, and it is 
safest 416 follow D. in giving the term its primary 
meaning. 

ERKIDJÁKN, Erlingr. lslth cent. 89, 91, 93n, 101, 107. 

"Archdeacon ". 

EYJAR- SKEGGJAR. 12th cent. 328. 

The first nickname given th the company of Orkneynnn 
under Olafr and John Halkell's son which fought against 
King Sverrir. Literally, "Island -beards ", it was 
prob. originally satirical satiricalt in intention, but in the 
end became a normal synonym for "Islanders ". 

Trans., "Island- beardies ". 

EYIVIUNI, Eirikr. d.1137. 94, 156. 

"The Ever -memorable" (D.). C.V. suggests that the 

word as a nickname may be trans. "tie Ever- beloved "; 
but the paraphrase is unnecessary. 

FJARANSMUDR, Dorsteinn hpldr. 12th cent. 122. 

. See Fjatansmuór. 

FJATANSMUDR/ 



- 
FJATANSTINDR, Tporsteinn hpldr. 12th cent. 122. 

Text: - Flat.- fiaransmunnr. 
325. - fiatansmuór. 
O.- fiatansmuder. 

Fairly certainly fj,ättansmu6r, the t being supported by the 
two earlier MSS. 

D. renders "Dribble- mouth ", reading fjaransmu6r as from O.N. 
fjara, ebb -tide; cp. the Orkn.pl.n. Crfj ara. F.J., unsatis- 
fied with this, guesses at first "terrible or dreadful mouths "; 
but mentions alternatives - a connection with ffjarri, far off; 
or with fjaernt, unexpected; applied respectively to a man 
who talked much, or who talked paradoxically. But none of 
these derivations explains satisfactorily the presence of the 
-ans -. 

The more probable reading fjatansmuór has been derived 
by K. Maurer ( ) acc. to Lind, from O.Ir. 
fetán (Mod. Ir. feadán), to whistle, giving the nickname 
"Whistle- mouth ". This interpretation has been accepted in 
the translation. 

But the word may have been connected with N.N. fsjata, 

clumsy; or with N.N. fjaatt, simple, shallow; - giving 
"Clumsy- mouth" (of a thick- speaking man) and "Shallow - mouth" 
respectively. 

FLATR, FLETTIR, Dorkell. 

Text:- Flat.- fletta 
fleetti 
flettir 
flettu 

325.- flatr 
flettir 

O.- fleite 
fleiter 
fleiter 
fletter 

12th cent. 130 - 185. 

130' . (Nom. case) . 

160T. 
161', 185 
17229 (Dat. case) . 

130' , 161 . 

130'. (Nom. case). 
160`x. (Dat. case) . 

161'. (Nom. case) . 

17241. (Dat. case) . 

Vigf. and Nordal are right in accepting flettir as the 
correct reading; for not only is it of most frequent 
occurrence, but it is common to both 325 and O. on the sole 
occasion on which they agree - 0.S. 160`t-. 

Some of the above inconsistencies admit of 
explanation. 

In MS.325 the double occurrence of flatr is 
prob. an effort of the scribe to substitute a 
known nickname. Cp. bórir flatr (n.N.XVI. 5933). 

In Flat. only two of the five spellings are 
correct. The form fletta (dat. flettu), meaning 
"a plait ", seems also to be a scribal effort 
to make an unintelligible word intelligible. 

The translator in O. seems to be thorougly 
puzzled by the word. His inflexions are meaning- 
less. But fleiter is the form he prefers. His 

return to fletter in 172'1 looks like an admission 
of failure to render the O.N. term in Danish. 

D. translates "flat" or "the flayer ", vacillating 
between the two readings. Lind, accepting the more 

prob./ 



(Flatr, flettir). 

prob. flettir, follows Ross in suggesting a possible 
connection with N.N.fletta, an eager, active fellow 
(from O.N.fletta, to flay, plunder). C. Haraldr 
flettir, Hkr. 520', and two other occurrences as a 
nickname 4c c). 

Trans. , "Flayer "; or "Plunderer's "Riever" . 

i 
F STRI, i. Dorkell Amundason. 11th cent. 24 - 78. 

2. Dorkell Sumarliáason. d.110O. 123, 124, 125. 

"Fosterer ". 

FdTR, Join Pétrsson. d.1154. 141n - 257. 

Lit. , "Foot" . Trans. , "Limp -leg" (D.) . We are told 
that Jon had a sore leg and lisped. 

GALINN, Hákon. d.1214. 329. 

D.- "the silly ". Applied to three other historical 
persons. Past pcp. of 0.N.gala, 1.to crow, 2.to chant, 
espec. a magic song. Hencelit., "bewitched ", with 
a suggestion of violent frenzy. There are many 
cognates and derivatives. Cp. Norw.golen, mad, and 
gjaela, a fool; A.S.gálan, to howl; Shetl.(Fetlar) 
galafer, given to frolicsome mirth; Orkn.tó Bolder, 
to talk noisily, and goliment, a state of high 
spirits (H.M.). 

Trans., "Madcap ". 

GALLI, Ivarr. 12th cent. 322. 

D.- "the bitter ", deriving the word directly from 
O.N.gall, gall, bile. But galli itself occurs in the 
sense of a blemish or fault, in the moral rather than 
the physical sense (F.J. and Lind). A fairly frequent 
nickname. 

Trans., "Blemish ". 

GANILI; 1. Halfdan. Mythol. 5. 

2. Haraldr. 12th ceni. 322. 

"The Old" (D.). Better, of Haraldr at least, "the 

Elder ". 

GILLI, 1. Haraldr, Magnusson. d.1136. 140 - 262. 

2. Gilli Odran. 12th cent. 307, 308. 

From 0.Ir.gille, a servant, and specifically a servant 

to some saint; e.g. Gael.Gilli- callum, servant to 

Columba, and Gilpatrick, servant IA Patrick. As an 

0.N. nickname, pna1S. used as synonymous with "Irishman "; 

in Theodericus' Historia (ed.Stori, 66') Haraldr is 

given the sole cognomen of hyberniensis. 

The nickname need not be translated. 

I® GLUMP.A/ 



GLUMRA, Eysteinn Ivarsson. 9th cent. 

From 0.N. glumra, to rattle ( C 
ing first to noise in general, 
of thunder. D. renders "the IT 

of "our amiable Rattle" in Shy 
may translate simply "Rattle". 

GODI, Magnus 4láfsson. d.1047. 

"The Good ". 

5. 

.V.), the reference be- 
and then to the rattle 

oiSy" . On the analogy 
Stoops to Conquer, we 

54n - 91. 

GULLBEIN R. 12th cent. 328. 

The second nickname - Erjarske g áßr (q.v.) being the 
first - given to the company of Orkneymen that fought 
against King Sverrir at Florevaag in 1194. Lit., 
"gold-legs", apparently from the wearing of gilt 
anklets or garters. 

Trans., "Gold- shanks" (D.). 

i i 

GULLRRARSKALT), B j arni Hallb j a.rna.rson . 11th cent. `ñOn, 71n. 

Lit., "the skald of the lady with the golden eyelashes'. 
D. does not translate , since Gullbra is a proper name. 
At the expense of a picturesque phrase, there fore, 
it is rendered in the translation "Gullbra's s *ald ". 

GQNGU -, in GQngu- Hró_lfr Rggnvaldzson. d.931. 5, 9, 11. 

D.- "Ganging- Hrolfr ". Some historians call him 
'Hrolfr the Ganger". But it better to eschew archaism 
and translate ".talking- Hrolfr ". 

FAFCE TA. 13. 

Used by Turf -Einarr in one of his verses for Halfdan 
Fllegyx. See below. 

HALEGGR Halfdan. 9th cent. 10, 11, 12, 13. 

"Long- legs" (D.). 

HARt)K3 2PTR, E inarr . 10th cent. 18. 

D.- "hardchaft ". But chaft is a rare word. Trana- 
late ;rather, with a suggestion of antmalism, "Hard- 
chaps". The nickname suggests a. loud and thick 
speaker, possibly dogmatic and overbearing. 
Cp. O.N.kjpptugr, talkative, tale- bearing. 



 HARDR.ÁDI, Haraldr Siguróarson hinn. A 642n - 99, 263. 

One who gives strong advice, and pronounces it vigor- 
ously (F.J.). One may translate "the Tyrant ", or 
follow usage and render " Haraldr Hardrada ". 

/ 

HARFAGRI, Haraldr Hálfdanarson. d.933. 5, 6, 10- 99. 

"Fair-hair". 

/ 

HAUSAKLJUFR, I'orfinnr Torf -Einarsson. 10th cent. 
14, 15n, 16, 18. 

"Skull- cleaver" (C.V.). Or more alliteratively, 
as D. renders it, "Skull- splitter ". 

HELGI, 11. ,Magnus Erlendzson. d.1116. 89 - 193, 324. 
2.0lafr Haraldzson. d. 1030. 27 - 119. 

"Saint - ". Applied to a man who has a reputation 
for miracles and has been formally canonized (F.J.). 

HERDIBREIDR, Hákon Siguróarson. d.1162. 260. 

"Broad -shoulders" (D.). 

HRÚGA, Kolbeinn. 12th cent. 89, 214, 302, 321. 

D.- "the burly". Lit. , "a heap'! . Occurs four times 
as nickname; as name of mythol. king, in Sn.Edda II. 
47132-(ed.1887); and in pl.ns, of rocky scenery - e.g. 
Rues off? Brough, oS Kirkabister, Shetland (J.J.). 
Survives in Scand. dialects, and in Orkn. roo, a 
small heap of stones, and the Orkn. folklore hero 
Cubbie Roo ( = Kolbeinn Hrúga). See P.O.A.S. i and 
VI for further details of this interesting personage. 

Trans., "Lump ". 

HVINU -, in Hvinu -Pétr. 12th cent. 301. 

Improbable reading; see Bíinu -Pétr. Can only be 
gen.sing. of 0.N.Hvina, shrieking, whistling. Cp. 

Faer.hvin, 1.shriiking, 2.one who is always shrieking. 

Lind gives several nicknames in which hvin- occurs as 

part of a compound, but he does not list hvinu -. 

HVITI, Olafr. 9th cent. 6. 

"the White ". Of frequett ,ccurrence as a nickname, 

often in the strong form hvztr. Olafr may have been 

an albino, or have gone prematurely grey. 

HQLDR, 1. Sumarliöi. 12th cent. 305t, 307, 308. 

2. Dovsteinn. 12th cent. 122, 127, 196, 202, 213. 

3. H4var6r. 12th cent. 260. 

Primarily a le *gal term, fully explained in C.V., 

meaning a free bondi who held his land by inheritance 



(HQldr) . 

from both father and mother. See N.G.L. II. 146. 
It was a distinct social rank, between those of 
bondi and lendirmar (e.g. Hann veltisk or rjarldóminum 
ok tdk holdr r ; "He abdicated from the Earldom and 
assumed rank of h2ldr:') . As a nickname, it 
appears to be used more loosely; e.g. Geróisk hann 
ekki hand_enginn konungii bvi ver hann kalla.ôr ,jorn 
lildr: "He did not enterthe King's Bodyguard, for 
which he was called Bjorn hQldr ".(Egils S. 128 ). 

Trans., "the Freeman" (D.). 

g_ 

HQRDA -, in HQróa -Knútr Knutsson. d.104 63, 64. 

Gen. of H2röar, the inhabitants of H2r6 in Jutland. 
Named after his fakir H2r0 a -Knutr Siguró ars on, of 
whom it is said (Flat. 1. 98) - Hann var faeddr 
H2r6 á Jotlandi: "He was brought up in Hord in Jutland." 

Trans., "of the Horthat." 

JARL. Passim. 

"Earl". 

I 
JARLAMODIR, IngibjQrg Finnzdottir. 11th cent. 

65, 75, 86, 88, 91. 

"Earls' other". The wife of Earl Thorfinnr Sigurth's 
son; she was the mother of :Earls Paul and Erlendr. 

J!-ìRLASKÁLD, Arndrr D or6 abs on. 11 th cent. 42n - 86. 

"Earls' Skald ". He was a skald in the retinue of 
both Earl RognvaldrBrusi's son and Earl Thorfinnr, 
his command of vigorous and flamboyant diction being 
eminently suited to chronicle the deeds of these 

rulers of the Orkneys. 

JARLSMÁGR, Sigur6r. c.1100. 109, 129. 

"Earl's Kinsman -by- marriage ". So- called because of 

his kinship with Earl Erlendr. Cp. dláfr jarlsmár 
(d.1194), kinsman of Earl Haraldr of the Orkneys (Flat. 

II. 519'). 

Trans., "Earl's- Kinsman ". 

JORSALAFARI, Sigurór Magnusson. d.1130. 100 - 260. 

D.- "the Jewryfarer" - an unnecessary coinage. 
Better, "the Crusader ". Cp. Iorm66r Jorsalamaör 
in Sturi. S. Sigurthr was also called J ddsala- 

Sigurur, as in Sturi. S. I. 54 . 

JQTUNN, Svaöi. Mythol. 4. 

"The Giant" (D.). Not applied to historical figures 
in written sources (Lind). Cp. JLc tun -Bj corn, a my_ thol. 

king (Flat. I. 23.). 



KALI, Rognvaldr Kolsson. d.1158. 154 - 329. 

Kali, which means "a cold gush" and, metaphorically, 
coldness ", "unkindness" (C.V.), was Earl Rognvald's own 

name. But it became a nickname or surname in 1129, when King 
Sigurthr, on presenting him with the Earldom of the Orkneys, 
gave him the new name of Rognvaldr after the famous Rognvaldr 
Brusi's son (O.S.154"- ). 

KARL, 1. Hákon Siguròarson. 12th cent. 109 - 291. 
2. Hákon. 12th cent. 302. 
3. Kolbeinn Kolbeinsson. 12th cent. 214. 

D. (incorrectly) - "the churl ". Means "an old man ". 
Cp. L.Sc.,earl. Trans., "the Elder ", thus distinguishing 
the two Hakons from Hákon barn (q.v.). 

KEISARI, Heinrekr. d.1056. 85. 

"The Emperor Henry" (D.). 

SLAKKA, porir. 10th cent. 22n. 

Text:- The text is far from certain, for the word occurs 
only in the Dan. translation 0., in the form Klucke (acc.case). 
In Hkr. 1384 and elsewhere (see Lind) we find klaka, klakka, 
and. klacka. With F.J. I accept klakka as most probable. 

Among possible interpretations are the following : - 

(i) D., reading with Vigfusson klaka., renders 
"the whiner ", from O.N. klaka, to twitter, chatter. 
We might translate "Clacker", "Clack-tongue", "Chatterbox'' . 

(ii) Klakka, a descriptive gen. sing. of klakki, 
weak form of kiakkr, the peg of a saddle; equiv. to 
k1ó, a claw. Trans., "Hook -fist ". 

(iii) Klakka, from O.N. klakkr (Lind), one of the 
meanings of which was "a lump ", e.g. of rock. Cp. 
N.N. klakk; Sheti. and Orkn. klakk, a lump of rock 
(J.J. and H.M.) ; and the twin headlands Dimunar 
Klákkar, in Breit fj orrór, Iceland. Equiv. to hrúg 
(q.v.). Trans., "Lump ". 

The third rendering is adopted in the translation. 

KLAUFI, Sigurór. 12th cent. 267. 

Several interpretations are possible. F.J. takes it 

as "one whose hand is like a hoof and in consequence 
"clumsy"; i.e. from O.N. klauf (from kljtifa, -Co split) , 

a cloven hoof. Cp. in Stalky and Co., the nickname of 

clumsy Prout - Hoofer. We might trans., "Clumpy ", 
"Clumpy- fist "; or with D., more literally, "Cloven -fist ". 

Cp. Shetl. klov, claw, used in jest of men's feet (J.J.). 

Lind/ 



17; 

Lind, while supporting F.J. in the above, mentions the 

possible identity of klaufi with the nickname skar6i, hare- 
lip; cp. also Shetl. hovmark, hare -lip (J.J.). 

KLERKR, borbj9rn porsteinsson_. 

"Clerk ". Not necessarily 
similar slightly ambiguous 
in Faer. klerkur. 

d.1158. 122 - 315. 

a priest (F.J.). Cp. the 
use of the term in M.E. and 

i 

KLININGR, Einarr. 10th cent. 16, 17, 18. 

Lit., "buttered- bread" 
O.N. klina, to smear. 
to smear with paste; 
kiino, buttered bread 

. Survives in Mod. Norw. From 
Cp. Mod., Dan. and Icel. kline, 

Faer. klina, to smear; and Orkn. 
(H.M.) . 

D. renders "Oily-tongue"; but a more literal and equally 
expressive translation may be found in " Einarr Butter ". 

KLO, Hakon. 12th cent. 89, 124, 129, 314. 

"Claw" (D.). Used normally of a beast of prey - cub, lion, 
eagle, raven - and, metaphorically, of a man's hand (C.V.); 
e.g. kólnar nu á klónum: "His claws are growing cold now" 
(Grett. S. 94). Probably Hakon had a hook -fist, a hand 
twisted inwards. 

KONUNGR, Passim. 

"King" 

KROKAUGA, Dorkell. 12th cent. 130n, 224. 

"Crook -eye" (D.), or "Cross -eye ". 

KVARAN, Olafr. 10th cent. 21n. 

"Brogue ". From O.Ir. cugr -án: a shoe. Cp. M. 

c6aran, covering for the foot or leg (McBain: Etym. Gael. 

Dict.). One may only speculate as to whether this Norse 

king of Ireland got his Irish nickname from the distinctive 

appearance of his footwear, or from being seen with one shoe 

like Jason. 

KvLLINEF, hórarinn. 12th cent. 305. 

D. - "codnose ". From O.N. kyllir, a sack, and nef, nose 

Lit., "Bag- nose ". Cp. Shetl. kul, some kind of 

protuberance; to wash de kuli o' de face, N.Roe (J.J.). 

There are many cognate words: Engl. cowl; L.Sc. coolie; 

also in pl.ns. 

Trans., "Bottle- nose ". 

KYRPINGA/ 



2 IS 

KYRPINGA --, in Kyrpinga -Ormr. 12th cent. 149, 214. 

D. does not translate. Kyrpingr is used contemptuously of 
fisher -folk in Grett.S.94. Bjorn Halld.or's son uses it in . 
a verse in the sense of vir rugosus, an old, wrinkled, 
rather decrepit man (F.J7T. In. Lex. Poeticurr, F.J. sug- 
gests its derivation from O.N. korpinn, by metathesis from 
kroppin, crooked, crippled; (from O.N.kroppr, a lump on 
the body; cp. Engl. crap of a bird, and Ger. kropf, a 
swelling). Lind, less probably, derives it from O.N. 
korpr, a raven. The translation "Wrinkly- Orrnr" is suffi- 
ciently accurate and suggestive. 

KVRRI, Óláfr Haraldzson. d.1093. 93. 

"The Qgiet" . Weak form of adj. kyrr, quiet; (cp. Mod. 
Icel. kçiurr, Mod. Dan. kver, etc.). The word suggests 
a combination of gentleness with taciturnity. Olafr is 
described in Konungataal (C.P.B.II, 316) as friösamr, and 
4raaell, peaceful and blessed with good harvests. 

i 

LANGHALS, Melkolmr Skotakonungr. d.1093. 88, 104, 105. 

"Long- neck" OD.), the Celtic equivalent being Ceannmhor, 
"Big -head ". 

LITLI, Oddi Glúmsson hinn. 12th cent. 220n, - 254. 

"The Little" (D.) . 

LJ6U, Guórar Haraldzson. 9th cent. 10. 

Lit., "beam of sunshine ". Trans.. "the Bright" (D.); 
or "the Splendid ". Used of a certain Ivarr in Flat. 
because he was a.lira manna vaenstr: "the most handsone 
among men" (F.J.) used in description of Baldr 
in Sn. Edda, Cp. Faer. ldómi, splendour. 

LQGMADR, Rafn. c.1200. 325, 330. 

"The Lawman" (D.) A title rather than a cognomen 
or nickname. See Indexoof legal terms and titles. 



MLATGI, Magn_ús Eiriksson. 12th cent. 316; 322. 

D., taking it as the pronoun "nobody ", translates 
"mannikin ". But F.J. points out that it is still used 
in icel. as a pet name among children for the name Magnus, 
with a child's metathesis of ggn. It is therefore left un- 
translated. The nickname occurs in pl. n.s . -. Manga Rud, 
Vaaler, Norw. (N. G. I.376) ; A'Iangaster (from tgan a -staö ir) , 

Shetl. (J.J.Aarb.). For metathesis, cp. Rang41.11, from 
Ragnhildr (A.?\T. § 275) . 

MJQLUKOLLR, Guthormr. 12th cent. 216, 23o. 

D.- "M7ola- pate" . M j 2lu is gen. of Mj Qla, now Mel,6 
an island off Helgeland, Norw. 

Trans . , "Me 1f6- pate" . 

MUNNR., Sigur6r Haraldzson. d.1153. 214n, 260. 

D. does not translate. Lit.. "month". In H1r. 5862- 
Sigurthr is described as being munnlj6tr, ugly -mouthed :_ a 
sign of his base descent. In the same passage, however, he 
is described as snjallastr ok gQrvastr i' máli: "eloquent and 
ready of speech" ; and this quality may have give him his 
nickname. 

Trans. (non- committally) , "Mouth". 

i 
NICJRTR; Sigur6r iva.rsson. 12th cent. 322, 323, 324. 

D.- "mannikin". Miirtr, which does not occur in written 
sources except as a not infrequent nickname, is connected 
with O.N. murta, a small trout, and means merely "a little 
thing"; . cp. Swed. mört, a trout; Baer. murtur, a little 
thing; and Shetl. murt, a little thing, man or animal, but 
especially a fish (J.J.) . It is said of Jon murtr 
Snorrason in Sturl. S . I. 48 z that he was littil mar i 
barnesgau, Zvi varhann_ murtr kallac r: "a little fellow in 
his boyhood, so that he was called murtr". 

Trans., "Minnow", "the Mite" , or "Minim". 

NEFJA, Hrólfr. 9th cent. 5. 

"Nosey" (D); noun from nef, nose. Cp. Lat. Naso. 

NIDINGR, Ljotr. c110O. 122, 124. 

D.- "the dastard" (text); or "the nithing ". Legally, 

the strongest term of abuse; cp. 0.E. 4tidering, slander. 

As a nickname, used as a term of pure contempt. Engl. 

niddering was a favourite word of Sir Walter Scott's for 

a cowardly rascal. Cp. Dan. niddincr, rascal; and L.Sc. 

a 2por nidderet creature. 

Trans., "Niddering ", "Milksop ", or, alliteratively, 
"Ljotr the Lily-livered". 

NORROENI/ 



NORROENI, Hakon.c.1100. 94. 

D.- "the Northman ". Used of six hist. persons (Lind). 

Trans. , "the Norwegian". 

OMALGI, Pall Hakonarson. 12th cent. 123. 

D.- "hold- tongue "(text); or "the mute ". Lit., 
"the Speechless ". Paul is described as fályndr, 
reserved (0.S.l23'); and as f&m.]Ágr optast ok ekki 
talaór á bingum: "usually chary of words and no 
orator at Things" (O.S.128' °). The nickname implies, 
therefore, not dumbness but taciturnity. 

Trans., "Tongue- tied ", "the Speechless ", "Muzzle- 
mouth". 

ORRIS Eysteinn Dorbergsson. d.1066. 90, 91. 

D. "the gorcock ". Name given to the moorfowl 
tetrao tetrix or "black- cock" (C.V.). A frequent 
nickname, presumably applied because of some bird- 
like quality in the victim's gait, features or temp - 
erament. 

Trans . , "Blackc okk'4 or "Heathc ock" . 

PIKE Hakon Siguróarson. 12th cent. 89, 129, 180, 191. 

D.- "pick" (text) ; or "pike", or "of the peak". 
Not an O.N. word in normal literary usage, although 
frequent as a nickname. It may have originally 
signified something small; cp. Shetl. a pig o' 
kail; gig also being used to describe a small person 
J.J.). Or it may have signified a sharp point; cp. 

Engl. pike' peak, pia's, and cognate words in other 
Teut. languages, the etymology of which is very 
confused; see N.E.D. In any case, the nickname 
Ells suggests a small, lean, sharp- featured man. 

Trans.) "Pike". 

PRESTR, Malbrikt. c.1100. 123. 

"The Priest" (D.). 

i 

PRUDI, Hugi hinn. d.1098. 101, 102. 

"The Proud" (D.). Used in a good sense (F.J.). 
Of Bolli hinn pruói in Ldn. 284 it is said that he was 

oflati mikill ok vitr maiir: "very fond of fine dress and 
a man of wisdom". 

RADGJAFI, Stefann HQsvisson. 12th cent. 306, 311. 

"Councillor" The title is fully discussed 
by J.S.Clouston in Hist. Orkn., 160, 190 -1912 (q.v.). 
In Mom. 'g'raógjafi was was a formal title similar to 
Privy Councillor, but in Orkn. it implied definite 
personal attendance on an Earl or chief. Although 
only Stefann has the term as cognomen, it was also 



(Rbgjafi) . 

applied in the Saga to Havarthr Gunnifs son, councillor 
to Eatl Hakon; Anakol, count llor to Earl Erlendr; and 
Thorbjorn Clerk, councillor to Earl Haraldr. 

RANGMUDR, Einarr Siguröarson. d.1020. 22n - 67. 

"Wry- mouth" (D.). 

RAUDI, RAUDR. 1. Auóun hinn,,rau6i. 12th cant. 249, 251. 
2. T'orsteinn 6ISfsson rauór. 9th cent. 6. 

"The Red ". Weak and strong forms respectively. Both 
very frequent as nicknames. 

RÌKI, 1. Knútr Sveinsson hinn. d.1035. 2. 
2. Sigur6r Eysteinsson hinn. 9th cent. 6, 7, 8, 329. 

D.- "the rlich" . Better, "the Mighty". 

ROSTA, Qlvir. 12th cent. 122, ieWw. - 198. 

Sole occurrence as nickname. In normal usage, a weak 
fem. noun meaning "a brawl", "tumult". Occurs with 
long and short o (C.V.). Cp. róstamaÖr, an unruly 
person,. used as a nickname for ärinn Há- Snorrason, 

""` *°_` S. 137/; and Mod. Icel. remsti, a clown; and 
L.Sc. rost, foist, roust, atumult Jam.). 

Trans . , "the Unruly" (D.) , "Brawler". 

SAVAKOLLR, Jorgeirr. 12th cent. 229. 

Text:- Flat.- skotakollr. 
325.- savakolir. 
O.- saare, koller. 

It is impossible to stats which is the correct reading. 
Of the three, Flat. skotakollr is the only'é`asily inter - 
preted, and occurring elsewhere; but if it is the 
original reading, it is difficult to see how two scribes 
should so mis -spe &l or misinterpret it as in M.S,S. 325 
and O. It is therefore possible that all three readings 
are errors. 

The three readings give three different meanings: - 

(i) 325.- savakollr. From O.N.sava, gen. sing. of 

safi, the sap of plants; and O.N.kollr, the head. 

F.J. suggests that Thorgeirr may have been fond of suck - 

ing the sap from grasses, etc. The explanation is n of 

very convincing. 

(ii) 0.- saare koller, if it means anything at all, 

might mean "wtunded head ". 

(iii) Flat. -Skotakollr. From O.N.Skota, gen. of 

Skotar, the Scots; and kolir, the head. Cp. Dorkell 

skotakollr, Biskupa. S. 70,, and others with the same 
nickname; and Scotcol in Bjorkman's Nordische Person - 

namen in England, 124. Cp. &Aid also the very similar 

Ej lukollr q.v.). Trans., "Scotpoll" (D.),a "Scots- 

pate ". Along with Armothr, Oddi, and Thorbjorn , he is 



(Savakollr). 

described as one of the skalds of Earl Rognvaldr 
Kali, and may have been of Scottish birth. 

Note:- F.J.'S derivation of the word 
from O.N.skotta, shaking, is based on 
a misreading of Flat. as.skottakollr. 

SILKISKEGG, Sigtryggr. c.1000. 23. 

"Silky- beard" (D.). 

SKAKEI, ErlingrKyrpinga- Ormsson. d.1179. 149 -279, 322. 

D.- "wry- neck ". Weak form of O..N.skakkr, skew, 
awry; equiv. to Lat.elaudus (C.V.). Trans., 
"Crick- neck ". The origin of Erling's crick -neck 
is described in 0.S.249'6-49. 

SKALD, Bjárni. 12th cent. 214. 

"The Skald" (D.). 

SKALLI, Lifólfr. 12th cent. 322, 323, 424. - 

Lit., "a bald head ". C. Engl. scall, scald -head. 
Frequent in pl.ns. of a bare headland of hill, - 
e.g. Skallanes, Ldn.303; Skallobrekk, Brough, Shet14JJ) 
Occurs as a personal name,- e.g. Skalli, Skallagrim#; 
and as a nickname for a bald-headed person in Shetl. 
and in the Faeroes. 

Trans . , 
"Bald-pate". 

SKEIFR, Einarr. 12th cent. 277, 278. 

Literally, "askew ", applied, among Other things, to 
the legs, inn -skeifr being "Knock- kneed" and 
út- skeifr being "bow- legged ". 

Trans. "Skew- legs ". 



7/L6 

SLAGBÉLLIR, Eirikr. 

See SMagbreli l r. 

SLFMBIDJAK[V, Sigurör. d.1139. 123, 124, 125. 

Text:- McS,S. Flat. and 325. vary between Slembir 
and slembidjákn. But the former is an abbreviation 
of what was his recognized nickname. Lit. , "Sham 
Deacon ". According to Hkr., Magrn. Blind. S. ch.14, 
Sigurthr as a youth became a cleric and was consecrated 
a deacon, but found sea- roving and adventuring more 
to his taste. Fence, no doubt, his nickname. 

d.1127. 
SLETTMALI, HaraJdr Hakonarson.A 122 - 186, 264. 

Lit., "the smooth speaker ". Trans., "Smooth- t6ngu.e2, 
or "the Glib ". 

SNEIS, Sigurôr. 11th cent. 107, 140. 

Lit., "a skewer ", by which a long sausage was 
skewered into a coil (C.V.). Cp. 0.E.snás, a spit; 
Faer.sneis, Dan.snes, N.N.sneis, a stake. As a 
nickname it occurs thrice. Probably given to a 
thin man, with a hint of his unimportance; for this 
cp. Faer.sneisabó6, sneisaßrindi, a useless eiand. 

Trans., "Skewer (D.). 

SOKKI, Sighvatr. c.1100. 111, 114. 

D.- "sock ". Weak form of 0.N.sokkr, a sock. But 
exact interpretation by no means simple. Occurs as 

a nickname but once, and but once in the strong 
form, - Thortell sokkr, D.N. III. 520`: But frequent 

as a personal name; see Lind; Dopn. F.J. takes 

it as being applied to a man who distinguished 
himself by wearing socks. But surely the wearing of 

socks was not so rare; possibly it was the distinctw 
colour of the socks that gave rise to the nickname. 

Lind, following Ross, connects the personal name 

with N.N.sokka, to drag one's feet along, weary and 

shoeless; for this connotation, cp. Shetl.sokk, a 

slatternly woman (J.J.). Or possibly Sighvat's 

socks were ungartered and "down -gyved at the heels: 

Trans., "Socks ", or "Sloven ". 

SPAKI/ 



/ 
SPAKI, Eirikr Hákonarson. d.1146. 94. 

Weak form of O.N.spakr, 1. gentle (cp. Dan. spag), 
2. wise (= Lat. sapiens) , with the suggestion of having 
second- sight. A common nickname, espec. in Iceland, 
where belief in second -sight was strong. 

Trans., "the Wise". 

SPYTULEGGR, Arni. 12th cent. 227, 228, 229. 

Two possible interpretations: - 

(i) From O.N.s ta, a running sore (from spy,l p a, to 
spew), and leggr, leg (C.V.). Trans., "Game -leg ", or 
"Sore -leg ". 

i 
(ii) From O.N. spyta, a long thin piece of wood (from 

,spjót, a spear), and leggr, leg. (F.J. and Lind). 
Trans., "Spindle- shanks" (D.), or "Wooden -leg ". 

The second interpretation is adopted in the translation. 

i 

STAGBRELLR, Eirikr. 12th cent. 124 -- 322. 

Text:- Flat. slagbellir 124, 
stagbellr 316, 
Omitted. 281. 

325.- stágbrellr 124, 
O.- stagbellur 128. 

128, 285. 
322. 

128, 281, 285. 

The reading is, from the evidence of the above, fairly 
certainly stagbrellr. This is confirmed by Eirspennill, 
34014-, and by Codex Frisianus, 4793 (ed.1871). 

D.- "stay- brails ", - a meaningless transliteration. Lind 
makes no effort to translate. O.N. stag means primarily 
the mainstay on a ship, from the mast to the stem; and, 
secondarily, a clothes rope (rare) (C.V.). O.N. brellr, not 
occurring elsewhere, appears to be a masc. noun or strong 
adj. connected with brella, a trick, and N.N. braela, to 
gambol; cp. Mod. Icel. brallur, tricks; and Or_kn. bran, 
the splashing of fish (H.M.). The form brell- is a bye - 
form of an apparently more frequent form bell -, found in 
bella, do deal with, espec. unfairly; cp. Faer. bella, to 
deceive. We may therefore translate the nickname 
"Stay -trickster ", or "Mainstay- trickster ", interpreting it 
to mean, as F.J.takes it, "one who played a trick with the 
use of the stay ". The name may record some occasion when 
Eirikr brought a mast about a crew's ears by loosening or 
cutting the mainstay. 

STEIGAR -, in Steigar- brir. 11th cent. 98, 175. 

Gen. case of Steig, a district in GuIdbrandsdaJ in 
Helgeland, Norw. 

Trans., "Thorir of Steig." 

STERKI/ 



STERKI, H2svir hinn. 12th cent. 306, 309. 

"The Strong" (D.). 

STREITA, Eirikr. c.1100. 124. 

Text:- nit.- straeta 124 . 

325.- streita 124 . 

0.- strenta 124 . 

Either streita or straeta - prob. the former, as it 
is the less obvious. 

Lind, accepting the reading strad ,, connects it 
with N.N.straet-ar, vagabond, tramp, translating 
"Tramp ". D., from the same reading, renders 
"the straight". 

0.N.streita, the reading I prefer, means "a struggleE; 
cp. N.N.streita, to struggle. F.J. explains the 
nickname as "one who does something with difficulty ". 
Trans., "Struggle ". 

SVARTI, 1. Ottar. 11th cent. 41. 
2. Dorbjgrn. 12th cent. 224, 253, 254. 

"The Black". 

TIGNA, IngibjQrg. 12th cent. 98, 124, 128. 

D.- "the honourable'; Better, "the High- born ". 
Applied as a rule to kings and earls only; here 
an exception. 

TORF -, in Torf -Einarr, d.900. 6, 8, 9. 

"Turf Einarr" (D.). According to the Saga (O.S.101) 
he was so named from the instruction he gave ñ the 
burning of peat. But this explanation may be apo- 
cryphal; cp. the explan. of the pl.n. Torfnes (q.v. 
in Glossary of pl.ns.). 

TRESKEGG, Dorir. 9th cent. 8, 10. 

"Tree -beard" (D.). Sole occurrence.as a nickname. 
Prob. a bushy beard forking into branches at the 
lower extremity; hardly a hard beard, as F.J. 
suggests. 

TQN1 , Meibrikta Skotajarl. 9th cent. 6, 7, 8. 

D.- "toothy ". Named from the famous tooth that 
protruded from his mouth and caused the death of 

Sigurthr the Stout (O.S. 8). 

Trans., "Tusk ", "Buck- tooth ". 



3. 

/ 
ULFALDI, Brynjolfr. 11th cent. 89. 

"Camel" (D.) . Cp. O.E. olfend, and Goth.ulbandus. 
Not extant as an O.N. personal name, but occuari.ng 

- 

in plans; e.g. Wiluald.a stadir ïJlfaldastáò ir) D _.fit. I. 376, (13 4 Probably the victim of the 
nickname had a hump on his ba.kk. 

UNGI, 1. 
2. 
3. 

"The 

Eindriói. 
Erlendr. 
Haraldr E 

Younger" 

d.1163. 214 - 260. 

iriksson. 
12th cent. 276, 285, 286. 

Z 4.14:g4 116-328. 
d.119. 

(D.). 

URARHORN, Eyvindr. d.1019. 27, 38.. 

D. does not translate. Urar is gen sing. of 
O.N :x úrr, the urus or aurochs, an extinct European 
wild ox. F.J. suggests that Urt'is used merely to 
"give the Runic atmosphere ". The nickname probably 
refers to some hunting or drinking episode. 

Trans., "Buffalo- horn ". 

VAENGR, 1. Jon. 12th cent. 130, 185, 291. 
2. Jdn. 12th cent. 291 - 302. 

"Wing" (D.). Used of no other men than these two - 
uncle and nephew. Of doubtful origin. 

VQRSAKRAKR, Einarr. c.1100. 89. 

Gen. case of V2irsar, the inhabitants of Vers '4now 
Vosse) in Norway; and krgkr, a crow. Apparently 
the V rsar were nicknamed "Crows "; cp. the Kats 
of Caithness, and, in Orkney to this day, the 
ShapinTs y sheep, and the Stronsay limpets. Cp. 
V2rsa.- UJlff, Ldn. 2113. 

Trams., "Vosse -Crow ". 

: A11i.BARSKELFIR, Einarr. d.1050. 55, 56n, 84n. 

From 0.N.b2mb, 1. abdomen, 2. bow -string; and 

skelfir, shaker (from skelfa, to shake) . 
D., taking the first meaning of h.Qmb, renders 

"paunch- shaker ". But I take the second and more 

frequent meaning and translate "Bow- string - shaker" 

(F.J. and Lind). Einarr was a famous bowman, 

his prowess at the battle of Sv_2l6r being the subject 

of ch.103 in Olafr Tryggvi's son's Saga in Heims- 

krincfla (Hkr.. 177 -178). 

DEGJANDI, Pórir Rognvaldzson. c.900. 6, 9, 11. 

Weak pres. pcp. pf 0.N.beg;ja, to keep silent. 

Trans., "the Silent ". 

ONGULL/ 



ONGULL, Sigmundr AndrUsson. 12th cent. 199, 240, 241. 

D.- "angle ". Means really a fish -hook, whereas Engl. 
"angle" suggests to the Waltonian a fishing -rod. Frequent 
as a personal name, and in pl. ns . 

Trans., "Fish-hook". 

QLBOGI, Eyvindr. d.1103. 100. 

"Elbow" (D.) . Of doubtful origin. 

QRVI, Engus Moddansson. 12th cent. 128. 

D.- "of the open hand ". Used of a mythol. king, 
Gautrekr, in Ldn,. 40'. 

Trans., "the Open- handed ", "the Beneficént. 

2DLINGR, Viljalmr Viljalmsson. 12th cent. 88. 

"The Prince" (D.) . O.N. pólimor is from óÓMa1, odal 
land. Meaning primarily a holder of odal land, the term 
is used only of noble leaders and f6 ingj ar, and is 
frequent in poetry. In Mod. Icel. it has been lowered 
socially to signify a person merely of kind and gentle 
disposition. Viljalmr may have won the name by his 
natural nobility; his father is described. in OAS. as hinn 
agaeti maó r, the man of worth. There is no evidence of 
the influence of O.E. aeöeling. 



GLOSSARIAL I NDEXES 

D. NAUTICAL TERMS. 



AKKERI. 249 1. 

"An anchor," that of the "dromond" captured by Earl Rogn- 
valdr (1151). It appears to have been a large one, for several 
men stood on the stock and hacked at the dromond's bow. Accordir 
to the Saga here, its parts are l_r or leg, akkeris- stokkr or 
stock, and fleinn or fluke. 

ALBUINN. Passim. 

"All ready." The technical term applied to the ship 
that is ready for sea. 

ANDAE FA . 220n. 

To row against a current to keep a fishing boat in 
place. Etym. doubtful (C.V.). 

APTR. 825'. 

r 

AR. Passim. 

"Aft." 

"oar: 

BAKBORDI. 5 , 2486 

The port or larboard side of a ship, so named because 
the helmsman kits with his back half turned to it. Cp. Dan. 
baakbord. 

VARD . 243 
IS. 

Prow. 

BATR. 145 , 283 z. 

A small open boat with less than eight oars; an 

eight -oared boat ïe classified as a skip, or at least a skúta. 

Kali's boat had apparently four oars, for he took one companion 

with him (145 ") . 

/ 
BP,ITA UT. 24351 . 

s To beat out, to sail close hauled. 

BOBD . Passim. 

General name for the sides or bulwarks of a ship. 

BORDATIUNR/ 



BORDAMUNR. 6911'. 

The difference between the freeboard of two ships, giving 
one party the advantage in attack. Lit., "the difference of 
bulwarks." 

BORDHAR. 248 9 . 

``Of high freeboard; said of the dromond. 

BRYGGJA . 2253, 25e l 

A collapsible wooden gangway carried by ships and run ashore 
across shallow water (C.V.) 

In 2253, it appears to be a permanent structure; trans., 
"wharf." 

r 

BUIT SKIP. 21610 , 220n. 

"An ornamented ship," with carvings and costly plating. 

In 220n the phrase means merely a fishing boat ready for 
sea. 

BYRDINGR. 79* , 1751, 175x; 266rß, 297'3etc. 

n 
rA ship of burden, carrying either merchandise or stores for 

an expedition, as in 175" According to C.V., from byr6r: "a 
burden," but E.M. sugg. an origin from borö : "free board," a 
cargo -ship being a ship of more than normal freeboard. See 
E.M.422. 

BYRR. 82' , 83'10 etc. 

"A fair wind." 

DREKI. 226: 

Lit., "dragon ", the term was applied only to the richly 
ornamented "viking" ship par excellence, adorned with dragon 
prow and stern. Such a ship was that which Eindrithi the Young- 
er built to spite Earl Rognvaldr on his voyage to the Orkneys in 
autumn 1150. Cp. Gr. %p< kcw Lat. draw, O.E. draca, Ger. 
Brache. Obviously of foreign origin, it occurs in the skalds as 
early as the 10th cent. Full note in E.M.423. See also Taxen: 
Aarb.87. 

DRO,1diUNDR. 2463 ff. 

«A dromond, a heavy, slow- moving Mediterranean merchantship 
with/ 



with a very high freeboard, the capture of one of which by Earl 
Rognvaldr furnishes one of the most exciting chapters in the Saga. 
rom Mid. Lat. dromon from Gr. BPc ti-wv; Cp. O.H.G. drahèmond, 
I.E. dromonde. 

EFRI RTJM, ?ZINN. 249. 

LA 

The upper deck of the dromond, contrasted with Kinn neöri 
rum: "the lower deck." 

EN.NISP,AENIR (plur.) . 225i9. 

Carved work on prow and stern of old warships. Lit., 
"forehead- carvings ;" cp. Swed. .nnespan: "head -wreath." Used 
of the ship John Limp -leg had made for Earl Rognvaldr. 

EPTIRBATR. 2901. 

An "after- boat" or dinghy. It is used as a nickname in 
F ere iinga_Sagá in the sense of "a laggard." Although rarely 
mentioned in the Sagas, probably most ships of deep draught had 
either an eptirbátr or a bryggja (q.v.). 

FAR. 203'6. 

Without epithet, far usually means "a passage" on ship- 
board. But in compounds or with an adjective (here islendzlct) 
it signifies a trading -ship (C.V.). 

FJARA (noun) 2286. 

"Ebb -tide." 

FJARA (verb) 223r. 

"To ebb." 

FLEINF. 249 f . 

The cur tr.ed tfluke of the anchor which was hooked on to 
the gunwale of the dromond. 

FRAM Ì SYIPIT. 147'3 . 

"Forward." 

FYRIRMADR . 2061. 

The "leader of a fleet (here Sveinn) , in contrast with 
skip/ 



skip- stirnarma6r, the captain of any.particular ship. 

FyRIRRUM. lolls'. 200 . 

The part of a langskij immediately "before" the poop or 
lypting, and behind the rowers' thwarts. This is clearly shown 
by O.S. 101'7; "Magnus Erlend's son sat down aft in the fyrirr6m;" 
and Fms. X. 360; "King Olafr jumped from the poop into the 
fyrirrum." It was the part of the ship reserved for the leader 
and his nearest retainers. In 290', Ormr, Ufi and Earl Erlendr 
are sleeping together in the fyrirrdm when they are surprised by 
Earl Haraldr. 

GAIïOA UPI). 

See uppgangaj . 

HAF. Passim. 

The open sea. E.g. naerr tit hafs: "towards open water" 
(831)J vestr um haf: "West over the sea" (See vestr). 

HALDA FRA. 4717 

i 

HALS. 220n. 

HJÁLiúlTJ1V VOLR 

To "hold off" from another ship. 

The "neck" or bow of a boat. 

The tiller or helm. Lit. "helm- stick." 

HLYRBJATR . 226 7 . 

Lit., "chdek- bright." With painted bows; said of 

IIindrithì's ship. 

BRINDA SKIP . 27 3's. 

To launch a ship. 

BRJ Ó}) A SKIP. 71'7. l62114. 

"To clear a ship" by driving its occupants into 

another, or overboard. 

HTIEFAT/ 



HÚflFÁi`. 187 
6' 2 

3. 

HVÌLA. 

3-36 

A sleeping bag made of skins. 

11 
103 , 104'. 

HÇFN. Passim. 

HOFUfl . 22e. 
c. 

KAUPSKIP 

A bed or bunk ashore or on board ship. 

General term for any kind of harbourage. 

The figure -head on a ship, usually a dragon's "head» 
See, krdkr. 

262'. 

u 
A merchant -ship. This one belonged to an Icelander, 

Thorkallr Asgrim's son. Cp. far. A heavier and deeper craft 
than the langskip. 

KIST. 276 ak . 

" n 

A large sea -chest containing arms, standing in 
Sveinn's ship on the poop or lypting. It seems to have stood 
also in the "after- well" or fyrirrum; see E.M. 437. 

KJÓLL. 317 
vk'l. 

A name for a ship. 
it occurs in prose only twice 
each case of an English ship. 
connected with 0.N. kjolr: "a 
ceol. The two kjólar`in U.S. 
lin. 

KOMA VII , 48 r , 68 13. 

/ b 
KRUKR. 226 . 

KUGGR/ 

Although frequent in old poetry, 
(here and Flat. 1I.175), and in 
It is therefore not directly 

keel ", but is a loan -word from b.k. 
were sailing from England to rub- 

To make land at some place. 

Lit., "a crooked thing." In the plur., krókar, 

applied to the twisted dragon's tail carved at the stern of a 
dragon -ship or dreki. Opp. of hoofuó (q.v.) 



KUGGR. 130-, 2011. 

A kind of ship, 
138', the kuggr is an 
ing to monks from the 
cp. Engl. and Dan. co 

KYRT (adj.) 83Ls. 

"Calm." 

originally a foreign one, as here. In 
English ship. In 2012, it is one belong- 
Scilly Isles. Of uncertain origin; but 

(C.V.) 

LEGJA (±e1 -AM) SKIP AT (or i moti) SKIPI. 47'x, 713. 

To lay one's ship against that of an enemy for the pur- 
pose of boarding it. 

LANGSKIP. Passim. 

A "long- ship" or warship. 

A good concise description of its main features will be 
found in a note by Dasent in Rolls. 88.II. Introd., LVI. An 
exhaustive study, with plans of hypothetical 20 and 30 "roomed" 
ships7will be found in an article by N.E. Tuxen in Aarb. f. 
nord. Oldk., 1886 (especially pp.82 -134). In comparison with 
tie nth cent. Gokstad ship, he states, the typical langskip of 
the 11th and 12th centuries was much longer, narrower and deep- 
er, being built rather for oars than sail. The size of a 
langskip can be best described by detailing Tuxen's hypotheti- 
cal measurements for a 20- "roomed" ship or tvitug_sessa such as 
was possessed by Earl Thorfinnr (81/) or by Earl Haraldr Mod - 
dadh's son (263') ( Tuxen: l.c. 117, 134). Each thwart, rim or 
sessa (q.v.) was in two halves, a lane running down the centre 
of the ship. Each half- thwart seated 2 oarsmen to every oar; 
that would make 80 oarsmen. In addition to that we would have 
four "fore- castle -men" or stafnbdar (q.v.), four poop -defenders, 
the leader or Chief, and the steersman. This total of 90 
might be exceeded by putting extra men in the forecastle or the 
after -cabin. Such a ship would be about 90' long from stem 
to stern, or of 71' 6" keel, with a beam of 17', and amidships 
a depth of 9' and a draught of 4' 9 ". Loaded with arms and 
stores for 4 -6 weeks, it would have about 65 tons displacement. 

mast might be 60' high, and the yard -arm 36' long, giving 
the sail an area of about 1400 sq.ft. The oars would have 
an average length of 18' and be about 3' apart. Tuxen gives 
a similar outline of a 30- "roomed" ship (Tuxen: l.c. 124, 184). 

LEGGR 

LIMA. 2431'4'. 

LYPTING/ 

"Leg" or shank of an anchor. 

C' A rope, perhaps the sheet. 



LYPTING. 47 
13 

1 80 
1% 

82-'1 27613 . 

The raised poop at the stern of a warship on which 
the helmsman was stationed at the tiller, and from which the 
ship's captain or skipstdrnarmaór had a clear view of the rest of 
the ship. The lilting furnished a good platform from which to 
hurl spears into a hostile ship. 

NERI RUM, HINN. 249`0. 

R6A. Passim. 

(See efri). 

u 

To row. 

RPDR (noun). Passim. 

N N 

Rowing, use of oars. 

RÓDRARSKIP . 

his 

317' " 

Ship fitted with oars. Sveinn used five large ones on 
last war -cruise. 

RáDRARSKÚTA. 14519, 2673 . 

A skúta or cutter fitted for rowing. 

AM. 104", 247/, 249x0, 274$. 

The thwarts in a langskip did not run right across the 
vessel, freedom of movement in fighting being thus increased. 
Each pair of half - thwarts was called a rum or "room ", and each 
half thwart and the space in front of it a hálf -rimi or half - 
room. In his hálf -rÿmi each oarsman kept all his belongings, 
including weapons, and in it he slept. In 104 "and 247g, rúm 
is used loosely for 1141f-r;mi. Each "room" occupied. about 
3 ft. of the length of the ship. See Tuxen: Aarb. 104 ff:, 134. 

Rúm appears to be used in the special sense of deck with 
reference to the dromond (249' ").df whic where is an upper and a 
lower.mve. 

RÚMATAL . 2254". 

"Number of 'rooms'" in a ship. Earl Roo vald's warship 
had thirty -five "rooms" or seventy "half- rooms" (See ri ); i.e. 

it was a 70 -oared ship, with two or three rowers at each oar. 

Rd/ 



2-33 

RO. 244 7. 

n 

Yard -arm. 

SAUMFOR . 71 . 

( u 

A row of nails in a ship's planking. Used in a verse of 
Arnorr for a seam between two planks. 

SEGL. Passim. 

u u 

Sail, frequently striped in colours. A ship normally had 
only one. Phrases describing the furling and unfurling to be 
found in 225, 226, 284, etc. 

SESSA. 81 , 263 . 

The "seat" or thwart in each rum (q.v.) in a ship. See 
lan skip. 

SIGLA (noun) . 1620), 276 . 

o 4 

Mast of ship, set normally a little more than half -way 
forward. For method of stepping it, see plan in Aarb. 134. 

SIGLA (verb). Passim. 

h If 

To sail. 

SKIP. Passim. 

tr `r 

Ship. 

SKIPA. Passim. 

4To many a ship. Usually in such phrases as vel ski2uö: 
"well manned" (811, 163'1, 284 ", etc.) ; litt skipuö : "poorly 
manned." 

SKIPSTJORNARMADR. 206W, 224'1, 230 s. 

The captainuof a ship, contrasted with fyrirmacr, the 

commander of a fleet. 

SKÚTA. 105, 175}1, 2634-, 27e, 2W. 30616. 

A small langskip (see l7e), apparently of from 10 to 20 

thwarts/ 



thwarts. (E.M. 431, q.v.) It was a skúta which Magnus Barelegs 
had drawn over the Isthmus of Cantyre 105) . Anakol crossed 
the Pentland Firth with 20 men in a skúta (270). Thorbjorn's 
sl áta had 30 men (30641). But Sveinn manned one with only 10 
men for a short journey from Rendall to Gairsay (2957"). 
Tr. "cutter." 

SNEKKJA. 285 . 

STAFN. 

A particularly fast type of langskip of shallow draught 
of from 20 to 30 thwarts. See E.M. 432, and Tuxen; Aarb. 87. 
From O.N. snákr: "snake." Occurring but once in the Saga, it 
appears to be used by the author as a compliment to Sveinn and 
his ships. 

797. 
u 

N 
In the singular the prow, including all the space forward 

of the front rower's thwart, i.e. the forecastle. The plur. 
stafnar means "stem and stern" (79Y). 

STAFNB4I . 1611% 

A "forecastle man." In the stafn were put the sturdiest 
fighters when an engagement was imminent, so that it became a 
position of great honour. 

STAFNLE. 47 

STAG. 

n 

°A grappling hook. Lit. "a prow -- scythe." Attached to 
a tengal or grappling rope, it was flung to bring the hostile 
ship to close quarters so that hand to hand fighting could begin 
without delay. 

(See stag- br@llr in Index of Nick,mames) . 

STJÓRNBOR"vI . 2485. 

The 
ft 

starboardft side of a ship, over which hungAlarge 

steering paddle or rudder. 

STJORNFASTR . 105 
9- 

. 

"With rudder set" in position. The significance of 

this stipulation in the bargain made between Magnus Barelegs 

and the King of Scots lay in the fact that the rudder sank 

below the keel and thus gave it a deeper draught. 

STOKER. 2499. 

The "stock" or cross -piece of the anchor hanging over 

the/ 



the bow of the dromond. 

STRENGR. 2431'4. 

u c 
Anchor -cable. 

ST6RSKIP. 1751', 2305. 

A full sized langskip; i.e. one of 30 and more thwarts. 

SVIDvÌS. 244'7. 

Perhaps the sail of a ship. The word occurs in a 
verse of Earl Rognva.ld's, and the text may be corrupt. See 
note on the verse. 

TENGJA. 46y. 

To lash together two ships after they have been 
grappled to each other. 

TENGSL. 47'7, 6929 714, 163tO. 

1 
The grappling ropes attached to the stafnle or grappl- 

ing hook. do we read of the losing side making 
frantic efforts to cut the tengsl. 

TJALD. 27621. 

An' awning spread over the ship from gunwale to gunwale 
at night when in harbour, but only when no hostile attack was 
expected. The stretching of their awnings by some of Sveinn's 
followers off Blÿhólmar (2761') against their leader's advice 
almost brought them disaster. 

TRÉ. 1786. 

n 4 

Mast, in the phrase i mitt tre: "at mid -mast." 

UTPARARSKIP. 216' . 

Lit. "an out -passage ship." A ship of pilgrimage to 
the Mediterranean. 

UPPGANGA. 47i6, 69's' etc. 

The technical term for boarding a ship by force after 
it has been grappled. 

RVITI/ 



VEDRVITI. 225. 

"A weather -vane, frequently, as here, ornamented, and pro- 
bably set at the mast -head. 

VESTR UM HAF. Passim. 

Lit.,'West over the open sea." The technical term for a 
voyage from a Norwegian port such as Bergen out to the British 
Isles. 

VIG#- GYRBLAR. 2474. 

"Shield- wall," the arrangement of shields along the gunwale 
of a langskip as a protection against the rowers. See the 
famous Bayeux Tapestry lan s7s[i . According to Tuxen (Aarb.89), 
the shields were stuck on pegs thrust into straps fastened on 
the inner side of the gunwale. 

VISTABYRDINGR. 175 
6,a4 

A provision transport, three of which here accompanied 
Rognvaldr Kali on his first expedition to the West in 1136. 

D ILJUR . 101a/. 

Plur. of pilja: "a plank." 
unLer which Magnus Erlend's son is 
way of the feet of the combatants 

N 

Signifies the deck of a ship, 
told to go to be out of the 
(101'). 



GLOSSARIAL INDEXES, 

E. BUILDINGS, LAND, ETC. 



BAKELDAR. 77 

The "baking- fires ", lit in the evening to bake 
the body and limbs into a glow before retiral to bed. See 
note on 773. 

i 

PAKHUS. 295. 

Contraction for bakstrhús: "bake- house" (E.V.). But 
both reading and interpretation are doubtful, and the phrase in 
which the term appears may be merely "at the back of the house': 
See note on 2951,-. 

B A L K R . 7 8 
s 6. 

Normally a cross -wall or balk of some kind. Here the 
lower half of a door which as in a modern smithy has been made 
in two parts. Earl Rognvaldr Brusi's son made his gallant effort 
to escape in Papa Stronsay by jumping over a balk in the door 
of the house in which he was. 

BOIL. 525 

"A farm." Sole occurrence in O.S., in a verse of 
Arnorr. In O.Icel. prose usage, it is more frequent in com- 

ag. bólstaôr (q.v.). According to Olsen (F.F.A.N. 
55 -56) , a ból was originally a "lot" or part of a larger farm 
given to a brother or a son as his odal inheritance. 

BOLSTADR. 138 n 
"A farm." More frequent in compound pl.ns. In 0.5. 

here, it occurs only in M °'s version of the Miracle -Book 
(ch. 57) . 

According to Olsen (F.F.A.N. 55 -56), the term bólsta6r 
was originally applied to a bbl (q.v.) held as a single bit of 
land, not as a set of strips. Hence to colonists in Orkney, 
Shetland, and the Hebrides, boistar meant simply a "one -lot" 
farm. See also Brp6gger: Anc. Emig. 88; and H.M. P.O.A.S. ÍX. 
29. 

BORG. 7, 208 passim to 278, 326. 

There are two main uses of the term in O.H. 

(i) A fortress, artificially constructed, as opposed 
to vigil a natural stronghold; a more general 
term than kastali, which was a borg of a particu- 
lar kind (cp. O.E.burh). In Hkr. 220 is describ- 
ed a borg built at Sarpr near Oslo by King Olafr 
uelgi of stones, turf and wood, with a ditch 
round it, large enough to contain a small town 
(hence second use below). 

The/ 



The two examples of this 
by Earl Sigutthr Eystein's son 
perhaps at Burghead, ?874x892 
borg at Lambaborg, 12th cent. 
273, 274T-- 

use are the borg built 
"in the South of Ì orgy, i' 
(O.S.7); and Sveinn's 
(O.S. 208, 209, 212, 266, 

For the site of the latter, see Lambabarg in 
Index of Pl.Ns. 

(ii) A large town that was, or had been, fortified, - a 
small unfortified town being referred to as a Boer 
(q.v.). 

Examples of this are such pl. ns . as Eicó inab orZ 
and J_órsalaborp, referred to simply as borginn in 
278'Tand 25520v respectively. Saeborg is also used 
of a seaport to (presumably fortified) in N. Africa 
(25260 and of Narbonne (231°-). 

There are two specialized uses of the term in O.S. The 
Norse settlers appear to have used it to describe the large stone 
fortresses or "brochs" (from O.N.bor ) they found in Orkney and 
Shetland; e.g. Md ?seyjarborg (O.S. 2759-'). 

The Bishop's Palace at Scrabster ( ?1201) is called a borg 
(3261r); it was prob. well fortified. 

BORD. 169". 

The board or table in the hall, usually in early days laid 
on tressles. A borÓ stood in front of the hásaeti or high -seat 
at the end of the hall; and if the hall was a large one, there 
would be one down either side of the hall for the serving men and 
women. 

BYGGHÚS. 136'. 

Barley -barn. Sole occurrence in O.N. 

BYGD. 5, 6, 52, 64, 95, 96, 283, etc. 

A word used primarily of a district, large or small, that 
has been colonized and has now a settled population. Translated, 
"settlement ", "inhabited district." 

BOER. Passim. 

There are two main uses of the term in O.S. 

(i) A farm in the sense of the group of farm -buildings, 
such as that of Jôrundgaard in Sigrid Undset's 
Iaristir_ Lavransdatter (plan on p.929). According 

to Olsen FF.A.N.13O) an older term than -sta5ii 

and -land. For brief bibliog. on the term, see 

Olsen, 39. See also Brbgger: Anc. Em .$0 83 ; and 

H.M.: P.O.A.S. IX, 31 -33. 

The/ 



BU. 

The following is a list of its occurrences in O.S. in the 
above sense:- 

Earl Thorfinn's boer in Birsay which Earl Rognvaldr 
Brusi's son set on fire (75,/ it, 76'). Perhaps on site of 
present Earl's Palace ruins. 

The boer in Papa Stronsay where Earl Rognvaldr was sur- 
rounded (77't). Not identified. 

The boer of Unustacóir in Shetland (137n. MS. M only). 
Not identified. 

Frakokk's boer in Helmsdale (198). Not identified. 

Sveinn's boer in the Isle of Man (201). 

A boer of ?Sigurthr Clumpy, probably at Scapa (267'). 

The boer at Freshwick (274'); reference made to part of 
the boer, the skálahüs, in the next line. Now 'the Hall 
of Freshwick. 

An unnamed boer in Rousay (292'). 

Sveinn's boer in Gairsay (295), on site of the present 
Langskaill. 

(ii) An unfortified town or village. The term, according to 
Olsen (F.F.A.I'T. 25) attained the meaning of a group of 
small farms created by odal division, and hence a town - 
ship or village. According to C.V. this application 
is a typically Norw., Swed., and Dan. development, Ihere 
being no towns in Icel. It is used of Bergen (153/, 
225°4 4-) and of Oslo (15e) . 

For a full discussion of the Orkney bú, see the brilliant 

paper on The Orkney "Bús" by I'rir S. Storer Clouston in P. 0. A. S. V. 
41 -49. 

In the Saga there are two terms, bú and boer (q.v.), the 
former applied invariably to an earl's or chief's hall and estate. 
The term bA - which survives in the forms The Bu, Bu of, Bow, Bull - 
"was a generic term for a large farm, worked by itself and not in 
run -rig with other places." (Cp. L.Sc. "main" or "home farm" and 
Norw. a6alból or 6b611. In Orkney Mr Clouston has shown that it 
is applied specifically to farms with four distinct characteristics 
They were large, being either 9d or 18d lands; they had one or 
more umbesetters or crofts rented out; they were usually built on 
a slope looking down to the sea, about a quarter of a mile from 
the shore; and there was a chapel near by, sometimes, as in Orphir, 
attached to the hall (0.5. 169'°). The extent, tenancy and rate- 
able value of these lands can be studied in the old Rentals of the 
16th and 17th centuries; and there are still traces of the old 
boundaries, halls and chapels to be seen today. 

The following is a list of the bú's explicitly referred to 
in 0.S. 

North/ 



144- 

North Isles:- 

Ragna's bu in 4RI P8ay= ® :ST.g N. Ronaldsay (0.S. 173'') , pro- 
bably to be identified with the township of Busta, the 

. house being at or near the present farm of Kirbest (O.N. 
Kirkjubólstaar) (J.S.C.: Orkn. Par. 251) . 

Ragna's second bú in Papa Westray (O.S. 173'3) , probably con- 
sisting of the two farms of Backaskaill and Breckaskaill 
(O.N. Xskáli: "hall ") (J.S.C.: Orkn. Par. 337). 

Valthjof's bú in Stronsay (O.S. 17222, 1850) may have been the 
Earldom or " bordland" bú of Holland held by him in fief 
(J.S.C.: Orkn. Par. 289; Hist. Orkn. 178). 

Sveinn's bú in Gairsay (O.S. 203, 229, 272, 294, 318). (See 
J.S.C.: Hist. Orkn. 177 

The bú (plur.) of Brusi referred to in 0.S. 59'would be all 
the bordland property in Westray, Sanday and Stronsay:- 
Rapness in Westray; Tofts, Walls, Lopness, Tresness, Brough 
and Halksness in Sanday; and Holland in Stronsay (J.S.C.: 
P.O.A.S. V. 42 ft.) . 

Mainland. 

The Earls' bú at Orphir (O.S. 126, 166, 212, 285, 287). See 
note on 1684'. 

The bú at Paplay in Holm - a bordland bú (now the Bull of 
Skaill), first held by Gunnhildr, bride of Kolr Kali's son 
(O.S. 107) and later bora, widow of Earl Erlendr, and her 
son Hakon the Elder 0.8.109) . (J.S.C.: P.O.A.S. V. 66; 
Hist. Orkn.: 172). 

The bú of Knarston near Scapa, then earldom property (O.S. 
1947 and tenanted in 1136 by Arnkell and his sons, and in 
1154 by Botolfr Bungle. (J.S.C.: P.O.A.S. V. 49). 

Caithness and Sutherland. 

The bú of4Freshwick, the property of Sveinn's step -son Sig - 
mundr (O.S. 2665). Its history in early Rentals 
has not so far been investigated. 

Frakokk's bú (plur.) "up in Sutherland" (0.S. 127; 197); 
in Helmsdale, perhaps at Shenachu or at Borrobol. See 
note on 1971'3. Further investigation necessary. 

Olafr Hrolf's son's second bú in Duncansby, the first being 
in Gairsay (O.S. 129$). Not definitely identified. 

EMILY. 
i 

Kol's bú (plur.) in Agder (0.S. 139).Sigurthr Skewer's bu 
,Ain East Agder (O.S. 1403) . 

John Limp-leg's bu (plur.) in Sogn (0.S. 142g). 

Miscellaneous. 

Dagfinn's bu in Fair Isle (O.S. 174 ). 

Holdbothi's bú (plur.) in Tiree (O.S. l721.). 

A/ 



A "great" bú belonging to a certain Andrew and Ingirithr in 
the Isle of Man (0.S. 199'6) . 

Thorhallr Asgrim's son's bú at Byskupstungur in. Iceland 
(O.S. 262 -6). 

There is, however, a number of farms and estates vaguely men- 
tioned or existing by implication in O.S., and many of these have 
been proved by Mr Clouston by the evidence of the four conditions 
enumerated above to have been bú's:- 

North Isles. 
Magnus Havarth's son of Sanday ,0. S. 166'0) may have 

held in fief one of the six bordland bu's mentioned above 
(see 0.S. 166")). (J.S.C.: Orkn. Par. 246, 248) . 

Kugi's residence in Rapness in Westray (0.S. 1291), probably 
on the farm still known as The Bu," then a bordland bú. 

Helgi's residence at Pierowall in Westray, (O. 
probably on the farm of Waa (O.N. vágr: "bay" 
the village takes its name (J.S.C.: Orkn.Par. 
V. 46). 

S. 1291 °, 181°) 
from which 

332; P.O.A.S. 

Thorkell Flayer's residence, acc. to O.S. 130' in Westray, 
but more probably, as Mr Clouston argues (Orkn. Par. 333, 
350), elsewhere perhaps in Shapinsay, on some site unknovan. 

Sigurthr of Westness (0.S. 128') had a bú there, ,probably not 
at the present Westness but at Skaill G.N. x skali) in 
Outer Westness (H.M.: P.O.A.S. 11.17; J.S.C.: P.O.A.S. V. 
46) . 

Kolbeinn Hrugas castle and lands in Wyre (O.S. 214) constit- 
uted a bu (J.S.C.: Hist. Orkn. 172; P.O.A.S. 

Mainland. 

Erlingr of Tankerness (0.S. 129, 1621) probably lived at 
the bú now known as the Hall of Tankerness (J.S.C.: Orkn. 
Par. 4; P.O.A.S. V. 46). 

Thorsteinn of Flyiirunes (0.S. 130, 168, 224) may have lived 
on the bordland bd of Sebay in the parish of St.Andrews, 
if the identification of Flyórunes with the Point of the 
Liddie is accepted (J.S.C. P.O.A.S. V. 46; Orkn. Par. 4. 

See also Fly 6 runes in Index of Pl. Ns.). 

Helgi Hrolf's son, uncle of Sveinn, lived at Tingwall in 

Rendall (O.S. 2936), to be identified with the later Bu or 

Hall of Rendall. The same estate was probably that held 

by Kolbeinn of Rendall in the 13th cent. (Hak. S. ch.171) 

(J.S.C.: Orkn. Par. 185 -7; Hist. Orkn. 155 

etc.) 

The Earldom bu of Cairston where traces of the kastali 

referred to in O.S. 270 can still be seen (J.S.C.: P.O.A.S. 

V.,VII.S`7 ff., Hist. Orkn_. 156) . 

In addition to the above, it is possible that Richard of 

Brecks/ 



, z 

Brecks' estate in Stronsay (O.S. 130, 185) may have been 
then a bu (H. III.: P. O.A.S. V. 67; J.S.C.: Hist. Orkn. 174) . 

John Wing's estate at U land in Hoy may be identical vwith 
the present Bu of Hoy J.S.C.: Orkn. Par. 217 -8; 

As all Hoy was bordland, John must have held 
his land in fief and not by odal tenure. 

DRYKKJUSKALI. 169', 321 ". 

Lit., "hall of drinking." Descriptive title of the great 
hall in Orphir described in ch.66, and of Sveinn's in Gairsay. 

DYRR. 309, 783. 

A double door. Term applied to the inner as well as the outer 
doors of a skáli or hall. See útidyrr. They seem to have been 
made occasionally in two parts, as in a modern smithy (See balkr, 
and note on 785). 

ELDAR. 31 , 150. 

The fires burning down the 
in front of the "high- seat" to 
smoke curled its way up to the 
was usual to pile on much wood 

ETUSTALLR . 150 
O. 

The manger in a hrossahús. 

centre of a hall from near the table 
near the door at the other end. The 
vent between the sooty rafters. It.. 

in the evening to make bakeldar (q.v) 

Sole occurrence in O.N. 

GAFLAD . 1692', 310"'2) , 321 "'. 

For gafl -h10: "gable end." In the plural, in 321' i it 
appears to mean a partition built across Sveinn's hall - a unique 
signification. 

GARDR. 142, 286. 

(i) An enclosure or "yard," the primary usage; of the farmyard 
at Knarston, (2860. 

(ii) A house in a town, especially in Norw., Swed., and Den. 
(C.V.); used of an ale -house in Bergen (142) . 

GEILAGARDR. 310. 

'glen formed' fence, a walks'; 
In the context (q.v.) it ap- 

See geilar, and note on 

In O.V. this is described as "a 
of which I cannot make any meaning. 
pears to mean a wall bordering a lane. 
31024. 

GEILAW 



, 

GEILAR. 310. 

Plur. of geil: "a glen." Here, apparently,a lane running 
between two lines of stacks up to the house at Forsie, Caithness. 
See note on 310'1. 

GÓLF. 3e, 311% 

Floor. 

HALL, or HOLL . 233 . 

A hall; used only of a king's or an earl's dwelling, a 
private hall being a skáli. Here used of the hall of Ermengarde 
in Spain. 

HASAE TI . 188 "', 195'. 

The high seat on the cross -dais at the endAof a hall. 

HELLA. 169 , 1702-4 

A flagstone; here a large one doing duty as a partition 
at the entrance to the Orphir skali. See plan in note on 169'. 

HLrt)VEGGR . 169. 

Side -wall, as opposed to gable; of the Orphir skáli. See 
note on 169'. 

HROSSAHUS . 

Stable; here at St)61e, Norw. 

HIIRfl. 30t. 

A door; here the door at the "high- seat" end of 
at Hlaupandanes. Perhaps it was a small door, or not 
one and hence permitted another name than the usual da_ 

the skali 
a double 
r. 

INS. Passim. 

"House." Used of all types of dwelling from cottage to 
castle. 

HÚSABOER. 168r6. 

A homestead; applied to the large skáli, church and adja- 
cent small buildings at Orphir. 

i r 

HYBYLI/ 
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HYBYLI , or HIBYLI . ' 137". 

A homestead; a nom. plur. form, here applied in the "Miracle- 
Book" (O.S. ch.57) to the farm of Ballasta, Unst, Shetl. 

JQRB . ±:#'*'". 

An odaller's land; here that of Uni in Sogn. Acc. to C.V. 
the usage is an Icel. one, answering to Norw. bdl, which we would 
expect here of a Norwegian farm. 

KASTALI. 168, 171, 214, 235, 270, 281, 282, 288. 

A castle, differing from a borg in being a place of residence 
as well as of defence. It is used of five structures in O.S. 

The castle in Damsay, kept by Blann, Thorsteinn's son, 12th 
cent. (1681, 171'9. Its "great skáli" is referred to in 
288/, and it is called a hús in 2857E77 For description, 
see J.S.C.: Orkn. Par. 171; quoted in my note on Damsay in 
the Index of Pl. Ns. 

Kolbeinn Hruga's castle in Wyre, 12th -13th cent. (2143 - in 
an interpolation). Described in 0.S. as "a good stone- 
castle" and "a safe stronghold," it stood a heavy siëge in 
1231 (Hak. S. ch.171). A history and description (with 
plan) of this castle is to be found by Dr. Marwick in P.O.A. 
S.VI. 9 -11. A more extensive plan and a photograph of the 
interior is to be found in J.S.C.: Hist. Orkn. 160. 

The castle in Galicia captured by Earl Rognvaldr Kali, 1151 
(235 ff) . It is possible, however, that this castle was 
not in the North of Spain, but near Narbonne on the Medi- 
terranean coast of France, since the siege took place near 
Christmas as one of the Earl's verses shows (0.S. 2413). 
See my study of the episode in P.O.A.S. XI, 48. 

Cairston castle near Strornness, 12th cent. Named in 0.S. 27d 
but probably in error for Knarston; see note on 269/6. 
Referred to in 0.S. 269, 273. A description and plan of 
what remains of it by Mr J. Storer Clouston will be found 
in P.O.A.S. VII, 57 -74. 

A castle at Thurso where Earls Haraldr and Rognvaldr Kali met 
in the summer of 1154 to come to terms (2811, 282') . Pro- 

bably it was this castle that was destroyed by William 
the Lion on his punitive expedition into Caithness, 1198. 

(See Roger de Hoveden: Chronica, IV, 10). No trace of 

this castle remains. 

Besides the above, two other castles, the remains of which 

can still be seen,are referred to, without the name kastali, in 

the Saga. A keep at Westness in Rousay, whither Earl Paul on two 

recorded occasions paid a visit of state (ch.65, 74), has been 

partially excavated: but it may belong to the following century 

(See H. iii.: Antiq. Notes on Rousay in P.O.A.S. II. 15 -21, and J.S.C. 

Early Norse Castles. An illustration is to be found in J.S.C.: 

Hist. Orkn. 161). The second is also a recently excavated 

ruin/ 



ruin on the mound called Castlehowe (from 0.N.-X.Kastalahatigr) in 
Paplay - perhaps built by Hakon the Elder who, according to O.S. 
109, 172, 285, lived there in the middle of the 12th century-70r 
description, see J.S.C.: Early Norse Castles s), 

KIRKJA . 

The following is a list of all the churches, large or 
small, mentioned in O.S. 

Christ's Kirk in Birsay, built by Earl Thorfinnr, ?1048x, 
probably on the sitelof the present old parish church. 
This building, according to Dietrichson (Mon. Orc. 76 -79) 
is an 18th century structure but with medieval masonry in 
the southern wall; this wall contains a pointed window 
under the sill on which, in 13th or 14th century capitals, 
is cut S. Bellus - an unknown saint (Illustration in Mon. 
Orc. 1.77 (O.S. 86, 87, 120, 121, 131, 133). 

The church in Egilsay (00S. 115, 116, 171) where St. Magnus . 
was murdered, ?1117, - probably near the present St. Mag- 
nus' Church which Dietrichson regarded as belonging to the 
middle of the 12th century (Mon. Orc. 95 -105). 

St. Magnus' Church above mentioned, which appears to be re- 
ferred to in the sentence interpolated in the translation 
in ch.51 (O.S. 119i) from M2, to the effect that "a church 
was afterwards built" on the spot where Magnus fell. 

The church in Kirkwall where the relics of St. Magnus were 
taken and a multitude of miracles were performed (O.S. 
ch.57 passim). It was probably in the doors of this church 
that Arni Hrafn's son stuck fast with his shield on his 
back, Sept., 1152 (O.S. 2705'). Probably the Church of St. 
Olaf, of which an old doorway can be seen in a wall in a 
house in Bridge St. Lane. (Illustration and description 
in Mon. Orc. 74 -76). 

The church at the Earls' Hall at Orphir, 1135 (0.S. ch.66), 
quite possibly the Round Church the ruins of the chancel 
of which are still to be seen beside the old parish church 
( Dietrichson: Mon Ore. 86 -90. See also Dryden: Ruined 
Churches in Orkney). 

St. Magnus Cathedral in Kirkwall, begun in 1137; the last 
reference to it in 0.S. is in 1158 (O.S. 176, 193, 194, 
291, 303, 306, 315). The principal studies of its his- 
tory and architecture are by Dryden (Description of the 
Church dedic. to St. Maus), by McGibbon and Ross Eccles' 
Archit. of Scot. I,a.> ° ) , and by Dietrichson (Mon. Orc. 13.7- 

171). For the tombs and relics see articles by Mr J. 
Mooney in P.O.A.S. III and VI. 

The church in Pierowall, Westray, where Rognvaldr Kali attend- 
ed Divine Service on a Sunday in April 1136 (0.8. 1823). 
Ruins still to be seen. (Plan, illustration and descrip- 
tion in Mon. Orc. 109 -110) . But the incident in which 
the church appears may be fictitious; see note on 1821t. 

A church at ?Knarston, deduced from the mention of the Earl 
Rognvaldr Kali's chaplain there (O.S. 1941) and of Divine 
Service held there (O.S. 195' °), Dec., 1138. There is 

no trace of one to be found to -day (J.S.C.: Hist. Orkn. 

148). 

The church where Earl Haraldr was buried, 1154. There is 

no/ 
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no clue to its identity. See note on 291. 

A church near ?Wick built on the spot where Haraldr the Younger 
fell, 1198 (0.S. 324yz) . 

Church of St. Tredwell or Triduana in Papa Westray where earl 
Roo valdr Brusi's son was probably buried, 1046 (O.S. 79'x). 
Ruins still to be seen, with ancient graveyard surrounding 
them. 

The High Church or hofuökirlkdá in Acre in Palestine where Thor - 
bjorn the Black was buried, 1152 (0.S. 254'3) 

A church in Imbolar (not identified) where John Limp -leg was 
buried, 1152 . S. 257 '4) . 

KOT. 52`x. 

Cottage. 

LAUNDYRR. 298 1' 20 310'/ . 

A concealed door, apparently, as here, a door filled in 
loosely with stones which may be heaved out to provide an emergency 
exit; here in the house of Barthr at Volunes in Sanday, and of 
Hallvarthr at Forsie, Caithness. 

LITLA STOFA. 126 , 304. 

A small room or parlour partitioned off at one side of the 
cross -dais or Lverpall_r (q.v.) of a great hall. Frakokk and Helga 
sat in one in the Earl's homestead in Orphir sewing the shirt that 
was to be the death of Helga's son Haraldr (l26. Earl Haraldr 
and Sveinn sat drinking peacefully in one,apparently in Kirkwall 
(304'). 

LOPT. 49. 305. 

A loft or upper room; abed -room in a house in Thurso in 
which Muddan was sleeping (494-6-); a room in a house in Kirkwall 
where Thorbjorn Clerk defended himself (305'4'). 

LOPTSVALIR. 495. 

Lit., "the loft balcony." Along the front of a Norse 
house there frequently ran a projection from the roof, forming 
underneath a long porch or veranda, and above, when a wooden rail- 
ing was fixed along the front, a balcony accessible from a sky- 
light in the loft. An example can be seen in the threshing -barn 
and loft -house in the Alvros Farmyard in Skansen, Stockholm. The 
term loptsvalir was applied to both the porch and the balcony. 
See "Gallery" in E.M. 3383 and Gu6mundzson: Priva.tboligen 2á.a IsI.IAO. 
It was from this balcony that Muddan leapt in his endeavour to 
escape. 

11NKLIFI/ 



MUNKLIFI . 18913, 2115. 

A monastery. The word is used only twice in O.S., in the 
first instance by Earl Paul when pleading for his life before Mar- 
garet of Athole; and in the second instance of the monastery in the 
Isle of May (see note on 2113). 

But three other monasteries are indirectly referred to in 
the S ägQ.: - 

A monastery in Westray, or perhaps at Munkerhouse in Papa 
Westray whence the sixteen monks may have come, whose 
tonsure caused Earl Rognvaldr such amusement, April 1136 
(ch.72). Munkerhouse is a part of the shore on the 
Westray side of Papa Westray, is near the old Parish 
Church, and foundations of buildings and a large midden 
deposit can still be seen. But this incident may be at- 
tached to the wrong locality. See note on 1824; 

The monastery in Eynhallow, its ruins still to be seen - the 
subject of Mr John Monney's fascinating study, Enhallow: 
A Holy Island in the Orkneys. Its existence is assumed 
in O.S. in the reference to the monks of Eynhallow in O.S. 
297/tí an_d, less obviously, by the fact that Olafr, son of- 
Sveinn Asleif's son, was apparently being brought up on 
that island (3021') . 

A monastery in the Scilly Isles can be deduced from the state- 
ment (2012') that Sveinn captured a ship of burden belong- 
ing to monks from there, 1141x. I have not been able to 
make any identification here. 

MUSTERI. 86, 176. 

A minster, a term of some grandiloquence - from Eccles. Lat. 
monasterium - applied eulogistically to Christ's Kirk in Birsay 
(86'() and by Kolr to the projected St. Magnus Cathedral (1762°). 

MYRKVASTOFA. 18921 . 

A "dark room" or dungeon, in which it was said that Earl Paul 
was confined. 

PALLR. 311. 

The dais at the end of a hall on which was the "high- seat" 

and its table, the place of principal honour in the hall. See 

bverpallr. 

PLOGSLAND . 194'1/. 

Lit., a "plough's land." "An acre of land" (C.V.) Orig. no 

doubt the area that a man could plough on an average in a 
day. 

Hence its use in the story of Gefjon in Hkr. 674 . In O.S. a 

plógsland is used by Earl. Rognvaldr as a basis in Orkney for,taxa- 

tion in 1137. The usual term in Orkney, however, was not plogs- 

land but eyrisland: "ounce- land." 

RAFT/ 



RAFT. 325. 

Rafter; in the idiom "had never come under sooty rafter" - 
i.e. lived continually on ship -board. 

REKKJA. 12'73. 
Bed.. 

SEL (in auónar -sel) 315 . 

A shieling or hut on the hill pasture land where the herd 
stays with the cattle in the summer months. According to C.V., it 
is an Icel. word, the Norw. one being setr. Like jgrcò this word 
affords some evidence of the Icel. authorship of the Saga. 

SETR. 309n3 

The Norw. equivalent of the Icel. sel (q.v.). In the M. 
Dan.form setter it occurs as a gloss on erg in the Dan. trans. 0 
only ( "erg, which we call setter "). It need not therefore have 
stood in the original text of the Saga, and cannot be used as an 
argument in favour of non -Icelandic authorship. 

SKALI. 30, 169, 274, 295, 321. 

Originally, according to C.V., this word meant a shed or 
hut for temporary use (cp. L.Sc. shieling), a usage that survived 
in Norway. In the Icel. Sagas it is normally used of a chief's 
hall, the large single building in which men ate, talked and slept; 
an illustration and plan will be found in E.V.Gordon: Introd. to 
Old Norse, 28 and 207. In Orkney, as Mr Clouston shows CHist. 
Orkn. 14 -18) the term was used exclusively and specifically for the 
halls of the chief men, surviving as Skaill. In O.S. it occurs 3ir 

f4we times, always in this sense. 

The "great skáli ", with doors at both ends (an unusual 
feature), of Thorkel Fostri at Hlaupandanes, Sandwick, 
Deerness (304) . No trace to -day. But see Hlaul. an- 
danes. 

The drykkçjuskáli at the Earls' bú in Orphir, the founda- 

tions of which can still be traced just North of the 
Round Church. See note on 169'. 

The skáli at Freshwick, Caithness, through which Eirikr 

dashed in an endeavour to escape Anakol, Jan., 1153 

(2747). On the site of the present Hall of Freshwick. 

Sveinn's drykkjuskáli in Gairsay, the name still surviv- 

ing in the farm name Langskaill (295 , 295'µ, 315'5) . 

The shape of the original hall, 60 ft. long by 16 ft. 

wide, can still be traced, and portions of the origin- 

al masonry courses can still be seen; see J.S.C.: 

Hist. Orkn. 127 -128. 

SKALADYRR . 309, 298'41 . 

The doors of a hall, probably, as the context suggests, the 

inner ones. 

i r 

SKALAHUS,I 
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SKALAHUS. 274 i6 . 

Lit., "house of the skali." Apparently T 3°' - a pparen l --- - 
variant of the term skali. Used of the skáli at Freshwick, Caith- 
ness. 

SKJALDIDILI. 75 /6-. 

More properly skdal- TAli, from skilj á: "to divide "; cp. 
Norw. skjeltile (C.V.). And hence the term means literally "divid- 
ing planking" - either a loft floor (as Mr Clouston takes it in 
Hist. Orkn. 51, q.v.) or a partition such as that dividing a hall 
from its vestibule. It was by breaking through a skjlddili that 
Thorfinnr andhis wife escaped from their hall in Birsay when it was 
set on fire by Rognvaldr Brusi's son. I feel that none of the 
above usages fits the passage, and that the partition that afforded 
an avenue of escape must have been between the hall and some out- 
house or perhaps a stofa (q.v.) "at the back of the house" untouched 
by the fire. 

SKEPJIIVA . 220,1°. ° 

Usually a small building detached from the main skáli 
used as a dormitory or ladies' "bower," and, in later times, a 
store- house. See C.V. and. F.M. 356. In this skemma in one of the 
North Isles Arni Spindle- shanks and his cronies are drinking when 
they are surprised by Sveinn. It was probably a sleeping -house or 
bothy. 

SKJAVINDAUGA . 17 l'6. 

A window, in a room in the hall at Orphir through which 
Sveinn Asleif's son escaped after the slaying of Sveinn Breast -rope. 
According to C.V., a skrjár was the circular opening fitted with a 
hoop or frame (O.N. skj- grind) which had a membrane (O.N. skjall) 
stretched over it, which was used instead of glass and could be re- 
moved at pleasure. 

Note that Lex. Run. (S.N.note) here reads l dal: "louvre" , 

the opening in the roof to let out the smoke which was frequently 
made to close. This was an occasional meaning of skjar (C.V.), 
but is obviously wrong here. 

SKYTNING. 536, 1419 , 1446. 

Originally a club of persons meeting at regular intervals 
for an evening's drink, and paying each his own "scot" or share of 
the ale. Later applied to the house in which the convivialities 
took place. cp. hytxkdlfr. Tr., "ale- house." Freq. in Norw.; 
only one doubtful reference in Icel. (C.V.) In 53' there is only 
a vague reference to their existence in Orkney; in the other two 
cases, the reference is to the ale -house of Good -dame Unnr in Ber- 
gen. 

STALER. 256 , 2574, 319 
z''ti4 

Lit., "a place." Used of a town. 

STE INMUSTERI/ 



STEINTdUS'1'ERI . 176 1O . 

A stone- minster. Applied to the projected St. Magnus 
Cathedral. See musteri. 

STOFA. 171, 310. 

The living -room in a boer, containing the beds of the 
householder, his wife, and children, either attached to the skáli 
or separate. In Norway it became the aarestue or hearth -room, for 
which see S. Undset; Kristin Lax. 927 -931. This is the meaning in 
310" - the living -room Ttrans. "dwelling- house ") at Forsie, Caith- 
ness. In 171 '' the stofa may be a living -room attached to the 
large skáli, but is more probably a small room in the vestibule of 
the skáli (see plan in note on 169'). For variety of uses of the 
term see C.V. and E.M. 356. 

The name survives in the farm name Stove, Deerness. 

SVEFNHUS . 1881. 

A bedroom. Originally this term, "sleeping-house," must 
have been been applied to the separate sleeping quarters on a Norw. 
or Icel. farm. See S. Undset's note referred to above. 

SAEBORG. 231, 252. 

"Sea -port town," of`" 4re ( 231 i5 ) ; in Barbary (252 ") . 

See borg. 

TJQLD. 222y. 

Tapestry or hangings, on which is embroidered in gold an 

old warrior dealing a vigorous stroke with his sword upon another, 

a description of which formed the subject of a skaldic contest be- 

tween Earl Rognvaldr and Oddi the Little. 

TUN. 2876. 

286 . 

Farmyard; a synonym for gárór used a few lines above, in 

1696, 1705'7' ÚTIDYRR. 1` 

The outer double doors of the skali at Orphir. See 

dyrr, and note on 169'. 

V= 
T p r 
D.Dt1 '11V 111).l. L . 

at/ 

2972_5 . 

A wicker partition dividing two rooms in Barth's house 



at Volunes , Sanday. . 

VEGGR. 237 
. 

, 238 . 

A wall; here of the castle of Guthifreyr in Galicia. 

,Z5 Z 

VIGI. 200, 208, 214. 

A natural stronghold, as opposed to borg, a fortress 
artificially constructed; this is clearly proved by O.S. 208 "' "'; 
see note thereon. It is applied to Holdbothi's stronghold in 
Lundy (200'4-), to Sve inn' s fortress at Lambaborg (208"), and to 
Kolbeinn Hruga's castle in Wyre (214). In the latter instance, 
however, the use is a special one, for the site has no natural ad- 
vantages; this peculiarity may be due to the passage being an 
interpolation. 

VIRKI. 2406. 

Synonym for borg, fortress; here applied to the castle 
of Guthifreyr in Galicia. 

DORP. 52, 182, 199, 200. 

A village; of villages in Scotland (523); of Pierowall, 
Westray (1823); of a village near Jarlsnes, Wales (1991's, 200'). 

DVERPALLR. 126e, 3046. 

The cross -dais at the end of a hall. See pallr for 
further details. 

OLSTOFA. 170 i3 . 

"Ale- store," as is clear 
17016-)) not "drinking- hall" as C.V. 

C.V., it does not occur elsewhere. 
at Orphir, see plan in note on 169' 

from the context (see note on 
and D. take it. According to 
For its situation in the Hall 
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GLOSSARIAL INDEXES. 

F. LEGAL TERMS and TITLES, ETC. 

The following Index of Legal Terms and 
Titles does not claim to be a complete list of 
all such terms in O.S. There are so many O.N. 
words which have a legal as well as a general 
significance that the Index might be extended 
very indefinitely. The principal terms, how- 
ever, have been included. As most of them 
have already been exhaustively treated else- 
where (by Taranger, Hertzberg and Clouston) the 
Notes have been kept as brief as possible. 



 

ARMADR. 2911' . 2983 

A "steward" or bailiff. Contrasted with s;Lslumaär (q.v.) 

ARMENNINGR . 307" 

"Bailiffry" or "stewardship." Contrasted with sisla (q.v.) 

BONDI, plur bbndar. Passi::. 

The bóndi was originally any freeman holding land by odal 

right, i.e. in complete ownership. The term became later 
restricted to the lowest landowning class - "peasant propriet- 
or" being a fair English equivalent. But both usages occur 
undistinguishably in O.S., and, as stated in the note on 813, 
it has been found necessary to retain the O.N. term (with its 
plural) in the translation. For further studies of the term.' 
see C.V., Hertzberg, and J.S.C.: R.E.O. xxxi- xxxiv. 

BOT. 382'. 

doemdi boetr (plur.): "fixed compensation." The compen- 
sation was that fixed by King Olafr for the death of Eyvindr 
Buffalo -horn at rate for three lendirmenn. Acc. to the 
Older Gula -thing's Law, ch.200 ZN.G.L. I. 74) this would 
amount to 18 silver marks (144 oz. of silver). 

BRUDKAUP. 291f . 

"Bride- buying" - lawful wedlock. 

EIDR . 1211. 

"An oath." 

EIGN. 331, 3916, 107'4, etc. 

"Heritable property;" usually in the plural - "landed 

estates." Sometimes best translated "rights of ownership." 

EINA LATIT. 268q. . 

Hafìöi eina latit: "had divorced." See also skilit viti. 

i 

EPTIRMAL. 

An "after -suit;" a claim for compensation for the death 

of a man made by his relatives or heirs. 

ERr . 176''. 

"Inherited property." 

ERFDALQND 87. 

"Hereditary lands." 

FRAENDLEIFD/ 



FRAENDrRFIrt) . 1761f. 

"Inherited property." Lit., "what is left by one's kin." 
Cp. fpurleifò . 

FYLKI. 4 zz 

"A province." Sole occurrence in O.S., in the Mythol.. 
Introd.; used of provinces in Norway. 

FQDURLEIF'. . 109 ,etc. 

What is "left" by one's "father;" - "inheritance," 
"patrimony." 

GJALDKERI. 140 . 

. 

A royal official calling in rents and other dues from 
towns and cities; cp. Nicholas Beard in Bergen (Hkr. 6043?) 
and Thorbjorn gjaldkeri in Bergen (Hkr. 626'). Here used of 
Solmundr in TOnsberg. Acc. to C.V. the word is "probably of 
foreign origin." Trans. "royal steward." 

GOEBINGR, plur. goeaingar. 88, 89, 92, 123, 129, 160, 166, 179, 
224, 261, 313. 

This word, almost peculiar to 0.S. appears to be etymol- 
ogically connected with O.N. goeói: "dues" or "emoluments" 
(OAS. 26713), and was a title applied to the greater land- 
owners or lbndirmenn in the Orkneys who were in some way re- 
lated to the family of the Earls; (see especially the refer- 
ence in ch.33, O.S. 89's). They appear to have had certain 
duties of local government, and they were the Earls' chief 
lieutenants in time of was, supplying both ships and men. 
See the valuable studies by Mr Clouston in R.E.O. X_ XIX -XL, 
393 -394; in S.H.R. XVI (1918) 21 -28; in P.O.A.S. VI. 23; and 
in Hist. Orkn. 157 -168. 

GRI/B. 210 ". 

The settlement of a dispute by the free pardoning of the 
offending party. Distinguished from saett, where a settlement 

was made by the payment of compensation. Both terms are used 
in the above reference. 

HANDGANGA. 33x, 57 y, etc. 

Submission to a liege -lord. 

HCIMAMABR. 144g, 151y , 3106 . 

"Farm -servant." 

HERAB/ 



REHAB. 3 3 . 

"A district;" in Norway and in Iceland used of a rural 
district as opposed to boer: "a town." Used here on'y in the 
Mythol. Introd. Occurs also in the pl. n. Byrrgishera6 (q.v.), 
and in De_Herra, Fetlar and Yell, Shetland. 

HIRE. 
HIREMADR . 
HIRDVIST. 

The hire was the personal body -guard of a king or earl. 
O.S.refers to Thorfinn's large hire (533), andthat of Malcolm, 
King of Scots (10422'). Sveinn Breast -rope is referred to as 
a hire -man of Earl Paul (16020), and Thorarinn Bottle -nose is 
introduced as,the f ±lend and hire -man of Earl Rognvaldr Kali 
(3054). In a probably spurious passage, Sveinn Asleif's son 
is erroneously given the same title (321k). 

Hiróvist, "the position of hire- man," occurs with refer- 
ence to the applications of the skalds Hallr, Armothr and Oddi 
to join Rognvaldr Kali's hire (204 , 205 ", 22l) . 

The term of course originated in the Norwegian court. 
The duties and privileges which the royal hire attained are 
set forth in Hiraskrá in N.G.L. II. 390 -450. 

i 

HUSKARL. 1434- 

A free -born man in service. "Servant" is an adequate 
translation, although "house -carte" has been the accepted 
rendering since Dasent's time. 

HOFDINGI. Passim. 

"A chief." A term sometimes applied to any man of high 
birth, but more usually to one of the greater earls or bondar 
distinguished for his qualities of strength of character and 
natural gifts of leadership. The latter use is normal in 
the first half of 0.S. Earls Turf -Einarr, Ljotr, and Thorfinnr 
are described as becoming "great chiefs" (10e, 18'9, 42i4) . In 
the Saga of Rognvaldr Kali, however, it is used in the sense of 
"a ruler" over a realm (158/), 19321, 27113, 316'y') ; the author 
of this part of 0.S. appears also to have used the term in this 
sense in a few sentences about Hakon Paul's son added to the 
end of ch.52 (1221). In the sense of "the leader of an at- 
tacking force" it is used of Oliver the Unruly (1594'). 

HQLDR. 

The social rank between bendi and lendirmaôr. See 
Index of N'ns. 

As an isolated title it is used of a Welsh chief who 
attached Holdbothi in Tiree (1981s, 1991° , 20111). Trans- 
lated, not very satisfactorily, "Freeman." 

HQLDSRETT . 8/6. 

The rank of a hldr (q.v.) 

JORD/ 



JQRD. 

to 
we 

25l 

1491 °. 

An odaller's land, here that of Uni in Sogn. According C.V. the term is an Icel. one, answering to Norw. b61, whic would expect here. 

KARLMADR. 75ro 

Ufrj.a.lsar karlmenn: "bondmen." 

KUNNN® . 267 . 

An O.N. spelling of O. Celt. word for "the quartering of men" represented in O. Ir. by coinmed. See the lengthy note on the context. 

LAGASETNING. 865". 

"The making of laws." 

LANDSETI. 227m , 288'r. 
"Tenant." 

LANDSKYLDIR. 2283. 

"Land -rents." Survived in Orkney till the 16th century; 
cp. land skuld in a 1503 Rental (Peterkin's Rentals, 26), 

LANDZVIST. 68 
i 

. 

The right of residence unmolested in a particular place - 
a right that was inseparable from one's eignir (c.v.) or 
private estates. 

LANDVORN. 64 . 

c 

"The defence of the land," here England. 

LANDVARNARMENN. 549. 

"A defence force," here that of Jaroslav in Novgorod. 

LAUNGETINN. 89 . 

"Illegitimate." 

33, 38, 58, 59, 66, 68. 

Land held i len, "in fief ", was held in non -heritable 
feudal tenure. Distinguished from veizlur, grants of land 
made to chiefs to enable them specifically to maintain a 
fighting force for the use of the overlord. The existence 
of the distinction is shown in Hkr. 28761 33 where King Olafr 
Helgi gave Aslakr Fitjaskalli ,in_ S. Fordland what is describ- 
ed as lén mikit ok veizlur storar. 

See E. Hertzberg: Lén og veizla i Norges sagätid, in 

Germanistische/ 



Germanistische Abhandlungen zum LXX Geburtstag_K. Maurers, 
Gottingen, 1E93, pp.283 -331. 

LENDR MADR, plur. lend.irmenn. Passim. 

"A landed man"; translated "landed proprietor." The 
name given by Haraldr Fair -hair to the nobles or hersá.r who 
became his men. They were called goeaincrar (á.v._7 in the 
Orkneys. See C.V.; E.M. 369; Hertzberg; and J.S.C.: Hist. 
Orkn. 158. 

TFYSTISK. 3021A. 

"To ransom one's self." 

LDSKYLDR. 33 
4/ 

, 35 9. 

"Vassal." 

LOG. 118x. 

"Law." Plur. of lag: "something laid." 

LQGMADR. 325. 

"Lawman." The term originally signified, in the ancient 
Scandinavian kingdoms, a man skilled in the law (then unwritten) 
who was first spokesman at a Thing. In the Orkneys the term 
appears repeatedly in the translation lawman in the records of 
the 14th, 15th and. 16th centuries for the chief official legal 
representative of the crown. See C.V., Hertzberg, R.E.O., 
and Orkn. Nornc for further details. The term is here used 
as a kind of cognomen for Rafn of Caithness; he was probably 
the chief legal authority there. 

I ALAVOXTR . 68 
6 

1T, . 

"The state of a case," involving the probability or im- 
probability of a successful outcome. 

MAELA. 82". 

"To sue for," "to plead a cause." 

ODAL. 

"Odal lands" or "rights." A concise account of all that 

O.S. tells us of the history of odal rights in the Orkneys 

will be found in Mr A.W.Johnston's Fiscal Antiouities in Orkn. 

and Shetl. , 137 -139 (Old Lore Misc. IX. pt.3) ; and the full 
history of the odal lands may be read in Mr J.S.Clouston's 

Hist. Orkn. The main Saga references are as follows: - 

O.S. ch.8. Turf- Einarr assumes the odal rights in order 

to pay a fine of 60 gold marks to Haraldr 
Fair -hair (894x). 

ch.11 Sigurthr the Stout returns the odal rights 

to the bondar (x995). 

ch.76 Rognvaldr Kali gets the bondar to buy their 

odal lands outright (1137). 

PLÓGSLAN D/ 



12, 

PLOGSLAND. 194 . 

etc. 
"A plough- land" or urisland. See Index of buildings, 

54 

RADGJAFI . 66 
G. 

, 114 
2o 

264 /3, 
305/°, 306 

"Councillor." See Index of N'ns, where the term is 
discussed. Mr J.S.Clouston remarks in Hist. Orkn. 190 that 
that the plural form is never used in 0.S., the word 
raöuneyti being employed instead. In 66" MS. O. has an ex- 
tra phrase oc Raadciffuer: "and Councillors," which may, how- 
ever, have been rá g'afar in the original text. 

RADUNEYTI. 

Normally a body of advisers, Earl Thorfinnr in his youth 
had a ráöuneyti (366) ; King Magnus Bare -legs gave his son 
Sigurthr an r. when he left him to rule over the Orkneys 
(1016); and he consulted his own r. when his men were desert- 
ing (1052°). 

The word has the abstract meaning of "counsel," "advice," 
in 2695. 

SENDIMADR. 666, passim. 

"An envoy,," in disputes great or small. 

SKATE . 2e and. passim. 

Any form of tax or tribute, usually paid in money; cp. 
O.E. sceat: "a coin." 

SKILIT VID. 20713. 

"Divorced," "legally separated from." See also eina latit. 

SKIRSLA. 1542-1. 

"Trial by ordeal," here that of Haralds Gilli. See 

note on context. 

SKUTILSVEINN. 

"Cup- boy," "cup- bearer." An office at court for the 

ambitious stripling, introduced into Norway, acc. to C.V., 

about the time of Olafr the Quiet (1067 -93). Frequently in 

use in the following century. In O.S., Magnus Erlend's son 

became sk. to Magnus Bare -legs (1033); Sveinn Hroald's son 

became sk. to Earl Rognvaldr Kali (202's); and Earl Rognvaldr 

Kali himself acted as sk.to Bishop John of Athole on his 

visit to the Orkneys (1959). 

SKYLDIR. 328 3j. 

"Rents." 

STALLARI . 100". 

"A marshall." Used first as a title (e.g. Bjorn 

stallari/ 

L 
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stallari) by King Olafr Helgi (1015- 1030). The stallari was 
the spokesman for the king at public assemblies and was re- 
garded as of sufficient importance to have his seat ( stallara - 

std11) opposite the high seat of the king. Acc. to C.V., 
from O.E. stallare, from Low Lat. stabularius. 

SVARDAGI. 

binda svardogum: "to bind with oaths" (34a). 

SVEINN. 31224'. 

"Page- boy." 

SYSLA. 207zo. 

i 

SYSLUM.iADR . 325 ff. . 

gsla meant first "work" or "business ", but had the 
specialized meaning.of the stewardship of a district held from 
a king, bishop, or earl, with the principal duties of tax - 
collecting and administering justice. S.Jsla was contrasted 
with armenningv (q.v.) which was the bailiffry of an estate 
(E.M. 297, 455). For a detailed study see Hertzberg, and K. 
Leymann: Abhandlungen zur germanischen insbesondere nordischen 
Recb geschichte, Berlin, 1888, pp.175 -215. 

SAETT. Passim. 

A settlement of a dispute, normally by the payment of 
compensation. Distinguished from grió (q.v.) See note on 
38/6. 

UPPNAEMR. 70 
r$ 

. 

Lit., "forfeitable" to an overlord. Used here and else- 
where metaphorically in the sense of "within the power of." 

ÚTBO/ D . 2516-, 63 1' 23 , etc. 

A "levy" of fighting men. Lit., "an outcalling." 

UTISETA. 161. 

The illegal rite of "outsitting" practised by Sveinn 
Breast -rope. See note on context. 

UTLAGA . 265 . 

"Outlawed." Gunni Olaf's son is outlawed by Earl 
Erlendr for seduction. 

VALDZMENN . 31912% 

The "rulers" of Dublin. A generic name rather than a 

title. 

VARDVEITA/ 



ao 
VARDVEITA. 26 . 

"To keep watch and ward." Here in the phrase menu tl 
at varöveita, translated "commissioners." 

VEIZLA. 202, 205, 213. 

See len. 

ták veizlu meó: "paid a formal visit to;" the official 
visit of Earl Rognvaldr to one of his Caithness lendirmenn 
(202x). In the sense of official hospitality the term surviv- 
ed into the 17th century in the form wattle (q.v. in H.Y. Orkn. 
Norn). °- 

/ 
VIG. 119. 

"Man- slaying," which if not concealed was punishable at 
the most by death at the hands of the next of kin, and at the 
least by the payment of compensation to them. Used (119 '9'') 
of the slaying of Earl Magnus in Egilsay. 

YFIRSOKN. 156, 166, 264. 

"Stewardship," for the sake of defence of the district 
allotted and for the supplying of an armed force to aid the 
earl or overlord granting the stewardship. Almost equivalent 
to veizia. Used normally in 0.S. of Caithness. 

PING. 

It would appear that the Thing or judicial court of chief 
men characteristic of the Scandinavian countries was less active 
in the Saga period in Orkney than elsewhere. In 0.5. the Earl 
is usually the arbiter in disputes. The term ping is frequently 
used in O.S. of what appears to be a merely consultative assemb- 
ly of the chief bondar (25/1/5-, 1842', 191 " "1e, 190, 2291, 2714-). 
In one instance it is used in the unusual sense of a meeting 
for negotiations between rival Earls (3213). In three in- 

stances a Thing in Norway is referred to: Eyrabing (57'1), the 
Thing at which Magnus Sigurth's son was proclaimed king (1543), 
and Haugabing (1553) . In two cases we find lawn ing, a secret 

meeting of conspirators (182'8. 183214') in estray surprised by 
Rognvaldr Kali. In two instances we have hús in , a private 
"council -of -war" (1762-, 28,011 and vapnaaing occurs once (1066) . 

The usage of the term is thus very varied, and there is 

little to suggest the existence of the judicial body which 

must have met at Tingwall in Rendall and survived as the Law - 

thing of the 15th century. See the studies of the Orkney 

Thing in J.S.C. Hist. Orkn., espec. 182 -186. 

PINGMANNALID. 853. 

Lit., "a force of Thing -men ;" the picked body -guard of 

King Knutr and his successors in England. See note on context. 

2 
IINGSTOD. 112 . 

"The Thing meeting -place," in this case probably at Ting - 

wall in Rendall, Orkn. See note on context. 

DRIBJUNGR. Passim in chs.l3 -32. 

A/ 



A "third" or "trithing "; surviving in the West Riding of 
Yorkshire. Not strictly a legal term, but used as such in 
the complicated negotiations over the division of Orkney 
Earldom in the above chapters. The alternative term used 
was hlutr: "a share." 
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G. ECCLESIASTICAL 'l'ERMS. 



ECCT,FSIASTICAL TMMS . 

Note:- Few of the following terms can be described as techni- 
cal in the sense in which many of the legal terms may be so re- 
garded. But the following list is included among the Glossar- 
ial Indexes if for no other reason than that it illustrates the 
small place which ecclesiastical terms hold in the vocabulary 
of the Saga. The chapters on Saint Magnus of course contain 
most ecclesiastical terms, together with much vaguely pious 
phraseology which I have not attempted to include in the present 
glossary. 

, 

AFTRU. 1311. 

Lit. "an untruth." Used in sense of "heresy." 

APTANSQNGR. 168, 169. 

"Evensong." 

BLOT. 1If , 94a`° . 

A heathen sacrifice. 

BYSKUP. Passim. 

"Bishop." 

BYSKUPSTOLL. 

The episcopal seat in the Orkneys, at first at Birsay 
(86, 121, 131, 132), but, after the removal of Saint Magnus' 

relics to Kirkwall, transferred to that town. 

CORPUS DOMINI TAKA. 118'9 

no take the sacrament." 

DJAKN. 784'. 

"Deacon," the dignitary for whom Earl Rognvaldr Brusi's 

son appears to have been mistaken while leaving the house in 

Papa Stronsay; see note on context. 

ERKIDJAKN/ 



26( 

ERKIDJAKN. 8911# 

"Archdeacon." 

HA-ALTARI. 134 
7_ 6 

"High -altar." 

HÁMESSA . 169° 

"High Mass." 

EIDINGI 247°. 

?L 1t)NI. 

"A heathen," 

94/6. 

"Heathenism." 

HELGIR DóNiAR 121-137. 

an infidel . P' 

"Holy relics," "halidom." 

HIRDPRES'l'Y . 19411- 

Earl Rognvaldr Kali's "chaplain" Hrolfr. Lit., "body- 
guard priest." 

JARTEIN. 131, etc. 

"A miracle." 

JARTEINABOK. 1216-w 

"Book of Miracles." See Introd. Sources of Inter - 

oolations. 

KIRKJA. Passim. 

"Church." 

KRISTNI . 94'° 

"Christianity." 

KROSS. 255 

"Crucifix." 

LANGFAST . 112 
e, 

etc . 

"Long fast," - Lent. 

LAUSN/ 



LAUSN. 861 . 

"Absolution," 

MESSA. 110, 132/. 

"Mass." 

MN1`1KAR . 

Monks. In ? Jestray (182); in the Scilly Isles (201) 
in Eynhallow (297). 

MÚT?KLIFI . 189'5. 

"A monastery." 

LïUSTERI. 86, 176. 

"A minster;" see note on 861, where the term is applied 
to Earl Thorfinn's church in Birsay. In 176°-° the term 
steinmusteri, "stone minster," is used by Kolr to describe the 
projected Cathedral of Saint Magnus. 

i 

NON. 1703. 

"Nones" (Lat. nonae), the religious exercises performed 
at the "ninth!' hour or 3 p.m. 

NONTIDIR. 303 
23 

. 

i 

PAFI. 

Divine service at nones. 

The pope. 

1. Leo IX. (86 ) . 

2. Calixtus II. (121-"). 
3. Coelestinus III (3164). 

PALMADAGR . 112 
? 

'4. 

Palm Sunday. 

PALMARI. 121 
/6 

. 

"Pilgrim," "palmer." 

PARADIS. 1186. 

"Paradise." 

PASCHAVIKA. 175, 301. 

"Easter week." 

/ 

SKRIN/ 



SI4RIN. 134-138. 

"Shrine." 

TII;IR. 169 
/i 

, 1821", 195iO. 

A church service. 

VAKA YFIR. 131, 132. 

"To keep vigil over" the tomb of St. Magnus. 

VÌGJA BYSK JP . 

"To consecrate" a bishop. 

VILLUMENN . 249' 

Maumetz villumen: "Mahomet's wild men;" - the Norsemen's' 
description of the Saracens. 
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WEAPONS, ARTICLES of DRESS_L_COMPlON UTENSILS ETC. 

Note: None of the many synonyms for "sword," 
"bracelet," "necklace," etc. in the verses 
have been included in the following list. 

BELTI. 3242. . 

"A belt." 

BORDBUNADR . 1556. 

The "table- service" of King Sigurthr the Crusader. 

BORDKER. 2333. 

"Wine- cup." 

BRENNUSTEINN OK BIK. 240to , 246 
IG 

, 248" . 

"Brimstone and pitch," said to be hurled over walls and 

ships' bulwai7:ks by Saracens. 

BRYNJADR . 102 . 

Wearing a Bryn i a or coat of mail. 

BUD. 2381"r. 

"A tent." 

ELDISKID. 1436. 

"A torch." 

'i 

ELDZVIRKI. 143 . 

"A tinder -box." 

FASJ6DR. 1504 . 

"A money- bag." 

FINGRGULL/ 



FINGRGULL 1686, 21710. 

Earl Rognvaldr Kali's "golden finger -ring." 

FJÇTURR . 183r. 

"A fetter" or chain. 

FRIDSKJOLDR . 299". 

A white "truce-shield." 

GADDAN. 204161 

Ragna's "head- dress." Sole occurrence of the term in 
O.N. C.V. suggests Celtic origin;- perhaps from Celt. 
gádan, dimin. of gàd, a twisted twig or withe used for bind- 
ing anything. 

GALGI . 301'1. 

"Gallows." 

GULLHL.AD . 2336'. 

"A golden fillet," with which Ermengarde bound up her 
hair. 

HANDBOGI. 102. 

"Handbow." 

HJALMR. 50'. 

A gilded "helmet" worn by Earl Thorfinnr. 

HORN. 170'. 

A drinking -horn. 

HOSA. i:278 

"Hose." 

HÚFA. 1952". 

Used loosely of any kind of hood or cap; here the hood 
attached to the cloak or kápa worn by Bishop John of Athole. 

HQFUDDUKR. 204ao 

"Head- dress." 

ÌGANGSKLAEDI . 3181% 

"Wearing apparel." 

KAPA/ 



KÁPA. 195'. 

A cloak with a cowl. Ident. with kufl. 

KER. 169. 

"A cup." 

KLAEDI. 
327,z. 

1. "cloth," as here. 

2. In plur., "clothes." 

KNIFR. 326 
/A 

. 

"A knife." 

KORNAMSTR . 3106'. 

"A stack of oats." 

KUFL. 80'1. 

A cloak with cowl attached. Ident. with kápa. 

KUFLiUTADR. 220n - 221n. 

The "Cowl -man" with whom Rognvaldr Kali went fishing in 
Shetland. 

KYRTILL . 82 y , 1181, 2l8' , 304" , 3242". 

LIM. 

"A kirtle" or tunic. A red kirtle was often worn on 
important occasions. 

237/3 , 240"). 

The "lime" in the walls of Guthifreyr's castle. 

LINBRAEKR. 126 , 298 t1. 

"Linen breeks." 

LINKLAEDI . 78, 104' , 126'1". 

"Linen shirt." In plur. probably linen shirt and 
trousers, or perhaps "underclothing." 

i 

LÓDKAPA. 276 

fur cloak ", worn by Sveinn Asleif's son. 

LÚBR. 
. 
201 '3 . 

"A trumpet." (See A.118). 

MERKI/ 



NiERKI . 

A battle standard, made. by Sigurthr the Stout's mother 
in the form of a raven spreading its wings for flight (2026). 
A raven banner or standard was also carried at the battle of 
Clontarf (23' °), and Karl Hundi's son had a standard at 
Tarbatness (5O). 

MQTULL. 126 r`X. 

"A cloak." 

NErliJQRG . 102 ". 

The "nose- shield" on a helmet. 

SILKIDUKR . 2051. 

The "silken napkin" which Ragna wound round her head 
when Earl Rognvaldr mocked her head -dress. 

SKEPTIFLÉTTA. 1631. 

SKID. 

A spear with a fletta or cord attached used in seafigh.ts> 
Oliver the Unruly hurled one at Earl Paul in the battle of 
Tankerness. 

139'6' . 

"Ski." 

SKIKKJA. 30417.: 

A sleeveless cloak. 

Also in the term skikk,Za- rakki, the name used of Rogn- 
valdr Brusi's son's lapdog (78'3). 

SKINFELDR. 21811. 

The "skin- cloak" which Earl Rognvaldr had to wring out 

when shipwrecked in Gulberwick. 

SKJQLDR. Passim. 

"A shield." 

SKOR. 2983 . 

"A shoe." 

SKRUD . 318°11! 

1. A ship's shrouds. 

2. A kind of cloth, as here, where the term is used of 

the stuff stolen by Sveinn Asleif's son. 

SKYRTA/ 
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SKYRTA. 126 
i3 

, 2981 . 

"A shirt." 

SPARDA . 316 

A kind of pole -axe. Occurs as spart or spert in 
medieval lists of armour; (see Hist. Comm. Repórt, 1877, I, 

491) . 

SPJÓT . 2913 , 2992. 

A spear, for both throw and thrust. 

SPJOTSKAPT. 291/. 

"A spear -shaft." 

STIGREIP . 3116-. 

"A stirrup." 

SVERD. 50%, 171 
3 

. 

"Sword." 

TAFL. 139/z 

"Tables," "draughts." 

'T'ENNINGR . 138°. 

"A dice." 

TJALD. 222 
C 

"Tapestry." 

ULL- LAUPR. 2023 

"A wool -basket." 

6 

OLKER. 169 . 

C- 

"An ale- cask." 

QR. 102" 

"Arrow." 

OX. 2271y 2481-1 . 

"Axe." The'broad -axe" or brei6 occurs in 2461s and 
303'1-; and the lighter hand2x in 228 Y' 
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APPENDIX A. 

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES. 

(See Note on Chronology in Introd.: Present Translation). 

1. THE ORKNEY EARLS. 

?874 - (890x893) 

890 x 893 

891 x 894 

(891x894) - x946 

x946 - (950x954) 

(950x954) - 976. 

976 - 991 

x991 - 1014 

1014 - x1018 

1014 - 1020 

1014 - (1030x1035) 

1014x ?1065 

(1037x1038) - 1046 

?1065 - x1099 

?1065 - x1099 

(1104x1105) - c1123 

(1106x ?1212) ?1117 

c.1123 - ?1128 

c.1123 - 1136 

1136 - 1158 

1138/ 

Sigurthrthe Mighty, brother of Rognvaldr of 
M4ren. 

Guthormr Sigurth's son (One winter). 

Hallathr, son of Rognvaldr of MOren (? One 
winter) . 

Turf -Einarr, son of Rognvaldr of M6ren. 

Arnkell and Erlendr, Turf- Einar's sons. 

Thorfinnr Skull- splitter, son of Turf -Einarr. 

( 1. Arnfinnr Thorfinn's son. 
( 

( 2. Havarthr Harvest- Happy, Thorfinn's son. 
( 

( 3. Ljotr Thorfinn's son. 
( 

( 4. Hlothver Thorfinn's son. 

Sigurthr the Stout, Hlothver's son. 

Sumarlithi Sigurth's son. 

Einarr Wry- mouth, Sigurth's son. 

Brusi Sigurth's son. 

Thorfinnr the Mighty, Sigurth's son. 

Rognvaldr Brusi's son. 

Paul Thorfinn's son. 

Erlendr Thorfinn's son. 

Hakon Paul's son. 

Magnus Erlend's son (St. Magnus). 

Haraldr Smooth -tongue, Hakon's son. 

Paul the Speechless, Hakon's son. 

Rognvaldr Kali, son of Koir of Agder. 



 

G 

1138 - 12Q6 

(1151x1153) - 1154 

1206 - 1214 

1206 - 1231 

Haraldr Maddadh's son. 

Erlendr, son of Haraldr Smooth- tongue. 

David, son of Haraldr Maddadh's son. 

John, son of Haraldr Maddadh's son. 

2. THE KINGS of 40RWAY. 

839 - 860 Halfdan the Black. 

860 - 933 Haraldr Fair -hair. 

?934 - (950x954) Eirikr Bloody -axe. 

?936 - 961 Hakon the Good. 

961 - 963 Sons of Eirikr Bloody -Axe. 

995 - 1000 Olafr Tryggvi's son. 

1015 - 1030 Saint Olafr (Olafr held). 

1035 - 1047 Magnus the Good. 

1047 - 1066 Haraldr the Tyrant (haròráói). 

1067 - 1093 Olafr the Silent (kyrri). 

1093 - 1103 Magnus Bare -legs. 

( 1103 - 1130 Sigurthr the Crusader (Jársalafari) 

( 1103 - 1123 Eysteinn. 
( 

( 1103 - 1115 Olafr. 

( 1130 - 1135 Magnus the Blind. 

( 1130 - 1136 Haraldr Gilli. 

1136 - 1157 Sigurthr, Ingi, and Eysteinn. 

1157 - 1161 Hakon Broad -shoulders. 

1161 - 1184 Magnus Erling's son. 

1184 - 1202. Sverrir. 

3. THE/ 



3. THE KINGS of SCOTLAND. 

(From A.O.A.: E.S.S.H. I. cxiii). 

843 - 858 Kenneth, son of Alpin. 

858 - 862 Donald, son of Alpin. 

862 - 877 Constantine, son of Kenneth. 

877 - 878 Aed, son of Kenneth. 

878 - 889 Eochaid, son of Run. 

889 - 900 Donald, son of Constantine. 

900 - $43 Constantine, son of Aed. 

943 - 954 Malcolm, son of Donald. 

954 - 962 Indulf, son of Constantine. 

962 - 966 Dub, son of Malcolm. 

966 - 971 Culen, son of Indulf. 

971 - 995 Kenneth, son of Malcolm. 

995 - 9,97 Constantine, son of Culen. 

997 - 1005 Kenneth, son of Dub. 

1005 - 1034 Malcolm II, son of Kenneth. 

1034 - 1040 Duncan I, son of Crinan. 

1040 - 1057 Macbeth, son of Finnlaech. 

1057 -1058 Lulach, son of Gillacomgain. 

1058 - 1093 Malcolm III (Canmore), son of Duncan I. 

1093 - 1094 Donald. Ban, son of Duncan I. 

1094, May -Novr. 

1094 - 1097 

1097 - 1107 

1107 - 1124 

1124 - 1153 
1153 - 1165 

1165 - 1214 

Duncan II, son of Malcolm III. 

Donald Ban. 

Edgar, son of Malcolm III. 

Alexander I, son of Malcolm III. 

David I, son of Malcolm III. 

Malcolm IV, grandson of David I. 

William the Lion, grandson of David I. 

NOTE REGARDING GENEALOGIES: No genealogical tables are included 
in the present work. Very full tables will be found in Vig- 
fusson's edition of 0.8., xlii -iii, and in Mr J.S.Clouston's 
Fist. Orkn. 382 -328.- 



APPENDIX B. 

DATING of EVENTS by_ the COMPILER of O.S. 

(See INTRODUCTION, p.2d), 

Chap. P.(S.N.Text) 

8. 

12. 

19. 

24. 

25. 

30. 

32. 

35. 

Date. 

14 "When "When Haraldr Fair -hair died, Eirikr Bloody - 
axe was king for two years. At that time 
Hakon Athelstan's foster -son came from 
England, while Eirikr fled the country." 

23` The battle of Clontarf is dated "five years 
after the battle of Stialdr," i.e. 1005. 
It took place, however, in 1014. 

42"- "This (Thorfinn's getting two "thirds" of 
the Orkneys) happened when Knutr got the 
realm in Norway and Olafr was in exile." 

63 ̀' 

65" 

83" 

"At that time Harthaknutr ruled over Eng- 
land and Denmark. (Thorfinnr and Rognvaldr 
Brusi's son go a- warring in England). 

"At that time Kalfr Arni's son was banish- 
ed by King Magnus." (The renewal of strife 
between Thorfinnr and Rognvaldr is describ- 
ed as being some time after this (1036x) 

and probably took place 1042x1046). 

"That summer King Magnus caught that ill- 
ness of which he died." (This follows 
immediately upon the account of how Thor - 

finnr made his peace with the King for 

the slaying of Rognvaldr Brusi's son). 

86° "He (Earl Thorfinnr) died in the latter 

days of Haraldr Sigurth's son." 

937 "This was in the latter days of his reign." 

( Hakon/ 

936 

1005 
for 

1014. 

1029. 

1040 -42 

1036x 

1047. 

1065. 

1093. 



21E21. P.(S.N.Text nate. 

38. 

43. 

98`4 

108'5' 

(Hakon Paul's son's visit to King Olafr the 
Silent) . 

This took place after King Magnus had had 
Thorir of Steig and Egil put to death" 
(Hakon Paul's son asks King Magnus Bare - 
legs to lead an expedition into the West). 

"A year or two after the death of King Mag- 
nus,Hakon Paul's son came over from the 
West." 

85. 214jD 'At that time the sons of Haraldr Gilli 
ruled in Norway." (Earl Rognvaldr Kali's 
visit to King Ingi.). 

1094x 

1104x5. 

1148. 



APPENDIX C. 

REFERENCES to ORAL TRADITION. 

(See INTRODUCTION, p.5-3). 

No It is difficult to say whether a phrase like Nu er at segriá: 
"Now it must be told," is or is not a definite reference to 
some oral tradition; but such phrases are given the benefit 
of the doubt and are here included. It may be noted that 
they occur most often where, on other grounds, we can deduce 
a close adherence to oral tradition. 

Cháp. P. (S.N. text) 

8. 

20. 

21. 

27. 

29. 

167 

45 '-,4944 
503 
50'° 

53 ̀s 

72z-4' 

78"-- 

Saga of Turf -Einaar. 

None. 

Linking chápter (ch.8). 

"And he (Thorfinnr Skull -splitter) was remembered 
as a mighty man." 

Paettir of sons of Thorfinnr Shall -slitter. 

None. 

First 1páttr of Thorfinnr. 

None. 

Second IDáttr of Thorfinnr. 

"Now it must be told of Karl ... " 

"So is it said that he (Thorfinnr) stood foremost..': 
"But some men say that he (Karl) was killed ..... 

But Arnorr says as follows 

Third Patty of Thorfinnr. 

"Now it must be told of Rognvaldr Brusi's son ..." 

"Now it must be told of Earl Thorfinnr ...." 

But some men say that Thorkell Fosterer slew him 
( Rognvaldr) because there were no other men dared 
do it." 

Linking/ 

IR 



Chap. P. (S.N. text) 

32. 

34. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

52. 

52. 

61. 

61. 

61. 

61. 

64. 

75. 

75. 

Linking chapter (c:h. 32) . 

86 "It is truly said that he (Thorfinnr) has been the 
most powerful of all the Orkney Earls." 

Linking chapter_ (ch. 341 . 

919 "Men say they had but one life between them (Haraldrr 
Sigurth's son and his daughter Maria). 

Daettir of Hakon Paul's son. 

None. 

Saga of M nus. 

11410 "Now it must be told of Earl Hakon ..." 

117" "So says Holdbothi, a trustworthy bondi from the 
Hebrides, concerning their conversation." 

118`$ "Some men say that he took the sacrament and that 
then a mass was sung for him." 

119 '7M' "Wise men say that that spring when they were to 
have made their peace, Thora, Magnus' mother, had 
bid them both to a feast." 

1207-° "It is also said of the men who had been most deep 
in treachery against St. Magnus the Earl that most 
of them died wretched and miserable deaths." 

The Miracle -Book. 

None. 

Saga. of Rognvaldr Kali. 

144'1 "It is not mentioned that anything else worthy of 
note happened on their voyage that summer." 

1449 "There were also many other men of his (John's) 
there, though they are not named." 

145" "Now it must be told that Brynjolfr ..." 

149'2- "Nothing is told of his (Hallvarth's) wayfaring ... 

150 "Now it must be told of Frakokk..." 

189° "No more than this is told of the Earl's (Paul's) 
words." 

189sß "And that is Sveinn's account of this incident. 
But a less seemly story is told by some men, that 
Margaret/ 



,------ 2,a2,.. 

P.(S.N.text 

82. 

85. 

85. 

86. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

88. 

91. 

91. 

93. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

112. 

112. 

205 
1? 

224"' 

Margaret had induced Sveinn A$leif's son's men--to 
blind Earl Paul But we do not know which is 
the truer tale. But all men know that he never 
came back again to the Orkneys, and he had no realm 
in Scotland." 

"It is told that Sveinn heard...." 

"The following of lesser note, so far as they are 
named, went with him." 

2276 "Of Eindrithi it must be told...." 

231 "... and five others who are not named who were 
friends of Eindrithi." 

231"f "Nothing is told of their voyage until they came 
to the seaport town called Narbonne." 

245" "Nothing is told of the voyage of the Earl and his 
men until they came south along the coast of 
Barbary..." 

250 -1 The story of how Rognvaldr Kali made a verse to 
establish and preserve a true account of the cap- 
ture of the dromond. 

257Zp "Nothing is told of their voyage until they came 
North to Engilsnes." 

262'3 "Now it must be told what was happening in the 
Orkneys..." 

263,g "And there were very diverse stories told of his 
(Eysteinn's) expedition." 

273 ",.. one was called Ketill, but the other is not 
named." 

320/- "Now it must be told what went on in the town 
(Dublin) ." 

321 k "Now is Sveinn's story ended.4 And it is the judg- 
ment of men that he has been the biggest man in every 

way the British Isles, both in days present and days 
past, among men who had no higher title of honour 
than he." 

The additional chapters (ch.109 -112j 

324'4 "The Caithness men say that he (Lifolfr) broke 
three times through the ranks of Earl Haraldr the 
Elder." 

3274 "Now the story turns to the stewards." 

3271-' ft ... it is said that he ( Haraldr Maddadh's son) 
raised 6000 men." 

The presence of skaldic verses also implies a reference to 

oral tradition. With the exception of the Norwegians Turf -Einarr, 



2g3. 

Haraldr the Tyrant, Magnus Bare -legs and Rognvaldr Kali, they 

were all Icelanders. Others 1. w: named in the Sága as 

being present at important events, and therefore probably- 

Vie original authorities for the facts given, are as follows: 

T .allvarthr, "an Icelander from the Eastern Fjords", present 
at the slaying of Earl Einarr in ?)eerness in 1 

;gy20 

(ch.16) 

Toldbothi, not an Icelander but "a trustworthy bondi from the 
Hebrides'; accompanied Saint Magnus on his last voyage to 
Lgilsay, ?1117. (ch.49). 

Thorkell L.sgrim's son of Byskupstungur gave Roghvaldr Kali 
a passage flora Norway to Scotland in 1153. (ch.90) . 

Thorgeirr, of unknown nationality, is mentioned as being present 
when Arni Hrafn's son stuck fast in the doorway of 
the church in Kirkwall in which he sought sanctuary, 
1152. (ch.92). 



APPENDIX D. 

OMISSIONS IN THE ORI EYINGA SAGA. 

(See INTRODUCTION, pp.(??) 

The following list of events and references to events 
relating to the Orkneys does not pretend to completeness; for many 
events described in O.N., Scot., Engl., and Ir. sources have bear- 
ings of an indirect nature on Orkney history. 

In estimating the importance of the compiler's omissions, 
account must be taken of the fact that he was not writing a history 
of Orkney, but of the Orkney Earldom. 

In compiling the following list, I am most indebtedyto 
A,O.Anderson's Early Sources of Scottish History, to which I give 
frequent references. 

)?874 The Saga describes the beginnings of political suzerainty 
over the Orkneys (ch.4) but not of the settlements which must have 
preceded this, beginning, according to recent research, early in 
the 8th century. (See A.W.Brbgger: Ancient Emigrants and Den 
Norske Bosetningen pá Shetland- Orknbyene; H.Marwick: Orkn. Norn, 
xii, and articles on Sanday and Stronsay in P.O.A.S. I and V re- 
spectively; and J.Storer Clouston: A Fresh View of the Settlement 
of Orkney in P.O.A.S. ix, and Hist. Orkn. ch.I and II. The last 
work gives a convenient summary` ó all-Th.e evidence). 

x874 Absence of a full account of Haraldr Fair- hair's expedi- 
tion to the West such as we find in Hkr. (Har. Harf.S. ch.22) 
See note on ch.4. 

39x900 Visit of Authr the Deep -minded to the Orkneys where she 
marries off Groa her grand -daughter, whose daughter Greloth 
married Earl Thorfinnr Skull -Splitter. (Laxd.S. ch.4; Ldn.3'3t ; 

cp. also Hkr.,, 01. Helg. S. ch.96). 

[In the fictitious I álnesinga Sa a, ch.12, Bui Andrithi's 
son stays with Turf -Einarr for one winter]. 

006. Return of the sons of Eirikr Bloody -axe to the Orkneys 
(HI__ r ;01. Tryggr S. ch.16) 

Visit/ 



976x990. Visit of 
to the Orkneys. 
guard and fights 
Skióamyrr in O.S. 
(Nj.S. ch.83 -86, 

Kari, and of Helgi and Grimr, sons of Njall. 
Kari becomes one of Sig rthi the Stout's tody- 

at Dungalsgnipa (perhaps to be identified with. 
) with the Scots Earls Hundi and Iv'Ielsnâti . 
89 -90; in E.S.S.H. I. 495 -500, 502-5077 

999x Two visits of Gunnlaugr Serpent's - tongue to Sigurthr 
and the Stout, on the second occasion accompanied by Hallfrothr 

1008x1012 Troublesome- skald. :Gunnlaugr and Sig. plunder together in the 
Hebrides (Gunnl.S. ch.11,20). 

x1014. Thoroddr, an Icelandic merchant returning from Dublin, 
sells his small boat to agents of Sigurthrthe Stout to enable 
them to return with the revenues from Man. (Eyrb. S. ch.29; 
in E.S.S.H. I. 528). 

1012 -1014. Visit of Thorsteinn, son of Hallr of Sida to Sigurthr 
the Stout, whose forecastle -man he becomes in 1013. (Thorst. 
Sióu -Halls S. 215 -216; in E.S.S.H. 1.529). 

x1012. Bjorn, a Norwegian, and Thorkell Krafla, a relative of 
Sigurthr the. Stout, plunder with Sigurthr in Scotland. (Vatzd.S. 
ch.43). 

[To the reign of Sigurthr also is given the fabulous 
tale of Helgi and Ulfr and the everlasting battle (In Rolls 88. 
I. 342 -346)] 

1010 -1014. Absence of such an account of the battle of Clontarf 
and the events that led up to it as we find in Nj.S.ch.157 (in 

( E.S.S.H. I.534 -541). 

1075x1087 A punitive expedition in Wales by Paul and Erlendr. 

(See B. Dickins: An Orkney Raid in Wales, in P.O.A.S. V111. 

47 -48) . 

1098 Telescoping occurs here of events in the two expeditions 

and of Magnus Bare -legs. Cp. fuller accounts in Esk. and Murk; 

1103. and see study of sources of ch.39 -43. 

c1100 -?1117 Legends of unascertainable reliability surviving in the 

Longer and Shorter Magnus Sagas and in the common stock of 

medieval lore regarding the chief saints in the calendar. Mr 

John Mooney is at present engaged on a biography of St. Magnus 
- 

an attempt to winnow the wheat from the chaff. 

1110 -1125 A controversy over the appointment of Ralph Nowel as 

Bishop of the Orkneys by Thomas, Archbishop of York, 1109 -1114, 

when William the Old (mentioned repeatedly in 0.S.) appears to 

have/ 



have been already consecrated - probably by the Archbishop of 
Hamburg - in ?1102. The controversy_ was an acute one; see 
Dowden: Bishops of Scotl. 252 -254, and - for the papal correspond- 
ence on the matter - S.A.E.C. 164 -165. 

,1123x1135 Earl Paul's friendship with Henry I of England. This 
is oloopwitr referred to by William of Malmesbury, and is worth 
quoting in full: - 

Paulus Orcadum comesi_guamvis Noricorum reg'3 hereditario 
juresubjectusj. ita regis amicitias suspiciebat ut crebra ei 
minuscula missitaret: nam et illa prona voluptate exterarum 
terrarum miracula inhiabat: "Paul, Earl of the Orkneys, 
although subject by hereditary right to the fling of the Nor - 
wegians, so regarded King [Henry I's] esteem that he sent 
him frequent presents; for [Henry] took ready delight in re- 
ceiving the wonders of foreign lands ...." and here follows 
an account of his menagerie at Woodstock (W. of M.: Gesta 
Regum Anglorum, 485). 

?1151. A very brief account is given of King Eysteinn's expedi- 
tion to the West (O.S. ch.91). A much fuller account is found 
in Hkr. (Ingi's S. ch.20), describing the raids made on Aberdeen, 
Hartlepool, Whitby, and an unidentified place Langatún. The 
brevity of the O.S. account may be due to the fact that "very 
diverse tales are told of this expedition'(O.S. 263ig), but more 
probably because further detail was not relevant to the narrative. 

?1154. Visit of Godfrey Olaf's son, King of Man, to the Orkneys. 
on his return home from Norway (Chron. Reg. Man. I. 62 -66; not 
an event of much importance). 

1154-1164. The feud between Godfrey and Sumarlithi of Argyll ( Chron. 

Reg. Man. I. 68 ff.) culminating in Godfrey becoming King of the 
Hebrides in 1160, and followed by the death of Sumarlithi at Ren- 
frew in 1164 (See E.S.S.H. II. 254). These events must have had 

political repercussions in the Orkneys, where some of the chief 

families (like that of Sveinn) had territorial claims in the 

Western Isles. But the Sumarlithi in O.S. ch. 100, 101 is not 

the great Sumarlithi of Argyll; see my- note in P.O.A.S. XIS 46. 

1168. Visit of Sverrir to the Orkneys, apparently during his 

residence in the Faeroes (1156 -1176) for it is given in the Icel. 

Annals under 1168 ( E.S.S.H. H. 266). 

1170. A raid by Orkneymen on Inislachain, now Inislaughlin, on 

the borders of Antrim and Down (Annals of Ulster, II. 166; in 

E.S.S.H. II. 271). 

1171. "Askel Thorkel's son, the King of Dublin, and Eoan from 
the Orkney Islands were killed by the same foreigners" TI7e. the 

English under Raymond Gerald's son) ( Anñals of Ulster, II. 

166 -168; in E.S.S.H. II. 272). 

The/ 



The Additional Chapters (ch.1O9 -112). 

These chapters are so confused chronologically and, in 
part, so sketchy, that a mere recital of omissions would fillserero! 
pages. But several of the more important are here appended. 

1194 -1195. The disastrous expedition of the "Island- Beardies" 
against King Sverrir, and the diplomatic mission in the following 
year of Bishop Bjarni and Earl Haraldr (Sv. S. ch. 118-120, 124- 
125; merely mentioned in LS. ch.112). 

It 

198.1202. The war between Earl Haraldr Maddadh's son and William the 
Lion. A fuller narrative, not easily reconcilable with that in 
O.S., occurs in Roger de Hoveden's Chronica, iv. 10 -12 (in S.A.E.t. 
316 ff.). The complicated story is discussed by P.A.Munch in 
N.F.H. III, 41, and by J. Storer Clouston in Hist. Orkn. ch.XII. 
To the account by Roger de Hoveden must be addedàreference to a 
battle between William the Lion and Roderic and Thorfinnr, sons of 
Haraldr, in Moray in Chron. Mailros, 103 (in E.S.S.H. II, 
347). 

1202. Visit of Earl Haraldr Maddadh's son to King John in England 
(Lawrie: Ann. of Malc. and Wm. 341). 

1206. Negotiations between Saemundr, son of John Lopt's son of 
Oddi in Iceland, with Haraldr Maddadh's son with a view to his 
marriage to the latter's daughter Langlif (referred to in O.S. 
321*); which negotiations fell through because Saemundr would not 
come to the Orkneys, nor would Haraldr send his daughter to Ice- 
land (Sturi. S. I. 212). 

x1202 -1210. Submission of Niaraldr Maddadh's son and later his sons 
John and David to King Ingi of Norway; referred to in Ingi 
Bard's son's Saga (in Fms. IX. 192 -194). 



APPENDIX E. 

MS.325b: ORTHOGRAPHY? DIALECT, and DATE. 

This MEL is used by Nordal as his text in 0.S. 51 - 61 . It 
is a single page - a mere fragment - but is probably the earliest 
extant MS. of the Saga, and for this reason the following special 
study of its orthography, dialect and date has been made. 

ORTHOGRAPHY. 

A. General Peculiarities. 

c for k, in oc and in the combination ck (for kk). 

i for j. 

-z in middle -passive for earlier -sk and later -zst 
and -zt. 

z for ds, for s medially, for s finally after nn, 
for st in superi. adjs. 

B. Sporadic Peculiarities. 

(i) Vowels: 

i beside e in weak syllables. 

u beside o in weak syllables. 

Q represented by ò, and au. 

o :repr. by o and ò. 

oe repr. by fr5 (see S.N. MITI); and by a (see S.T. ib.) 

e before ng repr. by e and ei. 

ey repr. by ey and .áv. 

ei repr. by ei and æ i. 

repr. by e and æ. 

e before m in frendsemi (60t3) repr. by y in 

frendsymi (59'). 

i omitted (once) in Suóreynga (591). 

(ii) Consonants: 

t repr. by t normally; by 6 in three endings; by 

tt once. 

kk repr. by ck normally; by kc once. 

d repr. by d normally; by dd once; omitted twice. 



k repr. by k normally; by c before k; by g 
finally once. 

D repr. by D normally; by once. 

o repr. by ó normally; by D in 16 cases. 

nn repr. by nn normally; by n in 12 cases. 

11 repr. normally by ll before d or t; by 1 in 
4 cases. 

hl repr. by hl normally; by 1 in 3 cases. 

v occurs by analogy once, in vomit (56 "). 

C. Inconsistencies in the spelling of proper names. This 
is a very noticeable feature in the orthorgaphy. 

Aldegioborg (5516); Aldeigioborgar (57?); Aldeyioborg(56Z) 

Holmgaröi normally; Holmgar i (55) 

Kn.ytlingum (565); Knyttling_a. (56°). 

Svipioö normally; Sviòsioáar (542). 

Jorfinnr normally; IJorfinr in three cases. 

D. Inconsistencies in spèlling_lyin close together. 

i gegnum i gógnum (539'') 

orrosto orrostu (53 ') 

audr -om flottamaun -um (536'1 

Iblrrar i IHô ar i (55L' g) 

aôr abbr (55" 
^ 

Magnuse Magnusi (57 
4 

1 

S 
) 

beiddiz beidiz (593' 6) 

haf e hafö i (59"1 

And a number of others. 

General Conclusions: 

(i) The scribe is normally carefully in his orthography; 
a fact that is support to the assumption - which 
Nordal (G.S.. XI) makes on grounds of handwriting - 
that the 4S. is the work of a professional scribe. 

(ii) The scribe is careless to the point of obvious incon- 

sistency in: 
(a) e and il o and u in weak sylls. 
(b) placing of accents. 

(c)double and single consonants. 
(d) unfamiliar proper names. 
(e) the vowels o9 o, and au. 

(iii) The scribe is slightly careless in the use of ö,?a,and t. 

(iv) There are a dozen mere sli)s of the pen. 



DIALECT. 

A. O. Icel. elements. 

1. Positive evidence. 

(i) Orthography: 

Relative fondness for D in place of D; p is 
used normally except in one case, when it is 
repr. by 6 (Svi6ioÖar,543); but there are 
16 cases of 6 being repr. by D. 

(ii)Phonology: 

i -> e in weak syllables (A.N.. l45.2) 
fined to syllables after a, á, g, 
p, ae. 

I. e. i e after these vowels 
i 7 e after other vowels 

is not con, 
o, o, 0, 01 

- 28 cases. 
- 21 cases. 

u o in weak syllables (A.N. ib.) is not confined 
to syllables after these same vowels. 

ur repr. by ór (631 g) 

e lei before ng (A.N.102) ; six cases. 
E.g. beingil (52); feingit (58i$) 

There is one exception:engi (60 ). 

ey in leyste (57") for O.Norw. ySy (A. N..§ 99) . 

e (= e) for O.Norw. as (A.N.i117) ; e.g.kerleikum(54 

Normal use of hr -, hl -; 3 exceptional cases of 1- 
(A.N. §289). See O.Norw. elements. 

Retention of -r in proper names after 6; lost 
in O.Norw. before 1200 (A.N. §301). 

(iii)Accidence: 

vi6 (54 
J 
°), not O. Norw. viö r. 

2. Hegative evidence. 

Iii) Orthography: 

Absence of gh for spirant g. 

(ii) Phonology: 

Absence of front mutation of ou as ,e3y or ce;; 

Absence of assimilation of rl as 11. 

Absence of i for y. 

B. O. Norw. elememts. 

1. Positive evidence. 

(i) Orthography: 

æy for ey; ræ_y (52°) for O.Icel. rey. 



aei for ei; meein (52'3) for O.Icel. mein. 

Both are isolated cases. 

(ii) Phonology: 

for orig. , repr. in O.Icel by e. (A.N.S117) 
I.e. hvarr (54 ") ; freendi (60`64. But again these 
are isolated cases; . cp. hvervetua (523) and 
hvert (52 "); frendsemi (60 "). 

Absence of u- mutation of a by retained u (A.N. 
§77.2; 80.3) 

I.e. beA um (6039604) for O.Icel. b òum. 
But again an isolated case; cp. ïorlum 536), 
honum (566). 

Labial mutation of i to y, found sporadically 
in O.Norw. prob. just after 1300 (A,N.t85). 

I.e. frendsemi (60 ) for 0.Icel. -simi, 
earlier -semi. 

But anisolated case; cp. frendsemi (6O'). 

hef6i for haföi in 2 cases (606,60'7) (A.N. §520n2).. 

1- for hl in 3 exceptional) cases; (A.11. 289) . 
I. luti (597,60`); lutom (606). 

C. Other elements. 

There are no other forms that can be localised. And 
in particular it may be noted that there are no 
forms peculiar to any S.W.Norw. dialect, such as 
that of Orkney or Shetland. 

General conclusions. 

(i) The dialect is 01U Icelandic, the MS. being clearly 
of Icelandic origin. 

(ii) The eleven isolated O.Norw. forms are probably mera 
scribal mis- spellings, of which - as has been 
shown - there are not a few in the MS. 

DATE. 

The language is in the main the Classical Old Icelandic 
of thiod 1150 -1350. The following evidence erthles us 
to se narrower limits. 

A. Anterior limits. 

i7 e 71 in weak syllables (A.N. §145.1) 
e oddurs in 49 cases. 
i occurs in 158 cases. 

Therefore after c.1250. 
But erratic orthography may explain the variations, for 
single words are spelled in both ways; e.g. haf6i, atti, 

veitti, Magnusi. 

u -7 o 7U in weak syllables (A. N. § 146 . l . ) 

o occurs in 27 cases. 
u occurs in 138 cases. 

Therefore after c.1225. 



But further, 
o in closed syllables 
o " open 

And in WS. 325b, 
u in closéd syllables 
u " open i' 

became u by c.1225; 
" " c.13O0. 

occurs in 91% of possible cases; 
tr " 61,E " " n 

Therefore 2rob.nearer to 1300 than to 1225. 

1711 before d and t , except in 4 cases (A. N. §260) 
Therefore after c.1200. 

Buts possibly erratic orthography; the change was 
a. sporadic one. 

-z used throughtut for earlier -sk in middle- passive 
(A.N. §554); 25 cases in all. 

There--fore after c.1200. 

iviarking of long vowels in a few cases - 12 in all. 
Therefore after c.1200. 

B. Posterior limits. 

e 7 ei before ng (A.N.sl02); 6 cases; one exception,feng1(60 
Therefore before c.13O0. 

u 7 0 7U in weak syllables (A.N..146.1.) ; presence of o 

in 39gó of possible cases. 
Therefore before c.1300. 

-ok 7 -og (A. N.J248) ; i.e . hvernóg (55 ) 

Therefore before c.1300. 

-at 7 -aò in verbs (A. N.§. 248; 531.4) 
-at occurs normally - in 12 cases; 
-aó occurs in 2 cases; rital5 (54 (') , iataa (604'4.. 

Therefore before c.1300. 
That the change was beginning may be seen 

from the mistake of the scribe with farit (59 "), which 
he wrote first farm (new spelling) ; then he added -it 
(old spelling); so that the MS. reads farióit (See S.N. 
XXXI I) . 

Absence of diphthongisation of e to ie (A.N..103) 
E.g. mer (59") 

Therefore before c. 1300. 

General conclusions. 

From the above evidence it can be fairly safely concluded 
the MS. 325b was written between 1250 and 1300 - probably about 
the middle of that period. 
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APPENDIX F. 

SNORRI'S USE of 0.S. in HEIi2SKRINGLA. 

In his volume Snorre Sturlassons Historieskrivnin , (61 -65) 

Gustav Storm placed considerable emphasis on Snorri's borrowing 

of material from some early version of the Orkneyingá Sam. It 

is indeed one of the few sources which Snorri actually mentions 

in Heimskringla, (see Hkr. 27534). Storm, however, contents 

himself with giving a list of those chapters in Hkr. which seem 

to borrow from O.S., remarking in passing that there is no refer- 

ence in Hkr`. to Orkney history between 1105 and 1150. F. Jónsson, 

(Litt. Hist. II. 655), carries the examination of the facts no 

further than to note that Snorri employs the Saga only where it 

is of definite use to hip, and on fairly certain ground. 

In making a study of the sources of 0.S. by means of com- 

paring parallel passages in it and in other thirteenth century 

texts I began to doubt the reality of these borrowings, and this 

impression was deepened as I proceeded with my collation. 

9 

As the conclusions reached are scattered through the chap- 

ter on Sources in the Introduction, I summarize them here so that 

the complete extent of Snorri's debt may be more easily envis- 

aged. The following is the list of the passages in Hkr. re- 

ferred to by Storm as apparently based wholly or partly on 00S.: 

1. Har. Ha)rf. Saga, ch.22,24,27,30 -329 from 0_S. ch.4 -8. 

2. Hak. G. Saga, ch.3 -5, 10; from O.S. ch.8. 

3. 61. Trygga Saga, ch.l6. 

4. ól. Trygg. Sam, ch.47; from O.S. ch.12. 

5. 61. Helg. Saga, ch.96 -1039 from O.S. ch.4 -l9. 

6. Har. Haró. Saga, ch.83 -98; from 0.S. ch.34. 

7/ 
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7. Magn. Berf. Sagás ch.8 -11, 23, 25; from Q. ch.39 -43. 
8. Sig. Eyst. 01. Saga, ch.2; from C.S. ch.43. 

9. IdIagn. Blind. Saga, ch.13; from 0.S. ch.54. 

10. Ingi_Sig. Saga, ch.17, 20; from C.S. ch.85 -90. 

1. Har. Harf. S. ch.221. 24s 27, 30 -32. 

At first sight apparently based on 0.S. .ch.4 -8 (14 
0, 

) 

but on closer study based upon a common original, a lost Saga 

of Turf -Einarr (referred to in Ldn. 9iv.; 11e3 -) (Introd. 65 -66). 

2. Hak. G. S., ch.3 -5. 

Very similar to 0.S. ch.8 (14'' to end) , but if 0.S. 

does not here borrow from Hkr. (as Nordal thought, Aarb. 1913, 

45) then the two passages are probably based on a common origin- 

al, a lost Saga of Eirikr Bloody -Axe. (Introd. 69 -70). 

r 

3. 01. Trygg. S., ch.16. 

Here we have a reference to a second visit paid by 

Gunnhildr and her sons to the Orkneys after the death of Earl 

Thorfinnr Skull- splitter, in the reign of his sons. Although 

there is no mention of a second visit in 0.S., A.C.Anderson 

(E.S.S.H. I. 481n) assumes that this reference of Snorri's 

comes from the earlier version of 0.S., and uses it in evidence 

to prove the existence of two versions of O.S. But his argu- 

ments are based on the mistake of assuming that Gunnhildr and 

her sons made only one visit to the Orkneys; see Introd. 76. 

Indeed there is no necessity to postulate any special source 

for Hkr.here other than the lost Saga of Olafr Tryggvi's son 

which is here Snorri's main source. 

4. 61. Trygg. S., ch.47. 

Very similar to O.S. ch.12, but if 0.S. does not here 

borrow/ 



borrow from Hkr. (as Nordal thought,1.c.) then the two passages 

are probably based on a common original. (Introd. 72 -73). 

f 

5. 01. Helms. S. ch.96 -103. 
This passage consists of three sections: - 

(i) Ch.96, which appears to be a summary of events in O.S. 

ch.4 -12, the history of the Orkney Earldom from its 

foundation to the time of Thorfinnr the Mighty. 

(ii) Ch.97 -103 (Hkr. 27535), which is identical with the 

first of the three b aettir of Earl Thorfinnr which the 

compiler of O.S. has worked into his narrative as ch.13- 

19. 

(iii) Ch.103 (Hkr.2753 - 2763), which consists of a general 

estimate of Thorfinnr and his reign, identical with the 

end of the Lattr in O.S. ch.l9 as found in Flat. (quoted 

by S.N. in a note, O.S. 42). 

With regard to the above, while the possibility of 

a common source for sections (ii) and (iii) need not be exclud- 

ed, it is probable that the whole passage was based by Snorri 

on an early version of this part of O.S. (Introd. 74 -78). 

6. Har. Háró. S., ch.83. 

This passage has points of contact with 0.S. ch.34, 

but there can be little doubt that both passages (together with 

parallel passages in Mork. and Fsk.) are based upon a common 

original, a lost Saga of Haraldr Haròrácói. (Introd. 88 -89). 

7. Má . Berf. S., ch.8 -11, 23, 25. 

In O.S. the corresponding chapters are 39 -43 

describing Magnus Bare -legs' expeditions to the West. The 

reference in O.S. ch.42 to "what Snorri Sturluson says" cannot 

safely be used to prove the priority of the Hkr. version, for 

it is possibly an interpolation (Introd. 118). A careful 

study of the many versions of the narrative points once again 

fairly/ 
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fairly, certainly to a common original, a lost Saga of Magnus 

Bare -legs (Introd. 95). 

i 

8. Sig.- Eyst.- 01. S.s ch.2. 

In this Saga of the sons of Magnus Bare -legs, ch.2, a 

brief one of five lines, looks very like a direct quotation 

from O.S. ch.43 (O.S. 108 t,s 

- -q 
). It refers to the visit of 

Hakon Paul's son to Norway, and his return to the Orkneys, 

c,1105, with the title of "Earl." 

But, as has already been pointed out, ch.39 -43 in O.S. 

are mainly based on the lost Saga of Magnus Bare -legs used also 

by Snorri. The same reference as found in Hkr. appears in 

substantially the same form at the beginning of the Hulda ver- 

sion of Sig. - Eyst.- 01. Saga. As Hkr. and Hulda did not bor- 

row from each other, a common original must be postulated - 

probably the lost Saga of Magnus Bare -legs referred to above. 

9. Magn. Blind. S., ch.13. 

This chapter in the Saga of Magnus the Blind (Hkr. 567) 

conveys a first impression that Snorri is using 0.S. ch.54 

(O.S. 123 -125) for information regarding the doings of Sigurthr 

Slembidjakn in the Orkneys and Scotland. 

The account in Hkr., however, is found in Mork. 202 in a 

rather fuller form, so that the three versions fairly certainly 

have a common original - possibly Eirikr Odd's son's Hryggdárs 

tykki (Introd. 101 -102). 

10. In i.-Sig. S., ch.17. 

This chapter appears to be (from Hkr. 5826) a short 

summary of the long Crusade hAIIE in O.S. chs.85 -90. An al- 

most identical chapter is found, however, in Mork. 223 -224. 

Storm (l.c., 199) argues that Snorri got this chapter from 

Mork., and made a few alterations in it after collation with 

O.S. (e.g. Eindrithi was given, rightly, "six" ships instead of 

Mork's "five. ") 

-But/ 
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But the relationship is much less simple, for there is 

another longer summary of the háttr in Fulda, Ingi -Sig. S., 

ch.17, and all versions have peculiarities of their own. A 

common original must be postulated, possibly the lost Saga of 

Erlingr Cricknick referred to in O.S. 260q. ( Introd. 111 -113). 

Conclusions. 

(1) There is no evidence that Snorri made use of O.S. in 

any other part of Hkr. besides O .Helg Saga., which was oampos- 

ed separately from the rest of that work. At all points of 

contact (with the single exception of Ól. Heir. S., ch.96 -103 

and O.S. ch.4 -19), a common source can with varying degrees of 

certainty be postulated to account for the similarity of fact 

and phrase. 

(2) There is no evidence that Snorri knew any more of O.S. 

than the earlier part, from the expedition of Haraldr Hárf. to 

the Orkneys in ?874 to Earl Thorfinn's assumption of two thirds 

of the Earldom in 1029 (O.S. ch.4 -19). There is no evidence 

of borrowing from the remaining major portion of 0.S., the 

Sagas of Paul and Erlendr, Hakon, Magnus, and Rognvaldr Kali 

as we now have them. 

It would . be dangerous to argue that because he does 

not mention such a picturesque figure as Sveinn Asleif's son 

and gives an entirely inferior account of the great pilgrimage 

of Rognvaldr Kali, he had not read the latter part of 0.S. 

Yet this may be the truth. The compilation of 0S. seems to 

have been the work of one man who built it up of haettir of 

the Orkney Earls with linking chapters based on the same lost 

King's Sagas as Snorri used, - -- the compiler himself writing 

and adding the Saga of Rognvaldr Kali. Snorri may have seen 

a copy of the earlier part only of this compilation. Possible 

cxptal;; . of 
^gc^.Mr^ £°-0 this are discussed in Introd. 44 -46. 
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APPENDIX G. 

COMPARATIVE TABTFF of CHAPTER NUMBERS in VIGFUSSON' S 

and NORDAL'S TEXTS. 

Vigfusson Nordal and 
and Present 

Dasent. Translation. 

Vigfusson 
and 

Dasent. 

Nordal and 
Present 

Translation. 

1. 1. 

2. 2. 

3. 3. 
4. 4 

5. 5 

6. 6 
7. 7. 

8. 8. 

9. 9. 

10. 10. 
11. 11. 
12.) 12. 
13.) 
14. 13. 
15. 14. 
16.) 

15. 
17.) 
18. 16. 
19. 17. 
20. 18. 
21. 19. 
22.) 

20. 
23. 
24. 21. 
25. 
26. 

22. 27. 
28. 23. 
29. 24. 

30. 25. 

31. 26. 

32. 27. 

33. 28. 

34. 29. 

35.) 30. 
36.) 
37. 31. 
38. 32. 

39. 33. 

40. 34. 

41. 35. 

42. 36. 
37.) 

43. 38.) 
44. (39.) 

40.) 
45. 41.) 

42.) 

46. 43. 
47. 44. 
48. 45. 
49. 46. 
50. 47. 
51. 48. 
52. 49. 
53. 50. 
54. 51. 
55. 52. 
56. 53. 
57. 54. 
58. 55. 
59. 56. 
60. 57. 
61. 58. 
62. 59. 
63. 60. 
64. 61. 
65. 62. 
66. 63. 
67. 64. 
68. 65. 
69. ) 66. 
70. ) 

71. 67. 
72. 68. 
73. 69. 
74. 70. 
75. 71. 
76. 72. 
77. 73. 
78. 74. 
79. 75. 
80. 76. 
81. 77. 
82. 78. 
83. 79. 
84. 80. 
85. 81 
86. 82. 
87. 83. 
88. 84. 
89. ) 

8C. 
90. ) 

91. ) 86. 
92. ) 

93/ 
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Vigfusson. Nordal. 

93. 87. 
94.) 
95.) 88. 
96.) 
97. 89. 
98. 90. 
99. 91. 

100. 92. 
101. 93. 
102.) 
103.) 94. 
104.) 
105. 95. 
106. 96. 
107. 97. 
108. 98. 
109. 99. 
110. 100. 
111. 101. 
112. 102. 
113. 103.) 

104.) 
114. 105. 
115. 106. 
116. 107. 
117. 108. 

109. 
(Additional chapters 110. 
given 111. 

112. 
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MAPS and I L L U S T R A T I O N S . 
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MAP 

The Main Scene of Action in the Orkneyinga Saga. 



MAP II. 

Shetland. 

(On the same scale as Map I) 



Scandinavia. 
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Map to illustrate the kidnappt .g of 
Earl Paul. See notes on ch.74 and 

on the pl.n. Vestnes. 
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kìrses. Head 

Map of the district of Freshwick in Caithness 
to illustrate ch. 92 and 93. See especially 
the notes on ch. 935 and the studies of the 
place names prasvik and Lambaborg. 
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IT,T,USTRATION I. 

Freshwick Bay, Caithness, from the South, showing 
Freshwick House, and with Ness Head (probably the 
Lambabo g of the Sava) across the foreground. To 
illustrate ch. 92 and 93, and the study of the place 
name Larrba'oorg. See also Map V. 

ILLUSTRATION II. 

Bucholly Castle, Caithness, from the North. It lies 

half a mile South of Tess Head above, and was supposed 

wrongly by Munch and Anderson to be the site of Lambaborg. 

See Lababorg in Index of place names. 



ILLUSTRR.TION III. 

The isthmus of Hoxa (O.N. Haugseió) , South Ronaldsay, 
Orkney, seen from Scapa. Flow, showing the "hove" in 
which the Sáß,á says Thorfinnr Skull-splitter was 
buried. See notes on ch. 8, and study of the place 
name Ha gseiÒ. 

ILLUSTRATION IV. 

The road up to the farm of Forsie, Caithness, as it 
is to -day. The farm buildings can be seen in the middle 
background. To illustrate the note on 310' -(ch. 103). 
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PUBLISHED ARTICT,F,S 

submitted in sup2ort of Thesis. 

Some Saga Place -Names, in the Proceedings of the Orkney 
Antiquarian Society (P.O.A.S.), vol. IX (1930 -1931), 41 -45. 
Most of the material in this article hc appear$ól in the 
Glossarial Index of Place Names. 

The Death of Earl Rognvaldr, in P.O.A.S., vol. X (1931 -1932), 
21 -25. This article supplements the Notes on ch.103. 

Studies in the Orknayinga. Saga, in P.O.A.S., vol. XI (1932 - 
1933) , 45 -49. 

I. A Recent German Translation A note on Baetke's trans- 
lation that appears substantially in part I9 pp.169- 
170. 

II. An Unrecorded Manuscript - A note supplementary to the 
list of MSS. in Introd.: MSS. and Editions; see 
part I9 p.14. 

III. Sumarlithi N2ldr - A transcript of the Note on O.S.307':" 

IV. Earl Rógnvald's Crusade - An article which appears 
substantially in the study of the sources of 0.S. 
ch. 35 -89 (part I, pp.109 -115) and in the Notes on 
O.S. ch.86. It is at points superseded by both of 
these. 

The Orkneying_a. Saga: Its Relation to other Saga Literature" 
in P.O.A.S., vol.XII (1933 -1934), 59 -62. This study appears 
with a few amendments as the first chapter of my Introduction 
(part I, pp. 1 -10). 

The Orkneyin a Saga: Its Place of Composition, in P.O.A.S. 
vol. XII 1933- 1934), pp. 63 -64. This study appears in 
an amended form as the third chapter of my Introduction 
(part 1, pp. 19 -24). 



From Proc. of the Orkney Antiq. Soc., vol. IX. 

SOME SAGA PLACE -NAMES 

BY ALEX. B. TAYLOR 

Bæfjorör. 
Dufeyri. 
Gáreksey. 
Geitaberg. 
Glettunes. 
Hjalmuàdalr. 
Hiaupandanes. 
Hreppisnes. 
HQfn (Caithness). 
Kjarreksstaöir. 
Noröreyjar. 
Rauöabjorg. 
Rinansey. 
Skeggbjarnarstaöir. 
Tannskaranes. 
1Tpplunes. 
UlfreksfjQrör. 

Bcefjorór. 
Much ingenuity has been wasted over 

this name, which occurs only in Flatey- 
jarbdk (0.S., 4964 note) in the phrase, 
" at Torfnes (Tarbatness) in the south of 
Btefjçrör." 

Literally, it means " House- firth." 
Munch (followed by Skene and Nordal) 
identified it with Beauly Firth on the 
ground that the neighbouring castle of 
Beaufort looked like a corruption of the 
O.N. name. But as Anderson pointed 
out (Orkn. Saga, 21 note), Beaufort is a 
much later appellation; and indeed 
Torfnes cannot be identified with any- 
thing in Beauly Firth. 

Vigfusson's suggestion of Banff -firth 
has nothing to support it. 

Without a doubt Bcefj rór is a simple 
misreading for Breióaf 9rór, " Broad - 
firth," or the Moray Firth, which occurs 
in the same context in MS. 332, and is 
the text accepted by both Vigfusson and 
Nordal. The scribe of Flateyjarbók is in 
the habit of remoulding place -names to 
his heart's desire; in O.S., 197 ", Breiöa- 
fjQrór appears as Borgarfjorór. More- 
over, Tarbatness can easily be described 
as being " in the south of the Moray 
Firth." 

Finally, if the name were correct, we 
would expect the genitive Bcejar -. The 
fact that the Flat. scribe wrote Bce- 
fjnrór implies that he regarded it as a 
different word from Boe -. 

Duf eyri. 
This name occurs twice in the Saga, 

in MS. Flat., in the form Dufeyra. It 
does not occur elsewhere in O.N. sour- 
ces. Dufeyra might be either the geni- 
tive singular of a weak masc. Dufeyri, 
or the genitive plural of plur. Duf eyrar. 
Vigfusson and Nordal adopted the latter 
form. But I follow Munch in adopting 

Kirkwall, 6th April, 1931 
the former, which, as I shall show, al- 
lows of easier derivation. 

The Saga (O.S. 197", 210 ") describes 
Dufeyri as being " a market -town " in 
Scotland. It is twice visited by Sveinn 
Asleif's son, and is obviously on the 
south coast of the Moray Firth. Its 
identity has been variously conjectured. 
Munch makes it Banff ; Anderson, Burg - 
head; Vigfusson and Craigie, Duffus (8); 
IJasent, Deveron ( f) ; A. Mackay, Duthac 
or Tain; Nordal, following Munch, 
Banff.. 

The etymology, however, is clear, and 
points to the fact that the market town 
stood at the mouth of the R. Deveron, 
either on the Banff or the Macduff side. 
O.N. Dufeyri corresponds almost exactly 
phonetically with the original Celtic 
name of the river, *Dubh Eire, or "Black 
Ireland," the locative case of which, 
*Duibh Eireann appears in early char- 
ters as Douern and Duffhern, and gives 
the modern Doveron and Deveron. 
Professor W. ,9' Watson in his Celtic 
Place Names of Scotland, 230, (where 
the above early forms were obtained) 
compares the name with Findhorn (from 
locative of Fionn Eire, or " White Ire- 
land "), and Banff itself (from Celt. 
Banbh, another name for Ireland). 

But if Banff was the market town 
known to the Norsemen, why did the 
writer of Earl Rognvald's Saga call it 
by the name of the river? 

Gáreksey. 
Gdreksey or Gairsay, the home of the 

great Sveinn Asleif's son, cannot mean 
anything other than "the island of 
Gárekr." Gárekr, however, is not listed 
as a pers. name. But it is probably 
formed from the O.N. pers. name Geir- 
rekr, on the analogy of Hárekr from 
Heinrekr, and Bdrekr from Boórikr (see 
Lind : Dopn., and Bugge : Arkiv for 
nord. filologi, II., 246). Geirrekr ap- 
pears frequently as Gerek -, and Gerek-; 
and we have Gerixstadhir, (1390. D.N., 
I. 382 "), now Gjerstad, Bamle, Norway. 

The modern form first appears in P.R. 
1500, Gairsay. 

Geitaberg. 
Interpreted by Dasent as "Goat- hill"; 

but more probably " the hill of Geiti." 
Geiti is a weak form of the pers. name 
Geitir found in place names (Lind : 
Dopn.). E.g. Geita stadhir (1307. D.N., 
II. 74 "), now Gjestad, Ullensaker, Nor - 

wThe farm, a 3d. land near Scapa 
(P.O.A.S., V., 46), apparently _had the 
alternative name of Geita -gn pa (also 

F 
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meaning " the hill of Geiti) which oc- 
curs in a MS. Rental of 1492 as Gait - 
nepe and is the modern Gaitnip -the 
Saga name having failed to survive. 

This identity of Geitaberg with Gaitnip 
is, I think, beyond doubt. Gaitnip is 
admirably situated for such a view as 
Borgarr had of Sveinn's merchant -ship 
crossing Scapa Flow (see O.S., 190). 

Glettunes. 
Whether this refers to Glaitness in 

St. Ola, it is impossible to say. It is 
mentioned twice as the home of Grim- 
kell (O.S., 130", 224 "). 

That the name is an unusual one is 
shown by the scribal emendation it suf- 
fers in its second incidence in the 
Flateyjarbdk - Flettunes. It is apparent- 
ly derived from an O.N. word extant 
only in N.N. gletta, f. : " a smooth 
point." This first element may have 
been a descriptive genitive, or a nick- 
name like Tannskar. (See Tannskara- 
nes.) 

The loss of the inflexion appears to 
have taken place by the end of the 16th 
century; cf. P.R. 1595, Glaitness; P.R. 
1614, Glettnes. 

Hjalmundalr and Iljalmundalsd. 
Occurring in O.S., 197" and 198', and 

described as starting " near the middle 
of Sutherland," this dale is plainly 
Helmsdale, known today more usually 
by the Gaelic title of Strath Ullie. Near 
the foot of the valley on an uncertain 
site was the chief residence of the virago 
Frakokk in which she was burned to 
death by Sveinn (c. 1139). 

The etymology of the name has not, 
so far as I know, been adequately dealt 
with. J. B. Johnston (Place Names of 
Scotlandi and G. Henderson (Norse 
Influence on Celtic Scotland) describe 
it as " Hjalmund's dale." Hjalmundr 
is not listed as an extant personal name 
by Lind in his Norsk- Isldndska Dop- 
namn; and O.N. *Hjalmundardalr, such 
as the original form would have been, 
has no necessary, or easily paralleled 
phonetic connection with Hjalmundalr 
or modern Helms dale. 

It would seem, in fact, that Hjalmun - 
dalr and Helmsdale had separate deri- 
vations. But before I go into these, I 
shall give the spellings in the Saga. 
Flateyjarbdk gives Hialmundal and 
Hialmundalsaar. The seventeenth cen- 
tury Danish translation of O.S. in the 
same places has Hialmdal and Hielmun- 
dalsaa. Hjalmundalr does not occur 
elsewhere. The name occurs first in 
Scottish sources as Helmesdale in a 
Latin charter of John, 7th Earl of Suth- 
erland, July 2, 1444 (Caith. and Suther. 
Records, Viking Society, I. 232). 

Modern Helmsdale appears to have 
been simply O.N. *Hjalmsdalr : " the 
dale of Hjalmr." Hjalmr was a person- 
al name not infrequently used in place 
names (Lind : Dopnamn). A similarly 
named dale occurs in O.S. 327" in Ey- 
steinsdalr, which is probably the valley 
of Ousdale near Helmsdale. The loss of 
O.N. j in the first syllable is normal in 
Gaelic; cf. G. laom = O.N. ljómi. 

There is likewise a perfectly natural 
derivation for Hjalmundalr. According 
to A. Noreen (Altisländische Gramma- 
tik, ed. 1923, § 254), Hjalmun- is from 
Hjalmul -, the l being assimilated to n 
before the dental d. In its turn Hjal- 
mul- is (Noreen : loe. cit., §254, 148) a 
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preliterary phonetic contraction (for 
word -building purposes) of hjalmvplr: 
" a helm, tiller." This phonological 
connection of Hjalmun- and Hjalmv9lr 
is corroborated by the name of a man in 
I'órsnep, Hjalmun -Gautr (10th cent.) 
who gained his nickname by using a 
tiller as a weapon. (See Corpus Poeti- 
cum Boreale, I., 361, No. 18.) Strath 
Ullie is shaped not unlike the partial 
S -form of a tiller. And there is a paral- 
lel riven name, Hjalmundp, in a River 
Name Mnemonic (See Jónsson : Den 
Norsk -Islandske Skjaldedigtning, Pulur; 
IV., v. 4.) 

Plausible as this derivation may seem, 
it cannot be regarded as certain. The 
river -names in the Mnemonic above - 
mentioned are mostly non -Norse or my- 
thical in nature; and when Hjalmundp 
does occur (and that but once) in a 
skaldic verse of Sighvatr (c. 1038. See 
3-Caisson : loe. cit., Sigv., 10, 5), it is as 
a general synonym for " billows." I 
cannot find any lace name even in such 
a rich repositdfy as the seventeen vol- 
umes of Norske Gaardnavne. Yet the 
name is well attested by the Saga MSS. 

I venture no solution to the problem 
of which name was the original one. I 
call attention, however, to the similarity 
of the Gael. Ullie to the second syllable 
-ul- in * Hjalmundalr, the hypothetical 
earlier form of the Saga name. 

Whatever the explanation, the problem 
is much greater than has hitherto been 
admitted. 

Hlaupandanes. 
This name occurs but once in the Saga 

(O.S. 24 "), and is not extant either to- 
day or in any of the Rentals. But as the 
site of the principal house in Sandwiek 
in Deerness, the residence of Amundi 
and his more famous son Thorkell Fos- 
terer, it cannot be anything other than 
the low headland on which now stands 
the farm of Skaill and the Parish 
Church. 

The first element in this name is the 
gen. sing. of hlaupandi, the pres. parti- 
ciple of hlaupa : " to leap." It seems 
to be a nickname, rather like stigandi 
(see Lind : Bin.), signifying a " land - 
louper," one who flees from ustice to 
alien territory. Cp. hlaupandir menn 
inFinnboga Saga and Magus Saga (C.V.) 
Literally, the place -name means " Land - 
louper's Ness," and was probably called 
so after an early settler. 

The nickname occurs in Norwegian 
place -names. E.g. Laupstad, Ibbestad, 
Tromso (N.G., XVII., 48) which occurs 
in 1380 as Laupanzstadir (D.N., V., 348), 
from an original O.N. *hlaupanda- stadir. 
Similarly Laupstad in Vaagen, Salten 
(N.G., XVI., 310), and in Egersund 
(N.G., X., 87), and Lopness in Sanday. 

The same element seems to occur in 
the river name Laupendbcekken in Nor- 
way. But, as O. Rygh points out (Norske 
Elvenavne, 140), this is probably the 
normal participial use-` the leaping 
stream"; he refers Jo the similar use 
of the participles dynjande :." resound- 
ing," and fallandi: " falling." Gram- 
matically hlaupanda in the Saga name 
might be a similar participle. But a 
low headland such as it is would scarce- 
ly be called " Leaping Ness." 

Hreppisnes. 
This name, now contracted to Rap - 

ness, is derived, as frequently happens, 

, , 
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from a man's name. It is " the ness of 
Hreppir," a bye -form of the more freq. 
pers. name Hrappr familiar to readers 
of Njalssaga. Cp. two Norwegian farm 
names : Reppeskaal (from O.N. * Hrep- 
pis skáli : " Hreppir's hall") in Hed- 
rum (Lind : Dopn.); and Repshus (from 
O.N.* Hreppis hus : " Hreppir's house ") 
in Eidskogen, Hedemarken (G.N., III., 
229). 

It may be noted that although the 
vowel in the first syllable has changed 
in spelling to a, it retains to -day a 
markedly mid -front pronunciation, 
[ræpnrs]. The modern form appears 
first in a Manuscript Rental as Rapnes 
in 1492. 

HQfn (Caithness). 
HQfn in Caithness, the burial -place of 

Earl Hlothver (O.S., 20 "), was identified 
with Huna, a small bay near John o' 
Groats, in Origines Parochiales, 813. 
Orig. Paroch. quotes an early spelling, 
Hwnaye, from a Retour of 1574. This 
identification is accepted without com- 
ment by Anderson. 

But there seems no phonological con- 
nection between HQfn and Hwnaye. 
Indeed, O.N. HQfn normally appears 
to -day as Ham. 

It is much more likely that Hgfn here 
is Ham (or Ham Berry), a narrow bay 
in the parish of Dunnet which has long 
been a harbour for small vessels. In a 
series of Answers to Queries addressed 
to Mr. Wm. Dundas (? 17th century; 
quoted in Macfarlane's Geog. Collec- 
tions, III., 84), we read : " The harbours 
for livering and loading are Thurso 
water, Week, Staxigo, Murkle, Ham for 
smaller vessels. ", 

A three -chambered mound known as 
"the Earl's Cairn" stands about 3& 
miles inland from Ham Berry near the 
farm of Holland Maik. It is fully de- 
scribed in the Inventory of Ancient 
Monuments in Caithness, 23 -24. Can 
this have been the mound where Hloth- 
ver was buried 8 

Kjárreksstadir. 
This name, occurring twice (O.S., 

269 ",, 273 "; MSS., 325, Flat.) is fairly 
certainly to be identified with the bu 
and castle of Cairston near Stromness. 
(See Mr. J. S. Clouston's papers on The 
Orkney Bus and Three Orkney Castles 
in P.O.A.S.). 

Literally, the name means "the farm 
of Kjdrrekr." Kjdrrekr is not listed as 
an extant personal or nick -name by 
Lind. But it may be formed by adding 
the common suffix -rekr to the early 
personal name Kjdrr (Lind : Dopn). 

The name appears to have assumed 
its modern pronunciation by the end of 
the 15th century. cp. M.R. 1492, Ker- 
stane, Kerston; P.R. 1500, Karstane. 

Nordreyjar. 
Although frequent in modern usage, 

the term " The North Isles " of the Ork- 
neys occurs but once in the Saga (O.S., 
172 ") in Rognvaldr Kali's saga. One is 
especially surprised not to find it em- 
ployed by the original author of those 
confusing chapters where Brusi, Thor - 
finnr and Einarr are quarrelling over 
the thirds" of the Orkneys. 

Probably the explanation is that the 
name is a late one; that at the time of 
its use in Rognvald's saga (c. 1200 -1220) 

it was still more of a descriptive phrase 
than an actual Place Name. And its 
lateness is explained by the fact that 
the early settlers in the Orkneys -and 
indeed the Norsemen in general -did 
not think so much in terms of North 
and South as of East and West. (Cp. 
Westray, from O.N. Vestr -ey; Auskerry, 
from O.N.* Austr -sker). 

RaudabjQrg. 
Raudabjprg, the site of the sea- battle 

between Earls Thorfinnr and Rognvaldr 
(1042 x 1046) is mentioned in the Saga 
three times -68 ", 69 °, 88 *. It is derived 
from O.N. rauda, gen. sing. of raudi : 

red iron ore," once supposed by Norse 
settlers to be found in all red stone or 
soil (C.V.) ; and O.N. b org, plur. of 
bjarg : " a rock," used collectively in the 
sense of " a cliff." Cp. Raudabjgrg, now 
Rodberget in Stadsbygd Trondhjem 
Fjord, Sverri's Saga; and ltowber (from 
O.N. *Raudaberg) in Stronsay, Orkney. 

Identification is difficult. From O.S. 
we deduce it to be in or near the Pent- 
land Firth; for Rognvaldr sailed from 
the North " to " or " into " the Firth 
(O.S., 69', a Pettlandz - fiord). It must be 
a convenient spot for a sea- battle, and 
there must be a part of the shore nearby 
where a landing can be made with com- 
parative safety in order to put ashore 
80 dead. 

Anderson (Orkn. S., 33, note) suggested 
Rattar Brough, a crag a mile or so East 
of Dunnet Head, supporting the identi- 
fication with the hypothesis that Thor - 
finn's dead may have been buried in a 
nearby chapel burying ground where 
Norse armlets were found in 1872. 

But there are three objections to this 
identification. First, the etymology is 
improbable. Rattr- is a conceivable cor- 
ruption of Raude; but brough is the 
normal development not of bjprg, but 
of O.N. borg, " a castle " (see Wright : 

Engl. Dialect Diet.; and Marwick : Ork. 
Norn, under broth). Secondly, had 
Rognvaldr sailed across the Firth to 
Ratter Brough, the Saga would have said 
" across " or " over," (O.N. yfir) and 
not merely " to " or " into." Thirdly, 
the ,crag is so inconspicuous that any 
eye- witness would have naturally de- 
scribed the spot simply as " at " or 
" near Dunnet Head " 

Vigfusson (Orkn. S., index, followed by 
Dasent and Nordal) identified it doubt- 
fully with Dunnet Head itself. But it 
has the same geographical objection as 
the last; and, moreover, Dunnet Head is 
rather grey than red. 

Munch, followed by Clouston ( Orkn. 
Parishes, 1927), suggested w ith some 
probability The Berry,. a 600 feet head- 
land in W. of Walls parish, Hoy. This 
magnificent headland is by far the most 
conspicuous of the many red cliffs in 
the Pentland Firth, visible all along the 
Caithness coast from Reay to Canisbay. 
It is conceivable that Rognvaldr may 
have come down the West coast of the 
Orkneys. On rounding Rora Head (and 
tras coming "to" the Pentland Firth) 
he would be spied by Thorfinnr were 
he in Thurso. And if Thorfinnr put to 
sea at once, they would meet near The 
Berry. 

But there are likewise three objections 
to The Berry. 

The first, as before, is etymological. It 
is conceivable that Rauda- may have 

a. 
A 
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dropped out of use; but Berry is the 
normal development not of bjarg but of 
bergi (dat. sing. of berg, " a cliff"; bye- 
form of bjarg above; see Marwick : Ork. 
Norn). 

Secondly comes a geographical diffi- 
culty. All the geos within three miles 
of The Berry are too narrow, and the sea 
normally too turbulent for Thorfinnr to 
land 80 dead and many wounded, and 
to reorganise his forces. 

The third and most important objec- 
tion, however, is that the name of The 
Berry appears to have been originally 
O.N.* Há -berg, " High-cliff." This is 
suggested by Blaeu's Hyberry (O.N. 
dat. *Háu- bergi, with unrounding of 
diphthong in first syllable). It is cor- 
roborated by the bay of Ha Wick (O.N. 
*'Há -vik.) three miles to the S. of The 
Berry; and by the name of Hoy itself 
(O.N. Há -ey). Indeed, the " The " in 
the name The Berry " is probably a 
corruption of the 17th century Hy- berry. 
(I should be glad to hear of the local 
pronunciation:) Cp. also Hábjarg, Bis- 
kupa S., I., 49; and Flaberry Head, 
Latheron, Caithness. 

A fourth identification was given by 
Mackay (H'ist. of Prov. of Cat, 21, 22)- 
Red Head (Gael. Ceann Dearg) in W. of 
Stroma, a low, round promontory of 150 
feet, but bright red, with rocks low 
enough near to it to permit the landing 
of men; it is definitely "in" the Pent- 
land Firth. 

The difficulty arises, however, of get- 
ting the rival fleets to meet at this par- 
ticular spot. Indeed it is unlikely that 
either would seek battle so near to the 
famous Swelchie (see O.S., 188'). 

Fifth and most plausible is the sug- 
gestion (made to me by Dr. Marwick) 
of Roberry, a headland on the S. 
side of Cantick Head, S. Walls. (See 
6" Ord. Survey Map.) Roberry appears 
to come from Raudabergi, locative of the 
bye -form of Rau6abj9rg. In order that 
the fleets may meet there, we must as- 
sume first, that the tide was on the ebb 
and flowing strongly W. through the 
Firth; and secondly, that Thorfinnr 
sailed out from Duncansby (where we 
know he had a house and harbourage; 
see O.S., 4421-2') as soon as he saw Rogn- 
vald's fleet rounding Torness, Hoy. 
Rognvaldr, to avoid an adverse tide, 
hugs the coast of. Walls as steamers do 
to -day. Thorfinnr, on the other hand, is 
carried rapidly across the Firth between 
Stroma and Swona. They meet pre- 
cisely at Roberry. Finally, if the tide 
were running West, the fleets would 
drift towards Aith Hope where the 80 
dead might easily be landed on the shel- 
ving beach. 

Rinansey. 
It has been customary to regard 

Rinansey (now N. Ronaldsay) as ` the 
island of St. Ringan or Ninian." support 
being found in the fact of church sites 
dedicated to that saint on the island. 
Ringan, however, is the Lowland Scots 
form of the name and is much too late 
to be borrowed by the early Norwegian 
settlers in the Orkneys. The Gael. form 
of the name, Truinnean, is phonetically 
an impossible derivation. We are forced 
to classify Rinansey in the N.E. of the 
Orkneys with Unst, Yell and Fetlar in 
the N.E. of Shetland as words of un- 
solved etymology; they are conceivably 
of Pictish origin. 
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Skeggbjarnarstadir. 
Occurring only once (0.S., 2682; MSS. 

325, 332, Flat.) this name means "the 
farm of Skeggbjorn," the latter a nick- 
name meaning " bearded bear." (Lind : 
Bin.). 

Is there any trace of this name in any 
of the field names in Deerness? 

Tannskaranes. 
The Flateyjarbók reads Tannskaaru- 

nes (0.S., 161'°, 162'); but MS. 325, which 
gives more reliable spellings, has Tanns- 
karanes thrice (0.S. 129 °, 161 ", 162'). 

first rst element in the name is O.N. 
tannskari, a nickname occurring in 
lsjalar dons Saga, 'compounded of O.N. 
tann : " a tooth," and skára : " to jut 
out " (C.V.). Tankerness is therefore 
" Tannskari's Ness," " the Ness of the 
man with the jutting -out tooth." Cp. 
Tannanes in D.N., VIII., 279 (1509). 

I quote the Rental forms, which show 
in an interesting fashion the develop- 
ment of the name :- 

R.E.O., 1455- Tanskerness. 
M.R., 1492-Tangskeriness. 
R.E.O., 1495 -Tanskernes. 
P.R., 1500, R.E.O., 1500- Tankarnes. 
R.E.O., 1519, 1563, 1566; P.R., 1595 - 

Tankernes. 
R.E.O., 1543 -Tankyrnes. 
R.E.O., 1559,1597- Tankirres. 
From the above we may argue that 

the inflexions in both elements in the 
compound, s and a (i in M.R., 1492), 
survived at least into the 15th century, 
and that the second element remained 
accented into the 16th. 

Vglunes. 
This name, occurring only once (0.5., 

297 "; MSS. Flat. and 332) as the resi- 
dence of Barbr, a kinsman of Sveinn's 
in Sanday, has not survived. It was 
probably in the S.W. of Sanday, since 
Sveinn approached the island from the 
S. of Rousay and being in danger of 
pursuit would naturally make land as 
soon as possible. 

In the S.W., however, we have only 
Spur Ness and Hacks Ness. In Clous- 
ton's Orkney Parishes (under Sanday) 
the suggestion is made that the name 
may survive in a field -name Volyar on 
the farm of Stove near the Point of 
Hacks Ness; this name appears in Pet. 
Rental as Walgarth. But I am unable 
to connect this phonologically with any 
etymological interpretation of V glunes 
given below. 

Volu may be any of thre things :- 
(i) Acc. plur. of sgir : a round stick; 

a blunt edge. 
(ii) Gen. sing. of vala : a knuckle- 

bone; a nickname for a dog. 
(iii) - Gen. sing. of vglva : a witch. 

(C.V.). 
The first of these can be ruled out as 

meaningless. 
The second is conceivable; a nickname 

given to a dog may well have been ap- 
plied to a man. There is an instance of 
knuckle -bones being used for fortune - 
telling, whence the adjective vglu- spakr: 
" knuckle- wise." (C.V.). The nickname 
may have had some such significance. 

I favour, however, the third interpre- 
tation. " The Witch's Ness " would be 
an interesting addition to the list of 
Orkney place names with necromantic 
associations. 
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The Middle English name Wulfrich- 
ford is a transliteration of the O.N. form 
to the corresponding Old and Middle 
English personal name Wulfric (see 
Searle : Onomasticon Anglo- Saxonicum; 
cp. Woolstone, Berks, from O.E. Wul- 
fricestun). 

Corruptions of the O.N. or M.E. name 
occur in 16th century maps- Olderfleet, 
Wolderfrith (Hogan : loc. cit.). It 
would therefore seem that the pronun- 
ciation of the name has varied consid- 
erably through the centuries. Possibly 
that may explain why -so far as the 
writer is aware -the name does not now 
survive. 

Ulfreksfjgrör. 
The spelling is well attested by its 

form in Flateyjarbdk and the MSS. of 
Heimskringla; (see O.S., 26', 27 note). 

The Saga narrative mentions it merely 
as the site of a battle in Ireland between 
Earl Einarr and an Irish King Concho- 
bar (O.N. Konofogur), in which Einarr 
was defeated. Its identification with 
Lough Lame originates with Worsaae 
(Danes and Norwegians, 311; followed by 
Anderson, Vigf., Dasent, and Nordal). 
Worsaae's ev4dence is partly archeologi- 
cal; several Scandinavian burial sites 
were found on its shores, and in one of 
them, a Scandinavian sword. To this 
meagre evidence he adds an important 
documentary reference. In 1210, King 
John granted to Duncan, son of Gilbert 
Earl of Carrick, " the town of Wulfrich- 
ford and all the lands which Roger de 
Preston and Henry Clemens held near 
Wulfrichford " as far as Glenarm. (Cal. 
Canc. Hiber., II., 354; quoted in G. H. 
Orpen : Ireland under the Normans, II., 
267). 

Worsaae's fairly certain identification 
is confirmed by the etymology of the 
name. The name of the principal river 
flowing into Lough Larne was in O. 
Irish, Olarba (see Hogan : Onomasticon 
Goedelicon). The first element in the 
O.N. name is, like O.N. Tyrvist and Joist, 
an attempt to give this Celtic word a 
Norse sound and appearance; the ana- 
logy being the , O.N. personal name 
Ulfrekr, gen. Ulfreks. (See Lind : 

Dopn). 
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From the Proceedings of the Orkney Antiq. Soc.,vol.X. 

THE DEATH OF EARL 

ROGNVALDR 

BY A. B. TAYLOR, M.A. 

Kirkwall, 18th February, 1932. 

Orkn. Saga, -ed. Anderson, eh. 10.7.; ed. 
Vigfusson & Dasent, ch. 113; ed. 
Nordal, ch. 103. 

Nordal's text used, and quoted by page 
and line. 

No chapter in the Orkneyinga Saga 
presents a more fascinating topographi- 
cal study than that relating to the death 
of Earl Rognvaldr Kali at Forsie, in 
Caithness, on August 20, 1158. 

In first translating this chapter I made 
use of the 1 -inch Ord. Survey Map for 
guidance. In comparing my translation 
with those of Hjaltalin and Goudie, and 
of Dasent, I discovered that none of 
these had made any attempt to verify 
their renderings by reference to the lie 
and contour of the land. And I further 
came to the conclusion that an accurate 
translation was impossible without a 
personal visit to the scene of action. 
Accordingly, armed with Saga text, map 
and camera, I set off one day in August, 
1929, on a bicycle to trace out the jour- 
ney made by Earl Rognvaldr on those 
two fateful August days 771 years before. 

The result was gratifying in the ex- 
treme. I was able to amend the trans- 
lation of several ambiguous preposi- 
tions, to fit the contour of the ground. 
I identified quite clearly the myrr and 
fen ( "bog" and "morass ") of the Saga 
with " Little Moss " between the farm 
of Forsie and Loch Calder. Kalfadalsá 
I judged to be merely Alltan Ghuinne, 
the stream that drains Loch Calder into 
the River Forss. And where the text of 
Flateyjarbók gave a reading not wholly 
compatible with the ground contour, I 
found that the reading from O., the 
sixteenth century Danish translation of 
the Saga, usually removed the difficulty. 
The reconstruction of events now at-. 
tempted is thus based on a collation of 
all textual variants with the topography 
of the scene of action. 

The Earls in Caithness. 
Earls Rognvaldr, Kali and Haraldr 

Maddadh's son went to Caithness every 
year in late summer, deer- stalking. 
And on this occasion on their arrival in 
Thurso they heard that the rebellious 
Thorbjorn Klerk was in hiding up in 
Thurso Dale- probably with his crony 
Hlifolfr; he had " not a few men " with 
him, and was awaiting the opportunity 
to make an attack on the Earls. 

In the evening of August 19, the Earls 
set off up the valley with 100 men, only 
20 of whom were mounted. There is no . 

indication as to how far up the valley 
they went; but subsequent events sug- 
gest that they may have passed a little 
beyond Halkirk. After a futile search 
for Thorbjorn's gang, and possibly hear- 
ing that he had betaken himself to 
Hallvarthr of Forsie, another crony of 
his, the company lodged for the night 
in some shielings or turf huts used by 
herdsmen when the cattle are on hill 
pasture (O.N. setr; Gael. airigh). These 
must have been situated on one of the 
slopes of the . valley round about Hal- 
kirk. (See fig. 1.) 

Over the fire that evening took place 
the sneezing incident which was thought 
to betoken ill -luck for Earl Rognvaldr. 

Thurso Dale to Forsie. 
Next morning they set off again, Earl 

Rognvaldr this time leading on horse- 
back, with four others. Among these 
was an eighteen year old Norwegian 
called Asolfr Gunni's son, and a kins- 
man of his called Jomarr. According 
to Flat. they continued their march "up 
the dale " (upp um dalinn, 30921). But 
O. reads a non -committal derfre : " from 
there," and this seems the better read- 
ing. For we immediately read of their 
being in the valley of Loch Calder 
(310g), which would be well off their 
road if they continued " up the dale." 
The reading in Flat. is probably an ac- 
cidental repetition of an upp um dalinn 
a few lines above (309 '9 la) 

Immediately, as I have said, we read 
of their being in the Calder valley. 
According to Flat., they rode fyrir upp 
eftir Kalfadal; this suggests movement 
forward, up and along the Calder valley. 
It is corroborated by O.'s op tit : " up 
to." Apparently the author imagines 
that the Calder valley is a valley tribu- 
tary to Thurso Dale, instead of being, 
as it is, an independent and parallel 
drainage system. Anderson (Orkn. S., 
187, note 1) is guilty of the same mis- 
take. What Rognvaldr must have done 
was to have turned to the right at some 
point, probably south of Halkirk, and 
ridden up over the ridge between the 
two valleys, and then down to and along 
(i.e. eftir) the near edge of Loch Calder. 
This is the obvious road to Rognvald's 
destination, the farm of Forsie where. - 
he now hoped to find Thorbjorn. (See 
fig. 1.) 
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FI Q. I. FULL ITINERI\R Y. PENTLAND 

At the Farm of Forsie. 
The farmstead of Forsie stands today 

as the Saga describes it-a brekku nok. 
kuri hárri : " on a high piece of rising 
ground " (310 "). Dasent translates 
hárri as " steep "; but a visit to the 
spot shows this rendering to be quite 
inaccurate. The slope is a gentle one. 

Before the farmstead today is an en- 
closed piece of ground which looks as 
if it had been used as a stackyard- 

(perhaps the stackyard of the Saga 
310'). It is easy for the visitor to ima- 
gine that on the site of the present 
farmhouse or steading there stood the 
dwelling house or stofa in which Thor - 
bjorn sat drinking. (See fig. 2.) 

Earl Rognvaldr and his bodyguard 
rode up to the farm probably on a path 
now marked by the road to Forsie. At 
the top of the slope was a stackyard in 
which he saw the bondi Hallvarthr on 
top of a stack building it, while his men 
stood by forking the oats up to him. 

In order to warn Thorbjorn of who 
had arrived, he greeted Earl Rognvaldr 
loudly by his name, and noisily asked 
him for news. As the Saga remarks, 

with Scandinavian sub -sarcasm, " He 
could have been heard had he been even 
further away." 

Between the stackyard and the dwell- 
ing house was a walled -in lane (geilar 
preyngar, 310 "). This lane was viábrekt 
mjçk : ` high -walled on either side 
Dasent translates this as " very steep," 
but it is impossible for anything to be 
" very steep " near Forsie. The high 
walls on either side may have been 
ordinary walls, or else the walls of out- 
houses or other buildings. The lane 
reached a main -door at the end of one 
side of the dwelling house near the 
gable, in which gable was an old door 
loosely blocked up with stones. We 
have no information about the orienta- 
tion of the house. Perhaps expert 
opinion might be able to make some de- 
duction from the present farm build- 
ings. Fig. 2 represents one of several 
possible arrangements which fit the 
Saga facts. In this fig. it is assumed 
that house and stackyard were in their 
present position. 

Hearing Hallvarth's shouting, Thor - 
bjorn and his fellows immediately de- 
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termined to take the offensive. Instead 
of coming out by the main door they 
broke through the blocked -up doorway 
in the gable and arrived round at the 
main door just as Earl Rognvaldr reach- 
ed it. The narrow lane was a death -trap. 
From the top of a wall or the roof of an 
outhouse (fig. 2) they rained their blows. 
Asolfr was maimed, the Earl thrice 
wounded. It was only when Thorbjorn 
himself was wounded by an upthrust 
of Jomar's spear that he and his fellows 
ran round behind the house in an effort 
to escape. 

Thorbjorn's Escape. 
Thorbjorn's intention appears to have 

been to put a piece of impassable bog 
between himself and any possible pur- 
suers. The nearest was Little Moss.. To 
reach this he had to run " round a large 
stretch of rising ground " (fyrir brekku 
mikla, 3111U, Flat.), still identified as the 
eminence on which stands the deserted 
farmhouse of Leathad Beag or " Little 
Slope." (Fig. 3.) In doing so he almost 
ran into Earl Haraldr and his company 
who had just come up, ignorant of the 
fact that Earl Rognvaldr lay dying about 
fifty yards away on the threshold of the 
dwelling house. Passing them- unmoles- 
ted, Thorbjorn made his way down to 
Little Moss (a myrina, 311"); and, while 
Haraldr and his men were trying to find 
out what had happened at Forsie, he 
and his followers had made their way 
across it. 

Little Moss, with which I identify the 
myrr or bog and the fen or morass run- 
ning along it, is today not so deep or so 
wet as it apparently was in the twelfth 
century. It is a long straight gul]ey -a 
diki the Saga sometimes calls it -run- 
ning from near Loch Calder to near the 
Rover Forss, and averaging about 50 
yards in breadth and 15 -20 feet in depth. 
The south-west or further side is the 
steeper and higher, so that Thorbjorn 
would have had the advantage in spear - 
throwing had he adopted that form of 
defence. (See 312'). Along the bottom 
of the gulley lies the wettest and most 
stagnant part of the bog -the fen or 
morass. 

Earl Harald in Pursuit. 
At length Earl Haraldr and his men 

took action. They ran " over and down 
to " Little Moss (ofan a, 31126) where 
they found Thorbjorn; now joined _ by 
Hallvarthr and his men, stationed on 
the other side -a company of fifty. 
Haraldr could attack only by hurling 
spears; " for the morass was both deep. 
and broad and the bog in front of it 
soaking wet up to its edge " (312 ° '). 

Thorbjorn, however, did not retaliate, 
and some sort of parley began. (The 
speeches in the Saga here have a Thucy- 
didean flavour; they have been " writ- 
ten up " for the occasion.) The upshot 
was a deadlock in Earl Harald's camp, 
marked by the secession of Magnus, 
Thorsteinn and Hakon, sons of Havarthr 
Gunni's son, and of Sveinn Hroald's 
son. These were in favour of strong 
measures with Thorbjorn; leaving the 
Earl's company, they went " up along 
the edge of the gulley trying to find a 
place to cross it " (314 ' '). " Up " 
meant the north -west direction, away 
from Loch Calder. (This explains why 
they took so long to make up on Har- 
aldr and Thorbjorn afterwards when 

the latter moved down Alltan Ghuinne.) 
Guessing probably the hostile inten- 

tions of this group which he saw mov- 
ing to the left, Thorbjorn and his men 
" moved away from the gulley " 
(314 ' ' °). Haraldr, seeing the futility 
now of any further attempt at peace- 
making, " leapt across the morass in 
full armour; and the morass was 9 ells 
(13f feet) wide " (31412). It is interest- 
ing to note that this is still about the 
average breadth of the morass. His 
followers jumped and floundered over as 
best they could. 

Most of Thorbjorn's men now took to 
flight, many of them to the woods which 
apparently then lay to the south in the 
direction of Brubster and Shurrery. 
(See 314 20 21). Thorbjorn and eight fol- 
lowers remained and placed themselves 
at the mercy of the Earl. They all set 
off together, obviously towards Thurso, 
still discussing the problem of a pardon. 
Their route is described as being "down 
along Calder Water " (ofan me8 Kalfa- 
dalsá, 315'). If Calder Water is Alltan 
Ghuinne, this can only mean that they 
moved along the far side of Little Moss 
until they found it crossable near the 
edge of Loch Calder, and then made 
their way down Alltan Ghuinne. See 
fig. 3. 

At length Thorbjorn's prayers suc- 
ceeded. " Save thyself, Thorbjorn," 
said the Earl, " I have no heart to slay 
thee. But never will I see thee here- 
after " (315 2 '). 

Death of Thorbjorn. 
But at this crucial moment up came 

Magnus Havarth's son and his friends 
in no friendly mood. Their violence 
suggests that they had at length made 
a crossing of Little Moss some way to 
the north -west, and were not a little 
indignant to discover that Haraldr had 
taken of Thorbjorn in the opposite di- 
rection. 

As the Earl would offer Thorbjorn no 
protection, he and his eight men -at- 
arms made for the nearest shelter, a 
few deserted huts or shielings called 
Asgrim's erg (315'). Magnus and his 
men at once set fire to the structure in 
which they were hiding. And there all 
fell fighting gallantly against fire and 
spear. 

The chapter concludes : " Earl Harald 
continued his journey down along the 
dale, but Magnus and his company 
turned back to Forsie and laid out Earl 
Rognvald's body and bore it down to 
Thurso " (315 18 2 °). 

Where Was Asgrimserg? 
One problem remains, the identity of 

Asgrim's erg. Anderson (Orkn S., 187) 
first identified it with the farm of Assery 
lying between Forsie and Loch Calder. 
The identification is etymologically pos- 
sible, although one expects to find an 
erg on a hillside rather than on the 
low slope at the foot of a loch. For a 
longtime I accepted this identification. 
But two considerations have recently 
led me to abandon it. 

In the first place, if Thorbjorn ran 
from Alltan Ghuinne to Assery for safety 
from Magnus Havarth's son, then he 
must have been running almost directly 
towards him, with no cover of any kind -a somewhat absurd thing to do. If we 
imagine him running up the hill past 
Leurary, or (assuming an encounter 
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further downstream) taking refuge on 
Bailie Hill, then his movements become 
intelligible. 

In the second place, in 315'° we read 
that Magnus Havarth's son on leaving 
Asgrim's erg " turned back to Forsie "; 
an examination of the passage shows 
that " back " means " away from 
Thurso." But Forsie is further down 
the valley leading to Thurso than Assery. 

The conclusion must be that the ori- 
ginal Asgrimserg has still to be identi- 
fied, and may be sought near Leurary or 
on Bailie Hill; unless, of course, the 
name has been transferred to form one 
of these districts to modern Assery. 

It is disappointing not to be able to 
locate more accurately the final scene 
of a dramatic chapter. 

Such is what seems to me to be a 
remarkably accurate Saga itinerary. 
There is no doubt that the author was 
familiar with the scene. He appears to 
know Caithness well; he shows a sim- 
ilarly accurate knowledge of Freshwick 
in chapter 93. 

But it does not appear probable that 
he was actually present on Rognvald's 
fateful expedition. He is vague about 
the situation of the erg or shielings in 
which the Earls spent the first night. 
The speeches have the already- mention- 
ed artificial Thucydidean flavour. De- 
spite the accuracy of the itinerary there 
is no one detail in the whole which 
stamps it as the work of an eye -witness. 
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STUDIES IN THE ORKNEYINGA 
SAGA 

BY ALEX. B. TAYLOR 

1. A RECENT GERMAN 
TRANSLATION. 

w. H. H. Baetke : Die Geschichten von 
den Orkaden, Danemark and der 
Jomsburg. Thule Series, No. 19. 
Jena, 1924. 

This well printed and neatly bound 
volume contains a translation of the 
greater part of the Orkneyinga Saga, 
Knytlinga Saga, and Jómsvikinga Saga. 
The translation of O.S. does not include 
the Mythological Introduction or the 
Saga of Earl Magnus. It is based on 
the latest text, that of Nordal, but does 
not take advantage of the textual vari- 
ants in Nordal's footnotes. There are a 
few topographical and biographical 
notes, derived, it would appear, from 
Vigfusson's and Nordal's indexes of 
names. The translation is, like that of 
Dasent, a literal one. Even to one not 
too well acquainted with German it 
conveys the impression of being pedes- 
trian in the extreme. I have repeatedly 
sought help from it in revising my own 
translation, but it has been of little 
assistance. 

Although it has nothing new to offer 
the student of Orkney history, it is a 
picturesque addition to the Orkney 
bookshelf. 

II. AN UNRECORDED MANUSCRIPT. 
During a visit to Yale University, in 

the city of New Haven, Connecticut, 
U.S.A., in May, 1931, I spent a few days 
browsing in the New Yale Library, a 
magnificent cathedral -like structure 
large enough to house 5,000,000 books, 
recently completed at a cost of £1,300,000. 
As I usually do in a strange library, I 
looked up " Orkney " in the card cata- 
logue: I have often been surprised by 
the number of old books on Orkney and 
Shetland in American University lib- 
raries. But on this occasion my reward 
was unique. I found catalogued a 
MS. of the Orkneyinga Saga entitled 
Orkneyinga Paattr, which appears to 
have escaped the notice of Sigurthur 
Nordal, the most recent editor of the 
Saga text. (See Nordal's O.S., pp: 
XLIV. -XLV.) 

The MS. consists of 150 quarto pages 
with fly -leaves at either end. The first 
page has the title. Paattr (sing., 

story "); but the rest of the pages are 

Kirkwall, 2nd March, 1933. 

headed more correctly F'aattur (" stor- 
ies "). The MS. is well preserved. The 
paper is of average quality. The water- 
mark consists of horizontal lines 25.5 
mm. apart, with spangled decorations at 
the edges next the binding. At inter- 
vals the name " J. Honig " takes the 
place of these decorations. The present 
binding dates from the eighteenth cen- 
tury. The backing paper projects in one 
or two places, disclosing some German 
print and some eighteenth century 
Danish. 

The script, which covers an area in 
each page of 207 mm. by 161 mm., is a 
clear if not too regular Roman hand, 
the letters being fairly uniformly 3 mm. 
in height. The initial letters are only 
modestly ornamental. 

Examination of the text shows that 
the MS. is a copy of the fourth section 
of the Saga found in the Flateyjarbók 
(Nordal's O.S. 42 -331.) The MS. is thus 
a late one, probably belonging to the 
sixteenth century like the other paper 
MSS. listed by Nordal (0.5. p. XLV.). 
It is of no value so far as supplement- 
ing the text of the Saga is concerned. 

Though lacking in this vital interest, 
however, there is still the problem of 
how a sixteenth century Icelandic 
manuscript found its way into the lib- 
rary of Yale University. Several prev- 
ious owners have left their names on 
the fly -leaves. The rear fiy -leaf has 
been much scribbled on. But one can 
make out faintly " Johanes Kristjans- 
son," and, less faintly, " Einar Jonas - 
son af 2Saltvijh af ?Fiomiurs." On the 
front fly -leaf is the name " E. Halldórs- 
son." All of these men, and several 
others, have left marginal notes of a 
quite insignificant nature. One un- 
known owner has underlined many 
archaeological terms in red, and has 
indexed them on the rear fly -leaf. 

Inquiry at the Accessions Department 
of the library elicited the information 
that . the MS. had been presented to 
Yale in 1919 by Mr. Edward A. Bowers, 
since deceased, along with a collection 
of postage stamps and several volumes 
on Roman law. This curious assortment 
of gifts was intriguing. Learning that 
Mr. Bowers was a Yale graduate, I re- 
paired to the Yale Memorabilia Room 
to see what information regarding him 
was to be found there. 

a 
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Mr. Bowers, I discovered, was born 
on August 2, 1857, and graduated in Law 
at Yale in 1881. He had a distinguished 
career as a Federal Inspector of Public 
Lands, and as Assistant Comptroller of 
the U.S. Treasury. As a Treasury offi- 
cial he travelled widely, visiting Europe 
several times. I could get no informa- 
tion as to the countries he passed 
through. But it would appear to have 
been on one of these visits that he ac- 
quired our MS., which seems to have 
been the only one which he possessed. 
He died, unmarried, . on December 8, 
1924. A sister and a brother died in the 
following year. No near relatives were 
to be found. 

Thus my investigation came to an 
end. Of Mr. Bowers' character and in- 
terests I could learn nothing, although 
I did my best to extract reminiscences 
from one of the older librarians who 
had been his contemporary at Yale in 
the early '80's. The investigation lasted 
several days, and was conducted with 
the most cordial assistance of the lib- 
rary staff, whose hospitality to a for- 
eigner was such as few visiting students 
in this country can hope to experience. 
In the Yale Library the MS. will prob- 
ably remain undisturbed until another 
wandering student of Scandinavian 
Literature arrives to delve deeper into 
its secret. 

III. SUMARLITHI HQLDR. 
(O.S., 307 -8). 

" Gilli Odran was received by that 
chief who was named Sumarlithi 
Holdr (Freeman). He had rule over 
Dalar (apparently Argyll) in the West 
coast of Scotland. Sumarlithi's wife 
was Ragnhildr, daughter of Olafr 
Bitlingr (Snippet), King of the He- 
brides. These were their children : 

King Dufgall, Rognvaldr and Engus ; 

they were called the Dalar family." 
At first sight this Sumarlithi appears 

to be identical with Somerled, Regulus 
ie Argyll, who, according to Tighernach, 
Chron. de Mailros and Annals of Ulster, 
was killed in making an attack on 
Renfrew in 1164. J. Anderson so iden- 
tifies him. 

But it is impossible to square the 
account in 0.5. with those in other 
sources; and 0.S. makes him die at the 
hand of Sveinn Asleif's son in the N.W. 
coast of Scotland, c. 1157. Is the Saga 
here, as A. O. Anderson believes, " high- 
ly fabulous " f (Early Sources of Scot. 
Hist., II., 225.) 

There is a simple explanation which 
does not damage the assumed veracity 
of the Saga. The Sumarlithi of the Saga 
was not Somerled Regulus, but a R9ldr 
or freeman with smaller lands and a 
much smaller following; he had " seven 
ships," (O.S., 308°). The author of this 
section of O.S., however, had heard of 
the great Somerled, and confused the 
two, giving to Sumarlithi the Freeman 
the title, territories and family of his 
greater namesake. 

IV. EARL ROGNVALD'S CRUSADE, 
0.5., CH. 85 -89. 

The narrative of Earl Rognvald's Cru- 
sade in O.S., ch. 85 -89, rightly described 
by Mr. Clouston in his History of Ork- 
ney as without rival in Old Norse litera- 
ture as a tale of sheer adventure, raises 
two sets of problems for the student of 
the Saga, -the problem of its authorship 

and sources, and the problem of how 
the extant narrative can be explained 
in the light of the known facts of the 
geography of the Mediterranean. 

AUTHORSHIP. 
In translating the Saga I sensed in 

these chapters when I came to them a 
certain immaturity and formlessness of 
style as compared with the rest of Earl 
Rognvald's Saga. This syntactical form - lessness-if it may be so called -is not 
sufficiently marked to suggest separate 
authorship, nor is it inconsistent with 
the vividness and rapidity of the narra- 
tive. But it suggested some sort of 
separate identity for the crusading chap- 
ters. Closer study revealed a series of 
factors which indicate that these chap- 
ters form a páttr or short story such as 
we find commonly incorporated in the 
sagas of Iceland. These factors are as 
follows : - 

(i) These chapters have a definite un- 
ity of subject -the Crusade of Earl 
Rognvaldr Kali to the Holy Land. 

(Ii) There is a definite break in the 
narrative in the Saga between ch. 84 and 
ch. 85, and between ch. 89 and ch. 90. 
As a self- contained páttr the tale has a 
clear beginning and ending. 

(iii) Ch. 85 begins in the year 1148, 
the year of the accession in Norway of 
the sons of Haraldr Gilli. This appears 
to jump a few years from the events in 
the previous chapter -the death of Earl 
Valthjolfr. 

(iv) Ch. 89 carries the narrative chron- 
ologically further than the succeeding 
chapters of the Saga (until, of course, 
we come to the last group of chapters, 
chs. 109 -112). Ch. 89 concludes with a 
summary of the careers of Erlingr 
Crickneck and Eindrithi the Younger 
until the latter's death in {toobarlsir) Feb.27, 1163; 
ìï@ß; but the next chapter, ch. 90, re- 
turns to Earl Rognvaldr in Fiordland in 
the summer of 1153. - 

(v) The chapters are peculiar in their 
exceedingly liberal use of skaldic verses. 

(vi) Most of the chapters are unusu- 
ally long -in all MSS. -for Rognvaldr 
Kali's Saga. 

(vii) People appear in ch. 85 without 
the usual formal introduction -" There 
was a man called. " E.g. Eindri- 
thi the Younger in 0.5., 215" 

(viii) The interest of the narrator 
seems to be oriented towards Norway 
rather than, as in the rest of Rognvaldr 
Kali's Saga, towards the Orkneys and 
Caithness. This may be due to the use 
of the lost Saga of Erlingr Crick -neck 
as a source of information. The prob- 
ability of this is discussed in the study 
of the sources of the narrative below. 

(ix) The prose style, as has been al- 
ready mentioned, is immature and 
formless. 

Such an array of facts leaves it be- 
yond doubt that we have here a distinct 
Crusade páttr, possibly an earlier work 
of the author of Rognvaldr Kali's Saga, 
and later worked into that by him. 

SOURCES. 

At first sight the páttr appears to be 
based directly upon oral tradition 
around the nuclei of a large number of 
occasional verses composed by several 
of the Crusaders - Rognvaldr Kali, Oddi 
the Little, Armothr, Sigmundr Fish- 
hook, and Thorbjorn the Black. No 
part of the Saga has so many references 
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to oral tradition; e.g. " Eindrithi and 
five others, who are not named," 231'; 
" Nothing is told of their voyage until. 

," 23116, 245", 257' °; and 224". 
Of special interest was the occasion 
after the storming of the dromond when 
Rognvaldr Kali made a verse for the 
purpose of preserving a true tradition 
regarding the first man to board the 
enemy ship; see O.S., 251314 Much of 
the narrative consists of brief episodes 
surviving through their commemoration 
in only a single verse. 

In spite, however, of the apparent 
freshness of this oral tradition, it is 
possible that the lost Saga of Erlingr 
Crick -neck already referred to contri- 
buted a large portion, perhaps the major 
portion, of the facts and verses. This 
Saga is referred to as a source of infor- 
mation for part of ch. 89 (0.S., 260 °). 
How far can it have contributed to the 
rest of the páttrf 

The most fruitful method of inquiry 
into such a question of origin, as the 
student of literary sources knows, is to 
compare the páttr with any other ver- 
sions of the facts which may be extant. 
In this case we find parallel chapters 
in two almost contemporary collections 
of Kings' Lives- Heimskringla (Saga of 
Ingi and Sigurthr, ch. 17, ed. Jónsson, 
1925, 582 -583) and Morkinskinna (ed. 
Unger, 1867, 223 -224). 

These two chapters give a very brief 
summary of the páttr in about forty 
lines, and are almost identical. Gustav 
Storm (Snorre Sturlassöns Historie- 
skrivning, 199) argued that Snorri in 
Hkr. got his chapter from Mork. and 
made a few alterations after collation 
with O.S. (e.g. Eindrithi was given, 
rightly, six ships instead of five as in 
Mork.). But the relationship is much 
less simple. Exact textual study shows 
that each chapter has certain features 
peculiar to itself. 
A. Features peculiar to Hkr. 

(i) A more complete preliminary 
genealogy. 

(ii) A verse from Erlingsdrápa of 
Thorbjorn Skakki's skald -not 
even in O.S. 

(iii) A sentence (Hkr. 583'-') coming 
immediately upon the statement 
that Erlingr Crick -neck and 
Rognvaldr ran their ships under 
the dromond : -" Then the in- 
fidels attacked them both with 
weapons and stones and pots 
full of burning pitch and oil." 
The last item, oil, is not men- 
tioned in 0.S. 

B. Features peculiar to Mork. 
(i) A mistake, in the preliminary 

genealogy, of Ormr Skoptason 
for Ormr Eilifsson which ap- 
pears normally in Hkr. and else- 
where. 

(ii) The mistake of five for six ships 
under Eindrithi. 

(iii) After the sentence describing 
Authun's boarding the dromond, 
Mork. reads : " That is called a 
great feat " (fregparverk). 

C. Features common to Hkr. and 
Mork., O.S. differing. 
(i) The genealogy of Erling's family 

at the beginning of both chap- 
ters is absent in 0.S. 

(ii) There is a common geographi- 
cal error. Mork., 223, and Hkr., 
582'°, say that Rognvaldr sailed 
first to the Hebrides and thence 

South to France. But this is 
impossible if, as Arnor's verse 
says, they visited the Humber 
(0.S., 231'). 0.S. probably right- 
ly describes the route as " South 
to Scotland and so to England," 
apparently down the east coast 
(O.S., 231'). (Professor Finnur 
Jónsson repeats the error of 
making them take the west coast 
route in his article on the Cru- 
sade in Historisk Tidsskrift, 8. 
R.iv., 153.) 

The above analysis shows that Hkr. 
and Mork. are here based on a common 
source which cannot be the bdttr as it 
appears in 0.S. We notice further that 
the chapter in Hkr. and Mork. is in- 
serted to tell us about Erlingr and not 
about Rognvaldr Kali. This orientation 
of interest suggests that the common 
source is the lost Saga of Erlingr Crick - 
neck already referred to, which appears 
to be used extensively in the final sec- 
tions of Heimskringla, of Morkinskinna, 
and also of Fagrskinna, the third large 
collection of Kings' Lives of this period. 
Granted this, there is sufficient simil- 
arity between the presentation of the 
facts in the Hkr. -Mork. version and the 
O.S. version to warrant the conclusion 
that the O.S. páttr also drew material in 
no small measure from this Saga of 
Erlingr. 

A hypothetical diagram of relationship 
may now be drawn :- 

Lost S. of 
Erlingsdrápa. Erlingr. Oral tradition. 

' I I 

x Crusade páttr. 

I I I 

/Mr. Mork. 0.S. 
It will be noted that it is necessary to 
postulate an intermediary between Hkr. 
and Mork. and the original Saga of 
Erlingr in order to account for the 
similarity and brevity of the versions 
in the two former works; a Saga of 
Erlingr must have given a much longer 
account of the Crusade than appears in 
them. The dotted line between Erlings- 
drápa and Hkr. signifies that Snorri 
may have got his verse from this poem 
directly; he may of course have found 
it in the version I have called x. 

The conclusion appears to he that the 
páttr was based mainly on the written 
account of the Crusade in the lost Saga 
of Erlingr Crick -neck, supplemented to 
an indeterminable degree by verses and 
anecdotes (such as those concerning 
Rognvaldr Kali in Shetland, ch. 85) 
which has come down in oral tradition. 
A NOTE ON " T a MAN WITH THE COWL." 

Within the Crusade pdttr itself is an 
anecdote which appears to have some 
kind of separate identity. I refer to the 
tale of Rognvaldr Kali's masquerading 
as a fisherman in cloak and cowl, told 
in ch. 85. This tale of the Man with 
the Cowl is found in MS. 702 (quoted 
in Lexicon Runicum), but is absent in 
Flat. and 0: it would appear to have 
been omitted from an early copy of the 
Saga- possibly because of its length. 

The circumstantiality of the tale pro- 
claims it as a genuine tradition. But 
its folk -lore narrative style is far Te- 
moved from that of the rest of the 
Crusade báttr or indeed of any part of 
Rognvaldr Kali's Saga. It fits none too 

I 
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well into the narrative at beginning and 
end. There is not sufficient evidence, 
however, to show whether it was in- 
serted during or after the composition 
of the pdttr. 

GEOGRAPHICAL PROBLEMS. 

The Crusade appears to have lasted 
from the summer of 1151 to the summer 
of 1153, the salient dates reported in 
O.S. being as follows :- 
1151. -Left Orkneys -Late summer, 

230' ° -". Stayed Narbonne -"A long 
time," 233" Arr. Galicia -" Before 
Christmastide," 235 ". Captured cas- 
tle- During Christmastide, 2393, 2413. 

1152. -Left Galicia -"After a short time," 
242 ". Reached Jordan -St. Law - 
rence Day, August 10, 255 ". Arr. 
Imbálar- Autumn, 256 °. Stayed 
Imbálar -" A long time," 256'. 
Stayed Istanbul -" For the winter," 
258". 

1153. -Arr. Norway -Summer, 2613. Arr. 
Orkneys -"A little before Christmas- 
tide," 26210 

Unless we follow Vigfusson in iden- 
tifying Narbón, not with Narbonne, but 
with Bilbao on the River Nervion on 
the North of Spain, then we meet the 
difficulty of explaining how Narbonne 
on the Mediterranean coast of France 
was reached before the Straits of Gib- 
raltar were entered. The author appears 
to think that it is on the Atlantic coast 
of France. 

To this problem must be added the 
identity of the place names Imbálar, 
I'rasnes, and Engilsnes, and of Ger- 
manus and the lady Erminger6r of 
Narbonne. All of these problems have 
been exhaustively studied by three Con- 
tinental scholars in the following ar- 
ticles :- 

Hugo Gering : Die Episode von Rogn- 
valdr and Erminger6r, in Zeits- 
chrift fur deutsche Philologie, 
XLIII. (1911), 428 -434; and XLVI. 
(1914), 1 -17. 

Finnur Jónsson : Rognvald larls Tor- 
salfcerd, in the Danish Historisk 
Tidsskrift, 8, R. iv. (1912), 151 -165. 

R. Meissner : Ermengarde and Rogn- 
valdr, in Arkiv for nordisk Filo- 
logi., XLI. (1925), 140 -191. 

To Gering we owe the identification of 
Erminger6r with Ermengarde, daughter 
of a Count Aymeri of Narbonne (d. 
1134). Gering, however, quite unneces- 
sarily discounts the whole narrative as 
legendary and based on a chanson de 
geste which by some means had found 
its way to Iceland. 

Jónsson, realising the genuineness of 
the verses, accepts the narrative as 
based on actual fact and seeks to arrange 
the verses -apart from the prose narra- 
tive-in such an order as to give a geo- 
graphically possible order of events. 

Meissner reviews Gering's and Jóns- 
son's articles at length, and adduces 
additional arguments in favour of 
Jónsson. 

From these elaborate studies it is re- 
freshing to turn to Mr. Clouston's con- 
cise summary of the main problems in 
his footnote on p. 95 of his History of 
Orkney. He argues quite simply that 
if we accept the assumption that the 
name Narbón was substituted by some 
scribe for the name of an Atlantic sea- 
port in the original, which he did not 
understand, then the narrative may be 
accepted as it stands. 

But such an assumption, I fear, we 
cannot make. The authenticity of the 
name Narbón is too well attested It 
occurs in two of Earl Rognvald's occa- 
sional verses (O.S., 234" and 250 ") at 
the end of the eighth line in each. 
Verses were usually regarded as reliable 
and scribes rarely tamper with them. 
Indeed, a name beginning with n and 
having -on- in the second syllable is 
necessary to the metre of each verse. 
If Mr. Clouston's assumption does not 
stand, one may presume that his con- 
clusion falls also. 

After a careful reading of the three 
studies above referred to, with the Saga 
text before me. I have no doubt in my 
mind that Professor Jónsson has found 
the key to the problem. So far as I 
know, no English version of his views 
has appeared, and I feel I cannot do 
better than give a brief exposition of 
them. 

The author of the pdttr, he argues, 
thought that Narbón was on the Atlan- 
tic coast of France, and as a result of 
this mistaken idea transposed what 
must have been the actual order of 
events. The visit to Ermengarde was 
actually made after coasting past Galicia 
and round Spain into the Mediterranean 
just after the separation from Eindrithi, 
and immediately preceding the attack 
on Guthifreyr. Jónsson guesses astutely 
that the purpose of going to Narbonne 
was to winter. As has been mentioned, 
he bases his theory on a close study of 
the verses, some of which in their pm- 
sent context are slightly awkward. For 
example, Earl Rognvald's verse at O.S., 
244" reads : "An East wind has driven 
our ship this winter season far from 
the hands of the Spanish lady. 
The wind drives the sea -stag swiftly 
along the coast of Spain." In the Saga 
narrative this verse appears just before 
the entry into the Straits of Gibraltar - 
an impossible connection. But it is 
comprehensible of a ship leaving Nar- 
bonne in the early months of 1152. In 
the next verse the east wind seems to 
have slackened, and they are driving 
south or south-west : " The land recedes 
to the north. . A hateful cruise 
for one land -lubber have I carved with 
my thin prow away from Spain this 
day " (O.S., 2453). Yet in the Saga this 
appears while they are cruising along 
the coast of Barbary. Again it is sig- 
nificant that the name of Ermengarde, 
which is so well bespattered over the 
verses made in the East Mediterranean, 
does not occur in any of those that 
clearly refer to the voyage round the 
coast of Spain -for the presumable rea- 
son that the Earl had not then met her l 

The close connection of the visit to Er- 
mengarde and the attack on Guthifreyr 
is shown by .their being mentioned to- 
gether in a single verse, O.S., 239". In- 
deed, he argues, there is a .Gaulish sound 
about the first part of Guthi- freyr; and 
we remember that he speaks French 
(0.S., 238"). 

The real itinerary would therefore be 
as follows :- 
1151. -Left Orkneys - Summer. Arr. 

Galicia -October. Left Galicia - 
"After a short time." Arr. Nar- 
bonne- November. Captured Guthi- 
freyr's castle- Christmas. 

1152. -Left for the Holy Land- January- 
February. 
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It will be noted that it is necessary to 
transfer Guthifreyr and his castle from 
Galicia to the neighbourhood of Nar- 
bonne in order to keep the siege near 
Christmas, at which time one of the 
Earl's verses (0.S., 241') shows it to 
have been. 

As to the identity of the other doubt- 
ful place names in the páttr, it is still 
difficult to decide. I shall not attempt 
here a discussion of all the alternatives. 
Prasnes may be Cape Torinana, near 
Cape Finisterre; but as it is passed by 
the Crusaders before they reach Galicia 
(0.S., 234), I doubt if this, or any, iden- 
tification is possible. As the name ap- 
pears later in a verse along with that of 
Acre (0.S., 254') it is more probable that 
it is to be sought in the Eastern Medi- 
terranean. As has been already pointed 
out, more reliance is to be placed on 
inferences drawn from verses than on 
categorical statements made in the prose 
narrative. Imbólar may be, as Dasent 

guessed, the island of Imbros at the 
mouth of the Dardanelles. Meissner in 
his article takes the Saga Imbólum 
(dative case) as having been also the 
nominative, and equivalent to Latin 
embolum, a rostrum or pulpit in the 
forum. He thus argues that it is not 
a place name at all, but just a bazaar 
in some unknown seaport town. Vig- 
fusson had a similar ingenious explana- 
tion to offer, of a transliteration from 
the Greek empolis; and Bugge (Norges 
Hist., II., 2, 15) suggests Amphipolis. 
Dasent's Imbros seems to fit the narra- 
tive and is near enough to the O.N. 
word; but again it is a mere conjecture. 
Engilsnes may be, as is usually assumed, 
Cape St. Angelo. The difficulty arises of 
how it came to be passed on the way 
from Acre to Istanbul. It was, probably, 
inserted by the author as a well known 
landmark on the standard sea -route to 
Istanbul whither so many stalwart 
Norsemen found their way. 
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THE ORKNEYINGA SAGA ITS 
RELATION TO OTHER SAGA 

LITERATURE 

BY A. B. TAYLOR 

The Family Saga. 

AMONG the Sagas which were written 
down in Iceland in the late twelfth 

and the thirteenth centuries, three main 
types can be distinguished. Of these 
the Family Sagas, commonly called' 
Islendinga Sogur, " the Sagas of the 
men of Iceland," are the largest and 
the most interesting group. They in- 
clude such tales as Grettis Saga, Lax - 
dosla Saga, and Brennu -Njáls Saga, and 
had their origin in the aristocratic tra- 
ditions and genealogical interests of the 
older Icelandic families. The 
dealt with consist mainly in the adven- 
tures and relationships of the chief men 
in these families in the late tenth and 
the eleventh centuries. They have the 
characteristics of what Professor Chad- 
wick in his recent volume The Growth 
of Literature calls the Post -Heroic 
Period. The point of view is aristo- 
cratic. The interest is centred in a hero 
and his exploits, but without that often 
humourless exaggeration which marks 
the narratives of the Heroic Age proper -as in Beowulf, and indeed often in 
Homer -or of the later Age of the 
Romance of Chivalry. The Saga narra- 
tive is sober and matter -of -fact, the 
prose style straightforward and conver- 
sational, with no trace, except in iso- 
lated passages, of that verbosity which 
spells Latin influence. Manslayings, 
blood- feuds, law- suits, outlawries, voy- 
ages to distant lands fill many pages in 
these Sagas. Family genealogies are an 
essential part of them. Christianity has 
little influence on either the motives of 
the characters, or the point of view of 
the authors, although both the Saga - 
tellers or spakir -menn who composed 
and handed down the Sagas by word of 
mouth and the scribes who first put 
them in writing were probably often 
family priests. The old Destiny -motif 
of the Heroic poems is present, but is 
less oppressive; it is viewed not so 
much in the form of a doctrine as for 
its psychological implications and its 
dramatic value, even as Euripides view- 
ed the tragic situations of Greek Heroic 
Legend- bizarre as only a malevolent 
Diety could make them -with an eye of 
pity, and yet an eye for art. When Gun - 
narr in Njáls Saga is overborne by cir- 
cumstance he seems to become a strong- 
er and a finer man. When the coils of 

Kirkwall, 30th August, 1934. 

fate begin to close round the outlaw 
Grettir, his bewilderment is crystallized 
into one terrible emotion, the fear of 
the dark. Few things in any literature 
are so impressive as these two re- inter- 
pretations of the predestination of the 
Heroic Age. With few exceptions these 
Family Sagas give the impression of 
vivid narratives founded on fact, and 
both for their artistic excellence and 
their bulk -they occupy 3,500 pages in 
the Reykjavik edition -they are unique 
in their kind among early literature. 

The " Kings' Lives." 
The second type of Saga literature - 

contemporary with the first -is that 
which we regard today as more purely 
historical -the Sagas of the Kings of 
Norway and of Denmark, composed no 
doubt during or immediately after their 
life -times, but surviving only in such 
compilations as Agrip of Nóregs konun- 
ga sggum, Fagrskinna, Morkinskinna, 
Snorri's Heimskringla, Hulda, and, for 
Denmark, Knljtlinga Saga. The sole 
isolated Saga surviving in approximate- 
ly its original form is that of Sverrir, 
King of Norway 1184 -1202, written partly 
in Norway at Sverrir's dictation and 
partly in Iceland. To this class also 
belongs Jómsvikinga Saga, a vivid ac- 
count of the foundation and history of 
the viking fortress at Wollen in Pomer- 
ania. The compilations above- mention- 
ed cover each a wide period of time. 
Those dealing with Norway normally 
begin with Halfdan the Black in the 
ninth century and come down to the 
death of King Eysteinn in 1177; this 
appears to have been accepted as the 
natural stopping place on the ground 
that the succeeding period was covered 
in Sverris Saga. Xngtlinga Saga begins 
with the reign of Haraldr Gorm's son 
c. 930 and comes down to 1190. All 
these compilations make use of oral 
tradition -anecdotes and verses that 
have found their way to Iceland on the 
tongues of traders and wandering skalds. 
All in varying degrees make use of writ- 
ten sources- Sagas, Latin annals, gene -. 
alogies; these sources being sometimes 
used freely and critically, as in Agrip 
and Heimskringla, and sometimes more 
slavishly, as in Fagrskinna and Huida. 
The striking feature of these Kings' 
Lives is the mass of historical detail in 
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them regarding places people, move- 
ments of men and ships, negotiations 
between rival kings and earls. Anec- 
dotes of peculiar human situations or 
revealing significant traits in the char- 
acters of the chief personages, scraps of 
conversation, quick retorts, sudden fits 
of daring or of violence -all have an air 
of truth. There are, it is true, continual 
discrepancies between the various Lives, 
which create a Synoptic problem very 
similar to that which faces the student 
of the Gospels. But Ari, the first Ice - 
landic historian, set a noble example in 
accuracy of statement which was not 
lost on his successors. As one would 
expect in an historical work, the nar- 
rative in these Lives is mainly episodic; 
interest is in events more than in per- 
sonages; and the Destiny -motif is al- 
most entirely absent. 

The " Sagas of Olden Times." 
The third type of Saga literature is 

known as Fornaldar Sogur, " the Sagas 
of olden time." This name was given 
to those Sagas based on early legends 
such as are found in Heroic and Mytho- 
logical poems. Among them are Yng- 
linga Saga with which Snorri began his 
Heimskringla, the lost Skjgldunga Saga 
which preceded Knijtlinga Saga in a 
similar way, Hrólfs Saga kraka, and. 
Hervarar Saga. These do not appear to 
have come into existence until the thir- 
teenth century, and probably had no 
" oral " history as Sagas. They are pro- 
ducts of the great literary and historical 
movement in Iceland to which we owe 
the writing down of all Old Icelandic 
poetry and prose. But the material of 

Sagas is of great antiquity. 
The personages are but shadows, insub- 
stantial things; the tale is often broken 
music. They are truly Sagas " of olden 
time." 

Other Types of Saga Literature. 
Other minor types of Saga are the fic- 

titious Sagas (lygisggur or " lying 
Sagas "), the romantic Sagas of foreign 
origin, and the ecclesiastical Sagas. Ex- 
amples of the last of these are Kristni 
Saga telling the story of the introduc- 
tion and growth of Christianity in Ice - 
land down to 1118, and Biskupa Sogur, 
a collection of ecclesiastical biographies. 
These are characterised by a simplicity 
of narrative style and a general naiveté 
of outlook; the sanctity of the person- 
ages and the significance of the inci- 
dents are deemed to be self- evident and 
self -explanatory. 

To the same class belong translations 
of Latin " Saints' Lives." These are 
verbose in style, prolix in detail yet 
without verisimilitude, and display an 
avid belief in all that is miraculous. 
One of the largest of these is a life of 
St. Thomas à Becket called Thomas 
Saga erkibiskups, available in an Eng- 
lish translation in the Rolls Series. 
The Orkneyinga Saga and the Family 

Sagas. 
That the Orkneyinga Saga stands 

somewhat apart from other Saga litera- 
ture has already been noted by Vigfus- 
son in a short study of the Saga in his 
Prolegomena to Sturlunga Saga, and by 
Professor Finnur Jonsson of Copen- 
hagen in his Litt. Hist. II. 653. 

One does not expect it to resemble 
the Icelandic Family Saga. The scene 
is remote from Iceland and it cannot 

have had in Iceland the stimulus of 
family pride in its compilation. In- 
deed, certain features of the Family 
Saga are noticeably absent. 

In the first place, there are few pri- 
vate law- suits. It might be argued that 
these are not to be expected in a Saga 
dealing with earls and kings. But there 
are many private individuals, goethingar 
and lendirmen, who had occasion to 
make use of arbitration at a Thing. We read of many Things in the Orkneys, but they are political and not judicial 
assemblies. We hear much of arbitra- 
tion and " going- between," of scett and 
compensation, but negotiations are in- 
formal, and not infrequently little in- 
formation is given regarding the terms 
of settlement. We can only conclude that a system of civil law had not de- 
veloped so fully in the Orkneys as in Iceland, and that there was lacking 
among Saga -men and Saga audiences in the Orkneys that enthralling interest in 
legal procedure which existed in Ice- 
land at the same period. 

In only two sections of the Saga is there a strong legal interest. The first páttr or Short -Saga about Earl Thbr- 
finnr (0.S. ch. 13 -19) is a well written 
account of the diplomatic struggle be- 
tween Earls Thorfinnr, Einarr and Brusi 
for the favour of King Olafr Helgi and 
the possession of as large a share as they 
could get of the Orkney Earldom. The 
authorship of the páttr is unknown. It 
appears to have so impressed Snorri that he included it, none too relevantly, 
in his Saga of Olafr Helgi in Heims- 
kringla (Hks., S. of Ol. H., ch. 97-103). 
The second instance of a legal interest 
is the tale of the feud between Kolr, 
father of Rognvaldr Kali, and John 
Limp -leg in Norway, which is related 
less for its intrinsic interest than for 
the influence it had in the fortunes of 
Rognvaldr. 

The second feature noticeably absent 
is the genealogy which in a Family Saga 
normally accompanies each new person- 
age who enters the tale. For example, 
in introducing a new character, Njals 
Saga usually reads like this : 

" There was a man called Skapti. 
He was the son of Thoroddr. Thor - 
odd's mother was Thorvor. She was 
the daughter of Thormothr Skapti's 
son, son of Olafr the Broad, son of 
Oliver Old- child. That father and son 
were great chiefs and well skilled in 
the law. ." (Nj. S., ch. 56.) 
The Orkneyinga Saga in similar cir- 

cumstances reads as follows : 

" There was a man called Amundi. 
He was rich and well -to -do and lived 
on the Mainland at Hlaupandanes in 
Sandwick. He had a son called Thor - 
kell, in every way the most accom- 
plished of all men born and bred in 
the Orkneys. " (O.S., ch. 14.) 

There are, it must be admitted, two 
longer genealogical passages in the 
Saga, the first in ch. 33, and the second 
spread over chs. 53, 55, and 56. After a 
careful study of these in relation to the 
rest of the Saga I have come to the con- 
clusion that they were written by the 
compiler to introduce succinctly and 
for easy reference the persons who were 
to play a part in the succeeding narra- 
tive, so that such paragraphs as those 
on Skapti Thorodd's son and Thorkell 
Amundi's son would be unnecessary. 
That this was his purpose in the sec- 
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and set of genealogies I have little 
doubt; all the people mentioned occur later in the tale. His purpose in the 
first (ch. 33) is a little less clear. It is 
more of a genealogy per se. Although 
we are told that ' all these men come into the Saga later " (O.S. 891° "), many 
of them do not. The compiler probably 
had at hand a written genealogy of the 
family of the Earls Paul and Erlendr, 
copied it into his text, and added the 
above conventional sentence in the gen- 
uine belief that its promise would be 
fulfilled. 

In two families, it may be noted, the 
Saga shows peculiar interest, that of 
Frakokk the virago of Caithness, and 
that of Kolbeinn Hruga of Wyre. The 
interest in Frakokk's family (O.S. ch. 
53 -55, 78) may be accounted for by the 
probability that the compiler had re- 
sided for a time in Caithness. The 
genealogies of Kolbeinn's family occur 
in passages that were fairly certainly 
later additions to the Saga text, at the 
end of ch. 84 (0.S. 213"- 214 °), and the 
end of ch. 108 (O.S. 321" "), and in ch. 
109 (O.S. 321" "; the consecration of 
Bjarni, son of Kolbeinn, as Bishop of 
the Orkneys). This interest in Kol- 
beinn's family is all the more notice- 
able in that it has little relevance to its 
context. It may be explained by the 
fame of Bishop Bjarni in Iceland as 
churchman, poet, and diplomatist. 

Such points of contact with the Fam- 
ily Saga as have been described above 
are found mainly in the latter half of 
the Orkneyinga Saga which tells the 
Saga of Earl Rognvaddr Kali. Other 
points of contact can be found in this 
section of the Saga. The scrapes of 
Sveinn of Gairsay and his cronies have 
the same picaresque appeal as one 
meets in Grettis Saga, and Vîga -Glúms 
Saga, two of the great Sagas of Out- 
lawry. The presentation of Sveinn's 
character, the position he occupies in 
the centre of the drama, the admiration 
of the author for the hard realism of 
his pérsonality, an admiration apparent 
but without explicit expression until 
we read of his death in ch. 108 -all these 
are in the best manner of the Family 
Saga. So also are the aristocratic point 
of view the careful dating of events 
season by season, and the revelation 
from chapter to chapter of the essence 
of the story -teller's art -the continued 
gratification of expectant curiosity. 

The Orkneyinga Saga and the 
°` Kings' Lives. 

The Orkneyinga Saga as a whole, how- 
ever, seems more closely related as re- 
gards its structure and its intention to 
the Kings' Lives than to the Family 
Saga. Its compiler seems to be trying 
to do for the Earls of the Orkneys what 
Snorri did for the Kings of Norway and 
what the unknown author of Knÿtlinga 
Saga did later for the royal house of 
Denmark. Our Saga is a compilation of 
individual Earl's Sagas and pcettir, some 
of which had survived orally and some 
in written form; and this collection is 
preceded by a Mythological Introduc- 
tion (0.S. ch 1 -3) giving a mythological 
ancestry to the Orkney Earls, just as 
Snorri's introductory Ynglinga Saga did 
for the Kings of Norway, and Skjgldunga 
Saga did for the Kings of Denmark. 
Our Saga has the same efforts at chron- 
ology, the same reliance on skaldic 
verses for confirmation of anecdotes 

surviving orally, the same mass of his- 
torical detail as these collections of 
Kings' Lives. It claims implicity to be 
history rather than art. The Destiny - 
motif is absent. There are frequent 
references to sources of information - 
skaldic poems, eye -witnesses, and 
(more rarely) written Sagas. 

In one feature the Orkneyinga Saga can claim a certain individual quality in its technique. The various Earls' 
Sagas and pcettir are very skilfully linked 
together, sometimes by a genealogical 
chapter such as has been described 
above, more often by brief abstracts from the same Kings' Sagas which were used in extenso by Snorri and his fel- 
lows. These original Kings' Sagas or 
Lives, as has been said, are now lost, but their existence can be deduced from the similarities and dissimilarities be- 
tween these linking chapters in our 
Saga and the relevant chapters in 
Snorri's work and in Fagrskinna or 
Morkinskinna. For example, the latter part of 0.S. ch. 8 is drawn in all prob- 
ability from a lost Saga of Eirikr Bloody - 
Axe. and bridges the gap between the 
punitive expedition of Haraldr Fair - hair (894 x) and the pcettir (0.S. ch. 
9 -11) of the sons of Thorfinnr Skull - 
splitter (977 x). In the latter part of the Saga, ch. 91, based probably on the 
lost Saga of Inpi and Sigurthr, deals 
with King Eystemn's expedition to the 
British Isles in the summer of 1151 and 
serves as a transition from the con- 
clusion of the pdttr of Earl Rognvald's 
Crusade (ch. 85 -89) to the narrative of 
events in the Orkneys during his ab- 
sence (ch. 92 -93). 

There are traces of these linking chap- 
ters in Kni%tlinga Saga. Ch. 20 is an 
excursion into Norwegian history to 
explain Haraldr Gilli's flight to Den- 
mark and the events consequent there- 
on, and is probably based on the lost. 
Saga of Haraldr. But as a principle of 
composition the linking chapter is not 
employed with the conscious purpose 
apparent in the Orkneyinga Saga. The 
latter has at least five such chapters 
(ohs. 8, 21, 34, 62, 91) ; and perhaps ch. 
12 and the group of chapters (ch. 39 -43) 
based on the lost Saga of Magnus Bare - 
legs may be classified in the same 
manner. 
The Orkneyinga Saga and Other Types 

of Saga Literature. 
With the remaining types of Saga lit- 

erature the Orkneyinga Saga has affini- 
ties only in parts. The Mythological 
Introduction (0.S. ch. 1 -3) already re- 
ferred to belongs to the third main type, 
" the Sagas of olden time." It may 
have had a poetic origin; for the myth 
of Fornjotr is very old. It appears to 
have been an independent document 
which the compiler found suited to his 
purpose and used with little alteration. 

Again, the Saga of Saint Magnus (0.S. 
ch. 44-52, and ch. 56 (end only) -57) 
stands apart from the bulk of the 
Orkneyinga Saga in being neither a cool 
historical narrative nor a tale told by 
the chimney corner, but a Saint's Life 
of the orthodox medieval variety. In 
unctuous terms are described his early 
sanctity, his martyrdom, burial, and the 
reburial of his relics within the sanctu- 
ary, and the miracles supposedly per- 
formed at his shrine. It says much for 
the historical sense of the compiler that 

I 
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of the three extant versions of the Saga 
of Saint Magnus, the most sober is that 
contained within his Orkneyinga Saga. 

Lastly, there are romantic elements in 
the tale of Earl Rognvald's Crusade 
(O.S. ch. 85 -89) which are out of har- 
mony with the tone and temper of both 
the Family Saga at its best and the 
Kings' Lives. In its gaiety and spirit of 
adventure, its love interest and knight - 
errantry, it is equally removed from 
the solemn purposefulness of Kari or 
even Olafr Peacock on their voyages 
abroad, and the more sober chronicle of 
Sigurthr the Crusader's journey to Pal- 
estine and Istanbul (Hkr., S. of Sig., 
Eyst., and 01., ch. 3 -13). It would be 
dangerous to assert the influence of the 
French Romance of Chivalry here at so 
early a period. We know that in Nor- 
way in 1226 a translation of the romance 
of Tristram was made for King Hakon. 
It is possible, although no direct evi- 
dence can be adduced, that similar tales 

had found their way to Iceland on the 
mouths of travelling skalds by 1210 -1220, 
during which period our Saga was prob- 
ably compiled. 

Conclusion. 
To sum up, the Orkneyinga Saga is a 

clever compilation made on the model 
of the Collections' of Kings' Lives, but 
in its various parts it has affinities to 
all the other classifiable types of Saga . 
literature -in the Mythological Introduc- 
tion to the " Sagas of olden time," in 
the Sagas of the early Orkney Earls to 
the Kings' Lives themselves, in the Saga 
of Saint Magnus to the ecclesiastical 
Saints' Lives, and in the Saga of 
Rognvaldr Kali to the typical Family 
and Outlaw Sagas and the late Roman- 
tic Saga. Where the compiler found all 
this diversity of material, how far he 
copied, adapted, or wrote from what he 
himself had heard are problems which 
must be left as the subject of a future 
study. 
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THE ORKNEYINGA SAGA : ITS 
PLACE OF COMPOSITION 

BY A. B. TAYLOR 

ALTHOUGH the Orkneyinga Saga 
deals in such a detailed manner 

with the history of the Orkneys for three 
centuries, and although it differs in 
certain important features from the 
typical Sagas of Iceland, there can be 
no doubt that it was first written down 
in that Northern island. F. Jónsson 
(Litt. Hist. II., 655) and S. Nordal (O.S. 
VII -VIII) have no doubt upon the mat- 
ter. It is well, however, to display in 
order the evidence for place of composi- 
tion and even to inquire if it is possible 
to localize the Saga in any particular 
part of Iceland. 

The evidence for Iceland as the place 
of composition is as follows :- 
(i) The two earliest extant MS frag- 

ments, AM 325 III B 4 -to (known as 
325 b) and AM 325 III A 4 -to (known 
as 325 a), are Icelandic. A careful 
study of the orthography and phono- 
logy of the former has revealed less 
than a dozen O.Norw. forms, all of 
them isolated and probably mere 
scribal aberrations. There is no 
trace of distinctively S.W. Norwe- 
gian forms, such as would suggest 
the possibility of an Orkney origin 
for the Saga. 

(ii) The vocabulary is. in the main, the 
standard vocabulary of the Sagas of 
Iceland. There are, it is true, terms 
that are used in a sense that is pe- 
culiar to the Orkneys:- gbingr, 
rabgjafi, hgldr (q.v. in Index of 
Legal Terms). There are also sev- 
eral land and property terms that 
are non -Icelandic 

ból : a " farm," used alone (52'). 
garbr, in the sense of " a house in 

a town " (142'). 
boer, in the sense of " an unforti- 

fied town or village "; of Ber- 
gen, 153', 2253Q; of Oslo, 154 ". 

skytning : `t an alehouse " where 
each paid his own " skot " 
(530, 141 ", 1446). 

But these may all be accounted for 
by the foreign origin of the oral 
traditions on which the written Saga 
was based, and by the fact that al- 
though non -Icelandic they would 
not be strange to the compiler who, 
it would appear, must have resided 
for some length of time in Caithness 
and the Orkneys. 

On the other side we find several 
usages typically Icelandic. In 137" 
we find O.Icel. jgrö for O.Norw. ból. 
In 315' we find O.Icel. sel for O.Nor. 

Kirkwall, 30th August, 1934. 

setr : a " shieling," a term used to 
explain the word erg (for Celt. 
airigh) earlier in the same chapter 
(309n). Indeed, the need for explain - 
ing the word erg would not have 
arisen in . the Orkneys or in Caith- 
ness, where there are numerous farm 
names derived from it, usually end- 
ing to -day in. -ary. Lastly, though of 
less value as evidence, the standard 
spelling throughout the different 
parts of the Saga of O.Norw. 
Prándheimr (Trondhjem) is O.Icel. 
Prándheimr (3', 5', 57 ", 142"). 

(iii) The majority of the skalds whose 
verses are quoted in the Saga were 
Icelanders. The only important ex- 
ceptions are Turf- Einarr, five of 
whose verses appear in his own 
Saga, and Rognvaldr Kali, who is. 
responsible for thirty -two in his. It 
is probable that Turf -Einar's verses 
found their way to Iceland at an 
early period, and those of Rognvaldr 
Kali during his lifetime, probably 
on the lips of Oddi the Little and 
Armothr and the other Icelandic 
skalds who visited Earl Rognvaldr 
in the Orkneys. 

(iv) The repeated mention of the Sagas 
of the Orkney Earls in almost con - 
temporary Icelandic literature is 
fairly certain proof, as S. Nordal 
points out (O.S. l.c.), of its Icelandic 
provenance. 

(v) One would expect that an Icelander 
who had travelled in the " Western" 
Isles would, in writing for his coun- 
trymen, take pains to explain the 
relative positions of places and give 
a little more topographical detail 
than is usual in Sagas where the 
scene is laid in Iceland. We do not 
find this to be so. Indeed, it is not 
the Saga way. The Saga rarely ex- 
plains people, and often describes 
them most meagrely; and it rarely 
describes places. Only by an ac- 
quaintance with the scene of action 
can one appreciate the skill of 
Sveinn in kidnapping Paul in Rou- 
say, or in escaping from Lambaborg. 
Only by a visit to Caithness can one 
follow Earl Rognvaldr on his last 
ride to his death at Forsie. In a 
few instances one finds an explan- 
atory sentence :- 

" Northumbria . which is 
a fifth part of England." (14n.) 
" Anglesey is a third part of 
Wales." (103'.) 
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" the whole of Cantyre; it is better than the best island in the Suörey'ar, with the excep- 
tion of the Isle of Man. It pro- 
jects to the West from Scotland 
and [there is] a narrow isthmus 
at the landward end, so that ships 
are frequently hauled over." 
(105° " 

Dufegri : that is a 
market -town in Scotland." (197 ".) But the first three of the above oc- cur in parallel passages in Hkr., 

and the-second and third in similar 
passages in Mork.; so that they be- 
long originally not to 0.S. but to the lost Kings' Sagas on which portions 
of it are based. 

(vi) Akin to actual descriptions are 
" sailing directions." One might 
expect that an Icelander would be- 
tray his point of reference, as it 
were, by his use of the points of the 
compass and of verbs of coming and 
going. Actually, the most contra- 
dictory of results can be obtained 
from such phrases. A few, however, 
seem definite :- 

" Thorbjorn was by turns out in 
the Orkneys " (ut i Orkneyjum, 
196 "). 

There were not at that time two 
men out in the West (fyrir vestan 
haf) not of higher birth who were 
thought more powerful than 
Sveinn and his brother -in -law 
Thorbjorn " (196" ") 

West to the Isle of 
Man " (199'; really South, but, to 
the sea -faring Icelander in British 
waters, further West meant merely 
further from home). 

(vii) Finally, our Saga is too close an 
imitation of the. Icelandic collec- 
tions of Kings' Lives to have been 
compiled far away from where they 
were put together. 

As to the actual part of Iceland where 
the Orkneyinga Saga was compiled we 
have little evidence. F. Jónsson (Litt. 
Hist. II, 656) suggested the North. One 
type of evidence -though of the nega- 
tive variety-is the compiler's ignorance 
of facts known in other parts of Iceland. 
For example, the early history of Norse 
rule in the Hebrides, and the great per- 
sonalities of Authr the Deep- minded 
and Ketill Flat -neb, and the rebellion 
of the latter against Haraldr Fair -hair 
appear to have been well -known in the 
West of Iceland, for they play a con- 
siderable part in Laxdoela Saga, and are 
mentioned in Eyrbyggja Saga, Land - 
námabók, and elsewhere, as part of the 
common stock of the Saga- teller's 
knowledge. Had he been in possession 
of this information, the compiler would 
surely have used it to explain Harald 
Fair -hair's attack on the Hebrides on 
his second expedition to the West (894x), 
instead of confusing the two expedi- 
tions and making a mere mention of 
the attack in the account of the first 
(cp. O.S., ch. 4 and ch. 8). Again, much 

more seems to have been known in the 
South and West regarding the reign of 
Sigurthr the Stout, whose reign receives 
but scant attention in O.S., ch. 11 -12. In 
Njals Saga, a southern Saga, there sur- 
vives a long story of the visit of Kari, 
and of Helgi and Grimr, sons of Njall, 
to the Orkneys (976 x 990) and of their 
fight with the Scots Earls, Hundi and 

elsnati at Dungalsgnipa (perhaps to 
be identified with Skiôamjrr in O.S., 
ch. 11). The same Saga gives an account 
of the battle of Clontarf in 1014 and the 
events that led up to it-a much better 
account from the point of view of the 
history of the Orkney Earldom than our 
compiler seems able to give us. There 
are many other Icelandic visitors to 
Earl Sigurthr mentioned in the Sagas. 
The Skald Gunnlaugr Serpent's- tongue 
paid two visits (999 and 1008 x 1012) and 
he and Sigurthr plundered in the He- 
brides together (Gunn/. S., ch. 11, 20;- 
a Saga of the West). Between 1012 and 
1014 Thorsteinn, son of Hallr of Sida, 
was in Sigurth's service (Dorst. Sibu- 
Halls S., 215-216 ;-a Saga of the East). 
Thoroddr, an Icelandic merchant re- 
turning home from Dublin, sold his 
small boat to agents of Sigurthr to en- 
able them to return with taxes from the 
Isle of Man, x 1014 (Eyrb. S., ch. 29; 
a Saga of the West). Bjorn, a Nor- 
wegian, and Thorkell, a relative of 
Sigurthr, plundered widely with him in 
Scotland, x 1012 (Vatzd. S. ch. 43; a 
Saga of the North). 

The three last instances are perhaps 
not of much importance. The rest, if 
they prove anything at all, point to the 
North as the probable place of compo- 
sition. The North was the home of 
Grettir and of Viga -Glum, two potent 
personalities beside whom Sveinn of 
Gairsay may fitly stand. In the North 
was composed Vatzdoela Saga, the only 
Family Saga which quotes from O.S. 
Vigfusson (Prof. to Sturl. S., LXVII) 
professed to see in O.S. a similarity in 
style , and treatment to Ljóstvetnznga 
Saga, another Family Saga of the North. 
But beyond the fact that Ljóstvetninga 
Saga is a compilation of disconnected 
Pcettir written in a somewhat pedestrian 
style, there seems to me no point in the 
comparison. 

A further piece of evidence, also 
somewhat negative in character de- 
serves mention. Our compiler must 
have had at hand a collection of Lives 
of the Kings of Norway which was not 
A rip or Heimskringla or Fagrskinna or 
Morkinskinna, but one similar to them. 
The compilation of 0.S. and of Hkr. 
were almost contemporary, but the dis- 
crepancies between the two, especially 
in the accounts of Haraldr Fair -hair 
and of Magnus Bare-legs, must preclude 
the possibility of any consultation be- 
tween the two compilers. As Snorri 
probably compiled Hkr. at home on his 
estate at Reykjaholt in the South -East, 
we may again suggest -but only suggest 
-the North as the locus of our Saga. 
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